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Abstract
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The overarching aim of the thesis was to draw a livelihoodscape from the slum. The questions
guiding this endeavour were: Where do slum dwellers carry out their livelihood activities
and how can these spatial livelihood patterns be understood? This involved outlining how
livelihoods emerged from and interacted with the slum; following how they detached themselves
and unfolded further in urban space; and finally, how they transcended the urban territory and
migrated onwards to translocal destinations. Material was collected through surveys, semi-
structured interviews and observations in three slum settlements in Lusaka, encompassing 459
research participants.

Mapping slum dwellers’ livelihood spatialities generated insights with implications for
livelihood theory, but also for Southern/subaltern urban theory and in particular the workings
of African cities. First, it revealed that the residential settlement played a critical role in
the execution of people’s livelihoods. Mobility constraints attributed to affordability and
time poverty contributed to this outcome, but equally important were localised processes of
information sharing, matching and learning. At the same time, livelihood activities connected
the residential settlement to other key locations in the city, creating a complex system of flows
and interactions. The importance of particular sites in the city for slum dwellers’ economic
activities could be connected to colonial and post-colonial planning regimes, intermingling with
global economic shifts and development policies. But to a limited degree, slum dwellers also
carried out livelihood activities beyond the urban scope; such as engaging in agriculture on
rural farmland and conducting interurban and cross-border trade. These translocal livelihoods
were to a significant extent enabled by social capital. Gender constituted an evident axis of
differentiation, with women’s economic activities being more spatially constrained than men’s.
This was associated with patriarchal control, disproportional involvement in reproductive
chores, limited access to assets, but also a colonial history of spatial marginalisation.

By drawing on diverse sets of scholarship, this thesis was able to problematise notions of the
African city as a site of contingency and crisis, and demonstrate how it can be characterised by
flux as well as permanence; marginalisation as well as integration; alienation and fellowship,
all at the same time.
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It seems to me that this was a day when I saw the conceived, perceived and 
lived spaces of Lusaka, [---] together, kilometre by kilometre – a post-colonial, 
informal, unruly, and wounded city, yet a cosmopolitan place full imaginative, 
generative and connective synergies internally and across the globe, in spite 
of the rest” (Myers, 2011:41). 
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1.  Introduction 

Veronica’s story 
 

What I do for a living…[---]. I’ve got my home. I’m a widow. My husband 
died in 2004. [---]I have a shop in the market. [---] I have two machines, two 
knitting machines, but when I am very busy [with my voluntary assignment as 
a home care giver] I have to have other people to do for me. But when I come 
back, I make the jerseys, the school jerseys. Even baby clothes. Anything to 
do with wool. I have other people to do for me when I am busy, but knitting 
the jerseys together, I always do that myself. Even when I am at home and I 
relax, I knit them together. One other shop, I put to rent, there is someone who 
is renting on a monthly basis… You know, these are the things that I do, basi-
cally.  

When I am busy, I employ people, but my children also help me. I have 
only got one child, but I have dependants. I’ve got my family to help me 
through. Like my niece, she is also working and she is the one who pays the 
rent. And my son helps me with food. He is working and he gives me money 
to buy mealie meal and other foodstuffs.  

Before, I used to sell [a peanut-based dish called] chikanda. But then I be-
came sick. Just three weeks before my husband died, we got to know our status. 
I was known to be HIV-positive. Maybe my husband couldn’t cope with the 
news, I don’t know. Maybe he was in denial. Three weeks after he got to know 
his status, he died. And back then, the treatment was really a problem. Because 
you know, we used to buy the drugs ourselves, but to access those drugs, it was 
expensive. It was only for those who can afford. So three weeks later, my hus-
band died. I was left alone. So now, what do I do? With the help of the [local 
NGO] and my family, I came on my feet. You know, I was very weak. Cooking 
chikanda, it’s really involving… You really need energy. To stir those big pots. 
But I just didn’t have the strength. So I called my brother. He is in South Africa, 
in Joburg. He says: ‘She will come here, we will feed her, look after her, so at 
least she will be strong’. So I went to South Africa, I stayed there for two 
months and at last I became a bit strong. And my brother says: ‘Let’s buy her 
a machine’. So he bought a machine for me. And when I came back, I had to 
employ someone to teach me how to use the machine. And gradually I became 
stronger and stronger. I started knitting, I started to have customers. But I 
couldn’t both knit and do chikanda, this is too involving. So I stopped making 
chikanda. I am not yet very strong… Knitting, you’re just sitting there, you are 
just using your hands. So that is how I stopped the chikanda business and 
started knitting. (Veronica, resident in George compound in Lusaka, Zambia). 
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Veronica’s story is an example of how a woman in a Zambian slum makes a 
living for and through her family, and how she has adapted her livelihood 
strategies in response to various life changes. Over the period of life that she 
describes, she has provided for herself through her own labour and assets, and 
with the help of family at home and abroad. She operates fully in the informal 
economy, which means that she does not have any business license, does not 
pay taxes and does not have access to social benefits. Her livelihood is com-
posed by multiple strategies, stretches across multiple locations and draws on 
multiple resources.  
     Veronica’s livelihood story, and the stories of other slum dwellers in Lu-
saka, comprises the backbone of this thesis. It focuses on the activities slum 
dwellers engage in when providing for themselves and their families, the re-
sources they deploy and the locations they frequent. Fundamentally, it re-
volves around how slum dwellers spatial livelihood trajectories come together 
to create a coherent landscape of livelihoods – a livelihoodscape. 

Drawing a (gendered) livelihoodscape from the slum 
This thesis is about drawing a livelihoodscape from an African slum. The term 
livelihoodscape constitutes an amalgamation of “livelihood” and “landscape”. 
Panofsky (1953) defines landscape as “[a] kind of window through which we 
look out into a section of space” (p 3). Hägerstrand (1988) suggests that land-
scapes can be viewed from a range of different scales and perspectives; from 
above, at level, from near, from a distance. As such, the landscape can be seen 
as a visual stimulus, a panorama that meets the eye, or “the sum of our visible 
surroundings” (Jones, 1991:233).  
     Antropologist Appadurai (1996) is commonly credited for originally de-
linking -scape from landscape and fixing it onto other concepts to produce 
new perspectives on complex global processes, thus coming up with terms 
such as mediascape and financescape (Ey & Sherval, 2016). According to 
Appadurai (1996), conceptualising phenomena as -scapes enables us to de-
construct “objectively given relations that look the same from every angle” (p 
33) and examine them from new perspectives, acknowledging their situated-
ness. 
     A livelihoodscape from the slum hence refers to the panorama of economic 
activities emanating from the slum and performed by its inhabitants. The slum 
is the window from which livelihood activities are observed and traced as they 
unfold in the distance. Drawing a livelihoodscape from the slum is about un-
covering the slum as a particular place with particular implications for liveli-
hoods. But it is also about revealing how the slum interconnects with other 
places through livelihoods and establishing how and why these connections 
emerged. It constitutes a relational prism through which livelihood are as-
sessed: the manner in which they are intertwined with spaces and bound up in 
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wider processes occurring at the global as well as the local scale, sometimes 
simultaneously.  
     Livelihoods are often equated with income-generating activities but in re-
ality, the concept is considerably more far-reaching (de Haan, 2000). Liveli-
hoods involve whole systems comprising “capabilities, assets (including ma-
terial and social resources) and activities required for a means of living” (Car-
ney, 1998:2) Thus, a livelihood is not restricted to a particular activity, but 
may include a full range of strategies formulated by the household in response 
to opportunities and constraints. It may be composed of remittances (Anders-
son, 2011), renting out land for residential or agricultural use (Chant, 2013); 
small-scale vegetable production to release capital for other uses (Crush, 
Hovorka & Tevera, 2011) and hawking of goods on the informal market (Lyon 
& Snoxell, 2005). 
     This thesis draws on the body of research produced within the Sustainable 
Livelihoods Framework (SLF), an approach focused on the patchwork of 
strategies and assets deployed by the poor to ensure household reproduction 
(Moser, 1998). While livelihoods of the African urban poor have received 
some share of research attention (see for example Iyenda, 2005; Lindell, 2010; 
Maxwell, 1995; Potts, 2009; Thaddeus, Raymond & Anyadike, 2012; Tsikata, 
2009; Wignall et al, 2019) livelihoods – also outside sub-Saharan Africa – are 
rarely approached from the context of the slum (for exceptions, see Coelho, 
Venkat & Chandrika, 2012; Gupta & Mitra, 2002; Mitra, 2004, 2005; Owusu, 
Agyei-Mensa & Lund, 2008; Verrest & Post, 2007).  
     Even less attention has been directed towards the spatial dimensions of 
slum dwellers’ livelihoods. This is unfortunate, as King (2011) argues 
“[b]ecause they depend upon the collection of resources, integration to social 
networks and the movement of labour and capital, livelihoods are inherently 
spatial and therefore need a spatial analysis to be understood” (p 297-298).  
     In this context, livelihood spatiality plays a key role, and the explanations 
and understandings that accompany it. While livelihood location represents a 
physical location where an economic activity is performed, livelihood spatial-
ity is in this thesis is considerably broader, incorporating the full range of lo-
cations and associated mobilities contained within an individual’s (or house-
hold’s, where applicable) livelihood strategy. It is a highly individual, contin-
gent and dynamic concept, representing the outcome of personalised decision-
making processes on the one hand, and structural forces giving rise to spatial 
variation in economic opportunity on the other. 
     This thesis endeavours to explore and unpack the realities of slum dwellers 
in Lusaka, a sub-Saharan African city, and their ways of making a living 
within, outside and through urban space. In so doing, this thesis has a partic-
ular, but not exclusive, focus on women and their agency within prescriptive 
and restrictive gender roles. It builds on a recognition that gender intersects 
with people’s use and access to particular places, but also with the adoption 
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and execution of livelihoods (Mitra, 2005). In extension, gender therefore con-
stitutes an intervening factor in slum dwellers’ spatial livelihood arrange-
ments. It should be noted that gender in this thesis is primarily studied from 
the vantage point of difference between men and women. Division of labour 
plays a prominent role, as does differences in access to assets and capital en-
dowments, as well as access to mobility and space. Framing these points of 
departure is an assumption of gender as being socially constructed (Elson & 
Pearson, 2011) and upheld through patriarchal norms, practices and perfor-
mances (Harcourt, 2017). 
     This decision connects to the meta-theoretical orientation of this thesis. It 
takes inspiration from critical approaches to social science, principally femi-
nist and post-colonial perspectives. While followers of feminist theory very 
clearly argue that gender is not only about women (see for example Ridgeway, 
2011), post-colonial and feminist approaches nevertheless stipulate a research 
focus revolving around the realities of subjugated groups (McDowell, 1999; 
Racine, 2003). As will be demonstrated, slum dwellers constitute an example 
of subalternity1; through their confinement into the urban shadow (see McFar-
lane, 2011), i.e.; their peripheral existence in the urban fabric (Chenal, 
Pedrazzini & Boyal, 2016), but also through their continuous lack of repre-
sentation as bearers of knowledge (Cuming, 2016). But slum dwellers do not 
comprise a unified group and it has been indicated that their position of mar-
ginalisation intersects with, among other things, gendered preconceptions on 
women’s subordination (see for example Mitra, 2005), a feature which is par-
ticularly salient in a country such a Zambia (Schlyter, 2002; Tranberg Hansen, 
1997). Gender, therefore, is treated as an additional axis of subjugation in the 
existence of Lusaka’s slum dwellers. 
     By concentrating on slum dwellers’ livelihood activities and the spatialities 
that accompany them, this thesis consequently probes a dimension of slum 
living that has been continuously overlooked in research. But Veronica’s story 
is not solely interesting with reference to the slums of Lusaka, or to slums in 
general. An absolutely crucial assumption framing this thesis is that Veron-
ica’s story communicates something which carries meaning on a much larger 
scale. Her struggle to provide for herself by navigating the alternately hostile 
and nurturing structures of her existence goes beyond the disciplinary terrain 
of the slum and Lusaka. It says something about the urban in general and the 
African city in particular, especially with regards to the context of drastic 
change that is unfolding in urban Africa. 

                               
1 Sricar (2020) suggests that subalternity in general terms should be understood as being in a 
state of oppression, but that the concept also has taken on a more specific meaning as ” margin-
alization within or complete exclusion from the established archives and annals of knowledge” 
(p 112), thereby predominantly concerning questions of representation. 
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Africa’s urban revolution 
Sub-Saharan Africa is urbanising rapidly (Förster & Ammann, 2018; Parnell 
& Pieterse, 2014; UN-Habitat, 2014). This tendency is so swift, pervasive and 
deeply transformative that scholars refer to it as a revolution (see Parnell & 
Pieterse, 2014). In numbers, this means that “Africa’s urban population is 
likely to nearly triple between 2018 and 2050” (UN-Desa, 2018:24). While 
this trend varies between countries (Cobbinah, Erdiaw-Kwaise & Amoateng, 
2015; Smit, 2018) - Zambia, for example, has experienced several waves of 
counter urbanisation (Potts, 2016) - a general and conspicuous feature is that 
urbanisation has rarely been accompanied by economic growth (Fox, 2012; 
Smit, 2018). In this regard, sub-Saharan Africa’s urban trajectory is different 
from that of countries in the global North, where urbanisation has been closely 
linked to industrialisation (Bryceson, 2014; Schindler, 2017).      
     While the tendency to bundle together African countries on the basis of the 
smallest common denominator of continental belonging is widely criticised, 
there are a few aspects of the urban transition occurring in sub-Saharan Africa 
that appear to be relatively ubiquitous (Myers, 2011; Parnell & Pieterse, 
2014). The greatest problem associated with urbanisation in sub-Saharan Af-
rica is that it takes place in a context unable to accommodate it in a socially 
sustainable manner. Markets incapable of absorbing the growing labour sur-
plus, coupled with weak fiscal and institutional capacity to provide housing 
and services (Myers, 2011; Pieterse & Parnell, 2014), have resulted in a large 
informal sector. Many lives and livelihoods in sub-Saharan African cities and 
towns unfold outside the circuits of the formal economy. While constituting 
crucial channels for accessing housing and work among a large proportion of 
the population, the informal sector is nevertheless afflicted with an array of 
shortcomings, such as insecurity and precarity (Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 
2004). Because of lack of regulation combined with excess demand, informal 
settlements are often overcrowded, underserviced and inadequately con-
structed (Förster & Ammann, 2018; Pieterse & Parnell, 2014; UN-Habitat, 
2003). Informal livelihoods are not covered by labour legislation and therefore 
have little security, social benefits and protection from unsafe conditions 
(OECD/ILO, 2019). 
     The African urban question thus brings many challenges. Pieterse & Par-
nell (2014) contend that “[p]overty, informality and the absence of a strong 
local state with a clear and unchallenged mandate to manage the city are ar-
guably the leitmotifs of African urbanism today” (p 10). Nonetheless, Förster 
& Ammann (2018) argue that the topic has not seen much research. Myers 
(2018) observes a growing scholarly interest in urban Africa but contends that 
the bulk of initiatives do not pay sufficient or careful consideration to local 
conditions and what an analysis of these can bring to the field of urban studies. 
Myers (2011) argues that urban theory has neglected to regard African cities 
as “generators of urban stories worth telling and worth learning from” (p 6). 
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This has not only been true for Africa, but for cities in the global South at large 
(Parnell & Robinson, 2012; Myers, 2015). According to Förster & Ammann 
(2018), the need is particularly acute to engage in research aimed at “thor-
oughly understand[ing] how local actors live and engage in African cities” (p 
8). Pieterse (2010), in rather polemic statement, argues that this includes a 
 

 conceptual focus on the quotidian, mundane practices and routines that 
comprise the specificity and ordinariness of, actually, all cities [---]. A serious 
engagement with the nature of the ordinary—cityness—is the only way in 
which one can get to a point where relevant knowledge can be generated about 
how to meet the challenges of cities” (p 5). 

 
We are thus in the middle of an era where African cities and towns undergo 
tremendous change; a transition which has been demonstrated to transcend the 
strictly urban domain and affect places and populations far beyond its territo-
rial scope (Simone, 2014). At the same time, research has not been able to 
keep pace with these changes, resulting in knowledge gaps that urgently need 
to be addressed.  
     This thesis constitutes a response to the call for more insights on urban 
issues in sub-Saharan Africa; especially insights that are genuinely empiri-
cally grounded and takes as its points of departure the mundane practices of 
local actors. On a broader scale, this thesis thus endeavours to understand and 
examine African urban life from the perspective of livelihoods emanating 
from Lusaka’s slums. Livelihoods constitute the instruments deployed to re-
veal the workings, functions and relations of an African city. By focusing on 
livelihood activities of slum dwellers, a group that has been marginalised in 
research as well as in the city’s narrative, this thesis aligns with  McFarlane’s 
(2008) appeal to urbanists to “engage with theory’s urban shadows – a range 
of urban spaces and experiences made peripheral” (p355-356). More specifi-
cally, it engages with the branch of urban studies typically referred to as south-
ern urbanism. While accommodating a breadth of perspectives, southern ur-
banism is concerned with representations of and empirical realities in cities in 
the global South. It particularly emphasises the relevance and richness of ex-
periences emanating from southern urban contexts and problematises the po-
sition of the global North as the nexus of (urban) theory building (Lawhon et 
al, 2020). 
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Purpose and research questions 
The overarching purpose of this thesis is to draw a livelihoodscape from the 
slum. This entails identifying and mapping the activities that slum dwellers 
engage in when providing for themselves (and their households), and the lo-
cations that they include in their livelihood endeavours. It is carried out 
through a mixed methods approach, consisting of a survey, semi-structured 
interviews and observations, incorporating residents from three slum settle-
ments in Lusaka. 
     Slum dwellers’ spatial livelihood arrangements are examined from three 
particular vantage points through the following research questions: 
 
1. How can slum dwellers’ urban and peri-urban livelihood locations be un-

derstood in relation to Lusaka’s colonial and post-colonial development? 
 
2. How can slum dwellers’ livelihood translocality be understood in relation 

to geographically differential distributions of livelihood capitals2? 
 
3. What factors influence female slum dwellers’ livelihood-related loca-

tional decision-making from the perspective of salary work, entrepreneur-
ship and farming? 

 
These questions are to a greater or smaller degree interfoliated with a consid-
eration for the divisive impact of gender on livelihood spatialities, including 
the manner in which gender is caught up in political and economic processes 
on various geographical scales. They are also exclusively pursued through the 
narratives of female research participants. This does not mean that women in 
this thesis have been positioned to represent all slum dwellers – after all, the 
data that have been collected take into account the livelihoods and associated 
locations of all household members – but it does give preference to women’s 
subjective experiences related to livelihood spatiality; particularly captured in 
question three. 
     Fundamentally, the intention is not only to consume theory in order to an-
alyse an African urban phenomenon, but also to learn and explore what life in 
a Zambian slum can communicate to urban theory, an in particular southern 
urbanism. In this regard, this thesis constitutes an attempt to “‘theoris[e] back’ 
in order to offer reflection on the geographically uneven foundations of con-
temporary urban scholarship” (Edensor & Jayne, 2012:26). The purpose is 
thus framed by a dialectic relationship between slum dwellers’ livelihood spa-
tiality and the African city, illustrated in figure 1. 

                               
2 The meaning of livelihood capitals (or assets, as they are also referred to) is further described 
in chapter three. Broadly, they refer to a wide range of resources that people may draw on when 
making a living, such as social networks, cash, natural resources and knowledge (DFID, 1999). 
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Figure 1. An outline of the thesis’ purpose 

Pursuing the purpose 
In this thesis, Veronica’s experiences, as they are being reproduced (and not 
reproduced) in the life of other slum dwellers, are hence picked up and ana-
lysed from various perspectives through three independent but interrelated 
studies connected to the research questions. These studies illuminate different 
aspects of slum dwellers’ livelihoods and associated spatialities. 
     The first study provides an overview of the spatial arrangements of slum 
dwellers within urban and peri-urban Lusaka. From the perspective of Veron-
ica, her past and present livelihood activities are primarily located in her resi-
dential settlement and fully immersed into its economy. The chikanda busi-
ness reflected her previously impoverished status, as it is an activity with low 
entry barriers, requiring little start-up capital. Her knitting business represents 
an advancement, relying on a physical asset that few in the slums are able to 
acquire, and giving her a competitive advantage in the production of a com-
modity that most people with schoolchildren need. Finally, she owns property, 
inherited from her husband, in a densely populated setting where housing and 
business locations are in high demand. Her home is the locus for her knitting 
business, the Kamwala commercial quarter in the city centre is where she ob-
tains yarn, and the shop in the local marketplace is where she goes to collect 
rent from her tenant.    
     The study seeks to establish whether these locations form part of a greater 
pattern of places of general importance for slum dwellers livelihoods. It iden-
tifies concentrations of livelihood activities of slum dwellers in space and re-
flects on the emergence of these spaces as crucial livelihood locations for the 
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city’s poor. This entails situating these spaces in a historical context of colo-
nial and post-colonial planning and policy, underlining local and historically 
specific politics of space. It also involves connecting them to wider economic 
processes on the global scale and their local manifestations, such as an overall 
informalisation of the economy. Additionally, it describes how gender inter-
sects with these historical and contemporary processes, contributing to differ-
ential livelihood spatialities between men and women.  
     Whereas the first study entails an immersion into the urban and peri-urban 
reality of slum dwellers’ economic activities, the second study focuses on the 
translocal dimension of slum dwellers’ livelihood strategies. This relates to 
Veronica’s support network comprised by, among others, her brother in Jo-
hannesburg, whose intervention resulted in an improvement of her capital 
portfolio, which in turn enhanced her livelihood opportunities. The study scru-
tinises slum dwellers’ translocal livelihood locations in order to understand 
the mechanisms producing them and the arrangements required to maintain 
them. It also examines their relationship to Lusaka and the residential settle-
ment by exploring connections, in the form of flows of commodities and cash. 
Whilst the thesis primarily concentrates on remunerated livelihood activities, 
a portion of this particular study is also devoted to other forms of support, such 
as food remittances and dependant relationships.  
     The third study bridges the scalar distinction of local/translocal by incor-
porating the entire livelihood portfolio of the research participants and provid-
ing a very profound and detailed description of their livelihood locations and 
the processes of spatial decision-making that precede and consolidate them. 
Although it does not come out fully in the excerpt provided, Veronica made 
clear that one of the great advantages of her knitting enterprise is that it was 
possible to carry out from her home. While this saved money from renting a 
workshop, her health and the occasional fatigue she still experienced in the 
wake of her HIV-infection made her appreciate not having to move around 
too much. Knitting was something she could do while relaxing in her home, 
which indicates the dialectical relationship between livelihood and locational 
choice.  
     The third study consequently engages with the micro dimension of liveli-
hood spatiality from the perspective of female research participants, and the 
differential patterns associated with work, farming and entrepreneurship re-
spectively. It reveals how locational decision-making interacted with a range 
of factors reflecting the everyday realities of being a woman in a settlement 
characterised by poverty and informality. 
     These empirically grounded chapters interact with a theoretical framework 
composed by debates on livelihoods, gender and space. The findings are col-
lected and related to a composite image of the African city put together by 
drawing on scholarship within the field of African urban theory.  
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Drawing a livelihoodscape from the slums of Lusaka 
This thesis revolves around the African city and could just as well have de-
parted from the slums of Blantyre, Kinshasa, Kisumu or Bissau. I am con-
vinced that each of these locations would have produced very different theses, 
on account of the, presumably, variety in urban experience. But with the cross-
cutting features of African urbanism in mind, it is also likely that I would have 
encountered narratives and tendencies that unite them. 
     Lusaka was selected on premises that predominantly connected to practi-
calities, such as being a relatively safe and accessible city in an African an-
glophone country, where I could comfortably install my family (including two 
small children) during lengthy periods of fieldwork. That said, the moment 
the choice was made, the specificity of Lusaka started to matter. This thesis is 
to a great extent about building an informed understanding about particular 
places and decipher how the generics and the idiosyncrasies of these places 
interact with livelihoods. In this endeavour, Lusaka is not just any (African) 
city, but a city with a distinct history; a distinct position in the world; and a 
distinct set of stories to tell.  
     In his book “African Cities. Alternative Visions of Theory and Practice”, 
Myers (2011) asks rhetorically: “[c]an we start from a city like Lusaka to offer 
themes that resonate in other cities in Africa, and potentially other cities in the 
world?” (p. 42). In other words, it is possible to draw conclusions with a more 
general bearing from the particularities of Lusaka? This question has been in-
strumental in guiding me through this research project. 

A note on the slum concept 
The slum concept is not without baggage and has frequently been accused of 
being pejorative and vicitimising (Gilbert, 2007; Simon, 2011). Critique 
against the concept has not only encompassed its supposedly derogatory and 
stigmatising connotations, but also the significant variation in settlements la-
belled as slums, calling into question the relevance of a concept aimed at cap-
turing the daunting heterogeneity of spatial configurations, living conditions, 
meanings and cultural expressions (Abubakar, Romice & Salama, 2017; Gil-
bert, 2007; Owusu, Agyei-Mensa & Lund, 2008). UN-Habitat (2003) set out 
to reclaim the term slum and furnish it with a proper definition to facilitate 
harmonisation of data collection and research. The slum has thenceforth been 
recognised as “a contiguous settlement where the inhabitants are characterized 
as having inadequate housing and basic services. A slum is often not recog-
nized and addressed by the public authorities as an integral or equal part of the 
city” (p 10).  
     It is precisely the variation of settlement forms contained within the con-
cept of slum that informs my decision to apply it in this thesis, despite its 
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debated content and implications. The term informal settlement; a commonly 
deployed and supposedly less value-laden concept (UN-Habitat, 2003), is not 
entirely accurate with regards to my research locations, as they contain a mix-
ture of informal and formalised tenure arrangements (such as dwellings fur-
nished with an occupancy license co-existing with unregulated housing). Sim-
ilarly, low-income settlement is also somewhat misleading as the research lo-
cations, like slums in general (Simon, 2011), are socioeconomically stratified 
and not solely inhabited by the poor. Owusu, Agyei-Mensa & Lund (2008) 
argue that slums often resist classification based on singular characteristics 
and instead display “contrasting images of poverty, wealth, social groupings, 
and community identity” (p 185). In my opinion, the slum concept is the one 
that best represents the complex and contradictory reality encountered in the 
places that constitute my objects of study. It may have been spread too thin 
and therefore come to lack an operational edge, but in this context, inclusion 
of diversity takes priority over conceptual exactness. 
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2.  Perspectives on the African city 

This chapter provides an introduction to understanding the urban from various 
standpoints, with a particular emphasis on the southern/African city. It probes 
different ways of conceptualising the urban and discusses why and how the 
urban should be studied from an African lens. In so doing, it summarises var-
ious components that are generally considered part and parcel of the African 
city. This constructs a reference image of the African city; a background to 
which the experiences and practices of Lusaka’s slum dwellers can subse-
quently be compared.  

Theorising the southern city: an introduction 
Over the past two decades, the field of urban theory has been an arena of dis-
sonance following the critique developed by scholars from post-colonial and 
structuralist camps (de Satgé & Watson, 2018). While the latter has proposed 
general theories of the urban condition applicable across contexts, (ibid), post-
colonial approaches have emphasised the Eurocentric or North Atlantic legacy 
of urban theory (Chattopadhyay, 2012; Edensor & Jayne, 2012; Patel, 2014; 
Schindler, 2017, see also Brenner & Schmidt, 2015), and its inclination to-
wards regarding cities in the global South as incomplete (Robinson, 2002; 
2006; Schindler, 2017). I will return to the structuralist position in the next 
section, but here, I will dwell on the post-colonial approach to urban theory 
and in particular their critique against the perception of the southern city as 
being in a state of deficiency.     
     According to Chattopadhyay (2012), the notion of incompleteness is by no 
means confined to urban theory, but permeates scientific inquiry in general. 
Broadly, the notion has generated two particular outcomes: the belief that Af-
rican cities are irrelevant to the progression of theory, and developmentalism 
(see also Edensor & Jayne, 2012; Pieterse, 2010), a discourse aimed a salvag-
ing the supposedly derailed African urban project and direct it down the path 
of industrialisation and modernisation (see also Bryceson, 2014; Mbembé & 
Nutall, 2014). 
     The southern turn in urban studies brought much needed problematisations 
of ossified notions about the state of the African city and contributed to a more 
nuanced view by calling attention to richness of urban experience (Edensor & 
Jayne, 2012, Lopéz-Morales, 2015; Robinson, 2005). It has pointed out the 
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dynamism, vibrancy and innovativeness characterising African cities and its 
residents, and enabled ways of seeing “through the metaphors of death, dis-
ease and toxicity the contours of creativity and resistance that give depth to 
these ‘abominable’ geographies” (Chattopadhyay, 2012:75)3.  An aim has 
been to “decent[re] the reference points” (Myers, 2011:42, see also Peck, 
2015) of urban theory and localise it in the domains of southern urbanism 
(Roy, 2009); to expand its horizons and open it up to the complexity of urban 
realities everywhere (Johnson-Schlee, 2019; Robinson, 2002). This ambition 
has often been accompanied by the notion that there exists no singular urban 
experience, but a multitude of urban stories that urban theory of the past has 
been ill equipped to accommodate (Derickson, 2015). It calls for a more flex-
ible approach to theory making; one which occurs in several sites simultane-
ously (Lopéz-Morales, 2015), without granting epistemic privilege to any of 
them (Edensor & Jayne, 2012). Inspired by post-colonial and feminist tenets 
of “theorising from below”, it often merges with subaltern studies and calls 
for the provincialisation of knowledge (Derickson, 2015). Nevertheless, de 
Satgé & Watson (2018) argue that the strive to southernise various fields of 
scholarship is still in its infancy. There is disagreement with regards to what a 
southern perspective actually entails, and what it will bring to the table. 
     A critical assumption, however, is that an urban theory unattuned to the 
specificities of global South/African condition will fall short of providing ad-
equate explanation (Lawhon & Truelove, 2020). In this thesis, it is recognised 
that a theoretical framework hailing from urban realities in the global South is 
necessary in order to understand some of its key elements. This includes live-
lihoods and the slum, as well as the overarching concept of informality that 
commonly (but not uniformly) unites them (Roy, 2005). These aspects are 
developed later in this chapter. 
      This thesis attempts to strike a balanced view of the challenges and oppor-
tunities associated with urbanisation in sub-Saharan Africa. According to 
Förster & Ammann (2018), accounts are often overly optimistic or pessimis-
tic, oscillating between an emphasis on local ingenuity and innovativeness in 
navigating the harsh reality of the city, and on crisis and deprivation (see also 
Pieterse, 2010). This relates closely to discourses on slum dwellers, who are 
often framed either through the lens of heroic entrepreneurialism or vicitimi-
sation (Roy, 2011). In my opinion, a nuanced approach to African urban real-
ities entails acknowledging – in the vein of Simone’s (2001, 2004, 2012) in-
terpretation of urban life in the global South as fluid and unpredictable, or, as 
described by Chattopadhyay (2012), in a state of contingency – that the exist-
ence of urbanites can be one characterised by crisis, normality and advantage 
interchangeably, and sometimes simultaneously. Along with Pieterse (2010), 
I value the ambitions of scholars seeking to displace the myth of the Dark 

                               
3 Chattopadhyay (2012) here refers to the most polemic representations of the southern city, 
such as the ones described by Davis (2006) in his “Planet of slums”. 
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Continent (see for example Jarosz, 1992) in emphasising the positive aspects 
of urban life, but believe that few are served by the glossing over the problems 
encountered by urban Africans in their everyday existence. Scott & Storper 
(2014) argue that cities “provide essential bases for most economic systems 
to function, but do not automatically fulfil this role in any optimal way” (p 9). 
In fact, they continue, cities often create conditions that are detrimental to the 
systemic functions of the economy and political and social life.  

Locating the urban in (African) urban theory  
At this point, it is imperative to engage with some of the critiques directed 
towards the southern orientation of urban studies. Whereas the deconstruction 
and reformulation of the field undertaken from post-colonial standpoints have 
received recognition also from scholars positioned outside of these realms (see 
for example Brenner & Schmidt, 2015; Peck, 2015; Storper & Scott, 2016), 
not all aspects of the “blast[ing] open of theoretical geographies” (Roy, 
2009:820) have been met with the same enthusiasm. Derickson (2015), for 
example, argues that the stipulation of theorising from below serves to rein-
force the notion of hierarchy rather than dismantling it. Her argument connects 
to criticisms often directed to post-colonial theory in general, in that the pro-
vincialisation of knowledge (Chakrabarty, 2000) sometimes merely contrib-
utes to turning theory on its head and privileging the perspective of the subal-
tern. Another misgiving is ventilated by Peck (2015), who expresses concern 
that the field is undergoing “deconstructive splintering” (p 162), undermining 
its explanatory power. 
     Lopéz-Morales (2015) acknowledges that although the conceptual appa-
ratus of urban theory may be burdened with an uncomfortable imperialist bag-
gage, there is little to gain by discarding it in its entirety. According to Lopéz-
Morales (2015) “[w]e do need some generic theoretical categories (regardless 
of the geographical location where they were first formulated) to bring urban 
debates within certain useful parameters” (p 564). This thesis takes the stance 
that a general conceptualisation of the urban is indeed possible (see for exam-
ple Scott & Storper, 2014; Storper & Scott, 2016; Walker, 2015, 2016), but 
that an openness to diversity, paired with scepticism towards the ideological 
foundations of theoretical constructs, need to accompany all such endeavours. 
     What, then, are the “generic theoretical categories” (Lopéz-Morales, 
2015:564) through which the urban should be understood? Before discussing 
their content, I would like to expand on their relevance for this thesis. The 
concept of “urban” plays a central role in this research product, concerned as 
it is with the representations and empirical realities of urban Africa. The pre-
vious section very briefly introduced the notion of “Africa” and “(global) 
South” in relation to urban, and its implication for urban theory. The ambition 
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with this discussion is to pin down the notion(s) of “urban” and how it is drawn 
upon in this thesis  
     The meaning of urban is charged with ideological substance and have 
caused controversy within the field for protracted periods of time (Herbert & 
Thomas, 1997). Sorting out the various standpoints is complicated by the fact 
that discussions about the content of the category urban are often entangled 
with conceptualisations of urbanisation and conditions for urban emergence 
(see for example Walker, 2015, 2016).  
     According to Brenner & Schmidt (2015), one of urban theory’s most es-
sential purposes is to establish “through what categories, methods and car-
tographies […] urban life [should] be understood” (p 155). The authors them-
selves suggest a radically far-reaching interpretation of the urban as an omni-
present condition (“planetary urbanism”), simultaneously degrading it to a 
theoretical construct4 (see also Derickson, 2015). This is related to the per-
ceived impossibility of territorially demarcating the urban into a neat, bounded 
entity (Brenner, 2018). 
     The reduction of the urban to a theoretical abstraction has been vehemently 
contested by scholars such as Walker (2016), stating that without a conceptu-
alisation of the urban as separable from other phenomena, “we have no distinct 
object of study and should fold up our tents” (p 189). His position is not one 
of territorial protection but based on the notion that “some foundational theory 
of the urban is possible because cities have shared features and processes 
across time and space, despite their infinite variety” (p 164). Walker (2015) 
maintains that classifying messy objects such as cities is a ubiquitous compo-
nent of social science, and an endeavour which should not be abandoned only 
because the conceptual tools are imperfect. With a nod towards critical real-
ism, particularly Sayer (1992), he argues that just because concepts do not fit 
perfectly with reality, it does not mean that there is no knowable reality to be 
captured. It is necessary to build theories that 

 
highlight the strongest relations [---] among the relevant objects and pro-

cesses; the logics by which they interact [---]; the dynamics by which they 
change over time [---]; and, of course, the imbrications of geographies in all 
this (2016:176). 

According to Walker (2015, 2016), there is consequently a real empirical sub-
stance to the urban. Although his work is not in full agreement with that of 
Scott & Storper (2014, 2016), there are many tangency points between them 
                               
4 More specifically, Brenner & Schmid (2015) argue “that the urban, and the closely associated 
concept of urbanization, must be understood as theoretical abstractions; they can only be de-
fined through the labor of conceptualization. The urban is thus a theoretical category, not an 
empirical object” (p 163). In a later comment, Brenner (2018) suggests that “(w]e have never 
asserted that cities no longer exist or are no longer important. In fact, we have consistently 
emphasized that concentrated urbanization (the process of agglomeration and its wide-ranging 
consequences) remains a constitutive dimension of urbanization” (p 574). 
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in this regard. Scott & Storper (2014) represent the opinion that the unifying 
feature of cities across diverse contexts is that they build on agglomeration. 
Although agglomeration, technically, can allude to any type of unit, it is pre-
dominantly a concentration of economic actors, such as people and firms, that 
are of interest in urban scholarship (Tabuchi, 1998). Discrete, ecological 
boundaries rarely exist to facilitate the classification of a landscape into urban, 
but Storper & Scott (2016) argue that cities constitute polarisations of agglom-
eration - i.e. high concentrations of economic actors and processes – with un-
clear and diffuse boundaries to their hinterland.  
     While the foundation of agglomeration is comprised by aggregation, 
Storper & Scott (2014) point out that agglomeration is more than just its con-
stituent parts. They suggest that an aggregation of economic actors generates 
effects that justify the very existence of cities and consolidate their position as 
centres of power and accumulation. These effects relate to the friction of dis-
tance and are made up by sharing, matching and learning. Sharing refers to 
the existence of indivisible commodities, such as infrastructure; matching to 
labour market transactions; and learning to the dissemination of information 
and knowledge (Duranton & Puga, 2004). Through these processes, agglom-
erated areas produce increasing returns of scale (Tabuchi, 1998), which exer-
cises a gravitational pull on economic actors operating in other domains and 
keep them in place (“gluing”) (Storper & Scott, 2014). Naturally, this model 
of agglomeration is simplified and does not include issues like diseconomies 
of scale, such as congestion (Quigley, 2008), which in reality might offset 
these dynamics. Indeed, for cities in the global South in particular, this process 
is not always as straightforward as the model implies (Buckley, Clarke Annez 
& Spencer, 2008). Barrios, Bertinelli & Strobl (2006), for example, suggest 
that in some countries in sub-Saharan Africa, urbanisation has been propelled 
by low agricultural productivity, pushing people away from rural areas, rather 
than growth in urban centres attracting people to new opportunities. The char-
acter of agglomeration effects thus varies with context.  
     According to Scott & Storper (2014), agglomeration thus constitutes the 
key to defining the urban, and the urban land nexus, largely a synonym for 
“city” (Dovey, Rao & Pafka, 2018), is the outcome of agglomerative pro-
cesses. The urban land nexus consists of productive space, understood as 
spaces for business and employment; social space as in residential areas; and 
circulatory space referring to infrastructure and transportation networks (Scott 
& Storper, 2014). In terms of urban theory, Scott & Storper (2014) declare 
that 

 
 [t]hese three major components of the urban land nexus are marked by end-

less empirical diversity and interpenetration, giving rise, in turn, to the high 
levels of idiosyncrasy that characterise individual cities. Nonetheless, they can 
also be described in theoretical terms by reason of their roots in generalizable 
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processes of agglomeration/polarization and their functional integration within 
urban space as a whole” (p 8). 

 
 In short, a focus on agglomeration as the foundational substance of cities does 
not preclude diversity but is rather a constitutive feature of it. 
     It is here necessary to meet the objection of Walker (2016) that agglomer-
ation is not intrinsic to urbanity on the grounds that thickness in social inter-
action is encountered also in areas not commonly regarded as urban. He main-
tains that cities only emerge when social networks “start multiplying because 
of the additional force of external economies of propinquity. Rural societies 
also have dense networks of social interaction, many of which are highly lo-
calized but don’t produce cities” (p 171).  
     Urban as agglomeration is an important, but incomplete notion in this the-
sis. Agglomeration is regarded as the smallest common denominator of the 
urban, but the thesis additionally builds on the presumption that cities are sim-
ultaneously so much more than just centres of economic activity. As Hubbard 
(2006) asserts, the city can be explored as a “spatial location, a political entity, 
an administrative unit, a place of work and play, a collection of dreams and 
nightmares, a mesh of social relations, an agglomeration of economic activity 
and so on” (p 1) – all at the same time.  
     Amin & Thrift (2016) maintain that cities “remain extraordinary complex 
entities – a mangle of machines, infrastructure, humans, nonhumans, institu-
tions, networks, metabolisms, matter and nature – where the coming together 
is itself constitutive of urbanity and its associated effects” (p 9). This coming 
together is, they argue, the conceptual basis of the urban; its “throwntogether” 
ontology (p 15; see also Massey, 2005). Cities are thus “combinatorial force 
fields” (p 15), whose mass and density of heterogeneous, relational interac-
tions and interdependencies contain “emergent properties” (p 16), not unlike 
agglomerative forces but far more inclusive and expansive. They are “sites of 
gathering” (Amin, 2006:1012) and of “extraordinary circulation and translocal 
connectivity” (p 1011). McFarlane’s (2011) concept of assemblage thinking 
tallies with this relational understanding of the urban, as the interconnection 
of diverse elements and processes in space. In his view, assemblage  
 

does not separate out the cultural, material, political, economic, and ecolog-
ical, but seeks to attend to why and how multiple bits-and-pieces accrete and 
align over time to enable particular forms of urbanism over others in ways that 
cut across these domains, and which can be subject to disassembly and reas-
sembly through unequal relations of power and resource (p 652).   

          
Similar to agglomeration theory, assemblage thinking is also based on the idea 
that the urban is more than the sum of its parts. McFarlane (2011) describes 
how it pays attention to both the individual components of the city and the 
city as an “interactive whole” (p 653).  It is a sphere of “sociomaterial align-
ment” (p 656) which determines its spatial scope. 
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     What can be distilled from these somewhat disparate debates is that the 
urban emerges as a mix of diverse elements that interact and relate in different 
ways, sometimes coincidentally, sometimes according to distinct logics. It is 
the multiplicity of these relations that fundamentally constitutes the urban, and 
contributes to setting certain forces in motion. The urban is thus a complex 
and hybrid, but simultaneously recognisable terrain; definable while resisting 
spatial delineation. It is this understanding of the urban that subsequently per-
meates this thesis.  
     To summarise, there is an inherent tension between southern approaches to 
urban theory through its critique of the northern, purportedly parochial, legacy 
of theory making; and structuralist perspectives stipulating the existence of a 
universal theory of the urban (de Satgé & Watson, 2018). In this thesis, both 
positions are recognised as important; a fact which admittedly requires a care-
ful balancing act as they are generally regarded as mutually incompatible 
(ibid). It is acknowledged that a general conceptualisation of the urban is both 
possible and necessary, but that it simultaneously needs to remain open to the 
possibility of problematisation and redefinition. In addition, the fact that cities 
and towns in the global South are often ridden with problems that need to be 
brought to attention and discussed, should not automatically render them the 
stigma of imperfect representations of northern dittos. Neither should it be 
assumed that their trajectories will be identical to those of northern cities, nor 
should it invalidate their role as essential sites for theory making and policy5. 

What constitutes an African city? 
Scholars of African urbanisms often struggle with the challenge of emphasis-
ing the continent’s diversity, while simultaneously suggesting the existence of 
a shared urban experience. Parnell’s & Pieterse’s (2014) position on the sub-
ject of a singular African urban reality is clear, as they argue that 
 

Africa incorporates over 50 countries, thousands of cities and millions of 
people. Africa is a vast territory [---] with different climate zones and a com-
plex web of cultures, religions and languages: there is no one Africa. The Af-
rican urban revolution cannot be seen through a solitary prism (p 2). 

 
Nonetheless, they suggest that there does exist a set of commonalities which 
makes it possible for African cities to be studied from the lens of particularity, 
while recognising that the basis of these overlaps are not the only constitutive 
features of urban Africa, and that considerable diversity is contained within 

                               
5 In this context, it is prudent to point to the existence of publications hailing the realities of 
cities in the global South as general examples, such as Moore (2007), highlighting the sustain-
ability profile of Curitiba in Brazil (among others) in his book “Alternative Routes to the Sus-
tainable city: Austin, Curitiba and Frankfurt”. 
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its label. According to Ernstson, Lawhon & Duminy (2014), a history of co-
lonialism that ended relatively late and the occupation of a peripheral position 
in the post-colonial world system are factors that unite most African nations, 
and that have contributed to shaping the growth and nature of their cities and 
towns. That aside, there is a set of interrelated conditions that normally ac-
company accounts of the African city: crisis, urbanisation without growth, in-
formality, divisions, a state of contingency, and a reliance on social networks 
to secure the necessities of life. 

A city in crisis 
Despite calls for a nuanced focus on African cities, it appears to be difficult to 
avoid steeping them in the language of crisis, whether through “structural [or] 
subjective manifestations” (Erstonson, Lawhon & Duminy, 2014:1567). In 
2004, Mbembé & Nuttall asserted that “ways of seeing and reading contem-
porary African cities are still dominated by the metanarrative of urbanization, 
modernization, and crisis” (p 454), a projection which appears to be as rele-
vant to the understanding of African cities today. As an example, Kamete 
(2013b) describes that in the wake of African urbanisation, “socio-economic 
conditions have progressively become unpalatable and “poor-unfriendly”. 
These exigencies and their innumerable strands together constituted a growing 
and enduring crisis: the urban crisis” (p 17). Less polemic accounts centre 
around the African city as exceptionally challenging for those lacking the 
means to navigate its gaps, such as Pieterse (2010) declaring that “the micro-
functioning of the city for the urban poor is a narrative of utter inconvenience, 
arbitrary violation of personal space and body, a world profoundly truncated 
around micro-negotiations to access extremely minimal spaces and opportu-
nities in the city, always at a price (p 6). The narrative of crisis is typically 
built upon the failure of urban governments to provide shelter, services and 
jobs to their citizens (see for example Schindler, 2017, Tranberg Hansen & 
Vaa, 2004). Simone (2016) sums it up neatly and simply: “the [African] city 
carries too many expectations for what it can actually deliver” (p 211). 

Urbanisation without growth 
The crisis terminology largely derives from Africa’s inability to accommodate 
and care for its expanding urban population. A large proportion of Africa’s 
urbanisation has not occurred in response to urban employment opportunities 
but despite a lack of the same (Erstonson, Lawhon & Duminy, 2014). In fact, 
urban employment has been gravely affected by processes such as the intro-
duction of Structural Adjustment Plans (SAPs), resulting in escalating unem-
ployment and informalisation of the economy in the wake of a downsizing 
state (Ernstson, Lawhon & Duminy, 2014; Myers, 2011; Potts, 2010, 2015, 
Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 2004). Urban employment has also been affected 
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negatively by underperforming import-substituting manufacturing industry 
whose collapse pushed African economies back to being dependent on pri-
mary commodity exports (Potts, 2015). In addition, economic upturns in the 
2000s have generally failed to translate into formal job creation on a larger 
scale (Turok, 2014). African cities thus largely defy the common conceptual-
isation of cities as engines of growth.  
     Urbanisation in Africa has overwhelmingly been fuelled by natural popu-
lation growth (Potts; 2016 Watson, 2009), primarily attributed to lower mor-
tality rates coupled with consistently high fertility levels (Fox, 2012) and ru-
ral-to-urban migration. The latter has been brought about by increased rural 
livelihood insecurity stemming from, among other things, fluctuating world 
market prices on agricultural products (Boadi et al, 2005), limited rural service 
provision and investment (Turok & McGranahan, 2013) and climate change 
affecting agricultural livelihoods (Henderson, Storeygard & Deichmann, 
2017). Urbanisation has therefore been regarded as an effect of push-factors 
in rural areas rather than pull-factors in the urban domain. This phenomenon 
has been described as premature urbanisation and comprises a partial framing 
to the apparent disjuncture between economic development and urbanisation 
in Africa (Turok, 2014).  
     Weak institutional capacity simultaneously makes urban governance actors 
ill-equipped to manage this challenge (Turok, 2014). Pieterse & Smit (2014) 
principally connect Africa’s failure to handle urbanisation in a sustainable 
manner to the absence of coordinated national urbanisation policies. They ar-
gue that African governments, convinced that the future of their nations lies 
in a strong agricultural sector, have been more concerned with rural-based 
programmes rather than interventions aimed at strengthening the performance 
of cities and towns. Moreover, attention has to a greater extent revolved 
around attempting to stem the flow of rural-to-urban migrants through policies 
as a way to deal with the pressure on urban facilities than on working out 
solutions to accommodate the expanding population (see also Pieterse, 2014).    
     The authors seek additional explanation in the decentralisation of power to 
local urban authorities whose position and capacities had proved weak already 
during colonialism; the tensions between central government and local urban 
authorities; and unclear divisions of functions and jurisdiction between differ-
ent public bodies. Furthermore, Pieterse (2014) finds the political sphere to be 
rigidly oriented towards narrow party interests, precluding wider considera-
tion for the interests and needs of the general public, occasionally coupled 
with outright cronyism (see also Simone, 2010). A severely limited tax base 
and lack of resources dovetailing with a colossal demand for services, jobs 
and housing further exacerbate the situation. 
     The urban governance systems so crucial to the continent’s success in han-
dling its urban revolution are thereby portrayed as lacking in capacity, re-
sources and sometimes straightforward incentive to address the problems at 
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hand. Parnell & Simon (2014) describe African urban planning and manage-
ment systems as generally “outmoded, ineffective, corrupt, dysfunctional or 
absent” (p 240). According to Schindler (2017) urban governance regimes are 
less concerned about engaging its growing labour force in production than of 
modernising the cityscape through investment in real estate. This argument 
has been elaborated by Fält (2020), demonstrating how urban regeneration in 
Accra has been characterised by “confliciting rationalities” between urban 
government and local actors. Urban governments unattuned to the needs of its 
citizens thereby emerge as a symptomatic feature of the African city (see also 
Cadstedt, 2006). 

Urban informality 
The state of informality characterising many African cities is perhaps the most 
tangible feature of African urban life (Steck et al, 2013, Tranberg Hansen & 
Vaa, 2004). According to Huchzermeyer (2014), informality alludes to activ-
ities and practices taking place outside the realm of the accepted, beyond the 
norm. The norm referred to is usually one articulated by the state and regulated 
according to a legislative framework (Donaghy, 2002, Tranberg Hansen & 
Vaa, 2004). Roy (2005) has carefully contributed to drawing attention to the 
dialectic relationship between the informal and formal domains, demonstrat-
ing how each rely on the other and how they, in many contexts, remain closely 
intertwined (see also Chen, 2007; Förster & Ammann, 2018; Lourenço-Lin-
dell, 2004, McFarlane & Waibel, 2014). Informality is often portrayed as not 
being confined to a mere sector, but encompassing an entire economy (Roy, 
2003), incorporating housing, livelihoods, service provision and a general 
manner of navigating the city (Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 2004; Watson, 2009).   
     In terms of urban Africa, informality is commonly studied from the per-
spective of housing, understood as either illegal occupation of land for settle-
ment, subdivision of land in conflict with planning regulations, or construction 
or use of houses violating building norms6 (Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 2004), 
or service provision (see for example Kjellén [2006] on informal water pro-
vision in Dar es Salaam). It is also approached from the vantage point of live-
lihoods, carried out in an extra-legal manner without registration or taxation 
(Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 2004).   
     The role of the informal sector for African urban populations was first de-
scribed by Keith Hart (1973) through his account of income-generating activ-
ities in Accra, and associated critique of the development community to over-
look their ubiquity and importance. In the 1970s, the informal sector was often 
celebrated as an ingenious and entrepreneurial response to the failures of a 
corrupt and inefficient state apparatus (Bryceson, 2014; Lourenço-Lindell, 

                               
6 According to Tranberg Hansen & Vaa (2004), these conditions may exist separately or, as is 
more common, in overlap. 
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2004; Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 2004; see also de Soto 1989). Recently, the 
donor community has paid increased attention to its lack of contribution to the 
tax-base and negative implications for economic growth (Bryceson, 2014). 
Structural approaches to informality additionally highlight how informality is 
produced by a global system of economic restructuring seeking unregulated 
and more flexible forms of capital accumulation, generating more exploitative 
conditions for workers (Lourenço-Lindell, 2004, Simone, 2010). 
     While typically associated with low-income populations, Roy (2005) has 
demonstrated that informality constitutes a means to access land also among 
higher-income groups. Simlarly, Tranberg Hansen & Vaa (2004) observe how 
informal production and trade of goods and services are exercised by higher-
income segments, offering pathways to enrichment while their employees re-
main underpaid and without job security. Furthermore, informality has ac-
tively been used as a tool strategically deployed by the state (Roy, 2009).  
    Whereas the surge of informalisation processes occurring in urban Africa 
is commonly linked to SAPs and neoliberal reforms in the early 1990s, schol-
ars (Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 2004; Tranberg Hansen 1997) are careful to 
maintain that informal systems have been in place in African cities and towns 
since colonial days. They have even been produced by the colonial admin-
istrations themselves through rigid enforcement of building standards making 
formal housing unattainable for the poor, urban workforce; and through mis-
guided labour policies barring certain groups from participation in the labour 
market (Tait, 1997; Tranberg Hansen, 1997). Nevertheless, Tranberg Hansen 
& Vaa (2004) describe how at the turn of the century, unprecedented growth 
of the informal economy was taking place all across the continent (see also 
Lourenço-Lindell, 2004); a development which has displayed few signs of 
abating. 
     African urban authorities have oscillated between considering the utility of 
the informal sector as a filler of gaps in housing, employment and services, 
and as an abnormal condition which is to be penalised through policies and 
clampdowns (Kamete, 2013a, 2013b; McFarlane & Waibel, 2014, Tranberg 
Hansen & Vaa, 2004). Kamete (2013b) describes urban governments in south-
ern Africa as overzealous in their crusade against informality and as “having 
a real fetish about formality” (p 17); a state allegedly produced by modernist 
ideologies on the desirable city.  

Urban divisions 
According to Ernstson, Lawhon & Duminy, (2014) Africa’s colonial heritage 
has given rise to cities and towns marked by racial cleavages where the Afri-
can majority’s right to the city has been considerably curbed and conditioned 
by the ruling white elite. Ethnicity-based spatial separation became a standard 
implement among colonial administrations (Myers, 2003). This aspect has had 
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a pronounced material dimension displaying remarkable permanence. Indeed, 
Myers (2003) notes that 

 
[p]hysical space is a key continuity, a lingering element of colonialism’s 

influence because cities and towns were built or rebuilt to “create, reflect and 
reinforce colonial order” (Simon, 1992, 143). (p 8). 

 
Thus, the “colonial dual-city planning structures” (Parnell & Simon, 
2014:240) have all but been overthrown. While race remains a fundamental 
spatial organising principle in some parts of urban Africa, most notably South 
Africa (Lemanski, Landman & Durington, 2008; Samara, 2010), segregation 
along racial lines has increasingly been replaced with socioeconomic spatial 
differentiation (Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 2004); often grafted onto pre-exist-
ing colonial structures of spatial exclusion (Parnell & Simon, 2014).   

A state of contingency 
The nature of the African city as a place of rapid transitions and unpredicta-
bility is an image that is continuously reiterated. Schindler (2017), for exam-
ple, suggests that Southern cities in general are distinguished by being in a 
state of uncertainty. In a similar vein, Ernstson, Lawhon & Duminy (2014) 
suggest that “conditions of violence, informality, poverty and forced mobility 
tend to undermine urban security, stability and everyday predictability” (p 
1567) in urban Africa. Simone (2001, 2004, 2010, 2011, 2012; 2014, 2016) 
has produced a range of important scholarship on African cities especially un-
derlining this component. He suggests, for example, that a “seemingly arbi-
trary circulation of the unknown has penetrated [African] cities” (2001:17). 
While agency and strong solidarity among poor African urbanites have the 
potential to generate efficacy and make changes at least on the very local scale 
of people’s lives, these structures are notoriously capricious, resembling “a 
house of cards, seemingly erasable at a moment’s notice” (2016:210). It is 
here important to acknowledge that Simone (2004) has argued that this state 
of provision does not rule out regularity, but that it nevertheless constitute a 
critical component of urban life. However, Bjarnesen & Utas (2018) adopt a 
different position, underlining the existence and importance of stable social 
structures in urban setting, providing fixity in the life of urbanites. These struc-
tures are labelled “urban kinship” and are based more on spatial proximity and 
association than blood ties. A kinship perspective on African cities does not 
rule out the perception of continuous flux, but it does contribute to nuancing 
this otherwise quite persistent narrative. 
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The translocal city 
The translocality of African cities, manifested through their positions as nodes 
in networks stretching beyond their immediate territory, is regarded as another 
important constitutive feature (Parnell & Pieterse, 2014). The theoretical sub-
stance of translocality will be further explored in the livelihoods section in this 
chapter, whereas here, it will be touched upon from the assumption of Afri-
can’s having more unstable associations with cities compared to populations 
on other continents. Indeed, Simone (2014) argues that 
 

Africa is a striking example that urbanization does not equate precisely with 
city life. If urbanization entails thickening intersections and restructurings of 
spaces, actors and materials in ways that intensify their interdependencies, then 
the urbanization of Africa goes beyond simply the enormous growth of cities. 
The intensive ways in which rural and underdeveloped areas of the region have 
been directly incorporated into highly experimental circuits of commodity 
trade and production networking, the reworking of low-density savannah lands 
and deserts into highly contested routes for trade and population movement, 
and the well-worn migratory paths between city and rural areas all point to 
processes of urbanisation that exceed the scale of the city (p 234). 

 
Simone’s (2014) consequently depicts African cities as loci for flows connect-
ing them to other places and contexts. Often, these connections are studied 
from the particular vantage point of circular migration, which tends to be un-
derlined as a typifying feature of Africans’ association with cities. Circular 
migration alludes to the migrant’s disposition of not settling permanently at 
the destination, but eventually returning to his/her place of origin (Potts, 
2010), a practice that in some places goes back to colonial policies but has 
persisted in spite of institutional obstacles being withdrawn (Posel & Marx, 
2013). It is predominantly rural residents seeking employment in urban cen-
tres that have been portrayed as enactors of circular migration, and it is as-
sumed that the migrant maintains a strong bond to his or her rural homestead 
and eventually moves back. Potts (2010) argues that, contrary to the stipula-
tions of modernisation theory where migration follows a linear trajectory and 
the taking up of residency in the city constitutes a permanent end point, Afri-
cans’ interaction with cities are potentially more fleeting. The persistence of 
circular migration in Africa is thought to relate to dysfunctional urban labour 
markets characterised by unemployment, declining real wages, higher costs of 
living in urban areas and constrained access to housing. It also a strategy to 
spread risk (Posel & Marx, 2013). It can therefore to a considerable extent be 
linked to the previous discussion in this section on African urbanisation as a 
pinioned version of similar processes occurring in other places in the world. 
In other words, there appears to be pendular exchange between urban and rural 
areas in Africa deriving from each domain being characterised by an inability 
of satisfying basic needs of provision among a large proportion of its popu-
lace. 
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     Nord & Byerley (2020) have recently nuanced the notion of rural return in 
circular migration by pointing to a tendency referred to as “translocal optimi-
sation” among older people in Namibia and Uganda. They observe how older 
people, generally assumed to settle back into their village of origin at the end 
of their productive life, sometimes choose to remain in the city. By maintain-
ing continuous interaction with the rural village while retaining their urban 
domicile, this group safeguards the possibility of moving back without neces-
sarily ending up doing so. 
     Similarly, Pieterse (2010) asserts that while African cities at large function 
as nodal points for complex circuits and flows, this does not preclude the sim-
ultaneous position of the city as a place for settled and embedded livelihood 
practices. 

Survival through collaboration 
Connected but not fully overlapping with the idea of the translocal city is the 
notion of the relational economy (Charman & Govender, 2016; Simone, 2016) 
that characterises urban Africa. This economy has emerged from the necessity 
to satisfy basic needs in a context where this cannot be taken for granted, as a 
result of factors that has been discussed previously in this section. Simone 
(2010) argues that 
 

the absence of certain material conditions assumed to support a viable life 
does not rule out life altogether. Residents find particular ways of dealing with 
those absences in particular combinations of generosity, ruthlessness, collabo-
ration, competition, stillness, movement, flexibility, and defensiveness. (p 24) 

 
These ways of dealing with gaps in provision are built upon economic collab-
oration between residents and constitutes an example of what Simone (2004) 
label People as infrastructure. It alludes to the forging of relationships and 
associations, fleeting or fixed, with other actors who are similarly and “seem-
ingly marginalized from and immiserated by urban life” (p 407) in order to 
secure income, shelter and other necessary assets. It is a phenomenon built on 
reliance, if not reliability, and reciprocity, if not solidarity. Simone (2004, 
2010) is careful to emphasise that these infrastructural relations are not neces-
sarily altruistic; they may very well be composed by associations with people 
involved in criminal ventures, constantly seeking to outmanoeuvre each other 
and secure the best deals at the expense of others.  
     The nexus of Simone’s scholarship is found in the agency of the urban 
population, particularly those encountered on the city’s social and political 
periphery. It focuses on people’s adaptive capacities and means of negotiation 
in the overwhelmingly hostile terrain that supposedly characterises African 
cities.  
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Engaging with the African city from the margins 
This thesis seeks inspiration from McFarlane (2008) in its endeavour to ex-
plore the African city – Lusaka - from its shadows, i.e.; from the experience 
and existence of those given marginal position in its political and economic 
life. While McFarlane (2008) had a more expansive shadow in mind, princi-
pally alluding to the blank spaces within but also produced by urban theory, 
this extension of his metaphor does not have to constitute a breach with its 
original meaning, which is captured in the following excerpt: 
      

A vast terrain of urban life has been for some time at the shadows of urban 
theory. [--- ] In invoking shadow, I do not, of course, seek to replicate […] 
Orientalist notions of the South as dark, foreboding, dangerous and exotic, or 
as a regime of urban spaces in need of ‘Western’ light. Rather, I seek to invoke 
those spaces at the edges of urban theory, so often ‘added-on’ as case study, or 
measured against Euro-American theoretical constructs and claims. The shad-
ows cast are those cast by the particular preoccupations of Euro-American ur-
ban theory; these are spaces that often do not register as agents on the map of 
urban theory (p 341, emphasis added). 

 
McFarlane (2008) consequently seeks to distance himself from the meaning 
of shadow as a murky, ominous projection and instead directs his attention 
towards spaces of omission. These spaces are more theoretical than geograph-
ical, although a literal interpretation of space as a physical, material place is 
not precluded. Whereas he rejects the notion of dispelling the shadow with the 
help of a “Western” light, it is evident that he considers the realities hidden 
within as something that still needs to be brought into the light, but that care 
needs to be taken in the choice of illumination. 
     I regard McFarlane’s engagement with urban shadows as an encourage-
ment to shed light on processes and activities pertaining to populations who 
are made peripheral in the intersection of the social, political and economic 
terrains that constitute the urban. This is why I have chosen to approach Lu-
saka from the vantage point of its slum dwellers and the economic activities 
through which they make a living. When McFarlane published his article in 
2008, there was some overlap between filling the gaps of urban theory and 
academic immersion into slum life. This gap is still wide and the need to inte-
grate multi-angular perspectives from a wide arrange of slum contexts is still 
acute, although it needs to be recognised that the slum experience is not a new 
position from which urban theory is examined (see for example Amin & Ciro-
lia, 2018; Bolay, Chenal & Pedrazzini, 2016; Roy, 2006, 2011).  

The slum as a shadow 
According to Pieterse (2014), “[i]n most African cities and towns, slum life is 
the norm” (p 200). Nevertheless, World Bank data indicate a decline in the 
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percentage of urban residents living in slums in sub-Saharan Africa, from 67 
percent in 1990 to 55 percent in 2014. Individual countries display considera-
ble variation, ranging from South Sudan at 96 percent and South Africa at 23 
percent (World Bank, online resource, selection: Sub-Saharan Africa). At the 
same time, slum dwellers have been increasing in absolute numbers, reflecting 
overall urbanisation trends across sub-Saharan Africa (UN-Habitat, 2016)7.  
     Despite positive developments, it is undeniable that in many African cities, 
the majority of its citizens resides in settlements classified as slums. This im-
plies incomplete delivery of water and electricity, inadequate sewage and 
waste systems, and dwellings that are either unfinished, severely dilapidated 
and/or overcrowded. Its informal status comes from being established without 
the involvement and approval of public authorities, or by evolving by side-
stepping regulations that were previously adhered to. Tenure security is often 
non-existent. While these aspects constitute the definitional core of the slum 
concept, slums are nevertheless associated with additional characteristics, like 
poverty, hazardous locations and extremely high population densities (UN-
Habitat, 2003).  
     These citizens thus have needs that are overwhelmingly neglected – 
whether through lack of means, or incentives, or both – by its governments 
(Simone, 2010). In my opinion, this fact alone is sufficient to position the slum 
in the realm of shadows. When McFarlane (2008) makes a case for engaging 
with “urban spaces and experiences made peripheral” (p355-356, see also 
Simone, 2010), I ask myself – what urban spaces and experiences have been 
made more peripheral than these? 
     But the slum itself can also be place of shadowy people and practices. Da-
vis (2006) framed slums as “dumping grounds” (p. 174) for the residuals of 
the city, highlighting their dysfunctionality, destructiveness and general state 
of being anomalous vis-á-vis the rest of the city. While predominantly seeking 
to nuance the image of slums, the Challenge of slums-publication from UN-
Habitat (2003) nevertheless describes slums as “a concentration of social and 
economic deprivations, [---] high numbers of broken families, high unemploy-
ment, and economic, physical and social exclusions”. In these guises, the slum 
very clearly constitutes the shadow cast by the better-functioning parts of the 
city; its constituent Other.  
     The connotation of the shadow metaphor is hence ambiguous. As a framing 
for this thesis, it predominantly alludes to the state of marginalisation of slums 
and slum dwellers, and the need to communicate with urban theory through 

                               
7 It should be noted, however, that slum populations have proved notoriously difficult to esti-
mate accurately. It is common for slums not to be covered adequately in population censuses 
(Uzun & Cete, 2004), and their often rapid growth quickly makes data obsolete (Kakembo & 
van Niekerk, 2014). In addition, different countries apply different definitions of slums, thus 
making cross-country comparison difficult (Ezeh et al, 2017). Estimates should therefore be 
treated with caution. 
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their everyday experiences. The notion of slums as bearer of a dystopian es-
sence or condition, on the other hand, is something that I expressively want to 
distance myself from.  

Shedding light on the city’s shadows 
Exploring the city from the slum, and acknowledging that the slum contains 
stories that may contribute to enriching theory can be interpreted as what Roy 
(2011) refers to as subaltern urbanism. It incorporates  
 

[w]riting against apocalyptic and dystopian narratives of the slum [and 
providing] accounts of the slum as a terrain of habitation, livelihood and poli-
tics. [---] Subaltern urbanism then is an important paradigm, for it seeks to 
confer recognition on spaces of poverty and forms of popular agency that often 
remain invisible and neglected in the archives and annals of urban theory (p 
224). 

 
Subaltern urbanism, through its emphasis on agency, can thus be seen a coun-
ter-narrative to the over-emphasis on the negativities of slum life. Roy (2011) 
professes herself to be “highly sympathetic” (p 228) to the tenets of subaltern 
urbanism, highlighting its importance in calling attention to the “urbanism that 
is the life and livelihood of much of the world’s humanity” (ibid), thereby 
rectifying the negligence urban theory has displayed towards slums in the past. 
But at the same time, Roy (2011) warns against the spectre of simplification 
that looms over the adoption of a gaze from the opposite side (see also 
Pedrazzini, Boyal & Chenal, 2016). Alternative accounts easily become sub-
sumed in the “libertarian optimism” (p 227) heralded by, among others, de 
Soto (2000) and his emphasis on the heroic spirit of entrepreneurialism emerg-
ing from necessity. 
     Roy (2011) additionally points out that the slum constitutes the “‘recog-
nizable frame’ through which the cities of the global South are perceived and 
understood” (p 224). The entanglement of the slum with the African city, as 
demonstrated in the section What constitutes an African city? provides ample 
evidence in this regard. Is it, then, not just a matter of consolidating the stere-
otype when studying the African city from the slum? 
     While slums are not the only constitutive feature of African cities, they 
nevertheless form a crucial and inescapable part of them. From experience, I 
know that it is difficult to navigate an African city without coming in contact 
with its slums. They are persistent in their presence, and even more so are the 
people that live in them. They are a ubiquitous component of the organism 
that comprises the African city, sometimes taking up the lion part of its phys-
ical mass and population. And in this light, it is obvious that the slum is not 
just a stereotypical representation of the African city; it is to a great extent the 
African city. Acknowledging this does not entail denying the richness of the 
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African urban experience, but nor does it motivate a dismissal of slum per-
spectives on the basis of uninformed association. 
     Approaching the slum has to be done cautiously in order to avoid the fal-
lacy of overly optimistic or pessimistic representations. Guidelines on how to 
handle this challenge are not in abundance, but a reflection of Myers’ (2011) 
offers a good starting point. He notes that  
 

informal settlements are the ‘homes of people’ at the beginning and the end 
of the day, and everyday realities are often normalized for residents, regardless 
of the poverty, hardship or grief that form of ‘normal’ might be (p 71).  

 
Hence, a focus on the mundane, the ordinary and the everyday as stipulated in 
the introduction, facilitates – while not guaranteeing – the keeping of this re-
search endeavour on the right track. A livelihood focus comprises a good point 
of departure for exploring the “normal” in the slum dweller’s sphere of expe-
rience, as it homes in on activities that are often routinised and occupy a large 
part of everyday operations. 
     In so doing, I take inspiration from Simone (2004, 2010) whose detailed 
ethnographic work from cities in the global South displays an unbending strive 
to disassemble the city to see what makes it tick. As the fragments have been 
laid bare, he reassembles them again into different configurations, studying 
how these new ways of seeing the cities and its constituent fragments affects 
our understanding of the urban. He acknowledges the city in all its appear-
ances and recognises that “in these ruins [of the African city], something else 
besides decay might be happening (2004:407)”.  
     The fragments that make up the city are constituted by its various actors 
and spaces, from which Simone collects observations and narratives. An ex-
ample is provided in the following excerpt: 
 

[T]he transport depot in Abidjan is full of hundreds of young men who 
function as steerers, baggage loaders, ticket salespersons, hawkers, drivers, 
petrol pumpers, and mechanics. There are constantly shifting connections 
among them. Each boy who steers passengers to a particular company makes 
a rapid assessment of their wealth, personal characteristics, and the reason for 
their journey. This reading determines where the steerer will guide prospective 
passengers, who will sell their tickets, who will load their baggage, who will 
seat them, and so forth. It is as if this collaboration were assembled to maxim-
ize the efficiency of each passage, even though there are no explicit rules or 
formal means of payment to the steerers. Although each boy gives up control 
of the passenger to the next player down the line, their collaboration is based 
not on the boys adhering to specific rules but on their capacity to improvise. 
(2004:410). 

 
By patching together these types of thick descriptions from different sources, 
an image of the city as broken and incomplete emerges, but in conjunction 
with a myriad of responses to its deficiencies, sometimes generating success 
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stories, sometimes failures. Simone follows people going about their business 
and is able to unveil how urban systems and structures crystallise through 
these acts, and the nature of them, without tipping the scales towards value-
laden accounts.  

Livelihoods as an entrance into the mundane: Amelia 
As we were speaking, Amelia kept a watchful eye on the fire and the alcoholic 
liquid slowly dripping into a container from a gutter coming out of the heated 
metal barrel. She refilled her customers’ cups whenever they called on her. At 
one point, her little daughter came out and sat in her lap to have her hair 
brushed and arranged into small braids.  
     Amelia was one of the first people participating in my livelihood survey in 
Linda compound, a peri-urban low-income settlement some 15 kilometres 
south of Lusaka. She lived in Zone 1, one of Linda’s poorest and most 
crowded areas, located right next to the settlement’s bus station and central 
market. She shared a dwelling with ten other people, including her three chil-
dren. 
     Amelia made a living through two different enterprises: poultry rearing and 
kachasu8 brewing. Her chickens were kept on a plot in another part of Linda, 
Zone 8, which she walked to on a daily basis to clean their shed and provide 
feed and water. The kachasu enterprise, which she shared with her sister, was 
run from her home. In the space just outside her house, she and her sister had 
set up rudimentary wooden benches where they served their customers. There 
were also barrels where soaking and fermenting was constantly taking place, 
and a simple distilment device where a fire was kept burning. 
      During the survey, it became clear how much space Amelia’s livelihood 
activities occupied in her everyday existence, and how entangled they were 
with other aspects of it. There was almost no period during her waking hours 
when she was entirely released from her enterprises. In the morning, she 
tended to her chickens and throughout the remainder of the day, up until late 
in the evening, she tended to the bar. Other chores, such as caring for her chil-
dren, cleaning, cooking and going to the market were done in association with 
her productive work.  
     The example with Amelia demonstrates how livelihoods can be deeply in-
grained into people’s everyday existence. They consist of settled practices 
made equally normal and natural as other habitual acts. Livelihood activities 
are furthermore a necessary and inescapable component in most people’s 
lives. For this reason, livelihoods are in this thesis treated as an entrance into 

                               
8 Kachasu is a very strong (although alcoholic content varies) beverage produced through soak-
ing and fermenting maize husks with sugar, which is then sieved and distilled. It is widely 
popular on account of its low production costs and the limited knowledge and technology re-
quired (Mukandawire, Luginaah & Tobias, 2011). 
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the mundane, from which African urban realities are collected and assessed. 
This point of departure comes with a cautious recognition that livelihoods are 
not the only manner of accessing the ordinary, keeping in mind that activities 
associated with, among other things, leisure and reproductive work, also form 
important parts of the mundane. Along the same vein, livelihoods are not nec-
essarily representations of the ordinary, taking into account that they may con-
sist of, for example, annual shopping trips to Dubai to purchase goods that are 
sold over the course of a week upon return. This strategy, deployed by a 
woman residing in the centrally located Garden compound, is both unusual 
with regards to the context in which she resides; occurs between such long 
intervals and for such a short period of time that it can hardly be regarded as 
a typical example of the ordinary - notwithstanding that it may very well be 
seen as a regularised and normal occurrence from the perspective of the re-
search participant herself.  
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3.  Livelihoods, gender and spatialities 

Livelihood, in its simplest sense, refers to means of subsistence (livelihood, 
n.d.). But the concept has taken on a much broader meaning through its incor-
poration into a theoretical framework, the Sustainable Livelihoods Framework 
(SLF), and has become associated with a particular school of thought around 
poverty and development. This approach is delineated in this chapter, with a 
particular consideration for gender as an axis for differentiation. It is followed 
by an account of how livelihoods theory can be merged with perspectives on 
space and place in order to facilitate an understanding of spatial livelihood 
arrangements. 

The Sustainable Livelihoods Framework 
In this thesis, a livelihood primarily refers to a singular venture aimed at gen-
erating income. It could be constituted by the preparation and trading of frit-
ters9; brick layering, reception work in a hotel, the cultivation and trading of 
seedlings, or maid work, to mention a few. Livelihoods, therefore, are made 
synonymous to productive activities. In the literature, livelihoods often take 
on a broader meaning, incorporating activities aimed at sustaining the individ-
ual or the household but that are not directly income-generating. These activ-
ities include sending children to relatives in more food-secure rural areas 
where education is cheaper, subsistence agriculture, and services remunerated 
in kind.          
     The SLF emerged in the 1990s following a discussion paper by Chambers 
and Conway (1992) aiming to construct a ‘framework or paradigm for devel-
opment thinking which is both normative and practical’ (p. 4). This predomi-
nantly agent-oriented framework emerged during a time when the structuralist 
perspective of, for example, the dependencia10 school of the 1970s was losing 
ground (de Haan, 2000). According to De Haan & Zoomers (2005) the SLF 

                               
9 Deep-fried wheat dough 
10 The dependencia movement regarded global inequality as the outcome of a continuous pro-
cess of economic exploitation and marginalisation of the Third World by the First World. Pov-
erty was treated as the result of asymmetrical incorporation of Third World countries into the 
world market. Inequality was perpetuated by richer countries extracting raw materials from 
poor countries, refining them and then selling the finished products back to the Third World, 
thus extracting more wealth (Munro, Encyclopedia Brittanica). 
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traces its origins to household studies, representing a shift to micro-perspec-
tives on poverty and poor people. Scoones (2009) argued that the ideas sur-
rounding the SLF were not new, but had developed much earlier and subse-
quently sunk into oblivion. 
     Chamber & Conway’s (1992) view of poverty was considered innovative 
in regarding poor people as managers of a complex portfolio of assets deter-
mining their ability to earn a sustainable living. These assets are both tangible, 
as in resources and stores, and intangible in the form of claims and access. The 
term ‘livelihood’ thus represented a trinity consisting of activities, assets and 
individual capabilities, and was designed to capture the multidimensionality 
of poverty (Scoones, 2009). The sustainability element implies that actors are 
able to maintain or even develop their livelihoods despite shocks and in a man-
ner that does not exhaust natural resources (Scoones, 1998).  
     Figure 2 illustrates the systemic understanding characterising the SLF. It is 
acknowledged that people operate in an arena consisting of structures and pro-
cesses that are made up by institutions and policies, regulatory frameworks, 
cultural beliefs and practices, and social and economic relations. Within and 
through this system, people command assets or capitals (the terms are typi-
cally applied interchangeably) that play a critical role in their livelihood en-
deavours. Assets or capitals are commonly sorted into five categories encom-
passing natural capital, human capital, social capital, physical capital and fi-
nancial capital (Moser, 1998). Natural capital refers to resources such as land, 
soil, water bodies, forests and livestock. Physical capital encompasses equip-
ment and technologies, but also infrastructure. Social capital is comprised by 
relationships, membership in associations, social status and claims (DFID, 
1999). Political capital, translated as the ability to exercise influence on insti-
tutions is typically sorted under social capital, but is sometimes referred to as 
an independent category (see for example Baumann, 2000). Human capital is 
strongly connected to individual capabilities and achievements such as skills, 
education and health. Finally, financial capital involves cash, credit and sav-
ings (DFID, 1999). Particularly among the poor, social capital has been iden-
tified as especially important (Turner, 2007). 
     The livelihood strategies adopted by a household or individual is treated as 
a function of the interplay between the structural framework and the house-
hold’s or individual’s asset configuration. Livelihood strategies result in live-
lihood outcomes such as increased well-being, food security and reduced vul-
nerability (DFID, 1999). Livelihood outcomes are often depicted as positive 
but can also be negative. This may occur if the livelihood fails but also in cases 
where the livelihood is economically successful. There are, for example, stud-
ies on gender and work that indicate an increased incidence of domestic vio-
lence in households where women challenge the patriarchal system of the 
male breadwinner through earning income of their own (Kabeer, 2001). Live-
lihood outcomes that are positive from the perspective of the individual may 
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also be negative on a community scale, such as when a communal resource is 
fenced off or depleted (Scoones, 1998).  
     Livelihood outcomes are fed back into the system by changing the asset 
base. A salary may augment savings, thus strengthening financial capital and 
resilience to shock. Financial capital can then be converted into physical cap-
ital such as tools and equipment, which may improve livelihood outcomes 
through higher income and enhanced resilience through the ability to diver-
sify. 
     The vulnerability context indicates the degree of resilience and how it is 
affected by regular or unpredictable sways in conditions surrounding liveli-
hood formulation and execution. It is closely connected to the asset portfolio 
and structural framework. The model is built upon the understanding that all 
parts are linked together through a dynamic relationship. The arrows should 
not necessarily be interpreted as causal flows, but as the direction of varying 
degrees of influence (UNDP, 2017). 

 
Figure 2. The Sustainable Livelihoods Framework (SLF). Adapted from DFID, 
1999 

De Haan and Zoomers (2005) suggest that the claim to holism typifying the 
SLF means that it is intended to go beyond the material dimension of well-
being and incorporate elements such as meaning, self-efficacy and the power 
to act to change oppressive structures. At the same time, they argued that these 
perspectives were often marginalised in livelihoods research. 
     The SLF has influenced development policy and research since the 1990s 
(Gough et al, 2010). It has been applied in development interventions through 
various agencies, such as the UNDP (2017), CARE, FAO and Oxfam (Lewins, 
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2004). In development cooperation, it is not only used as a template to analyse 
livelihoods and formulate development responses but typically comes with a 
set of articulated values. It is, for example, stipulated that the approach should 
put people and their views and experiences at the centre of analysis. It should, 
moreover, aim for inclusiveness and careful consideration of context. It is 
clear that an attempt has been made to create a distance from earlier trends in 
development policy that victimised aid receivers. The framework is character-
ised by a fundamentally positive outlook on poor people that underlines the 
capabilities of individuals. Users of the SLF are encouraged to concentrate on 
strengths rather than needs and examine how barriers to the fulfilment of a 
person’s potential can be effectively removed (DFID, 1999). The following 
quotation illustrates this position very tangibly: 
 

[The SLF] implies a recognition of everyone’s inherent potential, whether 
this derives from their strong social networks, their access to physical re-
sources and infrastructure, their ability to influence core institutions or any 
other factor that has poverty-reducing potential. In ‘livelihoods focused’ de-
velopment efforts, a key objective will be to remove the constraints to the re-
alisation of potential. Thus people will be assisted to become more robust, 
stronger and better able to achieve their own objectives (DFID, 1999). 

The SLF model in practice: Jesmina 
Jesmina is a vendor of food products in Garden compound. She has ten chil-
dren, one of which suffers from disability brought on by severe epilepsy and 
cannot be left alone for long intervals. She used to work as a maid but was 
never satisfied with her salary. When her husband passed away, she quit her 
maid job to be able to keep an eye on her disabled child. With the money that 
she and her husband had been able to save, she decided to start a small busi-
ness. Jesmina is a sociable and outgoing person with a rich social network and 
several engagements with her church. Through her many acquaintances she 
managed to draw enough customers to make her business sustainable and gen-
erated enough revenue to build a rudimentary shed. Through her business, she 
has come to know people in her neighbourhood well and knows that she can 
rely on some of them for assistance in times of hardship. Despite her relatively 
successful enterprise, she worries about money and believes that her invest-
ments and standard of living could easily become undone through, for exam-
ple, illness among her family members. 
     The example of Jesmina demonstrates the application of the sustainable 
livelihoods system model in practice. Upon starting her business, Jesmina 
commanded an asset portfolio consisting of financial capital in the form of 
cash savings, social capital comprised of family members, friends and church 
membership, physical capital in the form of a small house that she owns and 
therefore does not need to pay rent for, thus freeing up financial capital for 
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other ventures. Her human capital was fairly limited in that she was unskilled 
and uneducated but literate and in good health. The configuration of her asset 
portfolio enabled her to adopt this particular livelihood strategy among a range 
of conceivable options. The financial capital that she generated made it possi-
ble for her to invest in physical capital in the form of a shelter. The shelter 
permitted her to scale up her business by offering protection from the weather 
and theft, thus decreasing perishability and losses. This has further augmented 
her profits. The connections that she has made through her business constitute 
an enhancement of her social capital and improves her resilience to shock 
since she has a stronger social network to turn to during difficult times.  
     Jesmina’s livelihood trajectory underlines the existence of fluctuating 
flows between the different components of the model. Her asset portfolio con-
tributes to the adoption of a certain livelihood strategy, leading to a particular 
outcome which in turn feeds back to her asset portfolio, changing the condi-
tions for her livelihood strategy and resulting in yet another livelihood out-
come. At the same time, this flow takes place within a seemingly fixed struc-
tural framework that sets the boundaries for her livelihood. Jesmina lives in a 
country unable to extend social services to a majority of its citizens, a country 
with a single-commodity reliant economy still marked by the Structural Ad-
justment Plans of the 1980s, resulting in a shrinking public sector and a sig-
nificant labour surplus (Potts, 2009, 2012). It is a country with a sex segre-
gated labour market ingrained with gendered values about men’s and women’s 
roles (ILO, 2010) and that prioritises boys’ educations over girls’ (World 
Bank, 2013).  
     Jesmina’s agency within these structural forces is limited and these forces 
affect her livelihood considerably. The lack of social security measures makes 
Jesmina’s livelihood extremely vulnerable. In case of illness, money for med-
icine may have to be diverted from the means saved to replenish her stock, 
increasing the risk for discontinuation of her business. The lack of high-qual-
ity, affordable healthcare and assistance allocates the care burden of her disa-
bled child to her, making it impossible to leave her home for longer periods of 
time, which may be a requirement for more secure and profitable livelihood 
alternatives. Gender norms in combination with her family’s poverty status 
has reduced her human capital through limiting her education, and gender 
norms prevent her from considering potentially profitable livelihood options 
not associated with her gender. 
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The SLF and structure 
The example with Jesmina indicates that structural factors to a significant de-
gree determined the type of livelihood she was able to adopt, the manner in 
which she exercised it, and her associated vulnerability status. The livelihoods 
approach has in the past been criticised for being overly agent-centred (De 
Haan and Zoomers, 2005; Gough et al, 2010). Although the “structure-pro-
cesses” element of the SLF has been present since the articulation of the ap-
proach, its impact was downplayed in favour of the view of poor people as 
active agents of their own fate (de Haan, 2000).  This changed in the 2000s 
with scholars paying increasing attention to processes of social exclusion (de 
Haan & Zoomers, 2005, 2003).       
     According to Beall (2002), access to assets is politicised and contingent 
upon social relations, a situation which is most acutely expressed within the 
household. De Haan and Zoomers refer to social exclusion as a “process in 
which groups try to monopolize specific opportunities to their own advantage” 
(2005:34). Social asymmetries are particularly pronounced and tangible 
within the household, manifested through imbalances in divisions of labour 
and distribution of benefits (Beall, 2002).  
    Gender is a significant organising principle when it comes to determining 
which groups that have the ability to monopolise, and which groups whose 
access is marginalised (Kantor, 2009). Access to assets and capitals is consid-
erably influenced by gender relations (Tacoli, 2012). According to Ogando, 
Roever & Rogan (2017), gender differences can be discerned in access to vir-
tually all capitals, with women on the losing side. Women typically have fewer 
assets than men, and of lower value (Meinzen-Dick et al, 2011). Allocation of 
assets can occur on several interrelated levels, such as the household and the 
community. Household resource allocation patterns often reflect broader so-
ciocultural processes, meaning that discriminatory gender norms are echoed 
and reproduced. The household as a unitary decision-making entity has long 
been rejected, and is now commonly regarded as a site for conflict and coop-
eration (ibid). 
     While access to assets constitutes a significant expression of gender mech-
anisms at play, enabling and constraining the scope and sustainability of live-
lihoods, another often overlooked but nevertheless important factor connected 
to gender concerns its divisive impact on livelihood choice. This is expressed 
through gender-based segmentation.  

Livelihoods and gender-based segmentation 
Labour markets are regarded as hierarchal institutions, both influenced by 
gender as well as actively reinforcing gender inequality (Chant, 2010). One of 
the most tangible manifestations of this social order is the sorting of men and 
women into different occupational categories and into different occupational 
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strata (Chen, 2007). This sorting tendency is commonly labelled gender-based 
segmentation or occupational sex segregation11. The theoretical foundation of 
segmentation theory builds on the assumption that labour markets are gov-
erned by rationales that transcend conventional neoclassical assumptions of 
neutral demand and supply interactions (Bridges, 2003). In essence, this 
means that labour markets are permeated by ideological principles carried by 
the social actors that constitute them. From this viewpoint, segmentation can 
be understood as  
 

the historical process whereby political economic forces encourage the di-
vision of the labor market into separate submarkets, or segments, distinguished 
by different labor market characteristics and behavioral rules (Reich, Gordon 
& Edwards, 1973:359).  

 
Originally, segmentation theorists regarded the labour economy as a dual mar-
ket, consisting of a primary and secondary sector, where men predominantly 
held positions in former and with women being concentrated in the latter (Jen-
kins, 2004). The primary sector is characterised by stability, skills acquisition 
and the possibility of upward career mobility, whereas prospects are more lim-
ited in the secondary sector where salaries are low, turnover is high and con-
tracts more often temporary (Reich, Gordon & Edwards, 1973). Horizontal 
segmentation alludes to the tendency of men and women being allocated dif-
ferent types of work, while vertical segmentation refers to a hierarchical divi-
sion within the same field where one gender (commonly women) is clustered 
in the lower echelons (Hakim, 1979; Reich, Gordon & Edwards, 1973). Hor-
izontal segmentation is commonly operationalized as the distribution of each 
sex across occupations (Charles, 2003). Vertical segmentation is typically 
measured in wage differentials (see for example Baguelin, 2010), or as pro-
portions of men and women at various stages in the workplace hierarchy.  
     Put simply, segmentation alludes to the confinement of a certain group of 
people to certain labour categories (Charles, 2003).  The concept of labour 
market segmentation has been increasingly stretched and is now often used to 
refer to any type of gender-based division line in the labour market. Segmen-
tation is principally concerned with labour market dynamics and is not typi-
cally applied in livelihoods research beyond salary work. With reference to 
labour market processes in the global South, segmentation can be applied to 
describe divides such as informal/formal (Maloney, 1999) and wage 
work/self-employment, but also to multi-layered models as the one suggested 
by Chen et al (2005). Their segmentation typology of the informal economy 
consists of informal employers, regular informal wage workers, own account 

                               
11 Segmentation may also occur on the basis of other factors, such as ethnicity (Hanson & Pratt, 
1995). 
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operators12, casual wage workers, industrial outworkers/homeworkers and fi-
nally unpaid family members. She finds that men are concentrated in the upper 
two categories, and women as homeworkers and unpaid family workers. The 
middle stratum of own account operators and casual wage workers are shared 
between the sexes. Chen et al (2005) are also careful to point out the existence 
of further segmentation and pay gaps contained within these strata. 
     Gender-based labour market segmentation is contingent upon a complex 
and contextual interplay between labour supply and labour demand. Labour 
demand should be understood as the need of an employer to match a job with 
a specific employee profile, typically based on skills, education, stability, 
wage requirements, etc. Supply refers to the characteristics of the labour force, 
such as education, skills and preferences (Bauder, 2001) On the demand side, 
prejudices about men’s and women’s abilities, traits and priorities have re-
sulted in discriminatory practices that contribute to place men in higher remu-
nerative work positions (Jenkins, 2004). Employers may also deliberately ex-
ploit women’s subordinate position as a way to keep wages down (Peck, 
1996). According to Hanson and Pratt (1995) supply-sided explanations for 
segmentation long remained overlooked, despite their centrality. Factors shap-
ing gendered labour supply are attributed to patriarchal norms that, for exam-
ple, connect women to the reproductive sphere and associated time poverty, 
spatial restriction and challenges of managing dual household roles; and so-
cialisation processes that produce and reproduce notions about the appropriate 
roles for men and women, which in turn regulate the acquisition of skills (ibid; 
Elson, 1999, Peck, 1996). As Peck (1996) maintains: “workers are social ac-
tors as much as they are labour” (p 69).  

Sub-Saharan Africa and gender-based segmentation 
Labour markets are not similarly gendered across locations, which means that 
segmentation patterns are geographically differentiated (Bridges, 2003; Cart-
mill, 1999; Peck, 1989). This is also the case with sub-Saharan Africa (Overå, 
2007). Nevertheless, some general trends can be discerned, reflecting the 
dominance of several patriarchal systems building on the same basic assump-
tion of women’s natural subordination and secondary status. The ideal of the 
male breadwinner remains strong in many parts of sub-Saharan Africa despite 
a significant female involvement in productive work (Rochelle Parry & 
Segalo, 2017). Economic hardship brought on by, among other things, struc-
tural adjustment plans (SAPs) has propelled women into economic activities 
in larger numbers, leading to a feminisation of the labour force (Johnston-
Anumonwo & Doane, 2011).  
     Johnston-Anumonwo & Doane (2011) argue that men’s and women’s oc-
cupations have remained segregated despite this trend. Typical female-coded 
                               
12 I.e.; self-employed 
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livelihoods among poor women in the region are street hawking, petty trading 
and lower paying services. Because of their relatively higher skill portfolio, 
access to economic assets and social networks, men are found in better paid 
occupations, such as construction and manufacturing. This conclusion is 
shared by a wide array of studies and appears to be valid across regions in sub-
Saharan Africa, such as Benin (Mandel, 2007); Cameroon (Fonchingong, 
2005); Ghana (Overå, 2007) and Mozambique (Companion, 2012). Hapke & 
Ayyankeril (2004) argue that  
 

numerous factors related to women’s reproductive roles, early socialization, 
access to education/training, labour market structures and institutional cultures 
structure women’s work experiences differently from men, often in such a way 
as to prevent them from achieving an economic sufficiency or success compa-
rable to men (p 231).  

 
Women’s opportunities for working their way out of poverty and deprivation 
are hence constrained in relation to those of men, and this reality extends both 
into the rural and urban areas (Lund et al, 2008). It is however important to 
recognise that both the extent and the character of the gendering of African 
labour markets vary significantly with location (Overå, 2007).  
     It is suggested that around 85 percent of women’s non-agricultural work in 
sub-Saharan Africa pertains to the informal sector (Khosla & Kalita, 2012). 
As demonstrated by Lyons & Snoxell, (2005) women engaged in informal 
trade are more likely to be self-employed because of the mechanisms of ex-
clusion of the (in)formal labour market hampering women’s participation. Ex-
pressions of women’s underprivileged position within the informal urban 
economy is the limited access to start-up capital, imposed restrictions on their 
use of space and relatively lower levels of skills (Chant, 2013).  
     In addition, women are typically seen as dominating business with less po-
tential for profit (Lund et al, 2008). Their businesses are commonly found in 
sectors regarded as typically female, and it is not unusual for these sectors to 
be saturated and offering low margins of return (Richardson, Howarth & Fin-
negan, 2004). They are also more often encountered in homebased and/or in-
formal businesses as a result of lower education and skill levels; dispropor-
tionate involvement in reproductive duties (Chant, 2013; Levin et al, 1999); 
relatively fewer labour assets (Fonchingong, 2005); and normative constraints 
on spatial mobility (Chant, 2013).  

Livelihoods and spatiality 
The “spatial turn” that allegedly begun to transform the social sciences and 
humanities in the 1990s (Warf & Arias, 2009) has not been as tangible within 
the field of livelihood studies as elsewhere. As will be demonstrated in this 
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section, this fact is highly regrettable, as the acknowledgement of space as a 
factor is critical to understanding a considerable part of the processes and com-
ponent that constitutes the SLF. As Warf & Arias (2009) argue: 
 

The spatial turn [---] involv[es] a reworking of the very notion and signifi-
cance of spatiality to offer a perspective in which space is every bit as im-
portant as time in the unfolding of human affairs, a view in which geography 
is not relegated to an afterthought of social relations, but is intimately involved 
in their construction. (p 1). 

 
The spatiality of livelihoods comprises a core element in this thesis. Again, 
the purpose is to understand the location of livelihoods and the mobilities that 
accompany them. This involves the much broader ambition to tease out the 
structural factors contributing to the emergence of particular spaces enabling 
and constraining specific types of economic activity, as well as the shaping of 
decision-making processes formed with these locations in mind.  

Spatialising livelihoods: a research overview 
An attempt to spatialise livelihoods was originally made by Verrest and Post 
(2007) through a study of home-based enterprises in Paramaribo. According 
to Verrest and Post (2007), livelihood spatialities consisted of three distinct 
components: i) the asset dimension of space, describing the impact of the 
physical landscape and built environment on livelihood opportunities and con-
straints, ii) the multi-level nature of livelihoods as products of cross-scale re-
lations unfolding from the local to the global and, iii) a relational view of space 
emphasising the influence of institutions in people’s spatial proximity. The 
authors, inspired by Thrift (2003), regarded the relationship between liveli-
hoods and space as dialectal in the sense that the specificity of place contrib-
utes to shaping livelihood strategies, with livelihoods simultaneously co-pro-
ducing places.  
     A more influential publication on the spatialisation of livelihoods was pro-
duced by King (2011), whose research served to demonstrate how livelihood 
strategies in a South African community were shaped by historical and con-
temporary geographies. King argued that whereas livelihood studies had made 
progress in accounting for structural phenomena, the role of space in and for 
people’s livelihoods was consistently sidelined. According to King (2011), 
”[b]ecause they depend upon the collection of resources, integration to social 
networks and the movement of labour and capital, livelihoods are inherently 
spatial and thus require a spatial analysis to be properly understood” (p 297-
298). His work was inspired by McSweeney’s (2004) study on livelihood em-
beddedness, and Bebbington’s (2000) work on place-making through liveli-
hoods in the Andes, among others. Similar to Verrest and Post (2007), King 
(2011) connected the systemic approach of the SLF, including its focus on 
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assets and structures, to various notions of space. Such initiatives have re-
mained rare, with the exception of Blumberg’s (2018). Blumberg (2018) made 
a significant effort to integrate multiple perspectives on spatialities, such as 
space, place, networks and scale, into the SLF system model. In doing so, she 
disassembled the structure and processes element and placed its components 
under various spatial labels. With the help of her spatially grounded model, 
she was able to analyse the role of specific processes in different spatial con-
figurations in the viability of food businesses in Lithuania. 
     Aside from these examples, the tendency to engage theoretically with the 
SLF from a spatial perspective has been limited. Nevertheless, there now ex-
ists a considerable body of studies that does incorporate space and livelihoods 
in joint analysis without specifically interacting with its systemic components. 
Certain topical trends can be discerned within this body. There are studies 
more or less inspired by political ecology that emphasise the mutual relation-
ship between human activity, in the form of livelihoods, and landscapes, most 
commonly from the perspective of change (see for example Batterbury, 2001; 
Bebbington, 2000; Carr & McCusker, 2006, 2009; Gulette, Thebpanya & 
Singto, 2017). These studies predominantly (albeit not exclusively) revolve 
around rural or peri-urban(ising) societies.  
     Another branch is centred around the idea of the multilocal household di-
versifying livelihoods and mitigating risk through mobility such as circular, 
seasonal and permanent migration (Ellis, 2000; Steel, Winters & Sosa, 2011); 
and through other resource flows such as remittances in cash or kind (Anders-
son, 2011). Part of the critique against early aspatial conceptions of liveli-
hoods has centred around the SLF’s tendency to overlook the role of translo-
cality in poor people’s ways of provisioning (Schöfberger, 2017; Steel, Win-
ters & Sosa, 2011). Lohnert & Steinbrink (2005) argued that livelihood studies 
were out of tune with the complex relationships and connections forged as a 
means to make living, and the geography associated with these arrangements. 
According to them,  
 

[t]he social space of large parts of the population in developing countries is 
incongruent with geographical rural–urban demarcations and will be inter-
preted here as a translocal social space of pluri-local complex inter-personal 
linkages, which is a relatively stable, condensed configuration of daily life 
practices, which cross geographical demarcations and spread over various lo-
cations (p 96).  

 
Subsequently, it was highlighted how actors draw on multiple spatial arrange-
ments as parts of their livelihood (Elmhirst, 2012), and are situated in multi-
directional networks of flow that may stretch over vast spaces and have a cru-
cial impact not only on individuals, but on entire communities (Zoomers & 
van Westen, 2011).  
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     A third perspective focuses on livelihood spaces as spaces for contestation, 
resistance and negotiation. These studies are principally concerned with space 
as political, socially constructed and imbued with power relations, and has an 
exclusive focus on street vendors in urban environments (see Adebayo & 
Akinyemi, 2019; Kamete, 2010; Lindell, 2019; Milgram, 2011; Tonda and 
Kepe, 2016; Falla and Valencio, 2019).  
     In addition, there is a plethora of research oriented towards individual live-
lihoods carefully contextualised in a manner that corresponds to explorations 
of place-specificity (see for example Hajdu, 2006; Kadfak, 2019), and/or that 
examines livelihoods from the perspective of scalar convergence of various 
social and economic processes (see for example Oberhauser, 2010).  
     These thematically different ways of exploring the interaction between 
space and livelihoods are drawn upon in thesis, but in distinct manners and to 
varying degrees. The political ecology perspective is not explicitly applied, 
although some of its general ideas feature in this thesis. These include how the 
physical landscape enables and constrains certain livelihoods through differ-
ential distributions of natural assets, and how the deployment of such assets 
are bound up in wider processes of power relations on various geographical 
scales (Carr, 2015). Carr (2015) argues that a political ecology perspective on 
livelihoods involves explaining “local livelihoods decision and livelihoods 
sustainability through locally specific materializations of translocal economic, 
political and environmental processes and structures” (p 336). 
     The translocal approach plays a more important role, through its recogni-
tion that livelihoods have the potential to transcend specific territories and link 
together in complex networks. Finally, the notion of spaces as regulated 
through relations of power also serves as an important pillar. Elements of these 
three strands of spatial research on livelihoods are thus selected and combined, 
together with other perspectives, into a theoretical framework from which the 
livelihood spatialities of slums dwellers can be explored and understood.     

A note on space and place      
In understanding livelihood spatiality, this thesis primarily draws on Doreen 
Massey’s work on space and place. For Massey (2018 [1992a]; 2018 [1992b], 
1994), the spatial and the social are inseparably intertwined. They are mutu-
ally constitutive, in that space is socially constructed while the social is con-
structed over space. She regards space as created “out of the vast intricacies, 
the incredible complexities, of the interlocking and the non-interlocking, and 
the networks of relations at every scale from local to global” (2018:275 
[1992]).  
     While essentially different entities, Massey (2018 [1992b]) argues that 
space is intimately connected with time. Space, she concludes, needs to be 
conceptualised “as the simultaneous coexistence of social interrelations and 
interactions at all spatial scales” (p 274, emphasis added). Simultaneity is key 
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to understanding the spatial; as a particular cross-section of social relations at 
a particular point in time. Furthermore, since social relations are dynamic, this 
simultaneity should not be confused with stasis.  
     According to Massey (2018 [1992a]; 1994) places are sites where multiple 
processes, trajectories, converge to produce specificity of place. Place “is 
formed out of the particular sets of social relations which interact at a partic-
ular location” (2018:170 [1992a]). Places become specific as a result of their 
unique mixtures of processes, flows, practices and discourses caught up in 
wider webs of power-geometries. This specificity is dynamic, consists of a 
collection of diverse elements and is essentially unbounded. Place is therefore 
extraverted, and a large part of the relations that make up its fabric “are actu-
ally constructed on a far larger scale than what we happen to define for that 
moment as the place itself” (2018:155 [1993]). Place is about the “thrown-
togetherness of physical proximity” (ibid); diverse, hybrid and ever-changing.  
     Simultaneously, Massey (2018 [1993]) observes that people are not simi-
larly situated in relation to these flows and interconnections. This phenome-
non is what Massey labels power-geometries. In principle, the concept de-
scribes the variety of relations that produce unequal access to flows and move-
ment. It is more complex than just delineating who moves and who doesn’t; it 
defines how mobility and flows are socially differentiated, recognising that 
some have the power to initiate them and control them to a greater degree than 
others.  
     Massey’s understanding of place plays an important role in this thesis. It 
guides the ambition to study livelihood spatiality as something potentially 
transcending, and as a product of multiple processes occurring in different 
times and on different scales, generating particular sites of interaction in peo-
ple’s livelihoods. This thesis also applies her notion of power-geometries by 
acknowledging that access to places for livelihood execution is socially dif-
ferentiated; partly through conditioned mobility, but also through other mech-
anisms of exclusion attributed to unequal relations of power. 

A livelihood spatiality framework 
In understanding the locational patterns of slum dwellers’ livelihood activi-
ties, consideration needs to be paid to the relationship between livelihood ac-
tivities and different scale levels. A very fundamental assumption in geo-
graphic research is the friction of distance, understood as the inverse relation-
ship between the number of interactions with a point and increasing distance, 
attributed to the increase in time and costs that occur with distance (Mayhew, 
2015).  This leads up to the notion that the home functions as a crucial point 
of departure for spatial livelihood arrangements. However, the actual for-
mation of a livelihood location constitutes a complex interplay between sup-
ply and demand for labour, commodities and resources. This is intertwined 
with decision-making procedures reflecting the agency and priorities of the 
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individual given his or her position within a unique framework of opportunity 
and constraint. 
     In figure 3, a model of the interactions producing livelihood spatialities is 
displayed. It demonstrates, on the one hand, the link between the home and 
livelihood locations, emphasising their mutual relationship and the factors 
controlling this link through the shaping of mobility. It also presents the macro 
contexts contributing to creating specific places of economic activity as well 
as regulating peoples’ access to them. 
     The following sections outline these two sides of livelihood spatiality. Di-
rectly below, the mechanisms at play in the left side of the model, incorporat-
ing the home – work link and mobility are discussed. The right side of the 
model, delineating the economic forces, institutional arrangements and natural 
resource landscape contributing to producing livelihood locations, is exam-
ined under the heading “Locating opportunity”. 

 
Figure 3. A model of livelihood spatiality 

The home – work link  
A crucial assumption framing this research is that the residential milieu mat-
ters to people’s livelihood choices, livelihood performances and associated 
spatial arrangements. The thesis thus takes a stance in favour of the idea that 
the home comprises a fundamental point of fixity for people, a ”pocket of local 
order” (Hägerstrand, 1985) from which the rest of the world is observed, in-
teracted with and made comprehensible. It is associated with a physical loca-
tion, a dwelling, and constitutes “a nodal point of social relations and lived 
experience” (Brickell, 2013:27).    
     While this thesis takes as its point of departure the position that the home 
constitutes the nexus for people’s lives and livelihoods, it is critical to keep in 
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mind that the home in the slum settlement does not necessarily constitute a 
slum dweller’s only home, or even the most central one. As Ferguson (1999) 
demonstrates in his account of mine workers’ experiences from the Zambian 
Copperbelt-region, circular migration comprises a widespread means of en-
gaging with cities and towns while an important affiliation is maintained with 
the rural homestead. In line with the central tenets of circular migration theory 
(Potts, 2010), it can therefore not be automatically presumed that the Lusaka 
home constitutes the main spatial reference point in the lives of the research 
participants.  
      It is assumed that the locality, understood as “the scale or range of experi-
ence, defined by the day-to-day activities of people in the ordinary business 
of their lives” (Clarke, 2013)13 matters significantly in people’s livelihood de-
cisions. As the definition implies, the locality is not necessarily synonymous 
to residential settlement but potentially stretches beyond it. However, it is 
noted that the residential settlement in many cases forms a crucial part of peo-
ple’s localities and occasionally subsumes it. The residential settlement and 
the locality exerts influence on people’s livelihoods through local processes 
such as, for example, social exchange (Mitra, 2005), notwithstanding the sim-
ultaneous acknowledgement that residential choice may also be the outcome 
of livelihood decision-making (see for example Simpson, 1987; Waddell, 
1993).  
     Earlier models on the relationship between residential and workplace loca-
tion choice typically treated residential location as predetermined and re-
garded workplace location as a function of residential choice and employment 
availability. Based on neo-classical assumptions of utility maximisation, the 
residential decision of households was conceived as a strive to minimise com-
muting distance and costs while optimising housing amenities. Jobs were re-
garded as concentrated in the urban core, and this location was hence used as 
a reference point from which the search for housing departed (see Alonso, 
1964).  
     Subsequent models recognised the duality of workplace and residential lo-
cation in conceding that both can be predetermined and thus further contingent 
upon the other (Simpson, 1987; Waddell, 1993). A guiding principle has been 
that workers prefer jobs in proximity to their place of residence, but if work 
preferences cannot be met within this zone, the search area may be extended. 
If employment possibilities exist outside of this “island”, a decision will be 
made about whether relocation is required or whether the commuting options 
that are on offer constitute sufficient incentive to remain residentially stable 
(Simpson, 1987). In the literature, the worker is commonly confronted with 
                               
13 Clarke (2013) treats the locality as different from both place and regions but argues that there 
is not clear conceptual boundary between them. In addition, the locality has been inserted into 
wider debates and has come to take on different meanings depending on theoretical approach. 
This thesis does not engage with these different meanings, but uses locality is its simplest sense, 
as defined in the text above. 
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these two options, i.e.; relocation or commute (a third option may be, imagi-
nably, unemployment). Livelihood adaptation is seldom accounted for, de-
spite that this constitutes a widespread coping strategy among poor households 
in the global South. 
     Hanson & Pratt (1991) contributed to a further problematisation of the 
work-home link in establishing the impact of gender relations on the locational 
decision-making of the household. They discovered that residential location 
preceded women’s employment search to a far greater extent than men’s, or 
in other words, that the degree of spatial fixity in job search was overwhelm-
ingly more pronounced for women than for men. Furthermore, it was estab-
lished that women chose work sites located comparatively closer to the home. 
This finding has been repeatedly confirmed through numerous studies (see for 
example Solá, 2016; Sang, O’Kelly & Kwan, 2011; Lopez Estrada, 2002; Ma-
hadevia & Advani, 2016; Verrest & Post, 2007), and is believed to be contin-
gent upon conservative gender structures framing women as disproportionally 
responsible for domestic duties; a role which is difficult to combine with 
longer absences from home (Hanson & Pratt, 1991). In particular, child rear-
ing responsibilities appear to have a constraining impact on women’s job 
search scope in relation to men’s (McDowell, 1983).  
     In the global South, and especially among low-income groups, there is of-
ten a blurring between women’s productive and reproductive work (Anand & 
Tiwari, 2006). Women’s livelihoods are to a greater degree than men’s home-
based (Lopez Estrada, 2002; Verrest & Post, 2007), principally explained 
through their time poverty brought about through domestic responsibility 
(Anand & Tiwari, 2006). 
     Time poverty is defined as “the need to spend long hours working (in either 
the labor market or domestic work) because the alternative would be even 
deeper consumption poverty” (Bardasi & Wodon, 2010:45). Time is a limited 
resource and time poverty means that people need to sacrifice some basic 
“time needs”, such as relaxation and leisure, in order to afford other “time 
needs” such as those spent on working (ibid). In sub-Saharan Africa and else-
where, the feminisation of the labour force occurring as a result of increasing 
economic vulnerability brought about by SAPs and economic crisis (Johnston-
Anumonwo & Doane, 2011) has not been met by a concomitant increase in 
men’s responsibility for household reproduction (Tacoli, 2012). In environ-
ments where service delivery is not fully functioning – such as the slum -, the 
task to make up for such deficiencies usually falls on the woman (ibid). This 
increases women’s time burdens relative to men’s and constrains their ability 
to pursue livelihoods outside of the home arena (Blackden & Morris-Hughes, 
1993).  
     Another explanation behind women’s limited spatial radius in relation to 
men’s is constituted by patriarchal control. A woman’s mobility and access to 
particular places are in some contexts circumscribed by informal rules stipu-
lating the right of the male head of the household to regulate her spatial scope. 
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This could be constituted by purdah norms, dictating female seclusion (Kan-
tor, 2004; 2009), or restricted access to spaces where the woman can move 
unsupervised (Bee & Vogel, 1997). In addition, relatively lower salaries for 
women result in lower returns on longer commuting trips in relation to men 
(Preston & McLafferty, 1999). Finally, the presence of social networks in 
proximity to the home, of special importance for non-skilled female workers, 
also has an impact (ibid, Hanson & Pratt, 1991). 
     Household income is additionally believed to play a crucial role in people’s 
choice of livelihood location vis-a-vis their residential address.  According to 
the neo-classical model, wealthier households are able to trade-off spacious 
suburban housing for longer commutes to high-skilled jobs that are located in 
the urban core (Simpson, 1987; Waddell, 1993). Conversely, and predomi-
nantly for the same reason, poor people’s geographical labour scope is gener-
ally more curtailed. Studies from the global South indicate widespread mobil-
ity deprivation14 among the poor, severely hampering their ability to seek em-
ployment or carry out economic activities beyond territories that can be 
reached on foot (Anand & Tiwari, 2006; Gough, 2008; Gupta & Mitra, 2002; 
Mitra, 2005; Salon & Gulyani, 2010).  Pirie (2009) notes how the spatial dis-
connect from centres of economic activity often results in a “vicious circle of 
unemployment” (p 23). However, poverty and spatial marginalisation does not 
necessarily translate into unemployment, or livelihoods with a local scope. 
Haddad (2020) notes that these populations, in cases where they are actually 
able to obtain (formal) employment, may actually have longer commutes, pre-
cisely on account of residing in more peripheral settlements. 
     Boschmann and Kwan (2010) argue that, at least from an American per-
spective, cities are now characterised by high spatial and socioeconomic struc-
tural variation to the extent that class alone cannot account for differences in 
work related mobility. They find that poorer and/or less-skilled workers tend 
to be employed closer to home than higher paid or higher skilled workers, but 
also that this relationship is more significant in some areas than in others.  
     Access to transport is simultaneously a gender issue, where women to a 
greater degree than men rely on public transport (Preston & McLafferty, 1999; 
Solá, 2016). In poorer countries, women typically have weaker access to 
household assets in relation to men, thus affecting their ability to afford 
transport (Anand & Tiwari, 2006). Mandel (2006) argues that for women in-
volved in trade, which comprises one of the most important economic activi-
ties for women in sub-Saharan Africa (Brenton, Gaberoni & Sear, 2013) mo-
bility is crucial to benefit from price differential between supplier and cus-
tomer locations and ensure profitability.  

                               
14 Pirie (2014) regards mobility deprivation as the tendency of poor people, particularly on the 
urban periphery, to remain poor as a consequence of being unable to afford transport to loca-
tions with better opportunities for economic activity. 
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     To summarise, it is evident from the multitude of studies that have been 
carried out on the topic of the link between work and home that marginalised 
groups are more spatially constrained in their livelihood scope and are there-
fore more commonly encountered in economic activities in proximity to their 
homes in relation to more privileged groups in society. However, these studies 
also reveal significant intra-group variation attributed to intersecting factors, 
such as race or gender.  

Translocality 
While the locality stands out as an important territory from which livelihood 
activities can be organised, there is at the same time a need for a framework 
which can facilitate our understanding of livelihood activities unfolding in 
spaces beyond the slum dweller’s everyday scope; not least because of the 
upsurge in research emphasising this as an important part of the lives of the 
African poor (Steinbrink, 2009).   
     The idea of translocal geography was originally forwarded by anthropolo-
gists Appadurai (1996) and Hannerz (1998), describing processes of fleeting 
spatial affiliation attributed to the mobility surge propelled by globalisation 
and the perceived weakening of the importance of space (Smith, 2011). It 
emerged from the framework of transnationalism, revolving around migrants’ 
experiences of connectivity across different spaces, and above all, across na-
tion states (ibid; Brickell & Datta, 2011). Concerned with movement, translo-
cal perspectives have increasingly come to recognise the situatedness of mo-
bility, or “’groundedness’ during movement” (Brickell & Datta, 2011:4), re-
ferring to actors’ relationships to particular places as anchor points for move-
ment. A translocal approach involves recognising what Brickell & Datta 
(2011) describe as “simultaneous situatedness” (p 4), i.e.; the fact that actors 
may experience multiple spatial affiliations that are interacted with through 
material and immaterial flows, such as communication, remittances, or even 
imaginations. Brickell (2011) argues that the real value of translocalism lies 
in its acknowledgement of “localities as specifically situated places of con-
nectivity that enable, rather than curtail, mobility” (p 25). According to Smith 
(2011), a translocal approach constitutes a “multi-scalar imagination to the 
dialectic of mobility and place making “(p 187), by emphasising how they are 
essentially intertwined. This should be interpreted as place making not being 
antithetic to mobility, but rather a prerequisite for it. Smith (2011) clarifies: 
  

The places constituting the translocal geographies [---] are conceived as dy-
namic yet situated sites of becoming; as unique articulations of situatedness 
through which migrating subjects must act as they seek to orchestrate lives 
both within and across national frontiers (p 188). 

 
The multi-scalar contribution consists of an assertion that mobility and con-
nectivity unfold across many different scales and should not only be assessed 
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from the vantage point of transnational migration, which constituted a domi-
nant focus in the past (Brickell & Datta, 2011; Page, 2011). 
     Translocality can be ascribed to individual actors, predominantly referring 
to their physical movement between specific locations, but also in a less ma-
terial sense such as feelings of belonging and multiply situated identities 
(Brickell, 2011; Islam & Herbeck, 2013; Page, 2011). It can additionally be 
applied as a characteristic of communities or locations, alluding to their inter-
connectivity to other places through their constitutive actors, and their position 
as junctions in intersecting networks (Smith, 2011), not unlike Massey’s (2018 
[1992a]) depiction of place as unbounded bundle of trajectories. Translocality 
has further been used to describe households spread over multiple locations 
while taking a coordinated responsibility for reproduction (Schöfberger, 2017; 
Ramamurthy, 2020), manifested through “continuing forms of exchange, co-
operation and a collective livelihood strategy” (Islam & Herbeck, 2013:834). 
According to Naumann & Greiner (2017), social networks constitute both a 
precondition for but also an outcome of translocality, facilitating the circula-
tion of resources. 
     In livelihoods research, exchanges between differentially located (in the 
spatial interpretation of the word) actors and the impact of these exchanges on 
their vulnerability level, resilience and well-being have traditionally consti-
tuted the primary topic of study from the perspective of translocality. Ex-
changes may incorporate remittances in cash and kind (Islam & Herbeck, 
2013; Lynch, 2004; Naumann & Greiner, 2017) or “social remittances”, con-
sisting of ideas, behaviours and social capital (Levitt, 2001). While flows from 
the destination back to the origin often feature as a template interpretation of 
translocal exchange, there are scholars who problematise the notion of flows 
as unidirectional and emphasise their reciprocal nature (see for example Islam 
& Herbeck, 2013; Naumann & Greiner, 2017). 
     Other types of translocal exchanges highlighted by translocal livelihood 
studies include sending children to reside with relatives in the absence of 
childcare facilities in places where parents work (Islam & Herbeck, 2013; 
Naumann & Greiner, 2017). Another aspect of translocal livelihoods is circu-
lar migration (Lynch, 2004; Steel, Winters & Sosa, 2011), a phenomenon that 
has been outlined previously in this chapter. Translocality is consequently 
drawn upon to increase the material well-being of the household by expanding 
economic opportunity and take advantage of opportunities in different locali-
ties (Ellis, 2000; Steel, Winters & Sosa, 2011). It is additionally a means to 
mitigate risk through diversification (Dame, 2018, Parnell & Pieterse, 2014).  
     Whereas translocality purportedly displays an openness to all kinds of spa-
tial configurations of associations, translocal livelihood studies tend to pre-
dominantly focus on rural populations diversifying household livelihood port-
folios through increased engagement with urban centres (see for example 
Benz, 2013; Dame, 2018; Islam & Herbeck, 2013; Naumann & Greiner, 2017; 
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Posel & Marx, 2013; Ramamurthy, 2020; Steel, Winters & Sosa, 2011). Con-
nections are often analysed through the lens of urban – rural interactions (see 
for example Dame, 2018; Ramamurthy, 2020) despite a strive among translo-
cal approaches to move beyond such dualisms (Brickell and Datta 2011; 
Greiner and Sakdapolrak 2013; Islam & Herbeck, 2013; Zoomers and van 
Westen 2011; Zoomers et al 2016). Studies departing from the slum settlement 
are few. One example includes Owusu, Agyei-Mensa & Lund’s (2008) ac-
count of how local processes in the Ghanaian slum Nima interact with global-
isation to shape livelihood strategies revolving around international migration 
and remittances. 

Locating opportunity 
Locational decision-making has thus far predominantly been treated a func-
tion of actors’ mobility potential, which could be enhanced or circumscribed 
by various processes. As the discussion on translocalism indicate, an equally 
important role in explaining spatial livelihood arrangements is played by fac-
tors external to the slum dwellers themselves, allocating opportunities accord-
ing to certain mechanisms. Economic opportunities – whether oriented to-
wards work, entrepreneurship or farming – are not evenly distributed in geo-
graphic space (King, 2011). They emerge in response to processes attributed 
to geomorphology, economy, culture and politics, forming a spatial oppor-
tunity configuration to which actors need to relate. This opportunity configu-
ration includes issues such as natural resource access, geographic specialisa-
tion of economic activity, planning interventions and everyday politics of 
space. 

A natural resource landscape 
Natural resources – or natural capitals as they are referred to in the livelihoods 
literature – play an important role in people’s livelihoods in sub-Saharan Af-
rica (IPBES, 2018). They may be constituted by rich soils for agriculture, wa-
ter bodies for fishing or irrigation, minerals for extraction, forests for firewood 
and charcoal production, among many others (Zoomers, 1999), and are pre-
dominantly -  although not exclusively (Twyman & Slater, 2005) – associated 
with the rural domain (IPBES, 2018).  Natural resource geography is perhaps 
the most obvious example of spatially asymmetrical distributions of livelihood 
opportunities. 
     Whether a resource can be exploited is not only contingent on its existence, 
but also on its profitability which is partly connected to its proximity in rela-
tion to its consumers. For example, agricultural products that are prone to 
spoilage may not be produced despite favourable conditions if its consumer 
base is located far away and infrastructure is poor. Anas, Arnott & Small 
(1998) make use of the term spatial inhomogeneities when describing local-
ised resources such as soil, mineral deposits, climate and waterways. These 
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resources can either be natural or man-made, and result in a comparative ad-
vantage creating incentives for trade and specialised production. Hence, the 
landscape is not only constituted by natural resources, but also physical capi-
tals such as infrastructure and technologies, as well as other markers of human 
activity (King, 2011).  
     The constraints and opportunities inherent in the landscape should not be 
seen as fixed. (Batterbury, 2001). Climate change may affect the feasibility of 
certain agricultural practices and resources may be depleted. A study from 
Mali demonstrated how an alteration in vegetation cover and soil characteris-
tics as a result of intense farming triggered a switch from livelihoods based on 
natural capitals to more diversified sources (ibid). There may also be an in-
crease in the economic value of land making real estate profitable, thus crowd-
ing out original livelihoods such as agriculture while creating prospects for 
service-based occupations (Sreeja et al, 2015). Whether a landscape element 
is to be considered an asset or not is, of course, temporally and spatially spe-
cific and may depend on fluctuations in demand as well as available technol-
ogies. 
     Batterbury (2001) argues that the place of the interdependent relationship 
between landscapes and human economic activities within broader structures 
and forces must be acknowledged (see also Carr, 2015). King (2011) further 
problematises the simplistic assumption that existence of a certain resource 
equals access to that resource, when in fact access is negotiated through a 
complex web of social relations. Or in de Haan and Zoomers (2005) words: 
“access depends on the performance of social relations and these are some-
times far from harmonious” (p 34).  

Agglomeration and urban labour market dynamics 
Settlements equals aggregation of people in a particular point in a landscape 
and this brings about livelihood opportunities that are not necessarily directly 
connected to its natural resource base. When people concentrate in cities and 
towns, economic synergies emerge, giving rise to a spatially heterogenous la-
bour market. An urban landscape is typically characterised by diversification 
of economic activity on a larger scale, and specialisation on a smaller scale. 
Specialisation occurs when a set of actors involved in a particular activity co-
locate in order to capitalise on the three pillars of agglomeration: sharing, 
matching and learning (Duranton & Puga, 2004; Tabuchi, 1998). These forces 
are typically applied to explain the localisation patterns of firms (see for ex-
ample Artz, Kim & Orazem, 2016) but it should be noted that they are also 
applicable onto one-person enterprises. There are regrettably few studies on 
agglomeration economics from the global South, particularly in the informal 
sector (Bryceson, 2010). 
     Agglomeration economics may thus result in the emergence in economic 
clusters of more or less homogenised activities. Mitra (2005) and Mitra & 
Gupta (2002) have studied how these processes in New Delhi contributed to 
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channelling residents of a selected slum settlement into certain zones of em-
ployment corresponding to their position as generally low-skilled. This under-
scores how spatial labour market dynamics are not neutral, but that physical 
segmentation between economically niched areas may emerge through mech-
anisms of inclusion on the basis of certain characteristics of the labour force.  
     Gender is another example of this type of sorting mechanism, manifested 
through gendered labour market producing areas with tangible gender biases 
in the workplaces (Mitra, 2005; Nakagawa, 2004). This constitutes the physi-
cal manifestation of gender-based segregation, characterised by particular spa-
tial locations being associated with women’s and men’s jobs (McDowell, 
1983). This dimension can be material, as in areas de facto demonstrating 
skewed gender ratios on account of its sectoral configuration (Nakagawa, 
2004; Wyly, 1999), but also socially constructed, as in men being associated 
with the CBD or the board room, and women with suburban residence through 
biased notions of men’s and women’s spatial belonging (Smith & Winchester, 
1998). 

The politics of space      
The location of economic activities in the city is not only regulated by market 
processes, but also by the politics of governing actors (not forgetting the mul-
tiple intersections that exist between capital and public bodies of governance 
[Taşan-Kok, 2012]). According to Kamete (2010) the purpose of urban plan-
ning is to implement “discourses, ideologies, techniques, and technologies for 
ordering urban space” (p 56). In this mandate is vested the power to decide 
over the propriety of specific activities in particular spaces. Planning authori-
ties steer development to certain parts of the city through zoning policies and 
infrastructural investments (Gurran & Bramley, 2017). They formulate and 
uphold regulations around acceptable uses of space within their jurisdiction 
(Lindell, 2019; Milgram, 2011). In sub-Saharan Africa (and elsewhere), this 
may include bans on agricultural activities, often propelled by a desire to cre-
ate a distance to presumably “backward” activities and landscapes, and pursue 
an image of modernity (Haggblade, 2007). As mentioned, street trade is an-
other example of contentious use of space (Kamete, 2010; Milgram, 2011), 
typically contested on grounds related to hygiene, traffic and safety, but simi-
larly regarded as a threat to the neat and modern city through the perception 
of disorder (Popke & Ballard, 2004).  
     African urban governments are variably equipped and inclined to enforce 
space regulations, responding to infringements on a scale ranging from benign 
tolerance to violent hostility (Kamete, 2013a, 2013b; McFarlane & Waibel, 
2014, Tranberg Hansen & Vaa, 2004). This points to a potential discrepancy 
between the legislative and executive dimensions of governance, creating op-
portunities for informal actors to exploit this gap. Regulations can also be ne-
gotiated through various strategies. Adebayo & Akinyemi (2019), for exam-
ple, document how restrictions on street trading in Ibadan are circumvented 
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by wheelbarrow traders whose mobile livelihoods enable them to make a swift 
escape in the case of clampdowns.  
     Hence, urban public space is often seen as sites of contestation, especially 
in the global South where they comprise an arena where a range of economic 
and non-economic activities co-exist within spatially uneven regulatory re-
gimes (Lindell, 2019). These regimes are not exclusively upheld by urban 
governments, but may also emerge through private property relations. In ad-
dition, Förster & Ammann (2018) point to the existence of “grey spaces”; 
spaces beyond the grasp of public actors and/or without any written or regis-
tered codes of conduct but nevertheless governed by complex sets of rules and 
relations constituted through everyday uses and interactions. These regula-
tions may be equally strict or loose as those enforced by public authorities, 
and incorporate elements such as invisible boundaries and the levying of fees. 
     The regulation of (urban) space has, among other things, an explicit gender 
dimension. Feminist geographers have long been concerned with the pub-
lic/private or productive/reproductive dichotomy (Smith & Winchester, 
1998). The distinction has been seen as simplistic (McDowell, 1983) and de-
spite a long-standing tendency to segregate the public and the private into 
masculine and feminine spaces, it is recognized that they are instead intercon-
nected differently in the everyday lives of women and men (Green & Single-
ton, 2006). According to Beazley (2002), the controlling aspects of city life, 
and especially in public spaces, have been directed particularly at women. In 
sub-Saharan Africa, women’s presence in public space is generally condi-
tioned to a greater extent than men’s, and may require certain displays to be 
rendered acceptable (see for example Alubo, 2011). This relates to Butler’s 
(1990) ideas of gender as a series of performances. Space is described as a 
“performative medium”, places as “accommodating staged performances” 
(Hannah, 2011). Gender is upheld through repetitive interactions between per-
formers and audiences in spaces, and these spaces are simultaneously actively 
engaged in creating meaning from these gendered performances (Wangui, 
2014).  

Summarising livelihood spatiality 
Livelihood spatiality is thus essentially about the emergence and regulation of 
livelihood locations and the shaping of individual mobility to access those lo-
cations.  Livelihood opportunities are not equally available everywhere. There 
is a geographic pattern to natural resource availability, overlain by a regulatory 
framework stipulating access rights. Agglomeration economics propelled by 
matching, sharing and learning result in certain economic activities co-locat-
ing in some specific territories at the expense of others. Governing bodies, 
whether driven by ideological or personal motifs, partly harness these forces 
through the implementation of planning policies and the regulation of space. 
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But the power wielded by public authorities is not the only source of regula-
tion of space for livelihood execution. Space is politicised and inclusion is 
often dependent on features such as group characteristics and social capital. 
Thus, gaining access to livelihood spaces – whether for farming, entrepreneur-
ship or work – entails navigating these physical and political structures. 
      Simultaneously, livelihood spatiality is not solely about the location of 
livelihood opportunities, but also about the ability to overcome distance be-
tween those locations and the home through mobility. This is in turn regulated 
through mechanisms connected to socioeconomic status, gender, and social 
capital. Mobility incurs costs in the form of money and time and it is acknowl-
edged that actors are differentially positioned to overcome those costs. The 
physical environment, through infrastructure and connectivity, interacts with 
personal and structural frameworks in mediating mobility. It is furthermore 
recognised that the link between the home and livelihood locations is dynamic 
and, to some degree, mutually constitutive. 
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4.  Setting 

Zambia: An overview 
 

 
Figure 4. Zambia 

Zambia is a land-locked country in Southern Africa, bordered by Angola, Bot-
swana, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Malawi, Mocambique, Namibia, 
Tanzania and Zimbabwe. Across Lake Tanganyika, it also shares borders with 
Rwanda and Burundi. The country’s borders were formally established in 
1923 as it was gazetted as a British colony under the name Northern Rhodesia 
(Evans, 2015, Tait, 1997). The territory had been acquired in the 1890s by the 
British South Africa Company (BSAC) on the basis of its promising mineral 
deposits (Evans, 2015). In the 1920s, technical advances enabled BSAC to 
exploit the sulphide copper ores of the Copperbelt; a development with dra-
matically affected the colony’s economic situation. However, only a small 
portion of the profit was distributed to the colonial government while the lion 
share was claimed by BSAC and the British Crown. The colonial government 
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was much in the hands of the mining industry and went to great lengths to 
sidestep the British government’s dictate to implement indirect rule through 
native authorities. Racial segregation thus became a dominant feature of the 
colonialist rule (Tait, 1997).  
     Zambia achieved independence in 1964 (Potts, 2016) and transformed into 
a one-party state ruled by the United National Independence Party (UNIP) and 
president Kaunda. The performance of the economy was closely tied to the 
country’s copper export, and in the 1970s, following the oil crisis and plum-
meting world market copper prices, Zambia experienced a steep economic de-
cline (Potts, 2016; Tranberg Hansen, 2010). Its national debt increased con-
siderably, as the government assumed that the downturn was temporary and 
borrowed money to cover gaps in service delivery. However, a second crisis 
emerged in 1979, with debts becoming unmanageable. With copper prices 
showing no sign of increasing, Zambia’s economic performance remained 
poor well into the 1980s, when international financial institutions such as the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) enforced austerity measures. Structural 
Adjustment Plans (SAP) were implemented, stipulating a pronounced reduc-
tion of the public sector according the ideals of neoliberal economic manage-
ment (Potts, 2016; Tranberg Hansen, 2010).   
     Following a period of discontent and upheaval, the tenure of UNIP ended 
in 1991 as Zambia adopted a multi-party democracy (Resnick, 2011). The 
country’s reins were taken over by the Movement for Multiparty Democracy 
(MMD) under the rule of president Chiluba. Liberalisation of the economy 
continued, and in its wake followed further retrenchments, not only in the pub-
lic sector, increased informalisation, and amelioration of poverty (Potts, 2016; 
Tranberg Hansen, 2010). 
     Zambia experienced unprecedented economic growth in the early 2000s, 
an achievement which has resulted in the country’s attainment of lower mid-
dle-income status (World Bank, 2013b). A soar in global copper prices, pri-
marily attributed to increased demand from China, set Zambia back on the 
track towards economic recovery (Potts, 2016). At least half of the country’s 
current growth can be labelled as positive structural change, defined as “a shift 
in the share of employment toward more productive sectors” (Dorosh & Thur-
low, 2014). A large part of this shift occurred as a transition from rural agri-
culture into informal trade within urban centres, reflecting the on-going pro-
cess of urbanisation in the country (ibid). Rural out-migration has conse-
quently been on the upsurge, and most migrants to the city end up as actors in 
the increasingly competitive sector of petty trade activities (World Bank, 
2013b). Agriculture nonetheless constitutes the most important sector, em-
ploying at least two-thirds of Zambia’s population (Dorosh & Thurlow, 2014).  
     Increase in GDP growth was predominantly attributed to the sectors of con-
struction, communications and finance. Nevertheless, while these sectors ac-
counted for over 56 percent of Zambia’s GDP growth, they only contributed 
to 14 percent of employment growth (Resnick & Thurlow, 2014) A worrying 
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development is that the country’s growth figures have not been accompanied 
by social transformation. Rural poverty is high, resulting from stagnation in 
agricultural productivity (ibid). At the same time, Zambia’s urban centres have 
proven inadequate for the generation of wage jobs. While the formal sector is 
growing slowly, the faster growing urban informal sector has failed to create 
decent, well-paid jobs; a situation which has had adverse effects on the young 
population of the country. (Resnick & Thurlow, 2014; World Bank, 2013b). 
The conclusion is hence that national poverty levels have remained fairly un-
affected by the country’s macro-economic advancements (World Bank, 
2013b). The World Bank (2013) summarises Zambia’s greatest economic 
challenge in the following terms: “[T]he Zambian labor force is growing fast 
and the pace at which formal wage jobs are growing will not be fast enough 
to absorb the new cohorts of youth that are entering the labor market“ (p 13).  
     At the time of the main fieldwork period in 2016, Zambia’s economy had 
encountered a set of obstacles. This was attributed to macroeconomic pres-
sures, especially plummeting copper prices and weakening global trade (CSO, 
2015). At the same time, Zambia experienced energy deficits, leading to ex-
tensive “load-sheddings” where electricity was cut for hours at a time on a 
daily basis. Combined with a depreciating currency, the Kwacha (ZMW) and 
an increase in inflation, Zambia’s growth prospects were dampened (ibid). 
     The country has around 14 million inhabitants that are composed by sev-
eral ethnical groups, with Bemba, Tonga, Chewa and Lozi being the most sig-
nificant (World Factbook). The population is growing rapidly as a conse-
quence of persistently high fertility levels. This has also resulted in Zambia 
having an overwhelmingly young population: 62 percent between the age of 
15 and 35 (World Bank, 2013b). At the same time, HIV/AIDS has taken its 
toll on the population and around 13 percent are believed to be infected (World 
Factbook).  

Gender in Zambia 
The development of Zambia’s female labour force greatly resembles the one 
taking place in other countries in sub-Saharan Africa. Zambia is experiencing 
an increasingly economically active female population, a development which 
has not coincided with a commensurate increase in men’s responsibility for 
reproductive work. Women are disproportionally involved in the unpaid care 
economy; a reality which is also reflected in legislative documents. For exam-
ple, only women are allowed to take paid leave in order to care for a sick child 
(ILO, 2010). The fact that Zambia has been severely hit by the HIV/AIDS 
pandemic, further contributed to women’s workload as caregivers (Abraham-
sen, 1997).  
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     Women in Zambia often face discrimination in the labour market (ILO, 
2010). This is partly attributed to biased social perceptions of women’s capa-
bilities, restrictions on mobility, and customary law marginalising women as 
asset holders (Richardson, Howarth & Finnegan, 2004). It is also a product of 
girls’ lower education levels, resulting from family demands on their partici-
pation in household duties (World Bank, 2013b). In fact, urban girls in Zambia 
are more likely to be neither studying nor working compared to urban boys; 
41 percent of urban girls are considered inactive in relation to 24 percent of 
urban boys (World Bank, 2013a). Constraints on young women’s also put 
them in a more disadvantaged position relative to men from the same age 
group (Gough, 2008), since they are normally limited to seeking employment 
in the near proximity of their homes (Tranberg Hansen, 2005).  
     A study on women entrepreneurs in selected African countries, revealed 
that most self-employed women in the Zambian survey were still expected to 
fulfil household obligations, but also that they received a lot of financial, 
moral and practical support from their families (Richardson, Howarth & Fin-
negan, 2004). This fact confirms Jackson’s argument that the familial sphere 
does not always function as a source of oppression, but may also provide a 
favourable milieu for women’s economic activities (2007).  
     Gordon (1999) found that women’s livelihood systems in Zambia predom-
inantly revolved around small-scale income generating activities, personal 
networks and participation in informal finance groups. The poorest segment 
of urban women is typically involved in the sale of foodstuffs, as a result of 
low start-up costs. More capital- and skills intensive types of work include 
brewing of alcoholic beverages, basket-making tailoring, fish-trading and res-
taurant activities. A majority of women’s micro enterprises operate in the in-
formal sector, which is partly related to the bureaucracy associated with for-
malisation (ILO, 2010; Richardson, Howarth & Finnegan, 2004). In a study 
from 1997, Abrahamsen established that sex work constituted a common and 
fairly acceptable source of income among women in Zambia, particularly dur-
ing times of crisis.  
     In terms of agriculture, there is limited research available on gendered con-
ditions of production in urban Zambia. Rakodi (1988) notes that urban women 
in colonial times were expected to grow food as a way to subsidise labour 
reproduction. Hampwaye (2014-04-02) confirms that urban food production 
in Zambia is predominantly a female concern (see also Simatele & Binns, 
2008). Research from the rural Western Province demonstrates that women 
are generally regarded as the primary producers and providers of food on the 
household level. Women’s involvement in agricultural tasks was greater than 
that of men’s, and there existed a clear gender based division of labour, with 
men generally performing tasks demanding more physical strength (Kent & 
MacRae, 2010). 
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     The gendered division of labour characterising Zambia’s economy reflects 
a complicated interplay between competing gender regimes, economic pro-
cesses and government interventions which can be traced back to the early 
colonial period in the 1920s. In this era, men dominated rural to urban migra-
tion (Evans, 2015), especially to Lusaka which enforced very strict male-bi-
ased rules on labour in-migration (Tranberg Hansen, 1997). Nonetheless, 
women still migrated to the burgeoning towns where some engaged in entre-
preneurial activities and work. This resulted in improved economic independ-
ence for women, translating into greater control also over other dimensions in 
their lives (Chauncey, 1981). Because of the skewed gender distributions of 
urban areas, women were less reliant on husbands and would settle for divorce 
rather than endure domestic violence. The ability to engage in temporary alli-
ances with men further strengthened their autonomy (Evans, 2015).  
     In the 1940s, women’s status deteriorated through a combination of devel-
opments. Rural elders’ decision-making power was reasserted, enabling them 
to enforce dictates curbing the outmigration of women from rural areas. This 
was supported by the colonial administration, not wanting to impose economic 
responsibility for women and children on urban men having been retrenched 
under the Great Depression, as it was believed to increase the risk for social 
unrest. At the same time, Christian missionaries emphasising the sanctity and 
insolubility of marriage obtained greater influence. They also prescribed fe-
male subservience and modesty: notions embraced by a growing African 
Christian elite fearing that the perceived immoral behaviour of lone women 
would undermine their respectability (Evans, 2015). 
     In the 1950s, there were scattered attempt among women to reclaim the 
autonomy of the 1920s and 1930s (Parpart, 1986), initiatives that were not 
able to take root on a broader social scale. Instead, the British colonial regime 
cultivated the image of the African woman as an obedient housewife, a repre-
sentation that was widely broadcasted through media, churches and mining 
companies (Evans, 2015). Women’s ability to work was severely circum-
scribed through the adoption of legislation restricting women from partaking 
in economic activities. This was done in order to ensure a steady supply of 
cheap male labour to the colonial corporations, particularly in the mining in-
dustry. This did not stop women from engaging in income-generating ventures 
such as domestic service or small-scale entrepreneurial livelihoods, predomi-
nantly in the informal domain as a means to evade the gaze of the authorities 
(Chauncey, 1981). 
     The economic crisis of the 1970s propelled women to enter the labour mar-
ket in larger numbers. However, Ferguson (1999) argues that this did little to 
enhance their status or autonomy. Women’s earnings were consistently under-
valued and men would still regard themselves as the main provider, despite 
evidence of the contrary. It was not until the 1990s that women’s position 
started to be renegotiated (Tranberg Hansen, 2010). This change was at-
tributed to a number of factors. The retreat of the one-party state in 1991 and 
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the introduction of multi-party democracy created an opening for women who 
had started to question traditional norms of female deference (Nakray & Ka-
fukanya, 2019). Evans (2014) argues that the upsurge of female labour market 
participation finally catalysed flexibility in gender divisions of labour, causing 
women to take up occupations that had previously been the sole domain of 
men. This, in turn, started to cause disruptions in traditional gender regimes.  
     At the same time, Evans (2018) is careful to point out the existence of dif-
ferences in gender inequalities between urban and rural areas. She establishes 
that communities in rural Zambia display more rigid notions about men’s and 
women’s proper roles and behaviours, feeding into patriarchal expressions 
such as higher levels of domestic violence and undervaluation of girl’s educa-
tion. She attributes this rift to two factors: the proximity to services in urban 
areas, and urban heterogeneity and diversity. An example of the former is the 
deterring impact of proximity to police posts on domestic violence. Evans 
(2018) concludes that spatial disconnection from police posts in rural areas 
hampers women’s ability to report domestic abuse, thus fostering the attitude 
among men that women can be beaten with impunity. Similarly, access to re-
productive healthcare in urban areas enhances women’s control over their own 
sexuality and bodily autonomy. In terms of gender flexibility in economic oc-
cupations, she establishes that urban women are more exposed to variation in 
livelihood activities, and more prone to seeing other women engaging in gen-
der atypical chores and behaviours.  

Lusaka and slum settlements 
Lusaka is the country’s largest city and the official capital. It is the home of 
the central government and is considered to be Zambia’s political, cultural and 
economic centre (Simwanda & Murayama, 2018). The city has a population 
of around two million people, comprising about 17 percent of Zambia’s total 
population (UN-Habitat/UNEP, 2009). 
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Figure 5. Lusaka 

Lusaka’s evolution from a colonial headquarter to its current status as the cap-
ital of independent Zambia displays many similarities with those of other Af-
rican cities, as outlined in chapter two. These include processes of informali-
sation, weak governance and sociospatial divisions. It was established in 1905 
as a modest railway siding, but attained the status of the country’s official 
capital in 1935 and became the seat of the colonial administration. The city 
was planned according to the ideals of the garden city, characterised by low-
density housing interspersed with swaths of greenery (Collins, 1969; Mu-
lenga, 2003). Zoning was rigidly articulated and overlapping land uses were 
not permitted (Collins, 1969). This was supposed to result in a sharp separa-
tion between residential, commercial and industrial areas but was not properly 
enforced as a result of an economic crisis in the 1930s, leaving behind a hon-
eycombed urban structure where gaps were filled by illegal squatters (Tait, 
1997). Tait (1997) describes Lusaka’s early development as an “amalgama-
tion of the centre with suburban areas” (p 193) rather than a conventional ex-
pansion of a core settlement.  
     The Old Town, constructed around the railway station from 1905 and on-
wards according to a neat, grid-like pattern was ignored in the 1930s urban 
plan, envisioning a new centre two kilometres away through the establishment 
of government headquarters. Nevertheless, commercial activities kept gravi-
tating to the Old Town, organically reinforcing its status as the town’s centre 
despite authorities’ attempts to steer development away. As a consequence of 
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authorities’ reluctance to recognise the centrality of Old Town, its road infra-
structure soon became under-dimensioned, unable to accommodate the ex-
panding flows of traffic (Collins, 1969). 
     Lusaka was never intended to develop beyond its administrative functions 
and planning authorities therefore did not account for the prospect of urban 
growth (Potts, 2016; Resnick, 2011). African residency was severely re-
stricted, primarily including construction and service workers. These were not 
expected to settle permanently, but residency was conditioned on employ-
ment, with repatriation to the rural homestead upon contract completion 
(Schlyter, 2003; Tait, 1997; Tranberg Hansen, 1997). Circular migration be-
tween Lusaka and predominantly rural locations in the rest of the country 
thereby became institutionalised. According to Tranberg Hansen (1997), the 
colonial administration wanted to curb the development of an African prole-
tariat disconnected from the land, and therefore regarded the rural village as 
the natural homestead of the African worker. Tait (1997) describes how urban 
residency was seen as a temporary rift in the overall agricultural existence of 
the African population. For fear of consolidation of African dwellings, the 
predominantly male, African labour force in Lusaka was not allowed to bring 
their families to settle with them. This was also a strategy to enable workers 
to subsist on low wages, since wives in the rural village would ensure house-
hold reproduction through food production (Tranberg Hansen, 1997). Alt-
hough the administration lacked the means to actually enforce its repatriation 
policy (ibid, Tait, 1997), its attitude towards the African population as transi-
ent element in the city left a profound imprint on its structure.  Later, the rules 
against spousal co-settlement in the city were relaxed, as colonialists came to 
prefer married (male) labourers based on the notion of their being more effi-
cient and stable. With wives assuming responsibility for household reproduc-
tion, men were more available for work and better cared for (Parpart, 1986).  
     To discourage permanent settling of Africans in Lusaka, only a very lim-
ited amount of space was set aside for African housing, in full disregard of 
prognoses predicting a considerable growth of the town’s African workers. 
According to Collins (1969) “the Europeans were to have their garden suburbs 
by simply ignoring 60% of the future African population”. Housing became 
the responsibility of the employer, further cementing the connection between 
residency and work (Schlyter, 2002; Tait, 1997; Tranberg Hansen, 1997). 
Makeshift structures, often lacking both essential services and infrastructure 
were raised either by the labourers themselves or by the employer (Nchito, 
2007; Mulenga, 2001; UN-Habitat, 2012). In many cases, the number of sett-
ling households soon came to exceed the employment base of farms engaging 
African labourers, as landowners realised that housing provision constituted a 
more lucrative business strategy. The practice of renting out plots to Africans 
on own land became known colloquially (and degradingly) as “kaffir farming” 
(Myers, 2006). Since the settlements had been formed with the consent of the 
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landowner, they were not technically illegal, but occupied a grey zone in na-
tional legislation. They were subsequently labelled unauthorised, but not con-
demned formally, as they served the important purpose of providing shelter to 
the city’s labour force in the light of government failure to provide public 
housing (Mulenga, 2001). Unauthorised settlements also emerged through 
squatting on Crown land, a practice that was generally tolerated as it addressed 
a gap in housing that the local authorities were unable to fill (Tranberg Han-
sen, 1997). As a consequence, pockets of African settlements were scattered 
all over the town, living “divided but spatially overlapping” (Tait, 1997:194) 
with the European population.  
     In the 1940s and 1950s, three important shifts occurred, with far-reaching 
impacts on Lusaka’s urban structure. Africans attained legal status as urban 
residents, which in turn fuelled in-migration of both women and men, chang-
ing the gender and ethnic composition of the city. Housing failed to keep up 
with the growth of the African population segments, and the link between em-
ployment and housing was breached (Tait, 1997). The colonial administration 
eventually made some concessions to the African population by including a 
small portion of planned African settlements in its urban plans. The new set-
tlements; Chilenje, Matero, Kanyama and Chibolya, (Tranberg Hansen, 1997) 
were distributed along Lusaka’s fringe, partly as a way to keep them out of 
sight (Gough, 2008; Resnick & Thurlow, 2014).  
     Throughout its rule, the colonial administration maintained an ambivalent 
attitude towards unauthorised settlements, oscillating between denial and calls 
for action.  In the 1950s, the colonial regime embarked on a programme of 
slum clearance. This strategy proved hydra-like, as new unauthorised settle-
ments were formed all over Lusaka at the same pace as older slums were de-
molished. (Myers, 2006). The ambition with the newly constructed settle-
ments was to create a clear separation between white and African urban pop-
ulations. Myers (2006) refers to this act as the creation of “geographies of 
exclusion” (p 260).  In his view, “colonialism authorized a part of the city, just 
as it unauthorized the spaces of the urban majority” (p 292). The logic of this 
exclusion was based on racial belonging and the result was profound racial 
segregation, where the white minority lived comfortably on spacious estates 
in the suburbs, while the African population crammed itself together in under-
serviced compounds where living conditions were all but appalling.  
     Independence in 1964 did not contribute considerably to changing this or-
der, other than letting class replace race as the city’s fundamental organising 
principle. In this era, informal settlements grew rapidly as restrictions on 
movement were lifted, allowing spouses and children to join the breadwinners 
in the city. Simultaneously, employment opportunities increased as the city 
initiated large infrastructure and service provision projects, thus attracting a 
steady stream of labour from the countryside. Urban in-migration was further 
enhanced through significant wage differentials between Lusaka and its rural 
hinterland (Nchito, 2007; Mulenga, 2001). This was an era of rapid economic 
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growth, primarily attributed to international demand for copper. The govern-
ment invested in manufacturing industry, aimed at import substitution, geared 
towards production of textiles, chemical fertilisers and cement; and of which 
a significant proportion was located in Lusaka (Tranberg Hansen, 1997). 
     To handle the escalating housing needs of the town’s growing population, 
the authorities launched site and service schemes in locations where local 
councils assumed responsibility for service provision. African workers were 
given loans to finance the construction of dwellings, which were required to 
conform to established building standards. These programmes achieved lim-
ited success resulting from low demand connected to peripheral locations with 
costly commutes, slow service provision, and inability to finance construction 
despite loans (Tranberg Hansen, 1997). Other housing schemes displayed a 
pronounced bias towards middle- and high-income groups, particularly civil 
servants in the country’s administration (Tait, 1997).  
     According to Tait (1997), unauthorised settlements on the urban fringe 
were an object of administrative confusion for decades until the 1970s when 
the city’s boundaries were extended. Peri-urban settlements, housing a major-
ity of the city’s squatters, were now formally under the jurisdiction of Lu-
saka’s urban government, but the label “peri-urban” was retained (ibid; Sey-
mour, 1976). During this era, attitudes towards squatter settlements shifted, 
entailing a recognition of the agency and ambition of the slum dweller (Tait, 
1997). These sites were simultaneously regarded as important bases of elec-
toral support that the government was reluctant to alienate (Chitonge & 
Mfune, 2015). Upgrading with elements of self-help rather than resettlement 
emerged as a more cost-effective and feasible option and was embraced as a 
new, progressive housing approach (Tait, 1997). This reorientation coincided 
with the global oil crisis and falling copper prices, hampering the govern-
ment’s financial capacity to implement its new policy. Upgrading was there-
fore pursued with the help of international donors such as the World Bank, 
and through loan givers, increasing the country’s national debt (Tranberg Han-
sen, 1997). Tait (1997) describes this turn as a “precursor of a growing influ-
ence of international agencies and banks on the foreign and domestic policies 
on the [Government of Zambia]” (p 227-228). The settlements selected for 
upgrading were George, Chawama and Chaisa/Chipata. In these communities, 
residents were eligible for occupancy licences, enabling right of tenure over a 
period of 30 years, and transferable to the next occupier household upon sell-
ing (Tait, 1997, Tranberg Hansen, 1997). Nonetheless, the programme was 
ridden with problems. Slum dwellers often proved unable to bear the costs 
associated with the self-help component and provisions from the local coun-
cils did not materialise (Tranberg Hansen 1997). Funds were diverted to hous-
ing projects catering to other income groups, and clientelism was widespread 
(Tait, 1997). 
     In the 1980s, liberal attitudes towards squatter settlements were again re-
placed by hostility. Housing for low-income groups became a low priority of 
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the UNIP government, and demolition of dwellings was seen as a legitimate 
method to clear land of interest for exploitation (Tranberg Hansen, 1997). De-
mands on squatters to comply with building standards were often communi-
cated, with little regard for their vulnerable position within the town’s econ-
omy (Tait, 1997). The squatter settlements had previously been perceived as 
an important source of electoral support for UNIP, but this approach gradually 
gave way to a more punitive attitude to settlements regarded as locus of crime 
and deprivation, much in line with colonial articulations. (Resnick, 2011).  
     The erratic fluctuation between indifference and belligerent action towards 
squatter settlement continued into the 1990s (Tait, 1997, Tranberg Hansen, 
1997). Under President Chiluba’s rule (1991-2001), public housing was pri-
vatised and the new housing market proved financially inaccessible for the 
great majority of the city’s inhabitants, thus resulting in further urban polari-
sation (Schlyter, 2003).  
     In the early 2000s, with president Mwanawasa at the country’s reins, the 
housing situation in the city’s slum did not improve notably, despite an upturn 
in the economy. Contrary to pre-election commitment, the Mwanawasa gov-
ernment authorised the demolition of settlements in two established slums: 
Kalikiliki and Misisi (Resnick, 2011).  
     Bouts of clearance have gradually given way to uncomfortable acceptance, 
premised on the realisation of the authorities’ limited ability to provide hous-
ing (Chitonge & Mfune, 2015). Currently, upgrading is typically carried out 
through regularisation where the dwellers are issued a 30-year occupancy li-
cence. According to Chitonge & Mfune (2015), slum residents have proved 
reluctant to apply for a license for fear of having to pay fees for ground rent. 
The capacity of the local authorities rarely extends beyond this stage, which 
is why upgrading is most commonly carried out by NGOs (UN-Habitat, 2012).  
     The capital of Zambia is commonly regarded as a divided city, torn apart 
by social and economic disparities (Resnick & Thurlow, 2014). Zambia’s 
astonishing GDP growth in the early 2000s was clearly manifested in Lusaka 
through an economic boom resulting in an expansion of wealthier neighbour-
hoods (Simwanda, Murayama and Ranagalage, 2020). This development nev-
ertheless put increased pressure also on peri-urban land, to the detriment of 
the urban poor (Tranberg Hansen, 2005). Unplanned settlements have been 
mushrooming all over the city, but on-going urban developments, such as the 
construction of malls, have generally pushed the poor population further to-
wards the periphery (ibid, Tranberg Hansen, 2005; UN-Habitat, 2007b).  
     Housing schemes have predominantly been carried out by the private sec-
tor targeting the city’s middle- and high-income segments. Mashama & Col-
lier (2014) has described the Lusaka construction industry as “dysfunctional” 
(p 7) through its reliance on imported materials and non-domestic firms, thus 
producing very expensive units. Simultaneously, the consistent in-migration 
of rural populations coupled with urban growth has led to significant over-
crowding in low-income settlements (UN-Habitat, 2007b). Since the early 
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2000s, over 70 percent of Lusaka’s population has been believed to reside in 
slums, or compounds as they also called in addition to peri-urban areas (Chi-
tonge & Mfune, 2015; Tranberg Hansen, 2005; UN-Habitat, 2007). This is 
higher than the Zambian urban average, which in 2014 was estimated to 54 
percent (World Bank [online resource]). In a recent study, Lupale & Hamp-
waye (2019) demonstrated that institutional weakness constitutes a continuous 
challenge to effective management of the land market in Lusaka, characterised 
by a consistent marginalisation of the needs of the urban poor. 

Livelihoods in past and present Lusaka 
Livelihood activities among Lusaka’s slum residents have largely evolved in 
tandem with the country’s economic development and in response to the 
whims of the colonial and post-colonial administrations. During the city’s first 
foundational decades, wage work in the form of construction and domestic 
service comprised the income opportunities for the African population. As 
noted, serving the colonialists in their endeavour to establish Lusaka as the 
country’s administrative centre constituted the main raisons d’être of African 
presence in the town, and inability to find employment was, at least in princi-
ple, grounds for expulsion (Tait, 1997). The labour force was, by decree, 
mainly male, and men therefore occupied most available positions, even those 
that were regarded as traditionally female, such as household servants (Tran-
berg Hansen, 1997). Non-domestic employment was primarily to be found in 
the city centre and the adjacent industry area (Mulenga, 2003). 
     According to Tranberg Hansen (2010), the informal economy has existed 
alongside the formal since Lusaka’s humble beginnings. Goods and services 
demanded by the African working population but unavailable through colonial 
channels were provided by the African’s themselves. Informal trade and retail 
activities have therefore always been exercised in Lusaka, together with ser-
vices and small-scale manufacturing. Tait (1997) argues that for men, trading 
tended to be seen as a fall-back activity for periods between contracts. In the 
1950s and 1960s, informal sector activities increasingly became the domain 
of women, who were still largely excluded from the formal urban labour mar-
ket. Tranberg Hansen (2010, 1997) notes that informal business and trade ac-
tivities were banned from the European areas, and alcohol production, such as 
beer brewing and distilling, was prohibited everywhere. The African settle-
ments therefore became the locus of the informal economy, and illicit activi-
ties tended to cluster in the unauthorised settlements beyond the reach of the 
authorities. In essence, economically active women were confined to the com-
pounds as a result of the spatial restrictions on livelihood activities, and the 
government’s attempt to curb women’s participation in the labour force. 
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     This situation did not change noticeably with independence. Although reg-
ulations on women’s wage work had been eased, women’s livelihood activi-
ties still largely pertained to self-employment in the informal sector. Although 
some were absorbed into domestic employment, replacing men as household 
servants, this type of work was not attractive as servants were generally 
grossly underpaid despite often long and demanding workdays (Tranberg 
Hansen, 1997). In the 1970s, following the economic crisis, more people re-
sorted to the informal sector for their livelihood as a result of layoffs. An up-
surge in female economic activity occurred simultaneously, reflecting a need 
to supplement household earnings (Evans, 2015). In her study from the low-
income settlement of Mtendere, Tranberg Hansen (1997) found that men dur-
ing this period worked as construction workers, domestic staff in higher in-
come households and civil servants. Self-employment within various eco-
nomic sectors was also commonplace. Women displayed considerably lower 
rates of economic activity, of which the main part consisted of homebased 
trade. 
     In the 1980s, the Zambian economy continued to decline. Tranberg Hansen 
(1997) discovered, upon returning to Mtendere, that men were still predomi-
nantly wage workers, but had shifted from the public to the private sector. 
More women had become economically active and had diversified with re-
gards to commodities and trading strategies, such as engaging in cross-border 
trade. The latter was severely hampered further into the 1980s, as import re-
strictions and cuts in foreign exchange allowances were introduced. 
     With the rollback of the state in the 1990s, the Zambian economy deterio-
rated further, causing poverty levels in Lusaka to reach 53 percent (Resnick, 
2011; see also Crankshaw & Borel-Saladin, 2019). The unemployed flooded 
the informal sector, leaving a highly visible mark on the city’s streetscape as 
vending spilled out on Lusaka’s public spaces and pavements (Resnick, 2011; 
Tranberg Hansen, 2010). The government, not overly enthusiastic over this 
development, adopted regulations criminalising street vending as well as pur-
chasing from street vendors. Tensions built as brutal crackdowns on street 
traders were executed, culminating in riots (Resnick, 2011). 
     In the early 2000s, Zambia’s economic recovery was tangible in Lusaka, 
where employment increased rapidly (Crankshaw & Borel-Saladin, 2019). 
However, this increase only to a very limited extent incorporated the formal 
sector, where growth remained slow (Blekking et al, 2020). At the same time, 
Lusaka experienced continuous population growth, despite periodical coun-
ter-urbanisation trends in the rest of the country (Crankshaw & Borel-Saladin, 
2019; Potts, 2016), resulting in a labour surplus. In addition, the Zambian gov-
ernment has repeatedly been accused of failing to address the problems asso-
ciated with the lack of formal sector job creation, and especially its ramifica-
tion for the country’s young population (Tranberg Hansen, 2010). Hostility 
towards informal sector workers has continued (Tranberg Hansen, 2014), with 
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police clamping down on illegal market and street vendors under the auspices 
of promoting cleanliness and hygiene (Resnick, 2011).  
       In 2015, it was established that labour force participation, following the 
downturn of the Zambian economy had declined for both sexes. In Lusaka 
district, 48,5 percent of women and 58,8 percent of men were classified as 
employed. Almost 62 percent of employment was encountered in the informal 
sector (CSO, 2015). A study from the low-income settlement of Chaisa 
(Mpembamoto et al, 2017) demonstrated a high prevalence of informal eco-
nomic activities, predominantly home-based, and specialising in trade and re-
finement requiring low capital inputs, such as food commodities. This situa-
tion greatly resembles the one described by Tranberg Hansen (1997) in the 
1970s. There consequently appears to have been little development in terms 
of diversification and specialisation of slum dwellers’ livelihoods over several 
decades. 
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5.  Methodology 

Meta-theoretical framework  
As an extension of a southern approach to theory (notwithstanding its cherry-
picked content), this thesis seeks inspiration from post-colonial theory, but 
also feminist theory, for its meta-theoretical point of departure. These perspec-
tives have significant overlaps and share, to a large degree, similar ontological 
and epistemological positions. The following section draws an outline of these 
perspectives and discusses their usefulness in this research. Very basically, 
feminist theory is called upon in this thesis to facilitate understanding of how 
unequal relationships of power become manifest through gendered divisions 
of space and work. The applicability of post-colonial theory derives from its 
emphasis on unmasking and addressing power imbalances between different 
groups, with particular attention directed towards relationships between the 
privileged and the subjugated, not least from the perspective of global North 
and global South. Both schools of thought provide useful guidance on meth-
odological considerations in the research process. 

Feminist and post-colonial points of departure 

According to McDowell (1999), the purpose of feminist scholarship is “to 
demonstrate the construction and significance of sexual differentiation as a 
key organising principle and axis of power” (p 8). Underpinning this view is 
the notion of gender as a social construct serving to legitimise unequal power 
relations based on the presumed inferiority of women. Here, gender is per-
ceived as something which is performed and created in contexts of social in-
teraction; as fluid and acquired rather than fixed and given (Nentwich & Ke-
lan, 2013). The way inequalities based on gender are being naturalised is sub-
jected to spatial variation and accounting for geography is therefore a funda-
mental feature of feminist research (Forsberg, 2010).  
     As social scientists in general, we have a responsibility to reveal how dis-
tinctions between people are being articulated and how these distinctions serve 
to justify the exercise of power of one social group over the other (McDowell, 
1999). Therefore, feminist research is not limited to the study of gender but in 
a broader sense to the identification of power and hierarchies (Pavlovskaya & 
Martin 2007). This does not merely involve making visible oppressive struc-
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tures and processes, but also arguing constructively about how to alter the bal-
ance of power. Hence, feminist research is driven by a pronounced emancipa-
tory ideal which strives towards the reduction of inequalities through social 
change (McDowell, 1999; Kwan, 2002). In essence, this means identifying 
causes and patterns behind the reason why women’s lives are qualitatively 
different from men’s. This necessitates a research direction which focuses on 
women’s lives and activities and how these relate to those of men (Monk & 
Hanson, 2008).  
     In a ground breaking article by Mohanty in 1988, feminist researchers were 
accused for uncritically adopting a colonially derived conceptualisation of the 
global South, and for assuming that women in that part of the world are sub-
jected to patriarchal oppression of a more severe kind than their “liberated” 
sisters in the global North. According to Mohanty (1988), “western feminist 
scholarship” has framed “Third World Women” as a homogenous group with 
identical aspirations, as well as uniformly leading a curtailed life on the basis 
of their gender (p 64). The Third World component is here translated as “ig-
norant, poor, uneducated, tradition-bound, religious, domesticated family-ori-
ented, victimized, etc” (ibid). 
     Mohanty (1988) argues that it is wrong to assume that women’s subordi-
nation in society is a universal, cross-cutting feature, and that distinctions in 
oppression and progress are made solely on the basis of a country’s develop-
ment status. In contrast, it is essential to recognise that oppression constitutes 
a system of interlocking positions where gender is all but one element, along-
side factors like race and class. Context is therefore of utmost importance, and 
there is hence a need for feminists to acknowledge that social inequalities can 
only be studied within the framework of political, historical, cultural and eco-
nomic conditions (Racine, 2003). 
     Mohanty’s view on feminist theory reflects her belonging in the realm of 
post-colonial theory. Post-colonial theory plays an important role in this the-
sis, particularly from the viewpoint of giving voice to the subaltern and re-
vealing the mechanisms behind oppression and inequality. Conceived as a 
critical response to the Northern/Western hegemony in academic scholarship, 
post-colonial theory seeks to deconstruct the bases of knowledge production 
and determine how and on what grounds certain forms of knowledge are in-
cluded and excluded into the annals of science. It describes how local, indig-
enous forms of knowledge are typically devalued, while Northern/Western 
forms of knowledge, through distance and disembodiment, are being framed 
as “accurate” or “true” At the same time, post-colonial theory does not neces-
sarily privilege the particular over the general, but aims at problematising and 
unveiling vested interests and power relations behind the binary conceptual-
ization of knowledge as either particular or general (Parvati & Clare, 2006; 
Racine, 2003).  
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     Put simply, one of the most fundamental tenets of post-colonial theory is 
to acknowledge the standpoint and experiences of the subaltern. This trans-
lates into giving voice to individuals or groups of people whose perspectives 
and desires are typically marginalised (Khan et al, 2007; Parvati & Clare, 
2006; Racine, 2007). Depicting and analysing the position of the subjugated 
is however not sufficient, but post-colonial research is guided by an emanci-
patory agenda, i.e., “using research as a vehicle for transformation” (Khan et 
al, 2007). As such, is does not deviate significantly from the basic canons of 
feminist theory (Racine, 2003). The post-colonial interest in knowledge pro-
duction translates into an expectation of awareness from the point of the re-
searcher during all stages of the research process. This is applicable already at 
the formulation of research questions, upon which the researcher is to ask 
him/herself who will benefit from the process and product. But also fact gath-
ering, analysis, representation and narrating must be approached with caution, 
as such processes necessarily involve sorting, privileging and excluding (Par-
vati & Clare, 2006) 

Drawing of post-colonial and feminist approaches in this thesis 
Feminist and post-colonial approaches thus prescribe the purpose and execu-
tion of research. In relation to this research product, they have functioned as a 
particular mindset, as an entrance into the specification of research focus and 
the manner of carrying out research. They are not strictly applied analytically, 
although there are traces of such deployments too. In short, some of the ideals 
associated with post-colonial and feminist approaches are pursued more vig-
orously than others.  
     The ambition to draw attention to unequal power relations is addressed 
from two different vantage points: from the perspective of slum dwellers as a 
unified group, and from the perspective of gender. The former view is repre-
sented by the portrayal of Lusaka’s slum dwellers as spatially, politically and 
economically marginalised throughout the history of the city, and the pro-
cesses producing and upholding this order. This is predominantly elaborated 
in chapter eight. The gender aspect is developed in both chapter eight and ten, 
and centres around how a patriarchal gender order interacts with other factors 
in restricting women from accessing certain locations and mobilities in the 
execution of their livelihoods. Another point is how gender has given rise to 
occupational sex segregation of livelihoods based on, among other things, tra-
ditional expectations of men’s and women’s socially adequate roles. At the 
same time, I have strived towards representing the research participants as 
agents in their own right, evading the trap of misattributed essentialism (see 
Sayer, 2000). The agent-centred focus of the livelihood approach automati-
cally contributes to this aim. 
     According to another important tenet of feminist and post-colonial re-
search, feeding back findings to the involved communities is essential. A grab-
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and-run mentality to the acquisition of data is thus considered unacceptable 
(Elwood, 2006). Discussing findings with the research participants is believed 
to open up opportunities for constructive dialogue where those involved are 
not merely passive recipients of information, but also able to share their own 
interpretations and impressions (Stanton, 2014). Alas, this manner of giving 
and obtaining important input was not feasible at the time of the writing of 
this thesis as a result of time constraints and the travel bans associated with 
the covid-19 pandemic. Plans were therefore made to revisit the researched 
communities and research partners to discuss and disseminate research find-
ings at a time when the situation in Zambia, and the rest of the world, had 
become more stable and predictable.  
     An associated arena on which post-colonial and feminst approaches ex-
erted influence was in relation to methodological considerations. These con-
cerned reflexivity, positionality and representation. 

Reflexivity 
An important principle of feminist and post-colonial research is to practice 
reflexivity in connection to data compilation, analysis and dissemination. Re-
flexivity also encompasses relations of support between the researcher and 
researched (McLafferty, 2005). According to Sharp (2005), what makes meth-
odology feminist is not only how data are collected, but also the social respon-
sibility of the researcher. This is also a fundamental requirement of post-colo-
nial theory (Parvati & Clare, 2006). Social responsibility entails giving voice 
to the subjects of research in an inclusive way that ensures an adequate repre-
sentation of their perspectives (McLafferty, 2002; Pavlovskaya, 2002). Racine 
(2003) asks the rhetorical question as to whether Western academics can 
properly account for the perspectives of the subaltern without misrepresenting 
them. She maintains that the risk for misrepresentation decreases if the re-
searcher remains critical to his/her own perspectives and “refus[es] to analyze 
subalterns in the mode of the dominator” (p 96). One way to address the loom-
ing threat of misrepresentation is to give the subjects the opportunity to reflect 
on the findings of the study, in order to determine whether they feel that their 
perspectives have been satisfactorily represented. As previously mentioned, 
this approach was not feasible at the time of writing, but had to be postponed. 
     It is additionally important to recognise that marginalisation is not synon-
ymous with the global South and that inhabitants of low-income countries – 
or slum areas in Lusaka - are not a homogenous group sharing the same expe-
rience (Parvati & Clare, 2006). Rather – and again quite parallel to feminist 
theory – a person’s subject position from which he or she assesses reality de-
pends on a multitude of interlocking categories, such as race, class and gender 
(Khan et al, 2007; Racine, 2003). Engaging in dialogue is considered critical 
in order to understand the conditions under which people’s lives are being 
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played out, and learning from others also means challenging one’s own as-
sumptions about the world (Parvati & Clare, 2006; Racine, 2003).  
     I approached the ethos of reflexivity in the following manner: through i) 
local approval of study; ii) openness to revision of plans in relation to com-
munity attitudes and unforeseen complications; iii) sensitivity to local context; 
iv) sensitivity to research participant’s attitudes and responses; v) assessment 
of community/individual impact of study; vi) sharing and discussion of re-
search outcomes. These points are elaborated further into this chapter. 

Positionality 
Discussions about standpoints and positionality are critical in both feminist 
and post-colonial research (Racine, 2003). Acknowledging your own position 
as a researcher is essential, as it is necessary in order to be able to express 
openness towards other positions (Parvati & Clare, 2006; Racine, 2007). This 
is congruent with the feminist view of knowledge as situated, and therefore 
inseparable from context (Haraway, 1988; Hekman, 1997; Kwan, 2002; 
McLafferty, 2002; McLafferty, 2005). Indeed, McDowell (1997) states that 
“we all act in relation to our intentions and beliefs, which are always culturally 
shaped and historically and spatially positioned” (p 7). This means that there 
exists no knowledge independent of the knower. Our embodied experiences 
are crucial for our understandings of the world and it is hence not possible to 
transcend our situated selves (ibid; Kwan, 2002).  
     As a white, female representative of Swedish academia, the chasm between 
myself and the people that constituted the main actors of this research project 
was indeed considerable. I had previous fieldwork experience from countries 
in the global South (Kenya, 2005; Uganda, 2006; Philippines; 2011) as well 
as work experience (Philippines, 2006; Mozambique, 2009), some of which 
included close interaction with people experiencing socioeconomic marginal-
isation and vulnerability. I imagined that this background would help bridging 
the gap between myself and the research participants as it had assisted and 
taught me in the past to start looking beyond markers like ethnicity, poverty 
and living in what I perceived to be deprived environments. I had previously 
noticed that continued interaction with people living under very different cir-
cumstances than myself had helped me shed my parts of my prejudices and 
start seeing the complexity of the person behind my initial perceptions, the 
ground that we shared, and the stories that constituted his or her being. I be-
lieve that parts of that transition could be attributed to the generally positive 
treatment that I had received; through people’s open interest in my person and 
their ability to draw parallels to my life and elicit a process of sharing. My 
experience from doing fieldwork in Zambian slum settlements followed, in 
many ways, that same pattern, but was, at the same time, very different. 
     A recurring phenomenon during fieldwork in Africa, which also applied in 
this context, was the extreme visibility and ensuing exotification emanating 
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from my whiteness. I sometimes felt the irony of struggling to overcome my 
occasional feelings of alienation while constantly being reminded about my 
position as out of place. In short, the process of othering went both ways. But 
in truth, my white skin was as an asset as well as a liability. My status as an 
unbelonging foreigner often incurred public interest and I am convinced that 
the curiosity it triggered facilitated access to the research participants. I soon 
understood that many felt proud to be the object of my interest, and particu-
larly when learning about my university affiliations, which were beyond the 
reach of most people in the settlements. I also perceived that people saw my 
visit as a welcome intrusion in the monotony of everyday life, which damp-
ened my initial feelings of guilt for trespassing on people’s precious time. 
However, I was simultaneously worried that the respect or awe that research 
participants felt in my presence would impact negatively on their willingness 
to speak freely, or that they would try to second guess my expectations and 
adapt their answers accordingly to please me15. I often tried to draw on my 
multiple identities as a way to connect to the research participants and create 
an informal atmosphere. Motherhood was one thing we often had in common 
and made a good starting point for casual conversation (see also Lindeborg, 
2012). However, the most important contribution to bridging the distance was 
undoubtedly made by my research assistants, several of whom had an almost 
uncanny ability to make people relax. The assistants were invaluable in help-
ing me negotiating the unknown terrain of the settlements, with their informal 
rules and codes of conduct. They saved me from mishaps, innocent as well as 
those with the potential of having very serious reverberations. To mention one 
example: one cold morning in Garden compound, I had put on my Helly Han-
sen softshell jacket with the H/H logo on the chest. I noticed that the research 
participants appeared more subdued than usual, save for one woman, who, 
when I had finished my interview, lowered her voice and spontaneously con-
fided in me that she, too, was a Hichilema supporter. I was mystified by her 
comment which referred to the ongoing election campaign, but my assistant 
Christabel pointed at the H/H logo on my jacket and informed me that it 
looked very similar to the opposition candidate Hakainde Hichilema’s (HH) 
logo. The Lusaka area was known as a stronghold for the sitting president 
Edgar Lungu of the Patriotic Front (PF) and there had been cases where open 
support for HH in PF-controlled areas had resulted in violent attacks. If I had 
been unfortunate, the jacket could have undermined my carefully constructed 
credibility in the community in one stroke, and also exposed me to the risk of 
violence.  
     Christabel also discouraged my wearing casual clothes, a gesture I had 
thought would put the research participants more at ease. According to her 

                               
15 This was a common occurrence during my fieldwork in Kenya in 2005, teaching me to em-
phasise there being no right or wrong answers, only opinions and perceptions of interest to me 
regardless of their nature. 
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instruction, I bought us University of Zambia16 sweaters and had ID-cards 
printed, laminated and hung on a piece of string around our necks. Christabel, 
having worked in low-income settlements for a number of NGOs and also 
been a resident of the same, was of the opinion that our uniforms would make 
us appear more official and allow us to move unmolested through the commu-
nity. While my skin still shone like a beacon, our attire definitely smoothed 
our passage. 
     Nevertheless, my whiteness attracted attention in a way that sometimes 
complicated my research mission. During participant observations, my visi-
bility clearly interfered with the authenticity of the situation, drawing people 
to the places where the observations occurred. The research participants were 
generally good-natured about the situation and sometimes appeared to appre-
ciate the attention, but the impressions from the exercise were naturally af-
fected.  
     There were situations where my social standing prohibited people from de-
clining participation despite that it soon became clear that they wished other-
wise. In such cases, it was futile, even rude, to ask whether they really wanted 
to continue since they would likely not go against what they perceived to be a 
figure of authority. When that happened, I often consulted with my assistant 
to acknowledge whether she shared my impression, and then attempted to 
wrap up the interview as quickly and discreetly as possible. There were also 
times when the research participants felt ashamed of their poverty, like, for 
example when they were unable to offer me a proper stool to sit on during the 
interview, otherwise considered a basic gesture of hospitality. I tried to convey 
the message that I had become very familiar with the circumstances that peo-
ple lived under during my time of research and certainly did not mind sitting 
on jerry cans or whatever was on offer. 
     I never became sufficiently immersed into the research environment to 
change my status from outsider to insider, neither from my own perspective 
nor from that of others. Nonetheless, as my time in the settlements progressed 
and my knowledge about them grew, I felt less of an intruder and it was obvi-
ous that people in the community became more familiar with my presence.     

Methods and fieldwork  
Understanding livelihood spatialities from the perspective of the research 
question requires access to data on several different levels, and therefore also 
a variegated set of tools. It calls for concrete information about the various 
types of livelihoods drawn on by slum dwellers and associated locations, but 

                               
16 During field work in 2016, I was affiliated to the Department of Geography at the University 
of Zambia (UNZA) 
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also more complex and personal strands of information connected to motives, 
thoughts and behavoiurs around locational decision-making.  
     A rich set of methods has consequently been applied in this thesis. These 
encompass a survey, semi-structured interviews, participant observations and 
geospatial mapping.  
     Previous studies on livelihood, gender and space have deployed a range of 
different methods. Survey based inquiries with the purpose of carrying out 
simple or advanced statistical analysis (see for example Okorie & Williams, 
2009) appear to be as widespread as studies making use of primarily qualita-
tive methods, such as in-depth interviews and focus groups (see for example 
McCoy et al, 2013). It is also relatively common to combine quantitative and 
qualitative elements, typically through initial quantitative baseline studies 
whose result are subsequently supplemented by more profound, qualitative 
exploration (see Brockington, 2001; Hauzer et al, 2013).  
      In principle, I believe that mixing methods is ideal in explorative research 
and that greater validity can be achieved when the research problem is being 
approached from different angles. This position is now commonplace also in 
feminist method. There is presently a growing consensus around the principle 
that the problem at hand should guide the adoption of the method and not the 
other way around (Jayartne & Stewart, 2008). Indeed, Bosak & Schroeder 
(2005) argue that feminists should use whatever instruments necessary to un-
veil the gendered nature of societies, while keeping in mind that gendered bi-
ases also permeate the tools selected. According to Harding (1987), feminists 
are to use all methods, even those presumably androcentric, but in ways com-
patible with feminist ethea. Certainly, Haraway (1988)argued that appropriat-
ing methods and transforming them for feminist purposes is a more rational 
act than discarding them (Pavlovskaya & Martin, 2007). In addition, Sharp 
(2005) contends that methodological diversity is to be encouraged as a com-
bination of perspectives makes their strengths and limitations more easily dis-
cernible (and hence addressable) to the researcher. Nonetheless, Hemmings 
(2008) cautions against mixing methods heedlessly and prescribes reflexivity. 
If carried out correctly, however, combining methods may generate a deeper 
and more complex understanding of the research phenomenon in question. 
     At this stage, it is necessary to acknowledge that the mixed methods ap-
proach to a large extent reflects the variety of sub-studies constituting the the-
sis. Although triangulation ambitions to some degree influenced the choice of 
methods, they have principally been chosen on the basis of their adequacy of 
capturing varying aspects of a particular research question, rather than as an 
attempt to approach a singular research problem from different angles (see 
Fielding, 2012).  
     Fundamentally, the rationale behind my choices of methods was influenced 
by a hierarchical notion of their explanatory power. The survey was aimed at 
capturing extensive layers of information, producing a broad but simultane-
ously superficial image of livelihood activity and spatiality, as well as gender 
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issues. Interviews and observations were drawn upon to probe deeper into 
these fields of data, accessing more complex configurations of information 
such as motives, reflections, meanings and emotions, condensed into actions 
and performances. Nevertheless, this stratified understanding was gradually 
dissolved as I realised that the data extracted from the various methods con-
tributed to illuminating different elements of the issue under scrutiny and were 
equally important in producing findings of relevance for theory. 

Fieldwork 
Fieldwork was carried out according to a sequence of events encompassing 
preparation, selection of research locations, hiring and training research assis-
tants, becoming acquainted with the research locations, doing trial interviews 
and surveys, selecting research participants and carrying out surveys, inter-
views and observations. 

Table 1. Fieldwork matrix  

Preparing for fieldwork 
Prior to departure, contact was established with the Zambian organisation Peo-
ple’s Process of Housing and Poverty in Zambia (PPHPZ). The organisation 
has a national scope with presence in the majority of the country’s urban areas. 
It is predominantly concerned with the alleviation of urban poverty through 

Fieldwork  
period Duration Purpose Comment 

March - April 
2014 

2 weeks Establish connections with 
gatekeepers 
Establish contact with UNZA 
Interviews with key inform-
ants 

 

 

February - July 
2016 

5 months Data collection in Garden and 
Linda compounds 
Preparing fieldwork in  
Bauleni 

 

    
September 
2016 

4 weeks Data collection in Bauleni Carried out inde-
pendently by re-
search assistant 
Christabel Chimba 

March 2017 2 weeks Data collection in Bauleni  
    
Planned 2 weeks Presentation of thesis Dependent of 

covid-19 situation 
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slum upgrading and mobilisation of communities for income-generating ac-
tivities. Because of its prerogative of primarily working through local partners, 
the organisation has an extensive and significant community network that I 
hoped to tap into. Upon arrival, several meetings took place with key inform-
ants of the organisation in which the general outline of the study was discussed 
along with the suitability of my suggested research areas. As described in the 
previous section, the information that emerged proved very valuable in the 
narrowing down of potential locations. 
     Since PPHPZ had little presence in one of the prospective research loca-
tions (Linda compound), an additional contact was needed. On the internet, I 
found the UK-based organisation VisionZambia, a sponsor of health and com-
munity service provision in Linda, who recommended their local partner Light 
of Hope Clinic (LHC) as a potential gatekeeper. LHC accepted my request for 
cooperation and several meetings transpired where the practical details of the 
study were agreed upon.  
     During my first phase of fieldwork in 2014, I interviewed key informants 
in order to obtain local knowledge about low-income settlements, gender and 
livelihoods in Zambia, discuss affiliation with the Department of Geography 
at the University of Zambia (see table 2.) and receive general comments on 
my research questions. 

Table 2. List of key informants 
Key informants 
Guiseppe Barberio, People's Process on Housing and Poverty in Zambia 
Melanie Chirwa, People's Process on Housing and Poverty in Zambia 
Godfrey Hampwaye, Associate Professor, Department of Geography, University of 
Zambia 
Veronica Katulushi, resident of George compound 
Anton Mupeseni, resident of Kanyama compound 
David Katungula, resident of Kanyama compound 
Karolina Kvarnare, Gender expert, Embassy of Sweden 
Jennifer Sakala, Gender Officer, Weeffect 
Karin Alfredsson, Regional Programme Officer for Southern Africa, Weeffect 
John Shawa, Director, Light of Hope Clinic 

 
 
The next step consisted of recruiting research assistants to function as guides, 
facilitators and interpreters during the data collection. For Garden and Bau-
leni, PPHPZ recommended a field assistant with experience from carrying out 
baseline surveys and enumeration activities in several low-income areas 
around Lusaka, including Garden. The assistant had also been a resident in 
Garden and knew the area well. In Linda, LHC brought forward five volun-
teers with specific knowledge about various zones within the compound, 
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where they had been working with outreach and public health information 
campaigns. All of them provided valuable inputs with regards to the study 
design and had an interesting mix of experiences. For this reason, I decided to 
include all five in the fieldwork and allocate them to their respective zones.  
     All field assistants were interviewed prior to the study in order for me to 
assess their knowledge, positionality and attitudes towards the potential re-
search subjects. They received training where some issues that had come up 
during the interview were taken up for debate. For example, I needed to em-
phasise their role as a medium in an information exchange rather than an ac-
tive subject. During outreach activities, their duties frequently involved pur-
suing people to go for HIV/AIDS-testing or take their children to health check-
ups, but this particular undertaking required a more passive stance. I also un-
derlined the importance of remaining supportive, or at least neutral, when the 
research participant shared her history even if they found her narrative im-
moral or offensive. Training included a more detailed account of the study and 
my expectations, as well as the rationale behind my research participant se-
lections and chosen methods. I also instructed them in interview technique and 
how to act when approaching the study participants. Additionally, training en-
tailed discussing potential problems and pitfalls, where the local knowledge 
of the assistants proved particularly valuable. 
     Working with assistants was absolutely necessary to gain access to the re-
search participants. Only a small sample of participants were sufficiently flu-
ent in English to converse comfortably, making translation services was es-
sential. As Caretta (2015) contends, “without the assistant the field would be 
completely closed off and indecipherable to the researcher.” (p. 490). The as-
sistants’ local knowledge was an additional asset, including the ability to nav-
igate efficiently through the communities, and their familiarity with some of 
the research participants, enhancing the sharing of information. As previously 
described, the assistants were also invaluable in providing lessons on proper 
conduct, smoothing my transition from considerably out of place to only mod-
erately so. Their translations were not only a means to transmit direct infor-
mation between myself and the research participant, but also to clarify misun-
derstandings in our communication as well as cultural misconceptions (see 
Leck, 2014). 
     Temple & Edwards (2002) refer to the relationship between research par-
ticipants, research assistants and the researcher as a triple subjectivity, and an 
issue that needs recognition. According to Leck (2014), research assistants 
“bring their own concerns, values, beliefs and assumptions into the research 
process which are shaped by their own social worlds and require considera-
tion” (p 61). As mentioned above, a part of the training was aimed at clarifying 
the role of the assistant in conveying knowledge, and my overall impression 
was that this turned out well. As was to be expected, all relationships and 
working practices required some fine tuning before falling in place.  
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     Problems that emerged were usually attributed to poor communication on 
my behalf. When each assistant had participated in the collection of survey 
data with me during at least a week, I would usually instruct them to continue 
the data collection process autonomously as I shifted to a new neighbourhood 
and started working with a new assistant.17 The general idea was that the as-
sistant would be sufficiently informed and self-reliant after this period of con-
tinuous fieldwork to carry on independently. Usually, this worked out well but 
there were occasional misunderstandings with regards to the nature of the data 
requested. As an example, in the questionnaire request to specify livelihood 
location(s), I would sometimes find notes like “by the roadside”. Other prob-
lems were related to language, with local spelling practices causing confusion. 
I could, for example, read that a family breeding rabbits fed their animals with 
“glass from the yard”. This puzzled me immensely until I realised that my 
Nyanja18-speaking assistant meant “grass”. In Nyanja, as well as many other 
Bantu languages, “l” and “r” are the same phoneme (Downing & Mtenje, 
2017). Some of my assistants differentiated between “l” and “r” when speak-
ing and writing in English, while others used “l” throughout. 
     To ensure data robustness, I would typically go through the questionnaires 
and discuss potential inconsistencies and weakness with the assistant to clarify 
meanings. Some mistakes eluded me at that stage and were not discovered 
until the information was registered in a database. For this reason, some ob-
servations needed to be dropped from parts of the analysis. In terms of relia-
bility, I would often select research participants that had been visited by assis-
tants only, for interview and observation. The interview provided a subsidiary 
opportunity to cross-check the questionnaire data with the narrative of the re-
search participant. Remarkably, there was not a single case where these did 
not match. 

Selecting research areas 
The process of selecting field locations was inspired by strategic considera-
tions with reference to the research questions, and practical concerns. A fun-
damental requirement was an acceptable security situation allowing me to 
move freely, which, according to the gate keeper organisation People’s Pro-
cess of Housing and Poverty in Zambia (PPHPZ), disqualified areas like Chib-
olya and Misisi. Other areas were characterised by authoritarian leadership 
frequently demanding full access to research findings, violating the research 
participants’ integrity (Barberio, 31-03-2014). In general, any slum settlement 
offering accessibility in the Lusaka area would have been suitable for the 
study. In the end, however, I aimed for geographic diversity and relative socio-
                               
17 Independent data collection among the assistants only encompassed the survey.  
18 Nyanja is both an ethnical and linguistical determinant. The language is often distinguished 
from the tribe through the prefix “chi” but this is not all-pervasive. This thesis does not apply 
this distinction. Nyanja is a bantu language and is called (Chi)Chewa in Malawi and Mozam-
bique (Downing & Mtenje, 2017).  
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economic similarity. Ultimately, this diversity did not play a central role for 
the thesis although there were initial plans for a study based on inter-settle-
ment comparison. Nonetheless, I still believe that the geographical differences 
enhanced the study by providing a richer mix of livelihood experiences than 
would probably had been the case if only, for example, centrally located set-
tlements had been chosen.  
     The factor of primary consideration for selection was location (particularly 
with regards to markets, the city centre and transport networks). Prior to de-
parture, a basic, visual interpretation of satellite imagery had been carried out 
in order to identify potential research sites. The areas were to be populated 
mainly by low-income residents within the urban or the peri-urban domain. 
Garden was selected on the grounds that it is one of the most centrally located 
low-income settlements in Lusaka. Linda, on the other hand, is located a sig-
nificant distance from the urban centre. It sits on the border between Lusaka 
and Chilanga district, but belongs formally to the latter. Bauleni constitutes 
the middle ground with its location on the Lusaka urban fringe.  
     As could be expected, socioeconomic diversity within the selected areas 
was revealed through interviews with staff members of PPHPZ and LHC. This 
diversity was physically manifest through built environment in the form of 
building densities, lay-out, building materials and standards. This dimension 
was also visible in satellite images and later confirmed during assessment 
walks in the settlements. It was decided that the study should attempt to cap-
ture this diversity in order to provide a more accurate and comprehensive pic-
ture of slum dwellers’ livelihood activities. Therefore, research zones based 
on variety were established within the selected study areas. The zoning pro-
cess was also backed up by empirical findings from the informant interviews. 
For example, PPHPZ had observed higher poverty levels in central Garden 
compared to its fringes (Chirwa, 27-03-2016). This reality is partly discernible 
in satellite images, where the central area appears more crowded and un-
planned with smaller dwellings in relation to other parts of Garden, (see figure 
19 in chapter seven for a visual example of this sociospatial differentiation in 
Garden). 
     As for Linda compound, zoning was less based on physical characteristics 
of the area, as the setting is fairly homogeneous, but more on local knowledge 
of LHC. For example, a representative for LHC claimed that livelihoods such 
as prostitution and alcohol vending were more frequently encountered in the 
area around the main road (Zone 1), and that farming was more common in 
the satellite community which is cut off from Linda proper by agricultural 
fields (also called Zone 4b) (Chawa, 30-03-2016).  

Exposure, introduction and documentation 
The first phase of the study included community walks, carried out with the 
purpose of becoming familiar with the study locations and their surroundings. 
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Photography was used to document the environments. A GPS was carried dur-
ing these sessions in order to monitor and record my path, which facilitated 
the processing of impressions as well as my ability to navigate. This proved 
very useful as some of the zones had an organic, haphazard layout with few 
landmarks for orientation. An ambition was also to validate the degree of cor-
respondence between satellite data and the physical reality on the ground, as 
some of the locations (most significantly Linda compound) experience con-
tinuous densification, expansion and infrastructural development as a result of 
rapid population growth, hence making available satellite data obsolete. Being 
seen together with representatives from organisations also served the im-
portant purpose of legitimising my presence and giving the residents the op-
portunity to come forward and ask questions; something they would probably 
have been more reluctant to do had I been walking alone.  Thus, the walks 
constituted a chance for me to introduce myself and my study, and to gain 
wider acceptance in the community.    

Selecting and approaching research participants 
Research participants were selected using a combination of random and stra-
tegic design. In each zone, a random point corresponding to a house was cho-
sen as a starting point. Households were then approached in a circular pattern 
around the point until a predefined quota had been achieved. This method was 
chosen on the grounds of providing adequate representation while simultane-
ously facilitating the data collection process. A completely randomised selec-
tion would have entailed skipping over houses, leading to the benefits associ-
ated with familiarisation being lost. At the initial stages of fieldwork, word of 
our presence travelled fast and nearby households started preparing for our 
visit. Most questionnaires were filled out outside the research participant’s 
home, in view of neighbours who quickly became acquainted with our pres-
ence and purpose. Being seen conversing with community members strength-
ened out legitimacy and credibility in the eyes of the neighbours. This process 
of familiarisation and acceptance increased people’s level of trust and confi-
dence, which proved both time saving and beneficial for the study as a whole. 
     The visit to the study areas started at around 08:00 in the morning and went 
on until 15:00-16:00. Households that were unavailable were marked and re-
visited at other occasions, predominantly on Saturdays and Sundays when po-
tential candidates were less likely to be absent for work. This approach was 
critical so as to achieve adequate representation of livelihoods and reduce the 
risk of respondent selection error (Weisberg, 2018). Family members were 
often able to provide time intervals when potential participants were expected 
to be found in the home.  
     Some questionnaires were also collected autonomously by my assistants. 
They only visited households that we had previously agreed to include in the 
sample and exercised the same technique of revisiting absent household mem-
bers at other times.  
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     A total of 14 households could not be tracked down. Most of the time, 
neighbours where able to provide information about their whereabouts of the 
absent household. Absences could be attributed to recent evictions when the 
tenure status of the previous dwellers was unclear, to long-term visits of rela-
tives, or to commitments elsewhere; livelihood-related or not. Especially in 
Linda, where fieldwork coincided with harvest time, some absent households 
were reported to have gone to “the village”, where they were likely engaged 
in agricultural work on fields or farms belonging to themselves or to relatives. 
If we return to the discussion in the theoretical chapter on the topic of circular 
migration, multilocal households and domestic attachment, it is evident that 
this might present a minor methodological flaw, in that households with po-
tentially multiple spatial affiliations were not adequately represented. 
     Only women were included as research participants. This entailed skipping 
over male-exlusive households. These were however very few, less than ten 
in total. In the survey, the women were requested to provide information on 
the livelihood activities of all economically active household members, in-
cluding income sources not directly associated with productive work, such as 
remittances. Most participants believed themselves to have a good grasp of 
the activities of other household members, but where not always able to give 
a precise account of earnings. Because some of the data derive from second-
hand sources, it can be expected that reliability is affected to some extent. It 
is my impression that the data have been affected in a way that primarily con-
cerns the problem of omission, in that there might be covert sources of income 
whose existence not all household members were made aware of. However, 
for reliability purposes, I made an effort to imprint on the research participant 
the importance of only disclosing information of which she felt certain about.  

Data collection 
Data were obtained through a survey, semi-structured interviews and partici-
pant observations. 459 surveys were completed: 179 in Garden, 121 in Bauleni 
and 159 in Linda. The interviews encompassed 52 research participants 
among which nine were from Garden, 32 from Bauleni and 11 from Linda. 
Observations were more difficult to implement and therefore more limited, 
incorporating 17 in total, with six from Garden, six from Bauleni and five from 
Linda.  
     Political unrest in 2016 limited the ability to collect questionnaire data in 
Bauleni compound, which explains its relative numeral underrepresentation. 
Upon my return to Zambia in early 2017, the situation had calmed down and 
we were able to carry out the second stage of the data collection undisturbed. 
To compensate for the comparatively limited survey data, more interviews and 
observations were carried out than originally scheduled. This decision was 
also influenced by the fact that I, having organised and transcribed by data 
from Garden and Linda whilst in Sweden, realised that more qualitative data 
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was needed to gain fuller insights in the everyday lives of the research partic-
ipants. 

Survey 
The purpose of the survey was to provide an overview of the extent and dis-
tribution of livelihood activities in the various settlements. The survey was 
carried out through a questionnaire divided into four sections: general infor-
mation, livelihoods, agricultural activities and gender (see Appendix for de-
tails). General information encompassed factors such as age, education level, 
tribe, marital status, number of people in household, tenure status, etc. The 
objective of the livelihood section was to create an overall image of the live-
lihoods of the entire household, as well as a more detailed account of the live-
lihood choices and activities of the research participant.  All livelihoods for 
each individual of the household, including the location and income generated 
on a monthly basis, were added. This also included remittances (in money or 
in kind). The research participant was then asked about her motives for work-
ing or going into business and the reason for choosing that particular type of 
work/business. For business activities, the various locations (for selling and 
obtaining products) were mapped as well as associated mobility patterns and 
frequencies. There was also an attempt to incorporate a temporal aspect by 
asking the research participant about past livelihoods, reason for livelihood 
change, livelihood ambitions and actual barriers to such pursuits.  
     The agriculture section was designed to capture the specificities of farming 
livelihoods, including the use of inputs (fodder, seeds, pesticides, etc), associ-
ated locations, periodicity and travel patterns. In the gender section, various 
indicators with regards to the research participant’s empowerment status were 
collected. These were based on Malhotra & Schuler’s (2005) multi-dimen-
sional approach, incorporating economic, social and cultural, political, psy-
chological and legal empowerment. The research participant was requested to 
disclose information about her ability to make independent choices about mo-
bility, reproductive health, own income, participation in associations and po-
litical life. She was also asked about her ability to participate in household 
decision-making, including having a say about the use of income generated 
by other household members. She was additionally requested to elaborate 
upon feelings of worth and self-efficacy, especially in relation to her liveli-
hood. Information about the distribution of household chores was also col-
lected. 
     Due to changing research priorities, the data from the gender section has 
been given a less prominent position in this thesis in comparison to liveli-
hoods, including agriculture. Parts of the gender section does however feature 
in the thesis, in particular data referring to mobility, associational activity and 
domestic responsibility.  
     Potential research participants were approached in their homes and the pur-
pose of the study was explained after introductions and an exchange of formal 
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greetings. The voluntary nature of participation was emphasised and the op-
tion of remaining anonymous was offered and delineated. Men (including 
teenagers) were not allowed to listen as a result of the sensitive nature of some 
of the questions, but the research participant was free to choose if she wanted 
to carry out the interview alone or accompanied by other women. As many of 
the interviews took place outside while the participant was busy with her 
chores, neighbouring women tended to congregate and were accepted or dis-
missed at the research participant’s discretion. Between 15-40 minutes was 
needed for each questionnaire. 
     The first part of the survey was carried out in Garden compound. House-
holds were chosen randomly and trial interviews were carried out with the aim 
of testing the accuracy and applicability of the questionnaire. The question-
naire was subsequently expanded and revised. 
     During surveys (as well as interviews and observations) I was accompanied 
by assistants at all times. Their services were not always required, as there 
were a few cases when the research participants spoke English well enough to 
communicate directly with me. As previously noted, some questionnaires 
were also collected independently by my assistants.  
     The research participants never filled out the questionnaires themselves. 
The questions in the form were instead read out to them and the answers writ-
ten down by myself or the assistant, thus giving the survey the character of an 
interview. This technique, other than proving most feasible in a setting with 
low levels of English literacy, enhanced reliability. It also enabled me and/or 
the assistant to request clarification when necessary, or for the participant to 
elaborate on some of her comments. As a result, the questionnaires often con-
tained additional notes and scribblings which were subsequently added into 
the databases.     

Interviews 
The interviews were semi-structured in nature and were divided into the fol-
lowing categories: daily routines, livelihood location and mobility, livelihood 
relationships and meanings, and empowerment/gender.  Although an inter-
view guide was followed, all interviews were personalised based on the infor-
mation obtained from the questionnaire. All interviews were recorded after 
explicit consent from the research participant. In all but three cases, the inter-
view took place in the privacy of the home in the presence of only those di-
rectly involved. However, several women were carrying out their livelihood 
activities simultaneously and had to make brief but regular interruptions to 
attend to customers. 
     Semi-structured interviews typically follow a pre-determined configura-
tion of issues that will be covered, while simultaneously offering considerable 
flexibility in the order of questions as well as phrasing (Hemmings, 2008; 
McCoy et al, 2013). This provides the interviewer with the freedom to adapt 
the conversation to the context and the personality of the interview subject 
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(Hemmings, 2008). In the interview situation, it is essential that the researcher 
is aware of his/her position vis-á-vis his/her research subjects, and that the 
participation of said research subject is not the result of perceived obligation. 
It is important that the research subject feels that his/her participation is en-
tirely voluntary, valued and respected, and “that the interview exchange is 
more of a collaboration than an interrogation” (McDowell, 2010:162). Indeed, 
Hemmings (2008) argues that culturally derived power asymmetries are often 
present during the interview and that the researcher needs to both recognize 
their existence as well as striving towards reducing these differentials  
     McMorran (2012) warns against over-reliance on interview data, espe-
cially when the research focus is centred on the workplace. For practical rea-
sons, interviews are rarely carried out during work, and while this may provide 
advantages such as the research participant having sufficient time and being 
more at ease, the de-linking from the workplace may also result in vital data 
being lost. For this reason, interviews are favourably supplemented by partic-
ipant observation. 

Participant observation 
Participant observation involves positioning oneself in the thick of the social 
setting and continuously recording impressions and observations (Hemmings, 
2008). According to Hauzer et al (2013), using their study on Comorian 
women’s fishing practices as an example; participant observation may provide 
more “authentic insights” (p 30) into women’s livelihoods compared to other 
methods. Participant observation can either be indirect, where the researcher 
refrains from interference, or direct in the form of interacting with the research 
subject during the observation (e.g. through walk-alongs), or even having the 
researcher actively engaging in the research subject’s activities (McMorran, 
2012). McMorran is a vigorous proponent of the latter approach, claiming that 
“we need to conduct more working participant observation, or rolling up one’s 
sleeves and working in the industry in question” (2012:490).  
     As a researcher, my ambition was never to assume the role of the fly on the 
wall; invisible and imperceptible yet attentive. As it turned out, this approach 
would not have been feasible at any rate since my presence was highly notice-
able, attracting the attention of passers-by and evidently constituting a certain 
element of disruption in the research participant’s routines. Therefore, the ob-
servations cannot be regarded as untainted reflections of reality, but the ques-
tion is, of course, whether this is possible under any kind of circumstances. I 
found myself frequently drawn into conversations, sometimes against my 
wishes, but these sessions of small talk also filled the important purpose of 
creating a sense of mutual trust and inclusion.  
     The observations were scheduled with the intent to capture the everyday 
aspects of the research participant’s livelihood activity. This means that events 
taking place on a more irregular basis – however significant – were not in-
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cluded. Such events could entail long distance (including cross-border) trav-
elling to purchase goods or doing delivery rounds. In most cases, observations 
were performed during or directly after the interview. Seventeen of the re-
search participants consented to being observed. In the remainder of the cases, 
observations were not possible as a result of special circumstances, such as 
uncooperative employers, temporary cessation of livelihood activities due to 
illness or financial constraints, periodicity of livelihood, or considerable risk 
to personal health (e.g. illegal bush meat trade).  
     The main ambition of the observation was to add an extra dimension to the 
survey and interview data. The observations provided supplementary oppor-
tunity for inspiration and questioning and had the additional advantage of 
providing a relaxed atmosphere less associated with interrogation. The ses-
sions made for careful study of the social interplay between the research par-
ticipant and her customers. Behaviour, body language and customer interac-
tion were recorded and discussed, but also types of chores and extent of (mi-
cro)mobility (such as moving between the homestead and the nearby business 
location). Observations were recorded through field notes and the assistant 
and I were both active participants. There was often a continuous dialogue 
going on, with me asking questions about the issues observed, interfoliated 
with small talk about matters related or unrelated to the research project. 
 

Table 3. Research participants 

Name Area Occupation Observed 

Rose Garden Bar owner, Vendor of homemade floor 
polish, 
Laundry woman (piecework) 

Yes 

Jane Linda Landlady, Vendor of pre-packed chicken Yes 
Emelia Garden Vendor of charcoal, bread and brooms Yes 
Priscilla Garden Shop owner Yes 
Jennipher Garden Farmer, Vendor of popcorn and fritters Yes 
Judith Garden Vegetable vendor Yes 
Regina Garden Shop assistant (hardware store) No 
Prescious Garden Clothes vendor (transborder trade) No 
Joy Garden Restaurant owner No 
Anony-
mous 

Garden Vendor of (illegal) bush meat, rice 
(cross-border trade) 

No 

Caroline Linda Poultry farmer, Clothes vendor No 
Elizabeth Linda Vendor of water, popcorn Yes 
Lillien Linda Vendor and producer of peanut butter, Ca-

tering, Hairdresser 
No 

Enia Linda Vendor of household utensils No 
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Name Area Occupation Observed 

Ethel Garden Ambulant vendor of snacks Yes 
Maliss Garden Maid No 
Priscilla Linda Farmer, Vendor of charcoal and sugarcane Yes 
Jane Linda Part-time teacher No 
Jane Linda Poultry farmer Yes 
Maureen Linda Charcoal vendor (international trade) Yes 
Jestina Bauleni Tailor No 
Catherine Bauleni Tailor No 
Brenda Bauleni Hairdresser No 
Zamiwe Bauleni Shop owner No 
Evelyn Bauleni Shop owner No 
Bupe Bauleni Vegetable vendor Yes 
Jane Bauleni Shop owner Yes 
Naomi Bauleni Shop owner, Farmer No 
Violet Bauleni Meat bone vendor No 
Sylvia Bauleni Farmer, Poultry farmer, Fruit vendor No 
Belita Bauleni Shop owner No 
Annie Bauleni Maid, Vendor of salaula No 
Mary Bauleni Vendor of charcoal Yes 
Sharon Bauleni Maid No 
Ireen Bauleni Bar owner, Maid Yes 
Felistas Bauleni Shop owner No 
Jane Bauleni Unemployed No 
Sera Bauleni Unemployed No 
Idah Bauleni Shop keeper - temporarily out of business No 
Regina Bauleni Charcoal vendor  - temporarily out of business No 

Knowledge from the cracks 
A majority of the findings and conclusions drawn in this thesis derive from 
patching together the bits and pieces of information emerging from the ques-
tionnaires, the interviews and the observations. In cases where research par-
ticipants had been formally selected for follow-ups, the qualitative approaches 
were systematically and meticulously separated in time from the survey ele-
ment. However, in the case of the 405 women participating in the survey only, 
it was not unusual for data collection to transcend the confinements of the 
questionnaire. As hinted in the survey section of this chapter, the boundary 
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between the survey and a semi-structured interview was often fluid. In many 
cases, listening to the research participant while filling out the questionnaire, 
I was struck by an aspect of her narrative that made me interrupt my conven-
tional stream of questions and instead ask her to elaborate. Although it consti-
tuted a deviation from the questionnaire, I would often let that new angle of 
our conversation run its full course before returning to my standardised set of 
questions. In the meantime, I would write down her account in the margins of 
the questionnaire, or wherever I could find the space. I returned home with a 
pack of questionnaires full of these anecdotal detours that were not quite in-
terviews, but something in between. Along the same vein, there was also 
cross-fertilisation between surveys and observations (and between interviews 
and observations) as things would often happen during these occasions that 
caught my attention. 
     To clarify, I call on an example featuring a research participant from one 
of my first survey rounds in Garden. The woman was sitting on the porch of 
her home as I approached her, and did not look well. She was emaciated and 
her movements appeared laboured. Her home looked like all the other build-
ings in that part of Garden: a room in a small, concrete house with a corrugated 
iron roof, a piece of cloth hanging as a drapery in front of the open door, un-
derneath which was a concrete porch painted red. The only thing different was 
her yard which was somewhat larger than usual and lined with sugarcane, to-
mato plants and aloe.    
     In the beginning of the survey, the woman sat with her eyes downcast, an-
swering my questions briefly and in a monotonous voice. I began to feel like 
a trespasser and was considering ending the conversation prematurely when I 
arrived at the section about agriculture. The moment I started asking questions 
about the research participant’s garden, she underwent a change which was 
most remarkable. It was as if she lit up from the inside. She smiled, started 
gesticulating animatedly, eyes meeting mine for the first time. As this hap-
pened, I was struck by the realisation that her garden meant so much more to 
her than just a means to supplement her diet. Before she had even said so 
herself, it became clear to me that she genuinely loved her garden. This was 
so evidently conveyed in the manner in which she touched her plants as she 
was naming them for me and sharing unrequested information about how she 
cared for them. “Your garden is very important to you”, I ventured. “It is my 
life now”, she replied.  
     Previously during our conversation, I had deduced that she had HIV based 
on a comment she had provided with regards to the household expenses. “At 
least I don’t have to pay for the medicine anymore, the governments pays for 
it now”, she had said. By looking at her and the state she was in, I guessed that 
she had developed AIDS. In this context, her comment about her garden being 
her life obtained a deeper meaning. Of course, this particular piece of infor-
mation was not verified and could not be applied in the thesis as a fact.  
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     The research participant is not included among the 52 women selected for 
follow-up through semi-structured interviews (and in some cases, observa-
tion). Nevertheless, the reaction I got from her as I asked about her cultivation 
practices, along with the crucial comment about its profound importance, still 
features in this thesis. In chapter seven, outlining everyday life in the research 
areas, her experience has been incorporated into the section labelled Meaning 
making in the slum. This finding thus builds on both observation and, for lack 
of better terminology, interviewing, but not in the comprehensive and system-
atic manner that has guided the occasions when this was the ambition right 
from the start.  
     Moran (1983) writes that “research is a distinctly human process through 
which researchers make knowledge” (p7, emphasis in original). Moran refers 
to the intersubjectivity of the research process in which the researcher consti-
tutes an active subject, creating knowledge in conjunction with the research 
participants rather than being some sort of neutral excavator of “true” 
knowledge. Nevertheless, I would like to put particular emphasis on her dec-
laration of research being essentially human, however self-explanatory that 
may appear. My point is that through regular exposure to the environments 
under study, and interaction with the people that inhabit them, residual and 
random knowledge is generated that plays an essential role in our perception 
of the objects and subjects that we are researching. This ultimately has an im-
pact on the findings that we compile and formulate. As perceptive human be-
ings, the process of knowledge creation is rarely limited to the answers we 
record in a form, but to the things we hear, see and feel in the meantime. Like, 
for example, passers-by who interrupt the fact gathering process by enthusi-
astically greeting the research participant. Prompting me to ask: “Those are 
your friends?”, and being told “Yes, they used to be my customers, but now 
they are my friends”. The ensuing conversation which reveals the crucial role 
played by her trade-based livelihood in building social networks, inviting her 
to participate in savings groups and thereby strengthening her asset base.  
     In the field, I made an effort to record these ephemeral and coincidental 
strands of information by making notes, either in my notebook or on the ques-
tionnaire of the person I was having a conversation with at the time. How they 
were subsequently analysed and integrated into the thesis is further developed 
in the following chapter. 

Reflections on validity and reliability 
Validity and reliability are two concepts deployed to assess the soundness and 
robustness of the research project. While primarily associated with quantita-
tive research, there are scholars who argue they are equally justified in relation 
to a qualitative research design (Cypress, 2017; Noble & Smith, 2015). More 
specifically, validity refers to the correspondence between the research ques-
tions and findings, and the applicability of methods chosen to pursue research 
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aims. Reliability revolves around the integrity and trustworthiness of findings 
(ibid; ibid). 
     According to Noble & Smith (2015), there is a set of guidelines to follow 
to ensure scientific rigour in terms of validity and reliability. These include 
accounting for personal biases, acknowledging sampling biases, critically re-
flect on methods to provide for satisfactory depth and relevance of data col-
lection, transparency and consistency in data interpretation, including partici-
pant’s voices to support findings, ensuring adequate representation of research 
participants, inviting participants to comment on interview transcript, and tri-
angulate methods to produce a more comprehensive set of findings. As 
demonstrated in this chapter, these principles have all been followed to the 
greatest extent possible.  

Challenges during fieldwork 
During fieldwork, my assistants and I encountered a set of challenges lying 
outside the realm of the expected. The first concerned the incidence of ritual 
killings taking place in Lusaka at the time of research. Several bodies were 
found severely mutilated in various locations across the city; one just 100 me-
tres from our house in Kabulonga. The police suspected a connection between 
the murders and rumours began to make their way into popular discourse. The 
deeds were given a lot of media attention and caused fear in all over the city. 
Soon, a particularly persistent (but, as it would turn out, entirely incorrect) 
rumour identifying Rwandese immigrants as the culprits snowballed through 
the compounds. Rwandese immigrants were often met with suspicion and ac-
cusations of practicing witchcraft and black magic. The rumour triggered riots 
in several slum settlements in Lusaka where Rwandese shops were looted and 
destroyed (O’Grady, 2016; BBC, 2016). While Garden compound, where I 
was doing fieldwork at the time, was spared upheaval, the atmosphere was 
tangibly tense. Over the course of a few days, people were considerably sub-
dued and less inclined to accept participation. I also met a few Rwandese 
households who had lost their livelihoods in the attacks. I was first reluctant 
to intrude on their sorrow but soon learnt that they actually wanted to speak 
about their experiences. 
     Preparations for the upcoming elections were noticeable during fieldwork 
in Garden and Linda, with campaigning going on in the settlements on a fre-
quent basis. The campaigns did not affect my data collection to any notable 
extent, but it clearly made the residents uneasy. The situation was radically 
different in September the same year when my research assistant Christabel 
was collecting data in Bauleni. Political violence and rioting were common-
place in some of the slum settlements in the weeks leading up to the elections, 
and there were several occasions were Christabel had to abandon her post mid-
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survey and run away from the mobs. For safety reasons, she decided to termi-
nate data collection in Bauleni before the target limit of 150 questionnaires 
had been achieved. 
     Slums generally have a bad reputation for crime (see for example Mitra et 
al, 2017), but I normally felt safe in all settlements during day light hours when 
public spaces saw plenty of activity and crowds. My impression from other 
African environments was that people typically intervene when formal and 
informal rules about proper conduct are breached, an observation which 
turned out to be equally valid here. I was sometimes met with unwanted atten-
tion from inebriated young men making loud and crude sexual suggestions, 
actions that were immediately met with vocal disapproval from bystanders. 
My white skin was in these contexts both a curse and a blessing: as previously 
mentioned, it made it difficult for me to fly under the radar and appear incon-
spicuous, but on the other hand, my status as an outsider seemed to make peo-
ple (including complete strangers) protective and keen to furnish me with a 
positive image of the their community. That said, there were a few situations 
where I did feel at risk. In Garden and Bauleni, I always moved around with 
my research assistant, but in Linda, I would meet up with my assistant at the 
Light of Hope clinic, located a twenty minutes’ walk from the minibus drop 
off point. During one of these solitary walks I had attracted the attention of a 
mentally ill, homeless man, who took to following me around. Initially, I tried 
to deflect his advances through polite conversation but as he started to intrude 
on the interviews, I had to adopt a firmer attitude and instruct him to leave us 
alone. My new approach was not well received but provoked a hostile re-
sponse which eventually culminated in an attack where he threw cans and 
rocks at me. After that, I started to pick a different route through the settlement 
where I was less likely to come across him. Sadly, the incident left a lingering 
feeling of discomfort during the remainder of my time in Linda, and I often 
found myself looking over my shoulder, so to speak, when conducting inter-
views out in the open. 
     Cheyeka, Hinfelaar & Udelhoven (2014) report how Zambia has experi-
enced a “great panic about Satanism” (p1043) starting from the 1990s, coin-
ciding with an upsurge in the Pentecoastal membership ranks and economic 
liberalisation, leading to massive job losses. It is based on a perception of an 
ongoing battle between good and evil (satanic) forces; a view primarily advo-
cated by the Pentecoastal church but also intermixing with other Christian de-
nominations as well as traditional Zambian notions of witchcraft and spiritism. 
Evil spirits are thought to intermingle with the populace in the guises of ordi-
nary people, in order to lead them astray and undermine the good, Christian 
foundations of their community.  
     During fieldwork, I was occasionally met with suspicion and vigilance 
based on these notions, and found my motives duly questioned. Initially, I was 
entirely unprepared for the often straightforward and earnest questions of 
whether the data was going to be used for satanic purposes, in addition to the 
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academic ones I had painstakingly described. It gradually dawned on me that 
this often had little to do with my person, and more with a general manner of 
responding to insecurity instilled by the churches and upheld by the commu-
nity at large. Being familiar with this made it easier to understand and handle 
during interactions with the research participants. However, there were cases 
where these notions presented real obstacles, such as the time when I was re-
visiting an ambulant vendor in order to observe her as she was preparing and 
trading her snacks. I had carried out a follow-up interview with the vendor the 
day before where she had gladly accepted my request to observe. But when 
we convened the following day, she appeared quiet and uncomfortable, which 
was a sharp contrast to her exuberant behaviour during previous encounters. I 
tried discreetly to inquire as to whether she had changed her mind, and even-
tually she conceded that she had started to nurture doubts connected to suspi-
cions about the potentially satanic nature of my study. It was revealed, through 
the initiated inquires and uncannily deductive powers of my research assistant, 
that the source of this change emanated from the vendor’s neighbour, who had 
felt shunned when I had not selected her for follow-up participation. She had, 
apparently, portrayed me as a likely emissary of the devil and instilled fear in 
the vendor. After some discussion, my assistant was able to dispel the vendor’s 
doubts and the observation was carried out successfully, and with enthusiastic 
consent. 
     Some sources of livelihood were more socially sensitive than others, such 
as prostitution, illegal activities and relying on a sex partner19 for support. My 
assistants and I took considerable care to appear non-judgmental, but it is 
likely that these livelihoods are underrepresented in the sample. 
 
 
 
  

                               
19 This encompasses relationships between two people who do not live together and whose 
relationship is not condoned (though they often remain an open secret) by relatives and friends. 
Colloquially, it alludes to having a “sugardaddy” (the arrangements that I encountered solely 
included females being supported by males), often married with a family in a different location. 
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6.  Data processing and analysis 

I left the field with my phone full of recordings and pictures, a thick pack of 
questionnaires with scribblings all over the margins, a notebook with frag-
mentary notes on impressions, phone numbers and useful phrases in Nyanja, 
Bemba and Tonga; and a head stuffed with memories. Upon my return to Swe-
den, these disparate collections of information needed to be compiled and 
structured in an intelligible manner to be used in the subsequent analysis. 
     Data processing refers to the process in which raw field data are converted 
to a format facilitating analytical use. In alludes to transcribing, clustering and 
sorting data systematically (Flick, 2014). The multi-methods approach in this 
thesis generated a set of quite diverse materials, making processing and anal-
ysis fairly complicated undertakings.  
     This chapter provides insights on how the different types of material were 
handled and prepared for further examination. It pays special attention to clas-
sification of livelihoods into units of analysis, as they consisted of multiple 
activities and locations that proved difficult to disentangle. It also outlines the 
various steps taken in the analysis and starts with a brief discussion about its 
general principles. 
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A note on abductive analysis 
Tavory & Timmermans (2014) encourage the researcher to “develop a double 
story: one part empirical observations of a social world, the other part of set 
of theoretical propositions. [---] The theoretical account allows us to see things 
in the empirical that we would gloss over. The empirical description, in turn, 
pushes the theorization in unexpected directions” (p 2). Basically, abductive 
research entails “recursively moving back and forth between a set of observa-
tions and a theoretical generalization” (p 5). 
     Connecting to the abductive research design, a pendular movement oc-
curred between theoretical consideration and the tendencies hidden within my 
material. This means that while analysis was still inspired by research priori-
ties formulated right from the start, it was simultaneously guided by the data. 
My process largely reflects Crang & Cook’s (2007) description of the research 
process as being almost anything but linear. They question the artificial con-
ception of research as following a structured chronology, consisting of the 
three basic components of reading, doing and writing, and argue that they for 
the most part remain entangled. 
     This relationship is evident in my accounts on how the various databases 
were constructed. The process initially appears considerably controlled. The 
survey, for example was designed to capture a particular reality, building on a 
specific research aim. As a consequence, the databases significantly reflected 
the orientation of the questionnaires, and thereby the research purpose, which 
in turn had been inspired by certain theoretical assumptions. 
     But as the data weres systemised, there were certain features of it that spe-
cifically caught my attention. The material – qualitative as well as quantitative 
– started to lead a life of its own, pushing me in certain directions. It was 
incredibly rich, but also, not to put too a fine point in it, all over the place. 
Going through the process of listening to the interviews, transcribing and feed-
ing data into Excel sheets more than anything contributed to helping me find 
the thesis’ focus. This entailed a slight shift in the thesis’ purpose, prompting 
me to access theoretical fields I had not yet considered, which in turn led to 
new ways of seeing my material.  
     Analytical topics were consequently not entirely given from the onset. 
Once the material had been entered in databases or transcribed into text, I 
open-mindedly went through the spreadsheets and documents several times 
before I was able to discern certain tendencies in my material that I wished to 
engage further with.      
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Creating databases 
The data from the questionnaires was entered into a set of databases created 
in Excel. As mentioned, these greatly reflected the layout of the questionnaire 
and was organised according to the same topics: general data  (household data, 
level of education, previous residences, monthly household income and ex-
penses, economic activity level, ethnicity, etc); livelihoods (activities, earn-
ings, locations, reasons behind livelihood choice, future ambition, etc); agri-
culture (subsistence/commercial, products, inputs, locations, etc); gender and 
empowerment (distribution of household chores, independent decision-mak-
ing, ownership relations, perception of self-efficacy, etc)20.  The data could be 
numerical, as in number of people in a household or monthly income levels, 
or categorical, such as livelihood strategy or trading location.  
     All data in the databases was connected to a particular person, who was 
given a unique ID in the form of a code. The 459 research participants were 
assigned a number between 1 and 459. Multiple research participants from the 
same household were marked specifically, ensuring that they were not counted 
multiple times in analyses based on households rather than individuals as the 
main unit of analysis. 

Figure 6. An excerpt from the general database 

Figure 7. An excerpt from the “Entrepreneur” sheet in the livelihoods database 

The qualitative material was initially also organised on the basis of each re-
search participant. Interviews were transcribed and notes from observations 
were compiled and entered into a large, text-based database. Each research 

                               
20 For further information about the questionnaire, please see Appendix A. 
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participant received her own heading, where all information connected to that 
particular individual was collected.  
     Once research directions had crystallised into the sub-studies; separate da-
tabases for each sub-study were created, containing selected quantitative and 
qualitative data of relevance for the specific studies presented in chapter seven 
to ten.  

Individual and household data 
Livelihoods have principally, but not exclusively, been assessed as in pertain-
ing to individuals rather than households. An individual is thus regarded as 
“an economic entity that is capable, in its own right, of owning assets, incur-
ring liabilities and engaging in economic activities and transactions with other 
entities” (United Nations, 2008). “Capable” in this context refers to potential 
rather than actual possession of power. It is a hypothetical assumption. In re-
ality, power relations may constrain particular individuals’ ability to own as-
sets and so forth, but this is not considered at this specific stage. Disaggregat-
ing livelihood data to the level of the individual enables analysis that takes 
into account, for example, gender divisions, that may otherwise be overlooked 
if only using household data. 
     If sharing a livelihood, such as a husband and a wife renting out a house, 
the livelihood was assigned to both parties and counted twice, provided that 
both had some degree of involvement (shared ownership and/or taking some 
responsibility for the livelihood in questions, such as maintenance and rent 
collection).  
     Depending on the particular purpose of the analysis, and the data set that it 
drew on, different types of individuals were considered. Some studies only 
focused on the research participants, constituted by the 459 women who vol-
unteered to submit information in the survey. Others revolved around the 724 
economically active identified in the sample, i.e.; research participants and 
household members classified as being involved in economic activity. Some 
analyses engaged with sub-samples of each. To complicate matters further, 
there were cases where data collected on the household level was used. In 
table 4 in the beginning of this chapter, an overview of the different data 
sources can be discerned. The ambition has also been to state clearly through-
out the thesis what particular data source specific types of analyses have been 
based on. It thus refers either to household, (all) economically active, or re-
search participants. 
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Preparing data for analysis in GIS 
A critical component of the analysis was to determine what activity that was 
exercised where. This connection between livelihood type and location played 
a central role in chapter eight and nine. In order to achieve this, both the what 
and the where needed to be specified. This required a decision about classifi-
cation; a way of manipulating data in order to discern patterns and make in-
ferences. 

Classification 
Classification involves splitting a population into mutually exclusive cate-

gories on pre-determined criteria, either deductively (using a previously deter-
mined set of classes, such as town-size groups), or inductively (finding the best 
set of classes, on predetermined criteria, for the data set being analysed. [---]. 
The goal is to produce classes whose members of the classes are more like 
other members of their class than they are members of other classes; classes 
are internally homogenous and externally heterogeneous (Gregory, 2009:90).  

 
As indicated by Gregory (2009), creating analytical categories involves the 
process of drawing up boundaries between certain phenomena. This act of de-
lineation constitutes the basis for classification. Classification hence entails 
sorting and labelling, as well as making decisions about sameness and differ-
ence based on the features of the objects of study. For purposes of communi-
cation, classification is absolutely crucial since it provides a uniform frame of 
reference (Barbyn, 2000). Classification is a way to make the world intelligi-
ble and manageable (Jones, 1991), or according to Harvey “the basic proce-
dure by which we impose some sort of order and coherence upon the vast 
inflow of information from the real world” (1969:326). Langridge describes 
classification as a daily experience taking place at the unconscious level of 
most human beings, and encompassing most objects, relations and situations 
that humans encounter (1992). 
     Classification can be based on quantitative as well as qualitative factors, 
and typically follows a pre-determined scientific trajectory. This consists of 
identifying classes, followed by articulating rules for the definition of classes, 
and finally implementing those rules (Brabyn, 2009). However, these rules 
cannot be designed arbitrarily, but must abide to a scientifically approved 
methodological framework in order to be analytically valid. For example, one 
fundamental decision that the researcher must make concerns the logic of in-
clusion into the created classes. This entails determining what conditions that 
are considered necessary and sufficient for a phenomenon to be sorted within 
a specific category. It is also important to determine the existence of crisp or 
graded boundaries. (Mark et al, 1999). Most fundamentally, objects are as-
signed to classes on the basis of shared characteristics (Langridge, 1992). 
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     In social science, these decisions are rarely uncomplicated or given, but 
comprise the outcome of human reasoning and consideration. What is im-
portant to emphasise here is that analytical classes constitute simplifications 
of reality rather than reflections of the same, and that the borders between 
them are artificial. Which characteristics to select as the basis for classification 
is contingent upon the need and interest of the researcher (Langridge, 1992). 
Categories are hence provisional and constantly open to redefinition (Sibley, 
2001).  

Classifying livelihoods, activities and locations 
From a livelihoods perspective, this thesis primarily considers direct income-
generating activities, but chapter seven and eight also incorporates subsidiary 
arrangements such as subsistence agriculture and remittances in cash and kind. 
A combination of livelihoods deployed by the same individual or household 
is here defined as a livelihood strategy (de Haan, 2000). A single livelihood 
could additionally consist of a series of activities. For entrepreneurs, this could 
be constituted by a manufacturing activity (such as tailoring), followed by a 
trade component. Finally, livelihood activities corresponded to a set of loca-
tions. Figure 8 below demonstrates the different levels of disaggregation of 
livelihoods and how these were applied in the thesis.  
 

Figure 8. Livelihood classification chart 

The data constitute snapshots of the livelihoods, activities and locations that 
were exercised and visited at the time of fieldwork. Livelihoods were notori-
ously changeable. Salary work was often fixed-term, casual, and/or insecure. 
Entrepreneurial livelihoods frequently had very small profit margins and were 
extremely vulnerable to shocks, such as increased care burden due to illness 
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of a family member, or the need to divert input capital to satisfy the family’s 
basic needs. When following the research participants’ livelihood trajectories, 
it became clear that they were characterised by diversion, irregularity and dis-
continuity. 
     The interpretation of a snapshot image of livelihoods was slightly elastic. 
This was especially the case with reference to salary work that was not under-
taken precisely at the time of the survey but comprised a regular and decided 
feature of the research participant’s working life. Seasonal, agricultural em-
ployment was such an activity. When asked what they did for a living, re-
search participants could state that they were farm workers, although the work 
season would not begin until a few months later. Similarly, a construction 
worker between contracts was registered as having a construction livelihood, 
provided that the coming employment period was already decided. A worker 
looking for employment, on the other hand, was classified as unemployed.  

Classifying livelihoods 
An account of the various means through which people made a living was 
provided through a grouping of productive activities into economic sectors. 
The classification was based on the International Standard of Industrial Clas-
sification of All Economic Activities (ISIC). Created by the United Nations 
Statistics Division, the ISIC system constitutes an internationally accepted 
standard for classification and is designed to ensure comparability in national 
and international contexts (United Nations, 2008). Within this framework, 
productive activities are defined as  
 

The use of inputs (e.g., capital, labor, energy and materials) to produce out-
puts. The outputs that result from undertaking activities can be transferred or 
sold to other units (in market or non-market transactions), placed in inventory 
or used by the producing units for own final use (United Nations, 2008:13).  

 
The ISIC consists of thirteen categories. These classes group producing units 
into industries based on similarities in economic activities.  Broadly, the 
grouping is based on inputs, the process and technology of production, the 
characteristics of the output and use to which outputs are applied. The catego-
ries and their definitions are provided in Table 5. Only categories of incorpo-
rating livelihoods encountered among the research participants are presented. 
     ISIC recommends classification to be based on the principal activity of the 
production unit, i.e., the activity that generates most value (United Nations, 
2008). In the context of this thesis, the individual constitutes a production unit, 
and all livelihoods have been listed and classified, regardless of primacy. This 
is demonstrated through the example of Naomi, a Garden resident. Her liveli-
hood strategy consisted of three different livelihoods: clothes vending, classi-
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fied as Wholesale and Retail Trade; restaurant ownership, classified as Ac-
commodation and Food Service Activities; and hairdressing, classified as 
Other Service Activities. Multiple livelihoods in the same category were 
logged multiple times. 

 
 

Figure 9. Naomi’s livelihoods 

 

Table 5. Overview of ISIC and definitions (Source: United Nations, 2008) 

ISIC Definition 

Accommodation and Food Service 
Activities 

Provision of short stay accommodation 
and the provision of complete meals 
and drinks made for immediate con-
sumption 

Activities of Households as Employers; Un-
differentiated Goods- and Service Produc-
ing Activities of Households for Own Use 

Activities of household as employers of 
domestic personnel 

Administrative and Support Service Func-
tions 

Activities that supports general busi-
ness operations 
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ISIC Definition 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

The exploitation of vegetal and animal 
natural resources, 
comprising the activities of growing of 
crops, raising and 
breeding of animals, harvesting of 
timber and other plants, 
animals or animal products from a 
farm or their natural habitats 

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation 
Activities to meet varied cultural, en-
tertainment and recreational inter-
ests among the general public 

Construction 
General construction and specialised 
construction activities for buildings 
and civil engineering works 

Education Education 

Financial and Insurance Activities Financial service activities 

Human Health and Social Work 
Activities 

Provision of health and social work ac-
tivities 

Information and Communication Information service activities 

Manufacturing 
The physical or chemical transfor-
mation of materials, 
substances, or components into new 
products 

Mining and Quarrying 
Extraction of minerals occurring natu-
rally as solids (coal and ores), liquids 
(petroleum), or gases (natural gas) 
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ISIC Definition 

Other Service Activities Residual category: activities not cov-
ered elsewhere 

Professional, Scientific or Technical Ac-
tivities 

Specialised professional, scientific or 
technical activities requiring a high 
degree of training and making spe-
cialised knowledge and skills availa-
ble to users 

Public Administration and Defense; 
Compulsory Social Security 

Activities of a governmental nature, 
carried out by the public administra-
tion 

Real Estate 
Acting as lessors, agents and/or bro-
kers in selling or buying real estate or 
renting real estate 

Transportation and Storage Provision of passenger or freight 
transport and associated activities 

Water Supply; Sewerage Management, 
Waste Management and Remediation 
Services 

Management of various forms of 
waste, water supply management 

Wholesale and Retail Trade,  
Repair of Motorcycles and Vehicles 

Wholesale and retail sale (sale with-
out transformation)of any type of 
goods and the rendering of services 
incidental to the sale of these goods. 
Repair of vehicles and motorcycles 

 
Table 6 provides an overview of the categories and associated livelihoods. 
Some categorisations require clarification. For example, security guards were 
placed either in Activities of Households as Employers or Administrative and 
Support Service Activities despite carrying out the same work. The employ-
ment form determined the sorting outcome, with guards employed by private 
households classified as the former, and those working for corporations or 
public authorities as the latter. The same logic was attributed to gardeners, 
cleaners and cooks. In addition, I have added a category labelled “Flexible” 
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aimed to capture the casual labourers who changed work on a daily basis. This 
could entail showing up at a marketplace early in the morning and asking 
around about available work, such as offloading, cleaning and collecting 
waste. They consequently reported a regular source of income, but its erratic 
nature made conventional classification impossible. 

Table 6. ISIC and livelihoods of research participants 

ISIC Livelihood 

Accommodation and Food Ser-
vice  
Activities (AFS) 

Baker, Bar Attendant, Bar Owner, Chef, Restaurant 
Owner, Snacks Vendor, Waitress 

Activities of Households as 
Employers; Undifferentiated 
Goods- and Service Producing 
Activities of Households for 
Own Use (AHE) 

Chauffeur, Cook, Gardener, Housekeeper, Maid, 
Laundry Service, Security Guard 

Administrative and Support 
Service Functions (ASSA) 

Cleaner, Customer Care Worker, Gardener, Guide, 
Receptionist, Road Worker, Secretary, Security 
Guard 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fish-
eries (AFF) Farmer, Farm Worker, Farm Manager 

Arts, Entertainment and 
Recreation Arcade Owner, Gym Owner,  

Construction (C) 
Bricklayer, Builder, Construction Worker, Driller, 
Drilling Truck Driver, Electrician, Excavator Opera-
tor, General Worker, Latrine Digger, Painter, 
Plumber, Power Post Worker 

Education (E) Assistant Teacher, Teacher, Pre-School Manager, 
Tutor 

Financial and Insurance Activi-
ties Informal Money Lending (kaloba) 

Flexible Casual Worker 
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ISIC Livelihood 

Human Health and Social 
Work Activities (HHSWA) 

Assistant Nurse, Care Giver, Clinic Worker, Coun-
sellor, Nurse, Nutritionist 

Information and Communicat-
ion (ICC) Unspecified Digital Work 

Manufacturing (M) 

Aluminium Fitter, Butcher, Brazier Maker, Carpen-
ter, Cement Worker, Charcoal Producer, Fence 
Maker, Glasses Maker, Hangers Maker, Industry 
Worker, Shampoo Maker,  Tailor, Technician, 
Welder 

Mining and Quarrying Mine Worker 

Other Service Activities (OS) 

Air-con Technician, Delivery Person, Barber, Bicy-
cle Mechanic, Car Washer,  Cemetary Worker, 
Computer Technician, Hair Salon Owner, Hair-
dresser, Electronics Repairman, Passport Photog-
rapher, Pool Cleaner, Porter, Shoe Repairman, 
Wheelbarrow Driver 

Professional, Scientific or 
Technical Activities Engineer, Geologist, Fashion Designer,  

Public Administration and De-
fense; Compulsory Social Se-
curity 

Servant at Zambia National Service 

Real Estate (RE) Landlord/lady 

Transportation and Storage (T) 
Bus Driver, Cargo Inspector, Car Park Attendant, 
Conductor, Loader, Taxi Driver, Truck Driver, Mini-
bus Owner 

Water Supply; Sewerage Man-
agement, Waste Management 
and Remediation Services 

Garbage Collector 

Wholesale and Retail Trade,  
Repair of Motorcycles and Ve-
hicles (WRT) 

Grocery Shop Owner, Cashier, Fuel Attendant, 
Hardware Shop Owner, Salesperson, Mechanic, 
Packer/Bagger, Pharmacy Desk Assistant,  Vendor, 
Tyre Mending 
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Classifying livelihoods into individual activities  
Chapter eight and nine revolve around the spatial distribution of livelihood, 
operationalised through the ISIC categories. Chapter eight examines the dis-
tribution of livelihood activities across space from the perspective of gender 
and socioeconomic position. Chapter nine makes a comparison between local 
and translocal livelihood distributions on an economic sector basis. In these 
studies, it is consequently individual livelihood activities21 rather than liveli-
hoods that constitute units of analysis.  
     Converting livelihood activities into units of analysis followed three 
stages: i) the identification of activities, ii) the classification of activities ac-
cording to the ISIC typology, and iii) the assigning of a spatial coordinate to 
each activity. In reality, stage one and two were intertwined, as the ISIC also 
was consulted on activity definition.  
     In the case of Naomi, her clothes business included travelling to Kamwala 
to purchase garments, and trading of said garments from her home. The hair-
dressing business also included restocking inputs in Kamwala, as well as the 
actual hairdressing work of cutting, plaiting, shampooing and combing. Her 
restaurant in Garden required cooking, cleaning, serving and picking up food 
supplies. These activities needed to be separated in a systematic way that made 
them analytically useful.  
     This generated messy data that proved difficult to organise. Nevertheless, 
the complexity needed to be structured and simplified in order to enable com-
parison and analysis. The chosen approach was one of pragmatism and com-
promise, with a small but inevitable degree of data skewness. The ambition 
was to compensate for this weakness through clarity and transparency in clas-
sification decision-making. 
     Activity separation was made inductively and depended to a large extent 
on spatial separation, temporal separation and/or coherence, as well as the 
character of the activity. Figure 10 displays an activity scheme which func-
tioned as a basis for livelihood separation. 

 

                               
21 It is important not to confuse livelihood activities with ISIC labels. Some ISIC categories 
contain the word “activities” in their label, such as “Accommodation and Food Service Activi-
ties”. This is simply a label and these categories are applied to classify livelihoods as well as 
livelihood activities. 
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Figure 10. Spatial separation of livelihood activities 

The image presents a schematic overview of entrepreneurial livelihoods and 
an overall activity division based on a generalisation of the constituent ele-
ment of a livelihood. This pertained to the acquisition of inputs, the refinement 
of inputs, and trade or work. Entrepreneurial livelihoods were often character-
ised by a high degree of vertical integration. This meant bundling together 
several components of the value chain, such as purchasing inputs (technically 
speaking more accurately defined as an ancillary activity rather than a separate 
element of the value chain), refining inputs and selling the finished product to 
the end consumer (United Nations, 2008). The value chain and its spatial ex-
pression within individual businesses formed the point of departure for activ-
ity classification. According to the United Nations (2008) it can be desirable 
and useful to regard economic activities as distinct and to allocate them to 
industrial classes if they are geographically separate.  
     Trade-based livelihoods typically involved obtaining supplies and market-
ing commodities. These activities were almost always spatially separate, ex-
cept for cases were deliveries were made directly to the home or the trading 
spot. Service work (classified as “Other Service Activities”) followed the 
same locational patterns, with supply acquisition and work occurring in sepa-
rate places. Manufacturing, food services and farming, incorporating an ele-
ment of refinement (generously interpreted to encompass farming), were also 
frequently characterised by spatial separation of input acquisition. In figure 
10, this relationship is illustrated through the absence of connecting arrows 
between input acquisition and trade. The dotted arrow connecting the input 
activity with the refinement activity in the farming category indicates that 
these activities were not always spatially separate. Inputs, particularly used in 
crop cultivation, were sometimes delivered directly to the field. Similarly, 
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with reference to the dotted arrow between refinement and trade, agricultural 
produce was sometimes picked up directly from the field by the wholesaler. 
Nevertheless, assuming own responsibility for marketing by taking the pro-
duce home or to a local marketplace was just as common, and often at least as 
time consuming as the cultivation itself.   
     Other livelihoods including a refinement component were not equally 
prone to separating the refinement aspect from the livelihood from the trade, 
hence the full arrows between the activity units. Trade was often made directly 
from the workshop, bar or restaurant (frequently on the research participants’ 
residential premises) and was therefore closely integrated with the actual rev-
enue generating component of the livelihood.  
     The tendency to spatially (and as a result, temporally) separating the supply 
component from other activities informed the decision to treat it as a distinct 
activity. But, importantly, it was also considered a distinct activity on the basis 
of being of a different character than the work, trade or refinement that it 
subsequently enabled. A person carrying out the same activity in different lo-
cations, such as an ambulant vendor alternating between different settlements, 
was not recognised as having multiple activities although they were spatially 
separate. Conversely, different activities belonging to the same livelihood 
were only acknowledged as distinct if spatially separate. If spatially conjoined, 
they were bundled together into one activity and classified according to the 
primary value generating activity. 

 
Figure 11. Classification of livelihoods according to spatial separation 
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Naomi’s food business was hence constituted by two activities: acquisition of 
inputs and refinement. Selling the finished food products was not considered 
an individual activity, because the main value generating activity (cooking) 
took primacy when activities were spatially conjoined. Locations were con-
sidered spatially separate when the distance between them was estimated to 
be more than fifty metres. Measurements were subjective and based on visual 
assessment. 
     The time dimension also needed to be acknowledged when defining indi-
vidual activities. As an example, a bicycle repairman visited the City Market 
once every six months to buy inputs such as new tools, repair patches and 
tyres. Most of his clients brought their own supplies according to his instruc-
tions and there was therefore little need for frequent restocking trips. In this 
context, it is dubious whether the acquisition of inputs can be treated as a sep-
arate activity, forming such an insignificant part of his livelihood. For this 
reason, it was decided that a certain degree of regularity was called upon to 
justify activity separation. This threshold was set to once a month on the basis 
of there being a considerable temporal gap between participants restocking at 
least once a month or more often, and those acquiring supplies less frequently. 
However, this led to the exclusion of one important group: the long-distance 
and cross-border traders. They restocked on intervals ranging between two to 
six months, but on the other hand devoted significant amounts of time to the 
purpose when doing so. Trips normally lasted around a week but were known 
to last up to three weeks in some cases. As a consequence, it was decided that 
the duration of supply acquisition also mattered for activity separation, and 
the principle was set to at least one week’s continuous stay at least every six 
months. 
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Figure 12. Livelihood classification scheme 

 
According to this classification, Naomi has six livelihood activities. However, 
her Kamwala trips were often coordinated to so that she could combine the 
acquisition of inputs for both her clothes trade and hairdressing livelihoods. 
She consequently did not undertake any individual trips for her hairdressing 
business, which means that the supply aspect of both livelihoods were bundled 
together and regarded as one activity.  

 

Figure 13. Naomi’s livelihood and livelihood activities 
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Activities then needed to be classified according to the ISIC typology. The 
ISIC typology is not typically applied to classify individual activities, but most 
of the time, this was fairly straightforward. As described above, in cases where 
multiple activities belonging to the same livelihood were carried out in the 
same spot, the value-generating aspect determined its overall classification. 
However, the crucial supply component of businesses and farming livelihoods 
also needed to be classified. The acquisition of inputs, regardless of business 
purpose, was individually coded as “Wholesale and Retail Trade”.  Strict en-
forcement of the ISIC typology would probably preclude the labelling of sup-
ply procurement as “Wholesale and Retail Trade”, although essentially, this 
is exactly what was being exercised, albeit as a reverse transaction flow.  

Mapping livelihoods 
Once classified, individual livelihood activities were plotted in ArcGIS. The 
preparation and processing of data for GIS analysis and visualisation was done 
reflexively, keeping in mind that spatial classification constitutes an act of 
power (Schuurman, 2003), and trying to be conscious of the pitfalls associated 
with the Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP) (Kakembo & van Niekerk, 
2014). According to Schuurman (2003), every stage of applying GIS, includ-
ing the collection of data, storage, analysis and map creation, requires constant 
manipulation of data for digital use. Transforming spatial data into digital in-
formation that can be accommodated by the software is an absolute prerequi-
site for the systems’ operability. Hence, most aspects of GIS use are subjected 
to the researcher’s interpretations and bias (Bosak & Schroeder, 2005). This 
extends into the construction of categories, which is a standard procedure for 
most GIS applications (Pavlovskaya, 2002). 
     The livelihood locations of the research participants were mapped on the 
basis on the information submitted in the questionnaire. Commonly, and es-
pecially when accounting for activities of other family members, the infor-
mation supplied did not correspond to an exact address. The research partici-
pants typically referred to a specific neighbourhood, such as Rhodes Park or 
Makeni. The geographical data are therefore not always a reflection of an au-
thentic location but should be seen as an estimate. Points were placed in the 
centre of the neighbourhood in question in cases where an exact address could 
not be obtained. In cases where the location was unfamiliar to myself and the 
research assistants, the location could commonly be specified with the help of 
google maps on my phone. The research participants were not always map 
literate, but through discussion, the location could often be identified. 

Mapping and visualising livelihood locations 
Two methods of mapping livelihoods were deployed, depending on analysis. 
The first method consisted of only mapping livelihood locations, i.e., creating 
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a point layer on the map displaying all identified livelihood locations per eco-
nomically active individual, regardless of the amount and type of activities 
that they represented. In Naomi’s case, four livelihood locations were incor-
porated: her home in Garden, her restaurant in Garden, Kaneli market, and 
Kamwala.  
 

Figure 14. Naomi’s livelihoods, livelihood activities and livelihood locations 

This data were used in two types of visualisations: spider diagram and kernel 
density, applied in chapter eight. The spider diagram was generated to illus-
trate the spatial connection between residential locations and livelihood loca-
tions. This was executed through an operation using the XY to line tool, cre-
ating line connections between the residential settlement point and the liveli-
hood location point  
     The Kernel density function was used to identify livelihood hotspots in ur-
ban and peri-urban Lusaka, and also built on individual livelihood locations. 
The Kernel density calculates the point features around each output raster cell. 
A smoothly curved surface is fitted over each point, with the highest surface 
value at the location of the point and diminishing with increasing distance 
from the point. The density at each output raster cell is calculated by adding 
the values of all the kernel surfaces where they overlay the raster cell (Kernel 
Density, n.d.). While not strictly a cluster analysis tool, it nevertheless pro-
vides a descriptive account of livelihood activity hotspots 

Mapping and analysing livelihood activities 
For analyses aimed at revealing the association between livelihood activity 
type (i.e.; activities classified according to ISIC) and spatial location, mapping 
presented a greater challenge. Separate activities (pertaining to different sec-
tors) encountered in the same location (such as Naomi’s restaurant business –
AFS – and hairdressing enterprise – OS -) were mapped corresponding to their 
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number (e.g.; two activities equalled two points with identical coordinates). 
However, a single activity associated with multiple locations presented a chal-
lenge. Simply plotting all locations and coding them according to their activ-
ity, would result in an inflation of activities once the statistics were compiled. 
In short, an activity corresponding to four locations (which sometimes oc-
curred with trade-based livelihoods) would be counted four times. These lo-
cations were still mapped and coded according to ISIC, but once the data had 
been exported to Excel for further processing, measures were taken to mitigate 
the problem of skewed representation (see next section). 
     Livelihood activities and associated locations were entered in ArcGIS by 
placing points in a digital map corresponding to the locations indicated by the 
research participants. Each point was given an ID corresponding to the person 
to which the activity was connected, i.e; an economically active individual in 
the sample, and furnished with data in the form of gender, livelihood activity, 
ISIC code, residential settlement, and name of location (such as Makeni, Ku-
lima Tower, etc). This was carried out by merging the existing Excel databases 
with the point layer through the “join” command. These dots formed the basis 
of all spatial analyses and visualisations presented in the thesis. 

 

Figure 15. An excerpt from the attribute table after the point layer had been merged 
with a livelihood database 

Analysing livelihood activities in GIS 
To reiterate, the connection between livelihood activities and particular loca-
tions comprised the main focus of chapter eight and nine. Once livelihood 
activities had been classified, furnished with geographical coordinates and vis-
ualised on a map, the task remained to explain their association with these 
locations. In other words, explaining the where of livelihoods activities. 
     In order to achieve this, space needed to be categorised in manner corre-
sponding to the research aims. In chapter nine, this entailed drawing a line 
between local and translocal livelihood activities. The geographical scope of 
the local was decided upon on the basis of commuting patterns, where a 
boundary was drawn between locations reached through daily commutes (the 
local domain), and those requiring overnight stays (the translocal domain). In 
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chapter eight, hotspot concentrations determined land categorisations. Just by 
looking at the data, it was possible to discern certain patterns, where particular 
activities associated with various types of residential and commercial land 
uses. Categories delineating own residential, high-and middle-income resi-
dential, city centre, rural, and low-income residential land uses were therefore 
created and mapped in GIS.  
     The drawing of the boundaries was carried out through the Editor function 
in ArcMap. The land use categories were delineated through visual analysis 
of satellite imagery provided as basemaps by ArcGIS (CNES/Airbus) cross-
checked with land use maps (see Simawanda & Murayama, 2018; Simawanda, 
Murayama & Rangalage, 2020), as well as on the ground mapping exercises 
with the help of GPS during fieldwork. The local/translocal boundary was 
simply sketched by connecting the endpoints of daily commute patterns into 
a pattern around Lusaka. 
     For analyses of how the point data corresponded to the spatial categories 
created, the select by location tool was used. This tool selects features based 
on their location relative to other features (Select by Location, n.d.). It is in 
this context that the problem with activity representation emerged. Making 
sectoral profiles of the different spatial categories – local/translocal; middle- 
and high-income residential/city centre/etc – required distributions of ISIC-
coded activities to be adequately represented. An ambulant vendor trading 
peanuts in the middle- and high-income settlements of Kabulonga, Ibex, 
Woodlands and Sunningdale would have her activity represented four times 
in the middle- and high-income settlement category, thus inflating the score. 
As a pragmatic solution to the problem, it was decided that a single activity 
corresponding to multiple locations within the spatial category should be 
counted only as one location (and activity). In case of an activity being repre-
sented spatially in different categories, it was decided that these be split and 
counted as one activity in each category. 

Analysing livelihood activities in Excel 
After the selections had been made, the attribute tables from the different spa-
tial categories layers were exported to Excel, where the data were converted 
into specialised databases and used to create descriptive statistics and tables. 
The data were explored with the help of the sorting function, which enabled 
compilation of information that could then be used to prepare statistics. 
     An example of this processing is constituted by the processing of data for 
chapter eight, including the identification of ISIC-coded livelihood activity 
distribution within the different spatial categories. The categories were broad 
and masked important locational patterns, such as concentrations of construc-
tion activities on the city’s fringe. As will be demonstrated, construction ac-
tivities were to a considerable degree a high- and middle-income settlement 
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phenomenon, but spatial patterns within this category were not readily appar-
ent through the table on distributions. Patterns could have been identified with 
the help of GIS, but I chose to compile all the construction activities (as with 
all other ISIC sectors), look at the place names they associated with (for ex-
ample Lilayi or Mimosa); all which had become familiar to me through the 
various data processing steps, to determine the existence of particular patterns. 

Processing narratives and observations 
Chapter eight is based almost entirely on questionnaire data, but chapter 
seven, nine and ten also incorporate significant strands of the qualitative ma-
terial. After the observations, notes and interviews had been converted to 
chunks of text carefully associated with each research participant, these texts 
were scrutinised systematically and arranged according to specific themes, 
such as locational decision-making, meaning making, translocal livelihood 
narratives, etc. For chapter ten, for example, different motives for locational 
decision-making were discerned. All narratives pertaining to locational deci-
sion-making were moved to a separate document and sorted under different 
spatial categories, such as the home, intra-settlement, extra-settlement, etc, 
(see figure 16 below). 
 

Figure 16. An excerpt from the text containing narratives relating to home-based 
livelihood activities 

Analysis was also decidedly messy, albeit in a structured way, with hand 
notes, scribbling and arrows physically connecting the various themes of the 
data excerpts. The text database was continuously recategorised and rear-
ranged until the patterns and topics had crystallised clearly. 
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7.  Life and livelihood in the slum 

This chapter provides a glance into the research areas and the existence of it 
residents. It serves the purpose of creating a basic understanding about what 
life in the settlements entails; an image I want the reader to carry with her/him 
as I delve into different aspects of slum dwellers’ livelihood spatialities in the 
forthcoming chapters. Given this thesis’ orientation, it grants specific attention 
to livelihoods, but the aim is also to capture other dimensions of slum dwell-
ers’ lives. 
     The chapter predominantly builds on my own material, quantitative as well 
as qualitative; supplemented by the few reliable secondary information 
sources available. It moves between descriptive statistics and narratives 
around phenomena such as motives and meaning making. The statistics are 
based on different units of analysis: participant households, individual re-
search participants, or all economically active household members among par-
ticipant households. In order to avoid confusion with regards to representation, 
the data source is specified continually in the text. 
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The research areas: Garden, Bauleni and Linda 

 
Figure 17. Lusaka and the research areas (Source: OpenStreetMap, CC-BY-SA) 

The three slum settlements around which this thesis revolves – Garden, Bau-
leni, Linda - are all characterised by a high degree of informality in terms of 
tenure arrangements and service delivery, high building densities, sub-stand-
ard housing conditions, as well as a predominantly poor population (Chipungu 
et al, 2019; Banda, 2013; Simatele & Binns, 2008).  
     Garden is the most centrally located settlement, positioned three kilometres 
from the city centre. It is one of Lusaka’s oldest low-income areas and has 
gradually formalised parts of its housing stock over the decades (Chitonge & 
Mfune, 2015; Simatele & Binns, 2008). It was founded in the 1920s by British 
colonialists as a farming site for vegetables and farms, housing workers in 
dwellings that grew consistently. In the early 2000s, it was estimated to ac-
commodate 60 000 residents (Simatele & Binns, 2008). Current population 
figures are unknown.    
     Bauleni sits on the eastern fringe of the metropolitan area, approximately 
ten kilometres from the city centre and was in the census preceding fieldwork 
estimated to contain 64 000 dwellers (Tidvell et al, 2019), but figures vary 
(see for example AfDB, 2015). As a result of its peripheral location, it did not 
grow into a high-density settlement until the 1970s, following the accelerated 
influx of rural residents. It was selected as an improvement area in the 1990s, 
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prompting regulation and some provision of infrastructure. It has since then 
seen continuous population growth (Cheyeka, Hinfelaar & Udelhoven, 2014).  
     Linda is located on Lusaka’s hinterland about 13 kilometres from the CBD. 
In the early colonial days, the land it currently occupies belonged to European 
and Asian owned farms. The landowners early realised the potential profits 
associated with renting out land to workers and Linda settlement was formed. 
Linda grew steadily, particularly post-independence when migrant workers in 
Lusaka found it increasingly difficult to access housing in the urban core. 
Linda was generally overlooked by the authorities, especially because its ge-
ographic location on the border of two administrative districts, Lusaka district 
and Kafue district, made the distribution of responsibility unclear (Simatele & 
Simatele, 2014). This situation was maintained until Linda was incorporated 
into Chilanga district in 2012 (GRZ, 2019). In a study from 2010, Simatele 
estimated the population in Linda to around 25 000.  
     The research areas displayed many similarities in terms of layout and phys-
ical composition. A majority of the land area was devoted to residential use, 
whose character and quality displayed considerable internal variation. As de-
scribed in the methods chapter, this variation constituted a spatial and material 
reflection of socioeconomic status, with better off residents living in sectors 
composed by concrete houses with fenced gardens laid out according to a grid 
like pattern. These dwellings often contained large, multigenerational house-
holds. Quite frequently, a part of the house was sublet to tenants. These areas 
were, relatively speaking, less crowded than other parts of the settlement. 
They often had fruit trees such as mango and avocado, and low shrubberies. 
     The majority of residents, in contrast, resided in the most densely populated 
sectors of the settlements. In Garden and Bauleni, the houses in these areas 
were typically made of concrete, while in Linda, mud bricks were more com-
mon as building material. Individual houses were often subdivided, with one 
or several households renting one room. Although boundaries could be 
marked with plants, often maize or sugarcane that was harvested between in-
tervals, there was usually open, semi-public spaces between the houses. These 
spaces ranged from narrow passageways to wider spaces characterised either 
by bare soil, or pockets of low-creeping vegetable cultivations. Animals such 
as ducks and chickens roamed freely. Houses located near main pedestrian 
thoroughfares, where crowds were considerable, were frequently organised 
into compounds with a wall facing the road.  
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Figure 18. Settlement layout. Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar Ge-
ographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, 
IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community 

Figure 19. Intra-settlement sociospatial differentiation (Garden example). The low-
income areas are located left of the main road running through the centre, and the 
higher-income areas are to the right. Source: see figure 18. 

The main roads in the settlements were tarmacked, whereas the rest of the road 
and footpath network consisted of mud tracks. Drainage, where existing, was 
constituted by open ditches. Some houses had water taps in their yards, while 
others took their water from communal wells. Water could also be purchased 
from private taps. Sanitation was comprised by pit latrines. In the better off 
areas, a house normally had a private pit latrine in the garden whereas several 
houses shared one latrine in the poorer neighbourhoods. Garbage services 
were virtually non-existent. Waste was typically discarded in the ditches or 
left to pile up in informally designated spots. According to residents, there had 
been occasions when lorries had arrived and picked up the waste accumulating 
in these locations, but that appeared to be a highly irregular appearance. Most 
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of the time, the waste was simply buried on the spot when it became too much 
of a hindrance, such as clogging ditches or blocking people’s passage. 
     The busiest places in the settlements were the minibus station and taxi 
stands, and the markets. All settlements had a main, local government con-
trolled marketplace (Kaneli in Garden, Katambarara in Bauleni, and Linda 
Market in Linda), but traders also clustered together in informal marketplaces 
along major thoroughfares and footpaths. Formal enterprises such as bars, res-
taurants and grocery shops were typically concentrated near the main roads, 
in what can be described as the commercial quarters, although the commercial 
orientation only applied to the buildings’ fronts. These enterprises were inter-
foliated with workshops where carpenters and tailors worked and sold their 
goods. Further into the settlements, residential and entrepreneurial space over-
lapped. Enterprises here were run from people’s homes: a charcoal trader 
seated on the door step with striped plastic bags filled to the brim lined up on 
the ground. The pieces of a split trunk from a mukwa tree next to a rickety 
table in somebody’s garden, signalling the existence of a bar. A wooden stand 
dressed with neat pyramids of tomatoes outside somebody’s gate. 
     Garden had clusters of artisanal activities, such as metal work and car-
pentry, along the main roads. In these locations, predominantly male workers 
welded together pieces of metal to make gates, or sawed planks from large 
chunks of wood to be made into furniture. Garden also had a restaurant cluster 
near its Northern boundary where women set up food stalls serving the city’s 
taxi and bus drivers. 

The residents 
The households participating in the study ranged from just one up to 16 mem-
bers. Average household size amounted to 5,6 members in Garden, 5,3 in Bau-
leni, and 5,4 in Linda. On average, 2,7 household members were under the age 
of 18. Education levels varied greatly between participants. Ten percent of 
participants had not gone to school at all. Five percent had only attended up 
to the first three years in school; 21 percent had attended secondary school, 
and 47 percent upper level school. Fifteen percent had gone to high school 
(although not necessarily completed), and a mere two percent had attended 
some sort of higher education. 
     The settlements displayed diversity in terms of ethnic composition. Thirty-
two ethnic groups were represented, with Bemba, Nyanja and Nsenga among 
the most populous. There were no signs of ethnic enclaves in the settlements. 
Although it was common to hear Bemba spoken, Nyanja appeared to function 
as the lingua franca between different ethnic groups. 
     Slum settlements are commonly conceived as places of transition through 
their role of accommodating new arrivals in the city. (UN-Habitat, 2016). 
Around 30 percent of the research participants had spent a year or less in their 
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residential settlement, but an interesting finding is that long-term residency 
was fairly commonplace. The average/median number of years of residency 
among the research participants amounted to 18,5/16 for Garden, 14,5/10,5 
for Bauleni and 16/12 for Linda. This is a very high figure, underlining the 
alternative role of the slum as a site of permanence and stability. 
     Tenure arrangements varied, with tenancy being the most common form. 
A small proportion consisted of caretakers, alluding to the practice of living 
in the property for free in return for assuming responsibility for its upkeep. 
Thirty-five percent of research participants claimed to be owners of their prop-
erty, an arrangement which in most cases included the possession of an occu-
pancy license. There was considerable difference in ownership status between 
the settlements, with Garden at 28 percent, Bauleni at 36 percent, and Linda 
at 43 percent. This was most likely attributed to differential progress in regu-
larisation processes, but could not be verified. 

 
Figure 20. Ethnic composition of research participants 

 
Figure 21. Education levels among the research participants 
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Figure 22. Research participants’ tenure status and duration of residency 

Meaning making in the slum 
In the theory chapter, it was concluded that the concept of slum has historically 
been imbued with negative connotations such as being associated with expo-
sure to social disruption, environmental hazards and disease (see for example 
Lombard, 2013). While these factors were undeniably present and constituting 
elements to which slum dwellers needed to relate, there were relationships and 
qualities associated with slum life that residents drew on to create meaning in 
their everyday existence. Social bonds were the primary source of this sense 
of meaning. These were predominantly founded upon spatial proximity 
(neighbours), participation in association activities (savings groups, churches, 
self-help groups) and, more seldom, kinship.  
     Communal activities fostered a sense of purpose and created spaces for 
sharing as well as breaking up the everyday routine. The role of religious com-
munities needs particular emphasis, typically offering a wide array of avenues 
for involvement, such as Bible study groups, outreach activities and choirs. A 
critical feature was the opportunity to progress, where long and/or devoted 
service was rewarded with positions of influence. In contexts where opportu-
nities to climb the social ladder were scarce, being to a significant extent con-
tingent upon structural conditions beyond the slum dwellers’ influence, these 
pathways were important contributors to their feelings of worth and self-effi-
cacy.  
     Particularly for women in home-based enterprises or without employment, 
their relatively fixed position in the residential settlement proved a fertile 
ground for the cultivation of friendships with neighbours. Many research par-
ticipants carried out chores such as laundry together with their neighbours, or 
synchronised cooking routines so that these could be executed while spending 
time together in the yard. It was quite common for me to enter a yard to find 
women seated on every doorstep, doing the dishes or shelling pods while en-
gaging in animate conversation. 
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     Another way of pursuing quality of life in the slum consisted of cultivation. 
While intra-settlement agriculture was predominantly performed for subsist-
ence purposes, many research participants reported how the practice of plant-
ing and tending to crops, no matter how insignificant the extent, nurtured feel-
ings of satisfaction. For several participants, cultivation had an important aes-
thetic quality. Sugar cane and maize were used to mark invisible boundaries 
between plots and functioned as green screens to shut out the occasionally 
obtrusive outside world. The widespread use of ornamental plants like sanse-
vieria and aloe also indicated efforts to create spaces of beauty. One Garden 
resident remarked: 
 

I grow things to eat, sure, but most of all I grow to make this place beautiful. 
This is an ugly place. It is a place of poor people who cannot afford to build 
good houses and trash is everywhere. But my plants make me happy.  

 
Cultivation can thus be seen as a manner of place-making, not unlike Fried-
mann’s (2007) interpretation of the concept as turning a place into a reflection 
of one’s self. In this vein, intra-settlement farming was also seen by some as 
a testament to their entrepreneurial spirit, and as a way to signal that they 
strived towards providing for their families through all means available, also 
when harvests were small. It symbolised resistance towards the much disre-
spected notion of “just sitting”, referring to a general lack of ambition and 
giving up in the face of adversities. 
     Similarly, having a livelihood comprised an especially palpable means to 
meaning making among slum dwellers. Many research participants took great 
pride in being able to contribute to the sustenance of the household; a fact 
which also appeared to lead to the perception of being held in higher esteem 
among others. Entrepeneurs in particular, seeing their investments pay off, re-
ported feelings of achievement resulting in an elevated sense of purpose as 
well as indispensability. Being economically successful, even in relative 
terms, amidst blatant poverty was instrumental to emotions of self-adequacy. 
It involved carving out a niche from which one was able to thrive in a context 
of difficulty and deprivation. Conversely, struggling to make a livelihood sus-
tainable constituted a considerable threat to a person’s well-being. Many re-
search participants barely able to make ends meet commonly revealed being 
overwhelmed by the problems surrounding them and also appeared to suffer 
more from the negativities associated with slum life.  
     In general, facing hardships but not succumbing to them seemed to com-
prise a key to leading a meaningful life in the slums. It entailed, among other 
things, keeping yourself, your home and your yard clean despite limited access 
to water, despite inadequate waste services resulting in garbage pile-ups, and 
despite sub-standard dwellings letting in dust in the dry season and rainwater 
and mud in the wet season. Doorsteps and concrete floors (where such existed) 
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where often polished with cobra, a chemical mixture sold by local manufac-
turers and named after a generic brand. The ground in front of the home was 
meticulously swept, often several times daily. Inside the sometimes very 
crowded dwellings, homes were decorated with calendars, framed pictures of 
family members, and lace cloths. Standards were adhered to and not doing so 
was considered giving up. In essence, these iterative practices represented a 
recognition of the deficiencies associated with the residential environment, 
coupled with opposition and a drive to overcome them through whatever 
means possible. Of course, they were not exclusively a source of meaning 
making but could also be perceived as coercive, and in extension as an instru-
ment of selection, branding individuals and households as not trying hard 
enough. This could in turn compromise their position in the community, mak-
ing it more difficult for them to access social networks and services. 

Livelihoods in the settlements 
As demonstrated in the data processing chapter, slum dwellers relied on a wide 
range of activities for their livelihoods. People counted as economically active 
were adults who derived regular income from productive work. Economic ac-
tivity among the adult population can be related to the Lusaka region’s labour 
force participation rate at 58,8 percent, and the national average at 58,5 per-
cent. (CSO, 2015). The highest proportion was found in Linda at 59 percent 
followed by Bauleni at 55 percent, and Garden at 54 percent. Economic inac-
tivity was therefore reasonably high, although roughly on par with the Lusaka 
and national average. Common motives for economic inactivity was heavy 
reproductive burdens among women, in particular those caring for infants; 
poor health, old age, inability to raise start-up capital for enterprises, and no-
ticeably, inability to find employment. 

Formal versus informal livelihoods 
Few salary workers held formal jobs. Formal job holders were commonly men 
and worked in semi-skilled or skilled professions as mechanics, drivers, tech-
nicians, long-distance truck drivers, chefs or as civil servants. Women’s for-
mal jobs included work as cashier, waitress, packer in supermarket and in cus-
tomer service. Farm work was common among both genders. Formal work in 
the agricultural sector and the construction sector was typically contract based 
and it was not unusual for workers to experience employment gaps between 
contracts. For the remainder in informal employment, their status was gener-
ally insecure, without contract or legal rights. This was especially the case for 
people in domestic employment who often risked being fired on a whim and 
without explanation.  
     Entrepreneurial activities ordinarily consisted of one-(wo)man enterprises 
specialising in retail trade, food services or manufacturing such as carpentry 
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or tailoring. It was not unusual for entrepreneurs to go in and out of business. 
Many households were very vulnerable to shocks, such as the sudden onset of 
illness and associated medical expenses, job loss among other household 
members or even regular demands for school fee payments. Such events often 
resulted in the investment capital required for the continuation of the enter-
prise to be diverted to fill more acute needs. It was also quite common for 
entrepreneurs to try out different products – perishable and non-perishable 
food commodities, charcoal – before settling on a particular business strategy.  
     Formal work did not generate incomes on par with successful informal 
businesses but still represented a decent and reliable source of income. In 
many cases, this income enabled household members to experiment with dif-
ferent business endeavours without risking total economic collapse of the 
household in case of failure. Formal work provided start-up capital and was 
also able to supply injections of capital into the business to keep it afloat dur-
ing temporary lapses. In some households, formal employment was thus a pre-
requisite for informal livelihood activity, underlining the entanglement of the 
two sectors (see Förster & Ammann, 2018; Lourenço-Lindell, 2004, McFar-
lane & Waibel, 2014; Roy, 2006). 

 

Table 7. Overview of household data 
Settlement Income* (mean/median) Economically active*  
Garden 2961/2050 54 
Bauleni 2461/1900 55 
Linda 1483/1300 59 

 N=328 N=1321 

 
*ZMW per month per house-

hold * % of adult population 

Incomes 
People’s earnings were often meagre. All in all, 44 percent of households lived 
under the poverty threshold of 1,90 USD per person per day (World Bank, 
2015). Thirty percent of households subsisted on less than 1000 ZMW22 per 
month. At the same time, there was considerable variation in disposable in-
come levels between the households. Twelve percent earned more than 4000 
ZMW per month. One particular Garden household, for example, earned 
22 000 ZMW per month, of which the bulk consisted of profits from owning 
a minibus used for public transport. Households with incomes above 4000 
ZMW were typically characterised by at least one household member holding 
a formal, permanent job, or running a successful business enterprise. Profita-
ble enterprises could roughly be divided into two separate groups: grocery 

                               
22 At the time of fieldwork, 1 ZMW equalled approximately 0,095 USD. 
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shops and trans-/cross-border traders. Having a grocery shop normally en-
tailed trading a range of commodities, predominantly food based but also ne-
cessities such as toilet paper and detergents, from a permanent structure in a 
fixed location. Usually, it consisted of small shop that customers were able to 
enter, or an opening in a wall through which trading was conducted. Its prof-
itability could to be connected to the scale of operations, but also required a 
more extensive start-up capital compared to, for example, the ubiquitous veg-
etable stands. Trans- and cross-border trade is more carefully delineated in 
chapter nine. In principle, it consisted of taking advantage of international 
price differentials on particular commodities by undertaking supply trips to 
destinations abroad or at the border and trading the goods in Lusaka. Both 
grocery shop ownership and trans-/cross-border trade were principally female 
affairs. 
     Garden displayed the highest level of monthly household income, and 
Linda the lowest. The decline in income levels with distance from the city 
centre is conspicuous, and a tentative explanation could be that Linda and 
Bauleni residents to a greater extent were employed in locations further away 
from the city centre compared to Garden residents, with correspondingly 
lower salary levels. The relative abundance of farm land near Linda also meant 
that Linda residents to a larger degree engaged in subsistence farming as a 
livelihood strategy and therefore were less reliant on income-generating ac-
tivities.  

Support networks  
The slum dwellers also relied extensively on support networks providing them 
with cash incomes, food, clothes, school fees and school appliances. Twenty-
seven percent of all households received some kind of material support. The 
most common form of support was money at 65 percent, followed by food at 
24 percent. Clothes, school fees and school appliances constituted much 
smaller proportions. A conspicuous finding was the almost complete lack of a 
formal social security system: only one person in the entire study sample re-
ceived a state benefit; in this particular case a food allowance as a disability 
benefit. Otherwise, there were no pensions, no social child support or other 
types of grants. Kin constituted an overwhelming proportion of material sup-
port sources with 62 percent. The churches and NGOs provided basic support 
to a selected few. 
     This thesis revolves around means of provision for the individual or house-
hold, but in the context of support systems, I find it equally important to ac-
count for the research participants and their household members as sources of 
support, especially in the light of their sometimes dual roles within these net-
works. The most widespread source of support extended, encompassing 36 
percent of participant households, was taking in dependants, i.e.; providing 
accommodation and often food for relatives who lacked means for their own 
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provision. These arrangements typically included children, not unusually or-
phans of family members, and the elderly, but could also encompass other 
relatives who had fallen on hard times. If capable, these family members were 
often expected to contribute significantly to household reproduction, such as 
cooking, cleaning and looking after younger children. 
      Outgoing support flows predominantly consisted of cash transfers (87 per-
cent). The remaining 23 percent was composed by donations in the form of 
clothes, food and payment of school fees. 
     In terms of inflows and outflows of support, the household was not a uni-
fied entity. Members of the same household could receive support from dif-
ferent sources and did not necessarily contribute all or even some of that 
money to common household expenses. For example, a woman living with 
her sister and her husband earned a salary from maid work, but also received 
money regularly from her boyfriend. The salary was largely used to cover 
household expenses but the money gift was considered a separate bonus to be 
used as she saw fit. Outflows of support could also be decided upon and exe-
cuted independently by household members, although it was also common 
that the support was deducted from a common pool of household money and 
based on unitary decision-making between the spouses. 

Concentrations of livelihoods in economic sectors 
As demonstrated, the distinction between individual livelihoods was not al-
ways clear, but altogether, 108 different types were identified in the sample. 
Forty-eight of those – for example arcade ownership or work as a photogra-
pher- applied to only one person. There was consequently a considerable 
spread in livelihood choice, but at the same time, slum dwellers also tended to 
cluster in certain activities. The most commonly encountered livelihoods were 
(street)vending, maid work, bus driving, laundry services, farm work and 
farming, and renting out property. Most livelihoods were low-skill, but a few 
engineers, a geologist, an excavator operator, an HR-officer, a nurse, a nutri-
tionist and a fashion designer were among those few having undergone high-
level training or participated in higher education.   
     These different livelihoods were further disaggregated into individual ac-
tivities where applicable (remember Naomi and how her supply rounds were 
separated from her hairdressing and clothes businesses) and sorted into ISIC 
sectors. In figure 23, the distribution of livelihood activities across sectors and 
locations is displayed. It demonstrates, above all, the overwhelming im-
portance of Wholesale and Retail Trade (WRT) for people’s livelihoods, in-
cluding 44,9 percent of all livelihood activities. The gap between WRT and 
Activities of Households as Employers (AHE), the second most essential live-
lihood sector, was considerable. AHE emcompassed 16,4 percent of activities 
and appeared to be of special relevance to Bauleni residents. Transportation 
and Storage (T), incorporating principally drivers of public transport and 
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cargo trucks, constituted the third most important sector for the slum dwellers 
at 6 percent. This was followed by Agriculture, Forest and Fisheries (AFF) 
whose ranking greatly depended on the high participation of Linda farmers 
and farm workers, reflecting the area’s relatively better access to land. AFF 
was followed by Other Service Activities (OS), and Construction (C). Linda’s 
conspicuously greater involvement in construction activities was linked to on-
going developments near the settlement as the city expanded. Manufacturing 
activities (MAN) and Real Estate (RE) followed next, with Bauleni displaying 
a tangible lower degree of involvement in the latter. A modest 3,2 percent of 
slum dwellers’ activities belonged in the category Accommodation and Food 
Service Activities (AFS). The remainder of activities, 4,6 percent, were dis-
tributed in sectors containing very few observations each. 

Figure 23. Distribution of livelihood activities across ISIC sectors 

A segmented labour market 
Men and women clearly participated in livelihood activities according to dif-
ferent roles and on unequal terms. This was most clearly manifested through 
a pronounced labour market segmentation, visualised through gender dis-
aggregated distributions in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Gender distribution of livelihood activities across ISIC sectors (%) 

ISIC Women Men 
Activities of Household as Employers 17,8 13,3 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 6,2 4,8 
Other Services 3,9 8,5 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 58,6 14,0 
Accommodation and Food Service Activities 3,8 1,7 
Construction 0,3 16,0 
Manufacturing 2,0 9,9 
Transportation and Storage 0,2 19,1 
Education 1,1 2,0 
Real Estate 5,0 2,7 
Other 1,2 7,8 
Total 100 100 
N 659 293 

 
Men’s livelihood activities were more evenly distributed across sectors than 
women’s, who clustered in the WRT sector at nearly 59 percent. As a com-
parison, men’s most important livelihood sector, Transportation and Storage, 
only contained 19 percent of their activities. The data also indicate the pres-
ence of sectors that were nearly exclusively male, such as Construction, and 
Transportation and Storage. No sectors dominated by women displayed such 
skewness, implying that there was greater extent of penetration by men into 
women-dominated sectors, than the other way around. Moreover, women 
were more concentrated in a limited number of livelihoods than men. As a 
comparison, women were represented in 37 different livelihoods (34 percent 
of all livelihoods), and men in 84 (78 percent of livelihoods). Segmentation 
was highly pronounced also within the sectors, a relationship which is further 
elaborated in the next chapter. 
     Identifying the reason behind men’s relatively richer livelihood spectrum 
and cross-over into female-dominated sectors is beyond this thesis, but a ten-
tative conclusion connects to Lusaka’s colonial history of severe restrictions 
on female settlement (Evans, 2015; Tranberg Hansen, 1997). As Evan’s 
(2015) describes, in this era, men entered occupations traditionally associated 
with women’s roles, such as domestic servitude. Between contracts, and as a 
way to fill gaps in the supply of certain commodities, they were also involved 
in informal trade activities. There hence exists a historical precedence of men 
doing “women’s work”, which should be of some relevance also to under-
standing the situation in contemporary Lusaka. 
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     Although livelihood choices in general complied with gendered stereo-
types of men’s and women’s “proper” occupations and roles, it is simultane-
ously important to call attention to the existence of norm breaking livelihood 
endeavours. Some livelihoods emerged as manifestedly fixed according to a 
gender pattern, with occupations such as driving, garden work, welding and 
carpentry standing out as male prerogatives, and maid work, hairdressing and 
running a restaurant stall being exclusively female. In Linda, however, I came 
across two sisters training as bricklayers, and in Garden, a woman working in 
a shop selling metal parts for construction. They were fully aware of their 
gender-deviant choices but were not deterred. 

 
Some customers, they think I don’t know anything. They look around for 

somebody else to ask, or they ask for my boss. I try to be good natured and tell 
then “Let me see if I can help you”. And when they realise I really know my 
thing, it surprises them. But after that, it is mostly ok, they trust me. [---]. I 
honestly don’t know why they don’t think a woman can’t do this job. [---]. I 
think there are a lot of jobs that I could do better than many men, that women 
aren’t normally supposed to do. (Trader of metal construction parts, Garden). 

 
In general, the research participants appeared to nurture the notion that there 
were few jobs that women could not do, and vice versa. Further exploration 
often revealed this opinion to allude to the perception of the existence of an 
innate, general capacity assigned to men and women indiscriminately. This 
entailed recognising that men and women were not necessarily born to differ-
ent chores, but that society assigned them different roles. Some expressed sup-
port for this order, referring to tradition or Scripture.  
 

A woman cannot be a [bus]conductor. All that shouting for people to come, 
all day long, it just would not do (Grocery shop owner, Garden).  

 
Others remarked that society was changing, and that they perceived that 
change favourably. 
 

I think the children growing up today, they will have much more choices 
than we do. Girls will not grow up thinking ”This I cannot do, I am not strong 
enough” (Vegetable vendor, Linda). 

 
Interestingly, and perhaps reflecting the fact that only women participated in 
the study, it was usually women’s entrance into men’s occupational domains 
that was considered an example of a changing gender order. A commensurate 
shift in men’s livelihood choices was never discussed. Nonetheless, the par-
ticipants often observed that men were equally suited to assume responsibility 
for reproductive work, but that progress was slow. Many never raised the issue 
at all, while others tried and failed. 
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I tried to tell my husband how hard I work, same as him, and that we should 
share some of the [household] chores. It is only fair, after all. I work all day 
and when I come home, I am also tired. But then I have to cook, do the dishes, 
make sure the children do their homework. But he just wouldn’t listen. (Maid, 
Bauleni). 

 
The research participants’ experiences from male involvement in household 
work varied, however, and there was a minority describing what could only 
be regarded as an equal distribution of household work between the spouses. 
Some of the research participants additionally made a dedicated effort to raise 
their children in a manner that they perceived to promote a more just gender 
order: 
 

In my home, my boys help as much as the girls. I don’t just tell my girls to 
do the cleaning and cooking, no. Everybody helps. My boys are used to it, but 
sometimes they try to give their chores to the girls. Heh! I have told [my daugh-
ters] not to stand for it, and the boys, they know now they will only get more 
work if they try. They have to learn, same as the girls. (Maid, Bauleni). 

 

Livelihood trajectories 
Histories 
The research participants carried livelihood histories that were often charac-
terised by change, such as alternating between activities, employers and activ-
ity levels. Although some had been involved in a variety of activities, trying 
out different pathways to provision, it was more common to stick to one type 
of livelihood and remain idle in case of discontinuation until a new oppor-
tunity emerged. Livelihood change was typically negative, as in containing an 
element of constraint, and was overwhelmingly attributed to factors beyond 
the participants’ control. For entrepreneurs, the most commonly stated reason 
for going out of business was losing input capital. Participants often claimed 
to have “eaten the money”, referring to having to divert business capital to 
cover immediate household needs, such as food. Problems with sustainability 
due to low demand or low profit margins were other reasons behind disrup-
tions. Cross- or transborder traders found their livelihoods made unprofitable 
through currency depletion.  
     For salary workers, losing employment often occurred as a result of the 
employer going out of business. In addition, the widespread deployment of 
flexible employment forms associated with recurring bouts of unemployment 
during which the person had to look for a new contract. People working for 
private households often reported conflicts with the employer, connecting to 
unrealistic workloads, low salary levels or a quarrelsome personality, making 
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their work situation untenable. Employer households moving without manag-
ing (or making an effort) to secure new positions for their employees also re-
sulted in unemployment.  
     Excluding contract-based farm work, farming appeared to be a relatively 
stable livelihood, although it associated considerably with risk due to the un-
predictability of harvests and market prices. The exception was constituted by 
animal husbandry, in particular poultry rearing. Disease among the animals, 
sometimes wiping out the entire stock, resulted in heavy losses from which 
some of the participants were unable to recuperate economically. 
     Regardless of the nature of the livelihood, factors related to gender struc-
tures greatly contributed to activity disruption. Many participants revealed 
how their husbands had forbidden them to continue working after marriage, 
and an even greater proportion described how reproductive chores, especially 
looking after young children, made it impossible to remain economically ac-
tive. It should be noted that gender structures varied in extent and severity, 
and that not all women respected the authority of their partner (or other head 
of the household). This is illustrated in the following statement: 
 

He is a drunkard. He does nothing. Without me he wouldn’t be able to eat. 
I don’t care what he thinks [about my business]. (Charcoal trader, Linda). 

 
Health issues were another cross-cutting feature of livelihood termination, es-
pecially in relation to activities requiring plenty of movement or long hours 
standing up. Moving to a new location also led to temporary or permanent 
interruptions. 
     Nevertheless, there were simultaneously research participants who had 
changed livelihood in response to better opportunities coming along, or to pur-
sue new plans. This category was consequently not pushed out of employment 
or business ventures, but left out of their own volition. Some had accumulated 
sufficient funds to pursue training or education, or to go into business. Others 
had simply stumbled upon a job they liked better and decided to change.       

Current livelihoods 
The main reason research participants decided to become economically active 
unsurprisingly revolved around the basic need to make a living. Some re-
garded their source of income as a critical contribution to household reproduc-
tion, whereas others as a way to supplement the earnings of a main provider. 
Some had taken up work as a response to sudden hardships, such as illness of 
a family member. In some households, the responsibility for children’s needs 
and education fell entirely on the mother, who needed to obtain an income to 
finance school fees and uniforms. Yet another group felt that the main pro-
vider did not give them enough money to satisfy their own needs, or, for that 
matter, the household’s needs. 
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     Livelihoods also had an independent value. It was not only a means to ob-
tain a certain standard of living, but also an end in itself. In this vein, research 
participants reported executing a livelihood as a way to escape idleness and 
boredom. Idleness was frequently condemned, and as mentioned people did 
not wish to be denounced as “just sitting”. 
     Motives for going into particular businesses revolved around low entry-
barriers, such as limited start-up capital and skills required. “This is something 
that I can do”, was a typical answer. This was very similar to motives pertain-
ing to certain types of salary work, such as different kinds of domestic ser-
vices. Additional factors were local demand for the products or services on 
offer, and the perception of good profits. “Quick” businesses were also fa-
voured, indicating those with fast turnover.  
     Some research participants had selected their livelihoods based on personal 
interest or on the impression of possessing a certain talent. This was especially 
the case with hairdressers and participants working with some aspects of food 
processing. Others had chosen their livelihood based on convenience and abil-
ity to combine it with household responsibilities. The livelihood choices of a 
fairly large group, on the other hand, were coincidental. They had been intro-
duced to a special kind of trade or craft by a friend, or inherited it from a friend 
or relative.  
     In general, the research participants seemed to appreciate their livelihood 
activities. Especially for entrepreneurs, their livelihood functioned as channels 
into social interaction. Nonetheless, the problems described in the previous 
section as having prompted livelihood change were present also in the current 
mix of activities exercised by the participants. Workers complained about 
work being long, hard and underpaid. Business owners found it difficult to 
keep their enterprises afloat in markets characterised by high competition and 
low purchasing power among their customers.     

Ambitions  
While there were those who were perfectly satisfied with their current source 
of income, research participants also nurtured dreams about future livelihood 
endeavours. A large group of business owners expressed themselves as being 
content with their livelihood, but wishing to scale up and perhaps diversify. 
Street vendors envisaged themselves owning a grocery shop or having a stall 
in a busy market. An interesting observation was that women in employment, 
typically in domestic service, dreamed about starting a business in order to be 
their own boss, experience freedom and flexibility, and earn money continu-
ously rather than having to wait until the end of the month. Conversely, busi-
ness women wanting to secure a job considered a regular and stable income 
to be the main advantage. Charcoal traders contemplated shifting to food-
based enterprises to become more food secure (“You can always eat what peo-
ple don’t buy”, a Garden trader remarked), while food traders desired to go 
into the charcoal trade to avoid the problem with perishable commodities. 
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     Many also wanted to embark on business ventures regarded as more prof-
itable than the ones they were currently pursuing. The most popular ones in-
cluded cross-border trade, poultry rearing, and selling fresh fish or salaula. 
Apart from the most common problem of raising a start-up capital, space con-
straints (for poultry cages) and lack of cooling facilities (for fish), prevented 
their involvement. 
     The research participants’ livelihood ambitions were not only fuelled by 
economic rationality, but several also declared sustaining a passion for certain 
jobs. Health and care work appeared to have a special appeal, with women 
imagining themselves becoming doctors, nurses or teachers. Most of them 
were unable to follow these aspirations related to not having the opportunity 
– whether economically or as a result of having little time – to attain the rele-
vant level of education. Others enjoyed cooking, baking and sewing and im-
agined themselves running restaurants, working as chefs or having a tailoring 
workshop. 

Conclusion: living and making a living in the slum 
Garden, Bauleni and Linda are settlements marked by tremendous variety. 
They consist of a mix of people of different ethnicities, educational attain-
ments, livelihood pursuits and socioeconomic positions. At the time of the 
study, nearly half of participating households lived below the poverty line. 
However, the slum dwellers were not exclusively poor, thus confirming Si-
mon’s (2011) observations that slums, like other settlements, are socioeco-
nomically stratified. In addition, it was demonstrated that although the settle-
ments were evidently places of transition and flux, judging from the relatively 
high proportion of new arrivals, they were simultaneously characterised by 
significant residential stability. Although their existence in the settlements 
was sometimes perceived as harsh and oppressive, residents found ways to 
create meaning and quality of life. They did so by creating places of beauty 
and order, by developing friendships with people in their vicinity, and by en-
gaging in manners of provision in order to overcome he challenges associated 
with life on the economic margins. 
     Ways to provide for the households were manifold and stretched over a 
considerable range of activities and economic sectors, and relied on access to 
different types of capitals. They also encompassed support networks, some-
times multidirectional, through which money, commodities and services were 
exchanged. Livelihoods were tangibly gendered, demonstrated through une-
qual distributions of men and women between economic sectors, and gendered 
norms mediating women’s overall labour market participation.    
     Livelihood narratives implied frequent discontinuity, attributed to difficul-
ties in keeping businesses sustainable, and insecurity and flexibility on the 
labour market. Getting by through available opportunities and channels was 
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clearly a struggle, but at the same time, many research participants derived 
great satisfaction from their livelihoods and regarded them as an indispensable 
element of their everyday existence. They nurtured dreams about developing 
them or changing them, but often lacked the means required to do so. 
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Figure 24. Selling popcorn and fritters in Garden 

 
Figure 25. A typical Garden streetscape 
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Figure 26. Selling vegetables in Bauleni 

 
Figure 27. Bauleni: Elisabeth (left) is a tailor and Brenda (right) is a hairdresser 
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Figure 28. Growing maize and selling charcoal and sugarcane in Linda 

 
Figure 29. A typical brickhouse in a less crowded part of Linda 
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8.  Lusaka’s livelihoodscape from the slum 

Observing a city in motion 
 

Figure 30. Travelling from my home to Linda. Source: OpenStreetMap 

During fieldwork, my family and I rent a house in the relatively affluent resi-
dential area of Kabulonga. When I do fieldwork in Linda, I usually leave the 
house around 05:45 to catch a bus to the central bus terminals. I board the bus 
at Alick Nkhata Road; a crucial artery connecting Lusaka’s eastern slum set-
tlements with the city centre. The buses I take ply the Mtendere – City Centre 
route. Mtendere is a vast low-income settlement. In the 2010 census, it was 
believed to house around 23 000 people (CSO, 2010), but the general percep-
tion in Lusaka is that the numbers have grown steadily.  
     Despite the early hour, the buses from Mtendere is packed to bursting. 
When they are full, they zip right past me. When they have room for passen-
gers, conductors are hanging out of the windows, banging the sides, shouting 
“City Market, City Market” or “Kulima Tower, Kulima Tower”. My stop is 
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usually one where people disembark, creating enough space for me to squeeze 
in.  
     The people who spill out as I prepare to climb inside make their way into 
Kabulonga. Some are dressed conventionally, others in the uniforms of secu-
rity guards, housekeepers, and hotel staff. In the bus, I sit next to chitenge 
dressed women with woven baskets on their laps, and what I presume to be 
office workers in well-ironed shirts and blouses. Occasionally, I share buses 
with young men dressed in the coloured vests of airtime vendors. Some pas-
sengers disembark along the way: in the embassy quarters of Longacres, or at 
the Comesa bus stop. At Comesa, some disappear into the maze of shops and 
markets or cross the road towards the government building. When we reach 
the city centre bus terminals, the bus is usually half empty. This is where the 
basket carrying women get off, and I trail after them towards the heart of the 
City Market, where I inevitably lose sight of them in the throng. 
     When I arrive at the spot where the bus to Linda departs, the bus is waiting 
to fill up with passengers. At this hour, my fellow passengers are predomi-
nantly vendors returning to Linda, having already filled their baskets. They 
carry cabbages and peanuts, sometimes chickens tied together by their feet, 
lying stunned on the floor. When the bus is full, it navigates the winding al-
leyways leading up to the Kafue Road highway, where its races past the slums 
of Chibolya and Misisi, past the middle-income neighbourhood of Makeni, 
past farmland and lodges, the landscape growing ever more rural, until it 
reaches Linda. When the bus has stopped, the vendors put their loads on their 
heads and disappear into the settlement. I cross paths with one or two of them 
again during my walks, passing them as they sit by the roadside, trading their 
goods. As I disembark, other women with empty baskets prepare to get on 
board, together with people dressed in uniforms of petrol station attendants, 
Shoprite cashiers, or just their ordinary, everyday clothes. And so, the bus 
shuttles back to the city I have just left, carrying the cogs of the perpetually 
moving machinery of Lusaka.    

Introduction 
This excerpt from my fieldwork illustrates how different parts of Lusaka and 
its hinterland were connected through flows of people going about their daily 
businesses, of which a considerable part appeared to be livelihood related. 
Through my own personal trajectory, I was able to observe a shard of the eve-
ryday geography of Lusaka’s livelihood system, with the centripetal power 
exerted by the city centre on people engaged in trade and service-based occu-
pations. This geography of livelihoods constitutes the point of departure of 
this chapter.  
     This chapter maps and analyses the urban and peri-urban geography of 
slum dwellers’ livelihood activities. The overarching questions that guide this 
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ambition are: What spaces in urban and peri-urban Lusaka do slum dwellers 
frequent in their livelihood endeavours? What activities do these spaces asso-
ciate with?  How can the relevance of these spaces be explained?  
     This point of departure is largely explorative, but simultaneously informed 
by three major assumptions taken from the scholarship presented on liveli-
hoods and space in the theoretical chapter. The first assumption presupposes 
a link between livelihood type and place in that some livelihood opportunities 
are concentrated in certain parts of the city. The second assumption relates to 
conditioned mobility. The third assumption revolves around the regulation of 
space. It is thus assumed that slum dwellers’ livelihood geography unfolds 
within this framework of opportunity and constraint. This framework is, nat-
urally, particular for Lusaka, incorporating past and present elements of policy 
and decision-making, global and local economic processes, and social rela-
tions mediating access to space. The task is thus to tease out the various com-
ponents of this framework and identify their role in producing urban and peri-
urban livelihood spatialities.  
     In doing so, this chapter principally engages with the structural aspects of 
livelihood spatiality and does not take into account personal motives or deci-
sion-making (notwithstanding their degree of internalisation of structural ele-
ments).  

Identifying livelihood spaces in urban and peri-urban 
Lusaka 
In order to lay bare livelihood geographies, livelihoods and their associated 
activities needed to receive a physical location in space. The livelihoods and 
corresponding locations of the Garden, Bauleni and Linda residents were 
therefore mapped according to specifications provided in the Methodology 
and Data Processing chapters. The results of this mapping exercise can be 
seen in the spider diagrams in figure 31. 
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Figure 31. Livelihood locations in relation to residential settlement. Source: Open-
StreetMap 

The spider diagrams (figure 31) provide an overview of livelihood locations 
in relation to the residential settlement. The dots represent individual locations 
and do not indicate the concentration of activities associated with each loca-
tion. They consequently do not provide information about the extent of clus-
tering of activities in certain locations in relation to other. In order to capture 
this dimension and communicate something about the importance of specific 
livelihood locations, hotspot (or density) maps over men’s and women’s live-
lihood activities were created (figure 32).  
     The hotspot maps reveal the residential settlement to be of critical im-
portance for livelihood activity. It also illustrates the centrality of the sur-
rounding high- and middle-income residential areas for employment. In addi-
tion, they imply a gravitational pull of the city centre on all research areas. In 
terms of gender, the two maps reveal a considerable correspondence between 
men’s and women’s livelihood locations, with some minor deviations in the 
form of female-exclusive concentrations to the northwest of Linda, and male-
exclusive clusters on the city’s north eastern fringe. These contain few obser-
vations and should therefore be considered with some caution. 
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Figure 32. Livelihood activity hotspots. Source: OpenStreetMap  

 
Figure 33. Map over land use categories. Source: OpenStreetMap 
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The hotspot maps thus indicate the existence of certain zones of particular 
importance for people’s livelihoods. In establishing why these places – own 
settlement, city centre, high- and middle-income settlements - mattered more 
than others, it was also necessary to determine what activities these places 
associated with. This ambition was pursued by creating spatial, or land use, 
categories consisting of own settlement, high- and middle-income residential 
settlements and city centre, and selecting all livelihood activities located 
within their boundaries. Three additional categories were created to capture 
the remainder of the activities: rural (alluding to agricultural and sparsely pop-
ulated land on the city’s outskirts), low-income residential and other (incor-
porating undeveloped, industrial, recreational and land belonging to large in-
stitutions such as hospital complexes and universities).23 An overview of these 
land use categories is available in Figure 33. Their broadness may mask im-
portant spatial patterns, but their purpose was rather to function as starting 
points for further dissection of such. 
     The analysis revealed that the own residential settlement, high- and middle 
income settlements and city centre harboured 92 percent of the research par-
ticipants’ livelihood activities. As can be seen in table 9, the own settlement 
accommodated 50 percent of all livelihood activities, compared to high- and 
middle- income residential settlements, a majority adjacent or in proximity to 
the research areas, that contained 24 percent. The third most significant live-
lihood space was constituted by the city centre with 17 percent. 
     When broken down on the basis of gender, interesting differences in dis-
tributions emerge. While pivotal also to men’s livelihood activities, the own 
residential settlement was nevertheless markedly more important for women. 
This relationship was reversed with reference to high- and middle-income res-
idential areas, containing a greater proportion of men’s livelihood activities. 
The city centre ranked third for both genders. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                               
23 An in-depth discussion of the methodological choices and practices associated with these 
operations is available in the data processing chapter. It is important to note that “own settle-
ment” only denoted livelihoods of people residing in that same settlement. A livelihood activity 
carried out in Bauleni by a Garden resident would therefore not be placed in “own settlement” 
but in “low-income residential”.  
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Table 9. Proportion of livelihood activities (%) within specific land use categories 

Connecting livelihood activities to locations 
The connection between livelihood activity and location is illustrated in the 
diagrams in figure 34 and 35. They display the proportional distribution of 
activities, specified according to economic sector through ISIC categories, 
across the spatial categories. Only ISIC categories containing more than 12 
observations have been included. These diagrams, while seemingly messy, to-
gether provide important information about the relationship between certain 
livelihood activities and the spaces where they are executed. Figure 34 indi-
cates the distribution economic sectors across spatial categories, while figure 
35 illustrates the distribution of economic sectors within each category. Tak-
ing Real Estate (RE) as an example, figure 34 reveals it to be an almost exclu-
sive feature of the own residential settlement, with 98 percent of all activities 
located in that domain. But in the livelihood portfolio of the own residential 
settlement, as indicated by figure 35, its role appears considerably modest, 
comprising only 8,4 percent. 

Location Total Men Women 
Own residential settlement 50,2 35,2 56,9 
High- / middle-income residential 24,3 35,2 19,3 
Central Business District 17,4 18,4 17,3 
Rural/agricultural 3,4 3,8 3,2 
Low-income-residential 4,3 6,1 3,3 
Other 0,4 1,4 0,0 
Total 100,0 100,0 100,0 

 
 

N=952 N=293 N=659 
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Figure 34. Proportional distribution of land use categories per economic sector 

  
Figure 35. Proportional distribution of economic sectors per land use category 

This data serve as the point of departure for a more profound examination of 
the association between slum dwellers’ livelihood locations and economic ac-
tivity. This examination is performed by looking more closely at each individ-
ual spatial category, disentangling their unique livelihood configuration and 
relating it to the city’s historical, political and economic trajectories. Gender 
plays a central role in this assessment and in figure 36, the proportional distri-
bution of men’s and women’s livelihood activities in the own settlements, 
high- and middle-income residential settlements and the city centre is dis-
played. It reveals that while there was not only a distinction in the distribution 
of men and women across these spaces, the activities that men and women 
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exercised were conspicuously different. This, of course, reflect the findings 
on gender segmentation of livelihoods presented in chapter seven.  

 
Figure 36. Distribution of gender across economic sectors and between land uses 

 

Own residential settlement 
In figure 34, the significance of the residential settlement as a livelihood loca-
tion is tangible. It not only constituted the most important location for trade-
based activities, but also for activities pertaining to manufacturing, real estate, 
food services, education and other services. Construction was important for 
men, but largely confined to the boundaries of the rapidly expanding Linda 
settlement.  
     The residential settlements exhibited a rich mosaic of economic activities. 
56,9 percent of women’s livelihood activities were found in the residential 
settlement, compared to 35,2 percent of men’s. A conspicuous feature was the 
overwhelming dominance of trade-based livelihoods (WRT), comprising over 
half of all activities encountered. Conversely, the residential settlement con-
stituted the most important location for the WRT-sector. Women’s concentra-
tion in the residential settlement and its locus for trade were strongly associ-
ated. Sixty-five percent of women’s livelihood activities in the residential set-
tlement pertained to WRT. Also among men, retail trade comprised the most 
widely deployed livelihood activity but to a significantly lesser extent (20 per-
cent) than for women. 
     Trading was principally devoted to food commodities, but also encom-
passed salaula, chitenge fabric and household utensils. The settlements played 
an important role both for the actual trading of items, as well as the sourcing 
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of inputs. Those inputs could be resold without much refinement, or trans-
formed through various processes such as cooking, tailoring, brewing and car-
pentry. These food service and manufacturing enterprises were predominantly 
geared towards satisfying the needs of the local population, providing cheap 
snacks such as fried cassava or complete meals consisting of grilled meat, 
fried greens and the ubiquitous maize porridge nshima. They also involved the 
brewing, distilling and vending of alcoholic beverages, most notably kachasu, 
in established or impromptu bars.      
     Manufacturing among women was exercised to a limited degree, incorpo-
rating activities such as knitting, tailoring and mixing chemicals to make floor 
polish. Manufacturing livelihoods among men predominantly included weld-
ing, which was typically performed in metal work clusters lining larger thor-
oughfares. Also tailoring was carried out by men, but to a more limited degree 
than among women. Men had more often access to workshops for their man-
ufacturing enterprises while women, similar to their other entrepreneurial live-
lihoods, extensively carried out their activities within or in close association 
of their home 
     Other economic activities exercised in the residential settlement included 
basic services. Men performed services such as repairing bicycles, shoes, mo-
tor vehicles and phones; tidied up in marketplaces; worked as wheelbarrow 
drivers and porters, dug latrines and built fences. Women engaged in services 
such as laundry, comprising the majority of the activities in the AHE-sector, 
and beauty services, predominantly hairdressing. 
     Real estate typically consisted of subletting parts of the own house or struc-
tures in the yard, or more seldom, a house or shop not occupied by the owner 
him-/herself. The role of real estate in men’s and women’s overall livelihood 
portfolios in the residential settlement was equally balanced. Women involved 
in real estate were principally older and widowed, having belonged to earlier 
waves of settlers that had managed to negotiate an occupancy licence (alt-
hough far from everybody subletting property held such) which was then 
transferred to them upon their husbands’ death.         
     Agricultural activities mainly involved chicken breeding, which consti-
tuted a relatively profitable strategy to produce high-energy food for immedi-
ate consumption despite spatial constraints. In Linda, commercial crop culti-
vation occurred on an intra-settlement basis; predominantly in zone 4b located 
on the settlement’s more sparsely populated outskirts.       

High- and middle-income settlements 
Middle- and high-income residential areas (here interchangeably referred to 
as suburbs), especially in relative proximity to the research locations, also 
played an essential role for the livelihoods of slum dwellers.  For Garden res-
idents, these included Rhodes Park, Olympia, Roma, Emmasdale, Northmead, 
Longacres and Kalundu. Bauleni residents worked in Leopards Hill, Chalala, 
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Nyumba Yanga, Meanwood, Woodlands and Kabulonga, while residents in 
Linda carried out activities in Mount Makulu, Bonaventure, Mimosa, Makeni 
and Lilayi. High- and middle-income settlements contained 35,2 percent of 
the male and 19,3 percent of the female activities 
     These settlements are characterised by low building densities, relatively 
large estates, and high property values. Several of these settlements were es-
tablished during colonialism for the country’s white elite and occupy central 
locations, with the city expanding organically around them. Though not im-
mune to change, they have been distinguished by relative permanence, with 
isolated pockets of development directed towards upmarket consumers. The 
settlements on or nearer to the city’s fringe, in contrast, such as those around 
Bauleni and above all Linda, had experienced faster rates of change, with idle 
land converted to housing. 
     What these areas had in common, a fact which can also be clearly discerned 
in figure 34 and 35, was the preponderance of livelihoods falling within the 
Activities of Households as Employers (AHE) category. In this type of settle-
ments, slum dwellers were absorbed into labour for more affluent households. 
75 percent of AHE activities were located in high- and middle-income areas, 
and 50 percent of all slum dwellers’ livelihoods in these areas where devoted 
to AHE. Sixty-five percent of female livelihood activities in this spatial cate-
gory concerned employment in private households as maids, cooks and clean-
ers, or as providers of laundry service. These households also employed men, 
but to a more limited extent (33 percent of activities). Men worked as garden-
ers, pool cleaners, security guards and chauffeurs. 
     For men, employment in construction projects in the expanding high- and 
middle-income areas provided an important source of income, encompassing 
23 percent of their activities.  With regards construction, just like for AHE, 
middle- and high-income areas exceeded the own residential settlement in im-
portance. An interesting spatial pattern could be distinguished, in that this type 
of work was principally encountered in more newly established peri-urban 
settlements undergoing development on the city’s fringe, particularly Chalala 
and Lilayi. This is in line with the observation of UN-Habitat (2017), finding 
that Lusaka’s physical expansion has much been driven by development on 
the city’s outskirts rather than through densification of the core areas. 
     Unsurprisingly, given their magnitude in the general livelihood portfolio 
of slum dwellers, WRT was of some significance also in high- and middle-
income settlements. These activities typically translated into employment as 
cashiers, packers and salespeople in large supermarkets, but a small share also 
included traditional street vendors. Some inputs were acquired from special-
ised sources, but otherwise, traders primarily visited these areas for outlet pur-
poses, such as hawking their goods in monthly organised open air markets, 
where the client base consisted of people from the middle- and high-income 
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brackets. People in manufacturing livelihoods targeted the same type of con-
sumers when setting up workshops at major thoroughfares in these settle-
ments, selling furniture and braziers.  
     Though food services played a small role in the overall livelihood compo-
sition of the suburbs, 30 percent of all AFS livelihoods were located in these 
spaces. There was a marked difference between AFS livelihoods in high- and 
middle-income settlements and slum dwellers’ own settlements, with the for-
mer associating with employment in restaurants and hotels, and the latter 
mainly with one-person enterprises.  
     The suburbs additionally constituted relatively important farming loca-
tions, especially for Linda residents where the Mount Makulu settlement of-
fered opportunities to farm on idle land awaiting exploitation as a means to 
prevent land invasion. The suburbs also hosted locations for livelihoods in the 
transport sector. These were predominantly represented by taxi drivers using 
designated spaces as permanent pick-up spots.  In addition, these areas were 
relatively well serviced by public transport. Drivers and conductors operating 
on fixed routes thus frequented these spaces as destinations.  

City centre 
The city centre associated substantially with two particular sectors: WRT and 
transport (T). These constituted 71 percent and 12 percent respectively of slum 
dwellers’ activities in the area, and as figure 34 indicates, it was also the most 
important location for transportation livelihoods.   
     The city centre contained 18,4 percent of men’s livelihood activities and 
17,3 percent of women’s. The city centre was strongly associated with trade 
for women with 95 percent of activities representing either the sale of com-
modities of the acquisition of inputs for other economic activities. In compar-
ison, only 18 percent of men’s activities in the centre were related to trade. 
Men’s livelihoods revolved to a greater extent around the transportation sector 
(37 percent), predominantly as drivers or conductors of public minibuses. 
     A crucial observation is that the city centre as a livelihood location inter-
acted strongly with economic activity in other parts of the city (and the rest of 
the country, a fact which will be further elaborated in the next chapter), most 
notably the residential settlement. Vendors acquired inputs for further trading 
activities, capitalising on price differentials between the source location and 
the trading location. Small-scale manufacturers obtained inputs to be refined 
elsewhere and then traded, and providers of services requiring material inputs 
replenished their stocks. Farmers picked up seeds, fertilisers and pesticides to 
be used in their fields. From the perspective of the Garden, Bauleni and Linda 
dwellers, the city centre constituted a crucial location for the acquisition of 
supplies, but not for actual trading. 
     The concentration of trade and transport livelihoods in the city centre was 
unsurprising, given its position as the city’s, if not the country’s commercial 
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and transportation hub. Kulima Tower and City Market bus terminals consti-
tute the centres of Lusaka’s public transportation network, predominantly 
comprised by minibuses connecting the city centre with its outlying suburbs 
and high-density low-income settlements. The system is overwhelmingly par-
atransit, understood as a flexible mode of transport that does not follow fixed 
schedules (Behrens, McCormick, Mfinanga, 2015). The radial road network 
system has been designed in a manner that forces transport from outlying areas 
to move through the CBD, which is one of the main reasons for its massive 
concentration of public transport (UN-Habitat, 2007). Long-haul buses to des-
tinations all over the country as well as to Botswana, South Africa, Tanzania 
and Malawi also depart from the central part of Lusaka.  
     With regards to trade, the City Market/Soweto is a vast market area, origi-
nally contained underneath a roof with open walls but now spilling out onto 
the surrounding streets and open spaces (for an excellent account of the devel-
opment of the city centre market areas, see Tranberg Hansen, 2010). It is pri-
marily a market for foodstuffs with farmers coming in with their produce from 
the countryside early in the morning, which then gets picked up by both 
wholesalers and retail vendors (FAO/RUAF, 2019). Some the commodities 
are resold directly from the stalls in the market, others travel onwards to be 
traded in the settlements. The City Market is also a place where an extensive 
array of non-food commodities is traded, such as second-hand electronics, 
clothes and tools. It is the country’s main hub for salaula (Tranberg Hansen, 
1999), stored in warehouses and sold in bales. For non-food commodities, 
however, the adjacent neighbourhoods of Comesa and Kamwala are equally 
important. These cover an immense area of small shops clustered by commod-
ity type, offering clothes, home items and the ubiquitous chitenge textiles 
(Tranberg Hansen, 2010).   
     Despite the dominance of trade and transport, the city centre hosted a small 
range of other economic activities among slum dwellers, most notably con-
struction, manufacturing and other service activities. Builders and casual la-
bourers worked on new developments in the urban core, craftsmen produced 
and fixed items in offices and workshops kept tidy by cleaners. 

Other spaces 
A mere eight percent of the slum dwellers’ livelihood activities were situated 
outside of the residential settlement, the city centre, and high- and middle-
income areas. They were typically linked to two types of locations: sparsely 
populated land of a rural/peri-urban character intersected with farms and ag-
ricultural fields, and other low-income settlements.  Other low-income settle-
ments practically accommodated the same mix and patterns of livelihood ac-
tivities encountered in the residential settlements. Aside from those employed 
in the transportation sector, the connection to these sites was often built on 
previous residence or social networks. People remained with their livelihoods 
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after moving or took advantage from an opportunities brought about through 
personal connection, like using a relative’s more spacious yard for chicken 
breeding. Economic activities in the rural domain were mixed, consisting of 
farming or farm work, or domestic service on farms.   

Situating livelihood spaces 
The spatiality of slum dwellers’ livelihoods was shaped by factors pertaining 
to supply as well as demand, with skill-level and access to financial capital, 
among other things, mediating access to opportunities located in different 
parts of the city and conveying different spatial arrangements.  
      The research participants’ association with these particular spaces of the 
urban and peri-urban fabric in their livelihood endeavours can predominantly 
be attributed to their general position as the poorest and most low-skilled seg-
ment of the Lusaka labour force. As will be demonstrated in chapter ten, this 
severely affected the geographic scope of people’s livelihood operations, as 
affordability with regards to transport constituted a tangible constraint to 
wider search ranges (see Anand & Tiwari, 2006; Gough, 2008; Gupta & Mitra, 
2002; Mitra, 2005; Salon & Gulyani, 2010). For many households, livelihoods 
requiring regular use of public transport were beyond their current level of 
income. This partly explains the concentration of livelihood activities in the 
own residential settlement and adjacent high- and middle-income areas. As 
will be developed more extensively in the next chapter, local-based social net-
works also played an important role in introducing people to economic activ-
ities corresponding to their skill-level and financial situation (see Hanson & 
Pratt, 1995). 
     While these factors contribute to forming an understanding of slum dwell-
ers’ urban and peri-urban livelihood spatialities, this chapter is primarily con-
cerned with the external processes channelling slum dwellers into particular, 
livelihood-related spatial configurations. The next section discusses liveli-
hood spatialities’ connections to these processes. As will be demonstrated, 
these were represented by economic and political processes on various levels, 
coupled with historical and contemporary planning ideals and practices.  

The residential settlement 
The centrality of the residential settlement for Lusaka’s slum dwellers’ liveli-
hood activities represents an outcome of interlocking processes and policies 
on various scales and from various epochs. In the settings chapter, it was out-
lined how the informal sector has been a constant companion of the African 
labour force throughout the city’s history, and how the colonial administra-
tion’s restrictive approach to informal livelihood activities exercised beyond 
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the confinement of the African settlements has contributed to shaping a live-
lihood geography that in parts remains intact.  
     The attitude of the authorities, colonial as well as post-colonial, has been 
characterised by condemnation and castigation of the informal sector (Res-
nick, 2011; Tranberg Hansen, 2010, 2014), resulting in a need to perform eco-
nomic activities in locations away from their gaze. The origin and continua-
tion of the residential settlement as a locus for informal livelihood activities 
can therefore be traced to the political rigidity of local administrations, coun-
cils and the Zambian government.       
     The economic legacy of the 1990s and onwards, constituted by extensive 
informalisation and overall limitations on finding salary work, have further 
contributed to the crucial position of the residential settlement as a livelihood 
location. The study revealed that the residential settlement comprised a dense 
microcosm of people facing similar constraints with regards to affordability 
and mobility, creating local demand for cheap commodities such as unrefined 
foods, charcoal and homebrewed alcohol; for services dedicated to fixing bro-
ken items for people who could not afford to buy new ones, and facilitating 
chores and occupations of people whose lives to a great extent orbited around 
the residential settlement. These economic relationships can be connected to 
Simone’s (2004) conceptualisation of people in African cities as infrastruc-
ture, referring to the ability among marginalised urban populations to establish 
structures of survival, provision and meaning making through social collabo-
ration and exchange. The residential settlement thus became the node for prag-
matic livelihood solutions, emerging from the necessity of taking own respon-
sibility for household sustenance within a shared framework of circumscribed 
mobility and limited assets 
     Nevertheless, livelihood niches in the slums were exploited to the limit of 
market saturation and rarely (although significant exceptions did occur) gen-
erated enough returns to lift people out of poverty. This demand – supply in-
teraction reflecting low purchasing power (demand) coupled with low liveli-
hood entry barriers (supply) has been described elsewhere (see Verrester & 
Post, 2007) along with its ability to sustain, but seldom raise, the status of slum 
residents (Tranberg Hansen, 2010). These economic relationships conse-
quently represented circulation of capital without much accumulation. This 
was the case despite, or perhaps because, the residential settlement to a great 
extent comprised the end of the value chain. Much of what was produced, 
refined and brought into the settlement was geared towards its inhabitants. 
Hence, the residential settlements were to a considerable degree endpoints ra-
ther than hubs, characterised by significant incoming commodity flows, but 
much more limited levels of output reaching beyond the settlements’ bounda-
ries. 
     As Tranberg Hansen (1997) established, a Lusaka slum is not an “urban 
enclave that can be studied as if it were a self-contained community” (p 4). 
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Although closed economic loops existed within the communities, character-
ised by a commodity or service flow whose production, refinement and con-
sumption were entirely contained within the settlement24, the economy was 
tangibly interlinked with other parts of the city, and indeed, with territories 
beyond.  

City centre 
The nodal functions of the economy in which the livelihoods of the slum 
dwellers unfolded were largely contained within the city centre. In the settings 
chapter, it was described how the relevance of the city centre as a livelihood 
location goes back to the early colonial days, when construction workers built 
what was later going to be the capital of North Rhodesia (Mulenga, 2003).      
At the time of fieldwork, new construction projects in the city’s core, reflect-
ing the establishment of corporate functions of international companies (such 
as Huawei and Samsung), anew attracted workers from the city’s slums. This 
is an interesting reflection of processes of globalisation at work and, in partic-
ular, the influence of Asian capital.  It is also indicatory of the shift from the 
public sector’s appropriation and shaping of central space before liberalisation 
in the 1990s to private actors. Another significant change from the era of co-
lonialism, coinciding with the informalisation of the economy, is the explosive 
growth of the city centre as a nexus for informal trade (see also Tranberg Han-
sen, 2010, 2014). 
     In the settings chapter, it was delineated how the Old Town early estab-
lished itself as the city’s commercial centre, and how it has resisted attempts 
to shift activities to other locations (Collins, 1969). The essential role of the 
central areas for, above all, trade-based livelihoods, is thus a long-lasting leg-
acy, albeit with different implications for informal activities. Nowadays, the 
city centre is a place where the informal and formal economies overlap spa-
tially: the office blocks with its government and corporation employees on 
Cairo Road, and the dense web of informal economic activity and transport 
overlaying it.  
     The city centre, and especially the City Market and Kamwala areas, con-
stitutes a hub for the informal sector, (Tranberg Hansen, 2010), exerting a 
gravitational pull on people engaged in informal work and entrepreneurship. 
As noted, the city centre economy was therefore closely intertwined with that 
of the residential settlement, but predominantly as source location for inputs 
and some refinement. This is, in fact, a curious finding. Only a handful of the 
individuals running enterprises in the study sample were actually based in the 

                               
24 A closed commodity loop is constituted by a commodity being produced and consumed in-
ternally without any externally sourced inputs. An example of such a loop is local vegetable 
production fertilised with chicken manure obtained within the settlement and traded within the 
settlement to a resident household for final consumption.  
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city centre, as in offering services or trading commodities from stalls or shops 
within its territory. Given the magnitude of informal and formal trade occur-
ring in the city centre, I had expected a larger representation. Resnick (2011) 
and Tranberg Hansen (2010, 2014) have described how downturns in the Zam-
bian economy had made people take their economic activities to the streets in 
the city centre, and emphasised the importance of these spaces to people’s 
livelihoods. While street traders indeed comprised a ubiquitous feature of the 
central areas at the time of fieldwork, they did not appear to include represent-
atives from the study sample. 
     This could of course be attributed to chance, but another likely explanation 
is that while activities are largely informal25, the City Market is formalised 
and surrounded by high fees (Tranberg Hansen, 2010), especially since it con-
stitutes the city’s – and to some extent also the country’s – most important 
market, not least in terms of fresh food commodities (Blekking et al, 2020). It 
is possible, therefore, that the stall holders belonged to a socioeconomic stra-
tum able to afford housing in parts of the city that were not slum settlements. 
It is also likely that the spill-over marketplaces outside its territory, given their 
strategic locations, were characterised by entry barriers and informal fees too 
steep for the slum dwellers to negotiate, despite access being less costly than 
in the market (Resnick, 2018). 
     If the City Market stalls were beyond the means of most research partici-
pants and their household members, the Kamwala shop quarters were even 
more so. Founded as an Asian residential/market area during the early days of 
the colonial administration, the shop quarters have principally been in the 
hands of wholesalers of Indian origin. Upgrading with the help of Chinese 
investment meant more shops and a greater diversity of traders (Tranberg 
Hansen, 2010, 2014). Nonetheless, the rents levels excluded a large portion of 
Lusaka’s poor, highlighting its role for the acquisition of supplies rather than 
trading from the perspective of the slum dwellers. 
     It is also worth noticing that the contentious status of street trade in the city 
centre of the 1990s and early 2000s (see Resnick, 2011; Tranberg Hansen, 
2010, 2014) did not manifest itself during fieldwork or the period leading up 
to it. Space regulations, other than the levying of fees, did not appear to be a 
factor behind the study sample dwellers’ lack of foothold in the city centre. 

High- and middle-income settlements 
The prominence of middle- and high-income residential settlements as liveli-
hood locations for the urban poor can also be traced to the development of the 
Zambian economy and the imprint it has left on Lusaka, as well as the legacy 

                               
25 Although Resnick (2018) points out that marketeers in the City Market are more likely to pay 
taxes than non-market vendors, having a stall does not necessarily equate operating in the formal 
domain. 
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of colonial and contemporary planning (or the absence thereof). A key feature 
of the middle- and high-income residential settlements is their spatial accessi-
bility, which can be connected to the historical growth of the city.  Although 
zoning was embraced by the colonial administration in the 1930s, its inability 
to enforce its policy, combined with considerable sprawl leaving chunks of 
land idle, resulted in squatter settlements cropping up adjacent to European 
residential areas (Tait, 1997; Tranberg Hansen, 1997). Slums and suburbs 
have therefore always existed side by side, thus creating livelihood opportu-
nities in slum dwellers’ vicinity. Garden is a prime example of this process, 
having originally been a gardening venture run by European colonialists, set-
ting aside pieces of land to house the farm’s workers. These settlements sub-
sequently grew and expanded (Simatele & Binns, 2008), next to high-income 
settlements such as Olympia and Roma (Nag, 1990). The establishment of 
Bauleni is historically uncertain, but it is known that it was not transformed 
into a high-density settlement until the 1970s (Cheyeka, Hinfelaar & Udelho-
ven, 2014). Residents had spatial access to the colonial suburb of Woodlands, 
but other nearby high- and middle-income settlements have been more recent 
additions, such as Chalala (Simatele, 2007), and Leopards Hill. For Linda res-
idents, the old colonial settlements of Chilanga and Mount Makulu (Nag, 
1990), but also new expansions taking place in Bonaventure, Lilayi, Mimosa 
and southern Makeni, are within easy reach. In summary, both old and recent 
urban development in Lusaka have occurred according to a patchwork pattern, 
spatially integrating socioeconomically diverse settlements in a manner that 
has enabled interaction, if only through a hierarchical economic relationship, 
between various income segments.26 
     While the urbanisation of Lusaka has been principally driven by growth 
rates in low-income settlements, the city has also seen continuous expansion 
of wealthier neighbourhoods (Simwanda, Murayama and Ranagalage, 2020), 
brought on by greater economic prosperity during the soar in economic devel-
opment commencing in the early 2000s with increased demand from for cop-
per. This has been fuelled by the substantial expatriate population working in 
international development and investment (Zambia High Commission, IOM, 
2018). At the time of fieldwork, Lusaka was undergoing a “construction 
boom” (BBC, 2015), with development primarily geared at middle- and high-
income housing. This orientation is much in the vein of previous eras, where 
housing, public as well as private, had a tendency to target higher-income 
groups, notwithstanding original commitments to those in greater need (see 
Tait, 1997) 

                               
26 It should be noted that not all of Lusaka is characterised by this dense interfoliation of low-
income settlements with high- and middle-income dittos. On Lusaka’s western fringe, the ex-
pansive slum communities of Chibolya, Kanyama, Mapiri and George constitute a thick belt 
whose boundaries intersect with rural land, industrial areas and some high- and middle-income 
settlements to the south.  
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       The upsurge in demand for middle- and high-income housing evidently 
provided employment opportunities in construction in these areas. The ability 
to farm on land located in peri-urban high-income settlements can also be con-
nected to these processes, through idle land in strategic locations becoming 
commodified and therefore having to be put to use as a protective measure in 
wait for development. Most importantly however, these affluent households 
required services aimed at reproduction, quality of life and security. There was 
consequently a demand for low-skilled labour that the residents of the research 
locations were able to fill. The suburbs thus comprised relatively accessible 
spaces populated by a stratum of society with the means to take advantage of 
the significant surplus of unskilled labour. 

Situating a gendered livelihoodscape 
Socioeconomic marginalisation consequently conveyed specific interactions 
with urban and peri-urban spaces, unfolding through certain patterns, through 
livelihood activities. But the data have also demonstrated that gender consti-
tuted an axis of differentiation rearranging these interactions into other spatial 
configurations. Divisions were manifested through differential distributions 
of men and women within the various spatial segments, with women’s activi-
ties concentrating in the residential settlement to a considerably greater extent 
than men’s.  
     Although this study has been able to demonstrate an association between 
land use and economic activity, it has not identified particular zones of sec-
toral specialisation characterised by disproportionate gender distributions (see 
Mitra, 2004; Nakagawa, 2004; Wyly, 1999). Women’s livelihood activities 
did not congregate in the residential settlement relative to men’s as a result of 
concentrated demand for female-typed commodities and services, such as 
might have been found in suburban industry in the United Kingdom or United 
States (see McDowell, 1983; Spain, 2014; Wyly, 1999). Rather, women’s as-
sociation with the residential settlement reflects a development that has largely 
been supply-driven (see Mitra, 2005).  
     I argue that the difference in gender distribution between spaces can partly 
be connected to what I loosely refer to as historical path dependence, coupled 
with political and economic processes of a more recent nature. This is espe-
cially salient with regards to women’s disproportional engagement with the 
own residential settlement.  

The residential settlement 
The concentration of women’s activities in the residential settlement can best 
be described as the expression of a triangular relationship between gender, 
informality and space, emerging in the early colonial period when the mere 
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presence of African women in Lusaka constituted an anomaly (Tranberg Han-
sen, 1997). Bans on African women’s economic activity, pushing them into 
the informal sector for their sustenance (Evans, 2015); combined with the pro-
hibition of informal activities in the European settlements, and local demand 
for commodities and services deemed illicit by the colonial administration; 
contributed to fixing women’s livelihoods firmly in the unauthorised settle-
ments (Tranberg Hansen, 2010, 1997).  Women were thus forced to perform 
their livelihoods in a manner that evaded the attention of the authorities; they 
were moreover forced into the informal sector; and the informal sector, in turn, 
also became spatially marginalised into the settlements. This laid the founda-
tion for a gendered livelihood spatiality that appears to have been reproduced 
continuously into the present. As the economy deteriorated, prompting more 
women to join the labour force (Evans, 2015; Tranberg Hansen, 1997), this 
ostensibly did not translate into formal employment, associating with other 
types of spaces, but cemented the role of the residential settlement as women’s 
livelihood arena. This historical explanation of the residential groundedness 
of women’s livelihood activities relative to men’s naturally intersects with 
other factors, such as the importance of proximity for women owing to their 
unbalanced involvement in reproductive work; a condition which will be fur-
ther elaborated in chapter ten.  

City centre 
While Lusaka’s female slum dwellers’ comparably larger representation in the 
own residential settlement has been observed previously (see Evans, 2015; 
Tranberg Hansen, 1997), limited attention has been directed to the way the 
informal economy bridged the residential settlement and the city centre, and 
the gendered nature of this link. Women’s crucial reliance on the WRT-sector 
– documented in the past (Tranberg Hansen, 1997) as well as more recently 
(Mpembamoto et al 2017) - and other sectors requiring material inputs, 
broadly conveyed two types of spatial patterns: one localised, contained sys-
tem involving only intra-settlement interaction, and one larger circuit connect-
ing both the residential settlement and the city centre as split, productive 
spaces. Naturally, men also made use of this larger circuit, but their relatively 
smaller involvement in trade made it far less pronounced in the overall mix of 
men’s livelihood spatialities. Instead, men interacting with the city centre as a 
part of their livelihood execution often did so as part of other circuits, reflect-
ing their involvement in the transportation sector. 

High- and middle-income settlements 
Men’s comparably greater interaction with high- and middle-income residen-
tial settlements aligned with their colonially derived functions as household 
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servants to the city’s wealthier segments, and as construction workers produc-
ing units for their residence (Tait, 1997; Tranberg Hansen, 1997). In terms of 
household work, the nature of their servitude had obviously changed. Evans 
(2014) noticed already in the early 2000s that women had started to replace 
men as domestic servants; a fact which was thought to emanate from the oc-
cupation’s consistently low status. Within the AHE-category, a tangible divi-
sion line ran between the home, which emerged as the domain for working 
women, and the outside which served as the arena for men’s manual and se-
curity work.  But historically, this seems to be a relatively new phenomenon. 
Both Tait (1997) and Tranberg Hansen (1997) have observed resistance 
among women to domestic servitude, resulting from low salaries, unwilling-
ness to submit to the authority of another woman, and the difficulty associated 
with combining domestic servitude with childcare. As previously mentioned, 
the AHE-category stood out as an important source of income for women, 
ranking second with 18 percent of activities, of which a considerable majority 
was located in high- and middle-income residential settlements. Nevertheless, 
this is not a very high proportion, and it is likely that the reservations to the 
occupation still held.  

Conclusion: Linking the old and the new city through 
livelihoods 
In the settings chapter, Lusaka’s emergence and development from the van-
tage point of the slum dwellers was delineated. The chapter described slum 
dwellers’ continuous state of exclusion throughout Lusaka’s history, upheld 
by a tangible reluctance among government agencies to recognise them as le-
gitimate parts of the city. They constitute spaces that have been claimed or 
bestowed, but reluctantly recognised by urban authorities and long ignored 
(Myers, 2006; Resnick, 2011). This chapter has demonstrated that the slum 
settlements still reverberate with the policies of exclusion. They bear the mark 
of retrenchment and informalisation, and harbour a labour surplus that has 
largely been forced to fend for itself.  
      This is indicated through the need of the residents to provide their own 
social infrastructure and invent their own economy. It is an economy geared 
towards the needs and demands of their own communities, reflecting their po-
sition as generally asset-poor. The economy of the slum settlement appears 
self-contained and self-generating, but this clearly does not mean that it is 
spatially contained. On the contrary, the economy of the slum interacts with 
other spaces in the city, most notably the city centre forming the locus of the 
city’s informal trade. But linkages are also forged with the city’s prosperous 
suburbs where a demand for household labour has been cultivated in the con-
text of economic growth. These linkages are maintained by transportation 
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workers connecting slum dwellers to their workplaces through cheap (but not 
necessarily affordable) public transport. They have been extended to the urban 
fringes where construction workers serve the city’s physical expansion pre-
dominantly driven by the middle- and upper classes and their demand for 
housing, and through farmers working and safeguarding land interimistically 
until the time is right for development. 
     Lusaka from the perspective of slum dwellers’ livelihood spatialities reso-
nates with Massey’s (1994) conceptualisation of place as open and un-
bounded, and made specific through the intersection of trajectories. In the set-
tings chapter, Lusaka emerged as a particular place where processes on differ-
ent spatial scales converge. These trajectories also have a tangible temporal 
dimension, stretching from the city’s colonial past, through independence and 
into the present. 
     The settings chapter outline how Lusaka’s trajectories are made up by co-
lonial practices such as kaffir-farming and incomplete zoning, dividing but 
also linking disparate portions of urban space; the policies of supranational 
bodies, such as the IMF, rolling back the state and liberalising the national 
economy; global economic shifts; and a lasting culture among government 
agencies characterised by disinterest and hostility towards the needs of the 
poor. 
     The preceding discussions have described how these processes and prac-
tices are reflected in slum dwellers’ livelihood spatialities. Colonial planning 
has generated a distinct sociospatial patchwork structure, granting slum dwell-
ers easy spatial access to labour markets in middle- and high-income areas. It 
has pushed informal activities into the residential settlements, a move with 
considerable gendered connotations, and it has channelled transportation live-
lihoods to the city centre through obsolete traffic plans giving little oppor-
tunity for circumvention of traffic flows. While the continued influence of co-
lonial structures on African space, politics and people is all but a new discov-
ery (see for example Kamete, 2013; Njoh, 2015), this state of durability com-
prises an interesting contrast to the narrative of change and upheaval that often 
accompany accounts of contemporary urban Africa (see for example Ernstson, 
Lawhon & Duminy, 2014; Schindler, 2017; Simone, 2004, 2010). Myers 
(2003), inspired by Rakodi (1995) expresses this succinctly in the following 
excerpt: 

 
Many authors evidence the fact that historical-geographical analysis of the 

colonial experience of urban development is vital to understanding Africa’s 
current urban dynamics. Many socioeconomic problems afflicting eastern and 
southern African cities must be understood as they have emanated from colo-
nial times. In spite of some “momentous changes” with independence, “the 
post-independence period in African countries has been characterised by con-
tinuity rather than change” in urban processes (p7-8). 
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Throughout the city’s history, slum dwellers have served its elite in its differ-
ent appearances. They have responded to its needs, and in so doing, their spa-
tialities have been characterised by a conspicuous degree of permanence, or at 
least repetition. In colonial days, workers from the slums constructed the ad-
ministration’s buildings in the city centre. At the time of the study, they were 
constructing office spaces for international corporations. They have served in 
the homes of the colonial leadership, and they are serving in the homes of the 
city’s established and burgeoning elite.  
     But of course, Lusaka has experienced changes that have not passed unno-
ticed. Subsequent liberalisation of the economy combined with regular down-
turns have seen informal sector activities, particularly trade-based, link to-
gether with the city centre as it has grown into a hub for both the informal and 
formal trade. Informal activities have consequently broken away from the co-
lonially imposed confinement to the residential settlement in response to the 
formal sector’s inability to provide employment. Thus, slum dwellers contem-
porary livelihood spatialities are expressions of continuity as well as change 
in the unique configuration of trajectories that constitute Lusaka. 
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9.  The fixities and flows of translocal 
livelihoods 

Spatial livelihood arrangements: Rachel and Elisabeth 
Rachel lives in Garden with her husband and children. She used to be a maid 
in Olympia, a nearby high-income settlement, but was forced to quit when she 
became pregnant. With her savings, she bought land in the southern province 
of Luangwa and started a farm with her husband. On the farm they grow a 
range of fruits and vegetables along with maize, Zambia’s most important sta-
ple. They also keep a small flock of ducks for meat. The family relies almost 
entirely on the farm produce for their own food consumption, but is also able 
to sell some of the surplus. Larger quantities are sold in Lusaka’s largest mar-
ket, Soweto/City Market, and smaller quantities in the settlement’s own main 
market. The ducks are additionally sold on location in Luangwa. Most inputs 
are generated on the farm; seeds are harvested and fertilisers in the form of 
duck manure are only used sparingly. Rachel visits the farm regularly and 
stays there for extended periods. In her absence, the farm is looked after by 
caretakers. Her husband is only able to help out during harvest since he works 
as a welder in Garden’s metalwork cluster. Despite his regular income, the 
family sometimes runs out of money, particularly during harvest time before 
the agriculture investment has been recovered. In times of hardship, Rachel’s 
sister, who also resides in Garden, supports them with money and food. 
     Elisabeth lives in Linda. She and her husband recently bought a small piece 
of land outside her hometown of Kabwe, a medium-sized town 160 kilometres 
north of Linda, where they run a chicken farm. They also rent out parts of the 
land to other enterprises. Elisabeth’s customers are predominantly Kabwe res-
idents and come from town to pick up the chickens when they are ready. Being 
a live commodity, chickens are a risky investment whose profitability can 
fluctuate wildly depending on how many survive until delivery. This is also 
the reason why the chickens are sold locally, since transporting them leads to 
higher mortality and, by extension, risk. To guard against risk, Elisabeth has 
taken up clothes vending as a side business. Twice a month, she goes to City 
Market in Lusaka to buy salaula, second-hand clothes. Salaula can be pur-
chased in bulk through wholesalers, but Elisabeth considers this too risky as 
you never know what garments the package contains until it has been pur-
chased. Instead, Elisabeth picks out the garments she likes best from retailers 
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and sells them at the main market in Kabwe. She has selected Kabwe as her 
vending site partly out of convenience, since it enables her to visit her parents 
and the chicken farm at the same time, but there is also an important economic 
motive. Since most of the country’s salaula enters through Lusaka, garments 
sold in more remote locations fetch higher prices. Elisabeth can therefore 
make higher profits by selling her garments in Kabwe than in Linda, even 
when transport costs are considered.  
     Elisabeth’s husband works as a petrol station attendant in Chilanga, a set-
tlement around eight kilometres from Linda. With the money they make to-
gether, they can extend financial support to the husband’s parents and siblings 
in Kabwe, who often struggle to make ends meet.  
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Introduction 
Rachel’s and Elisabeth’s livelihood narratives have in common that they con-
tain a tangible translocal component. The interpretation of translocal deployed 
in this chapter is somewhat different from those carried by standard theoretical 
approaches on translocality, where it is principally the multilocal practices and 
relationships of actors that are in focus. Translocal perspectives typically re-
frain from adopting a scalar bias (see for example Brickell & Datta, 2011; 
Smith, 2011), but scale is in fact the fundamental component of the definition 
of translocal deployed in this study. Here, the original meaning of the prefix 
“trans-“ is invoked, referring to something that moves beyond or across 
(Trans-, n.d.) Consequently, in this chapter, this aspect of translocality refers 
to the quality of being performed in a spatial setting going beyond the locality, 
i.e.; the day-to-day activity sphere (Clarke, 2013). 
     Rachel’s and Elisabeth’s livelihoods draw on locations beyond Lusaka and 
its immediate surroundings, and this translocality evidently has an important 
function in the households’ provision. As mentioned in chapter three, liveli-
hood translocality has been identified as a strategy to diversify the household’s 
livelihood portfolio and to mitigate risk (Dame, 2018; Schöfberger, 2017), and 
achieve increase material well-being (Benz, 2013; Islam & Herbeck, 2013). It 
has predominantly been examined from the viewpoint of rural populations, 
but the translocal livelihood tendency among urban residents is less known. 
In addition to their translocal livelihood locations, Lusaka constitutes for Ra-
chel and Elisabeth a critical point of reference based on their residential be-
longing. It is this this relationship between the Lusaka home and translocal 
livelihood sites that comprise the object of study in this chapter. This is pur-
sued through a set of entry points. 
     The first task consists of establishing the extent of translocal livelihood 
activities. According to the literature, there is great variety between countries, 
cities and regions in the scalar scope of livelihoods. From the perspective of 
African urban populations, there has been an emphasis on their links with 
other territories, contributing to the image of the African city as interconnected 
into complex networks stretching over short and long distances (Parnell & 
Pieterse, 2014; Simone, 2014) How, then, does Lusaka and its slum dwellers 
correspond to that image?  
     The second part involves identifying whether translocality associates with 
particular livelihood categories. The translocal character of these livelihood 
categories is then further examined by focusing on destinations and flows be-
tween them, and the home in Lusaka. In short, what translocal locations do 
slum dwellers engage with in their livelihood endeavours, what is the rationale 
behind them, and what type of livelihood flows do they give rise to? Implicit 
in this exposition is the ancient geographic axiom of friction of distance (May-
hew, 2015), and a subsidiary ambition is therefore to determine how slum 
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dwellers handle the challenge of keeping together their Lusaka life and resi-
dence with their translocal livelihood. 
     This chapter refers to flows and fixities and I would like to end this intro-
duction by further clarifying the meaning of these concepts, not least because 
they comprise such an important framing to this study. Flows are used to de-
scribe movement, and in this case, it is flows of people, money and commod-
ities that are considered. People move between places to work, purchase or 
sell items, or farm. As they move, they sometimes bring money, sometimes 
commodities, and sometimes nothing at all. Sometimes, other people move 
their money or commodities for them. The places between which movement 
flows are called fixities. I could have called them destinations, but that would 
downplay the role of the source. I call them fixities because that is what they 
do: fixing the flows. They are, to be precise, the opposite to flows; they are 
points of stability that keep the flows in place.  But fixities do not only refer 
to the start and end point (or nodes) of flows. They are also points of stability 
in the livelihoods of the slum dweller, points that for various reasons represent 
opportunity; points that need to be engaged with in order to carry out particular 
activities. It is that relative limitation of choice, reflecting the uneven – geo-
graphically as well as politically – landscape of livelihood opportunities that 
compels me to use the term fixity. These terminological choices greatly reflect 
the theoretical foundation of a translocal approach, emphasising the rooted 
nature of mobility; or the situated reality of movement (see for example Brick-
ell & Datta, 2011). 

Defining the translocal 
To operationalise the translocal, the local domain first needs to be defined. 
The local domain was established with the help of the slum dwellers’ com-
muting patterns. Return trips that were undertaken over the course of a day 
were classified as belonging to the local arena. Livelihood destinations that 
required overnight arrangements were in turn categorised as translocal. In be-
tween the local and translocal scale was a “semi-local” zone incorporating 
destinations that were possible to negotiate in a day, but where overnight- or 
long-term lodging arrangements were also common. The semi-local zone, en-
compassing Kafue, Chongwe, Mikango Barracks, Mwembeshi and Chif-
wema, contained too few observations to function as an independent category 
in analysis. It was therefore integrated into the local domain. The zones are 
displayed in figure 38. All livelihoods located outside of these zones were 
consequently coded as translocal.  
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Figure 38. Local and semi-local livelihood zones 

Local versus translocal livelihoods 
An immediate conclusion from the data was the comparably small number of 
translocal livelihoods. Only six percent of income generating livelihood activ-
ities could be defined as translocal, in relation to 94 percent of local activities, 
of which the semi-local constituted a meagre two percent. On a household 
basis, 11 percent had at least one household member involved in an income 
generating livelihood with a translocal component. If adding subsistence ag-
riculture, the proportion increased very slightly to 12 percent. 
     It can thereby be concluded that the local arena was of immense importance 
for the study sample and their household members in their livelihood endeav-
ours. This phenomenon can be attributed to a range of factors. As will be de-
veloped in chapter ten, slum dwellers predominantly constituted an asset poor 
group with limited ability to afford transport. Livelihoods were therefore often 
carried out within severe mobility constraints. As will also be elaborated more 
extensively in chapter ten, care burdens, particularly among women, addition-
ally contributed to circumscribe their mobility. There was thus a tangible ele-
ment of restriction permeating the locational arrangements of slum dweller’s 
livelihood activities.  
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Table 10. Distribution of livelihood activities between the local and translocal zones 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
But an interesting finding that has received considerably less attention was the 
mechanisms regulating the geographical pattern of livelihood opportunities. 
In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated that slum dwellers’ economic 
activities were concentrated in the city centre and in the vicinity of the resi-
dential settlement through processes attributed to, among other things, Lu-
saka’s historical legacy of planning. This pattern appeared to be perpetuated 
through localised processes of learning and matching.  These entailed finding 
out about different livelihood opportunities and acquiring the necessary skills 
for their execution. Study participants reported being exposed to a wide range 
of livelihood strategies through observation and interaction with others. They 
became familiarised with different strategies adjusted to their socioeconomic 
circumstances by watching neighbours selling pre-packed charcoal from a 
blanket outside their homes, friends having chicken coups in their backyards, 
having ambulant vendors coming to their doors selling clothes or pastries, be-
ing told by another neighbour about a gardener vacancy in a middle-income 
household, and walking past hawkers marketing commodities. Even if the eve-
ryday activities of the study participant were characterised by a small spatial 
scope, the density of the settlement resulted in rich exposure to a considerable 
variation of livelihoods; most of which were encountered in the informal sec-
tor. Learning could be passive; i.e. associated with seeing; or (inter-)active 
through communication and engagements with others. 
 

ISIC Local Translocal 
AHE 100 0 
AFF 81,3 18,8 
OS 100 0 
WRT 95,2 4,8 
AFS 100 0 
C 90,6 9,4 
ASSA 100 0 
MAN 93,6 6,4 
T 84 16 
E 100 0 
RE 100 0 
Misc 91,7 8,3 
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I saw people here [selling vegetables], people like me. And I thought, “If 
they can do it, I can too”. So this is why I started my business. (Trader of 
vegetables, Garden). 

 
When my husband couldn’t find work, we really struggled. I told my friend 

[and neighbour] about our situation and she said: “Why don’t you join my 
business?”. [---] She lent me the money for chickens and cages and taught me 
the business. (Poultry farmer, Bauleni). 

 
I saw [my neighbour] prepare the chickens in her yard, every day. And peo-

ple just kept coming and going. She seemed to be doing so well. So I asked 
her: “Can you teach me?”. And so she did teach me. (Trader of pre-packed 
chicken, Linda).  

 
The local arena consequently contributed to introducing slum dwellers to live-
lihood opportunities and the skills required. This can be regarded as an exam-
ple of social capital hybridising with human capital, embedding the slum 
dwellers further into the local domain. 

Translocal livelihoods 
Translocal livelihoods clearly constituted an exception in slum dwellers’ live-
lihood portfolio. But for those who actually exercised them, they were never-
theless of importance, not least because they generally associated with higher 
than average earnings. The difference was not considerable – households with 
at least one member with a translocal livelihood activity had an average 
monthly income of 2572 ZMW (median=2100 ZMW), compared to 2105 
ZMW (median=2000) for households without.  
     There was a slight difference in gender distributions, with 7,5 percent of 
men’s livelihood activities pertaining to the translocal domain, compared to 5 
percent of women’s. Table 10 and figure 39 demonstrate that only economic 
activities connected to agriculture, trade, construction, manufacturing and 
transport were represented in the translocal zone. In figure 39, commercial 
agriculture, transport and trade stand out as the most substantial components 
of the translocal livelihood configuration. The largest share of women’s trans-
local livelihoods was constituted by AFF at 23 percent, compared to men’s 
involvement at 6 percent. Transportation dominated men’s translocal liveli-
hood portfolio at 16 percent. 
     This section endeavours to further explore the translocality of two of these 
sectors, i.e.; AFF and WRT. The other sectors are touched upon briefly as a 
result of being predominantly male-oriented, and therefore lacking the more 
profound qualitative information obtained from the research participants. This 
section additionally contains a slight deviation from the primary purpose of 
studying livelihood activities directly generating income. This deviation con-
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sists of the incorporation of subsistence agriculture on the basis of its exten-
siveness and essential role in the provision for survival among many partici-
pant households. In the same vein, this section also examines the function and 
relational nature of support systems.  

 
Figure 39. Distribution of livelihood activities within the local and translocal zones 

Long-distance trade 
In the previous chapter, the crucial role of the wholesale and retail trade sector 
was illustrated, along with its pronounced city centre and residential settle-
ment nexus. It was therefore unsurprising to find that also on a larger geo-
graphical scale, the local domain was of central significance for trade-based 
livelihoods. In fact, only five percent of livelihood activities within the WRT 
pertained to the translocal zone. Nevertheless, these activities deserve atten-
tion, not least because they associated with higher earnings than those of local 
traders. For local traders, average monthly incomes amounted to 1389 ZMW 
(median=700 ZMW), in contrast to 3371 ZMW (median=1200 ZMW) for 
translocal traders. This difference is conspicuous. 
     Long-distance trade entailed capitalising on geographically uneven supply 
and demand configurations through various enterprises. Commodity flows 
were bidirectional, with goods coming in from the countryside or other cities 
to Lusaka and going out to other national destinations. The most common type 
of livelihood strategy within this category was the charcoal trade, which in-
volved travelling from Lusaka to charcoal production spots, purchasing in 
bulk and selling the charcoal upon return to Lusaka. The most frequented des-
tination was Mpande in northern Zambia, but also the border town of Chi-
rundu and the Copperbelt railway hub of Kapiri Mposhi constituted charcoal 
production sites visited by the slum dwellers. Trips were relatively frequent, 
often occurring at least once a month.  
     The trajectory is best described from the perspective of a Linda resident, 
who delineated how she had been invited by a group of female charcoal traders 
to join their trade. They had made standing arrangements with producers in 
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Chirundu to purchase charcoal according to four-week intervals. When a batch 
was getting ready, a producer would call them and instruct them to start pre-
paring their trip. They rented a truck and travelled together to Chirundu, where 
they were often made to wait for a period of a few days until the charcoal was 
ready for delivery. The research participant explained that the charcoal pro-
duction process was relatively inexact, making it impossible for the producer 
to provide the buyers with an exact delivery date. During the wait, the women 
stayed with local friends that they had made through their trade, providing 
cheap and secure accommodation. Once the charcoal was ready, the women 
took their truck to the kilns and loaded it for further transport to Lusaka. Alt-
hough it was common for charcoal traders to trade as wholesalers, the research 
participant transported the charcoal to her own home, where she offered char-
coal in bulk as well as in smaller, prepacked quantities to the end consumer. 
The research participant earned around 500 ZMW (around 48 USD) per 
month, but profits among the other traders varied wildly between 50-4000 
ZMW. Traders where predominantly, although not exclusively, women. 
     Fish and illegal bush meat were other commodities that were brought into 
Lusaka from the countryside. The bush meat trade necessitated irregular trips 
to the Tanzanian border. According to a Garden research participant, meat 
from kudu, wilderbeest and antelope was poached from game reserves in Tan-
zania and brought to Zambia by middlemen. When meat was available, she 
was contacted by a middleman. Because of the criminal nature of the venture, 
the research participant worried about her own safety, fearing the capricious-
ness of the middlemen whom she considered potentially violent. For this rea-
son, she always travelled with a companion running a similar enterprise. Upon 
delivery, the meat was put in cooler bags and transported by public bus back 
to Lusaka. On the road, the research participant contacted her customers to 
arrange delivery. She claimed that some of her customers were high-profile 
politicians using their connections to ensure the continuation of the trade. Her 
business was extremely lucrative by slum dwellers’ standards, amounting to 
4200 ZMW (400 USD) per month. 
     Cross-border and transborder trade comprised another example of long-
distance trade. Flynn (1997) distinguishes between cross-border trade, allud-
ing to traders only operating in the border region, selling commodities on a 
wholesale basis to retailers on any side of the border; and transborder trade, 
referring to long-distance trade across borders. I, however, use a slightly dif-
ferent interpretation of the first concept. In this thesis, cross-border trade is 
applied to entrepreneurs specifically seeking out border destinations for the 
specialised items provided, while transborder trade refers to those travelling 
to other international destinations with a richer supply of commodities. 
     Cross-border trade revolved around the sourcing of commodities from bor-
der towns such as Nakonde (Tanzania), Chipata (Malawi) and Chirundu (Zim-
babwe). In association with these towns, markets had cropped up for traders 
seeking to take advantage of cross-border price differentials on particular 
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commodities (such as rice in Nakonde). Traders were often able to cross the 
borders unofficially, their quantities too small to merit the attention of custom 
officials. In cases where they were actually stopped and made to present their 
documents, consideration was rarely paid to their goods, nor were they sub-
jected to taxation. “We just pass”, was a common response to my question 
about potential border hassles and the attitude of officials. A couple of traders 
did not cross the border at all but used the services of wholesalers bringing 
commodities from the other side of the border. They consequently paid 
slightly higher prices for their items but spent less time, effort and negotiation 
acquiring them  
     Transborder trade consisted of travelling to major urban centres in neigh-
bouring countries to purchase items fetching high prices or being in poor sup-
ply in Lusaka. Johannesburg and Durban in South Africa were popular loca-
tions for blankets and kitchenware while Lubumbashi in the DRC was sought 
out for its rich supply of chitenge textiles. Other destinations were Gaborone 
in Botswana, Dar es Salaam in Tanzania and Dubai in the United Arab Emir-
ates. Two transborder traders independently described how they had arrived 
at their destinations without any preconceived plans about what to purchase 
but had simply visited markets to browse for interesting items. “I bought what 
I wanted to have in my own home”, stated one Garden trader. Their trade had 
subsequently been characterised by a trial-and-error period where the com-
mercial potential of certain items had been tested on the local market, until a 
distinct demand crystallised. 
     Cross-border and transborder trade was undertaken between longer inter-
vals, 2-4 times a year and often required at least a week of absence from the 
home. Cross-border destinations were characterised by an infrastructure ca-
tering specifically to the border region’s needs, providing cheap accommoda-
tion where traders concentrated, and transportation pick-up points in the vi-
cinity. Knowledge was essential to navigate this system. Slum dwellers en-
gaging in cross-border trade therefore often entered into collaboration with 
other cross-border traders from Lusaka, coordinating trips and exchanging in-
formation as a way to negotiate the risks and obstacles associated with the 
trade. 
     Transborder traders faced the same type of challenges, but perhaps more 
tangibly as their destinations were comprised by larger urban centres whose 
size, crowds and language barriers made them more difficult to manoeuvre. 
Just like the cross-border traders, transborder traders were typically introduced 
to the business and the destination(s) through a friend or relative, easing their 
passage and facilitating access to markets and accommodation.   
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Agriculture 
Although an overwhelming 81 percent of commercial agriculture production 
took place within the local domain, agriculture still included the highest pro-
portion of translocal economic activity. Subsistence production was an even 
more local affair, comprising 84 percent of subsistence farmers. In translocal 
agriculture, production principally occurred on land in association with a vil-
lage, or farms, which commonly referred to a small or large land holding with 
residential quarters. Conspicuously, none of the research participants with 
translocal farm holdings regarded their rural homestead as being a more per-
manent residence than their urban home. It was also very unusual for house-
hold members to spend longer periods of time on the farm than in their urban 
domicile. Even when research participants self-defined as farmers, they 
tended to regard their agricultural livelihood as a more transient part of their 
present existence than their urban life.  
 

I love my farm and sometimes I think about living there when I’m old. But 
my husband’s work is here. It is a good, reliable job. And when I am [on the 
farm], I start to think about the life we have here. It is a good life, too (Farmer, 
Garden. Spends around three months a year on the farm near Kabwe). 

 
I am farmer, I will always be a farmer for as long as I can work. It is some-

thing I know how to, and we never have to worry about getting food. But it is 
hard work. [In Lusaka] I can relax more. I sell my popcorns and fritters, I chat 
with my friends… At the farm it is just work, work, work. More and more, I 
leave the work to my children. (Farmer and vendor of popcorn and fritters, 
Bauleni. Spends between 3-4 months a year on her farm in Kasama). 

 
A Garden resident, categorising herself as a farmer, explained how she took 
full responsibility for the household’s agricultural activities, which were split 
between the farm in Kabwe, owned together with her husband; and their home 
in Garden. At the farm, she grew maize and pumpkins which were brought to 
be sold at Lusaka’s City Market. She also kept chickens, goats and cows which 
were sold as live commodities directly from the farm. During peak agricultural 
times she went to live on the farm and engaged her whole family as labourers. 
During her absences, her daughter and son-in-law in Kabwe looked after the 
farm. Most of what was produced on the farm was sold or portioned out to 
family members in return for their labour.  
     In Garden, she had claimed an empty piece of land between her rented 
home and the neighbouring house to cultivate maize, chiwawa27 and beans. 
This cultivation was entirely for her household’s own consumption. The cul-
tivation site was very exposed from the foot path that ran through the settle-
ment; theft was an issue and the open space between the houses was often 

                               
27 Pumpkin leaves 
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criss-crossed by playing children and animals roaming free. The research par-
ticipant was not particularly concerned for her domestic cultivation but opined 
that any food that would emerge from it was to be considered a bonus. 
     This tangible spatial separation between subsistence farming and commer-
cial farming was not common among other farmers with dual farming pur-
poses. Most of these concentrated their farming activities to one location, from 
which harvests were taken both to be sold and consumed privately.  
     In commercial agriculture, the produce could be taken back to Lusaka to 
be sold at the City Market, or from within the settlement. Most commonly, 
however, commercial translocal agriculture was in fact a very local affair. In-
puts such as fertilisers, seeds and pesticides were often sourced in the nearest 
town from the field28, and trading also occurred in within the local community, 
sometimes directly from the field. Translocal subsistence agriculture, how-
ever, often required the produce to be transported to the residential settlement 
in Lusaka. Produce that was taken back to Lusaka to be consumed was typi-
cally transported in bulk (like maize) or transported regularly and in smaller 
quantities (for perishable commodities).  
     As demonstrated through the examples of Elisabeth and Rachel, translocal 
farmers were distinguished by their reliance on caretakers to tend to their plots 
or animals during their long periods of absence. Often, these caretakers were 
comprised by kin. This was particularly the case if the farmland was located 
in the ancestral village. Land was often co-owned with other relatives, or ad-
joined relatives’ land. This situation elicited feelings of shared responsibility, 
which also involved obligations experienced by the research participants to-
wards their kin. Even when land in a family setting was individually owned, 
work input was typically communal. It was common for slum dwellers to visit 
their plots during critical farming phases and engage wholeheartedly in work.  
     Seasonal migration from the slum settlements to farm work locations was 
an altogether different phenomenon, in addition to a small scale one. During 
certain phases of the year, farm workers would travel to Siavonga, Kabwe or 
Mazabuka for contract work, harvesting cash crops such as coffee and cotton. 
Accommodation was typically provided and workers stayed on for weeks at a 
time until their contract expired.  

Support systems 
In chapter seven, it was observed that 27 percent of slum dwellers received 
some type of material support. Slum dwellers were often situated in multiple 
support networks at the same time, and it was not unusual for a household to 

                               
28 It should be noted that inputs were sparingly used. Commercial maize farmers, particularly 
those organised in cooperatives, frequently obtained their fertilizers and seeds from formal 
sources. That aside, it was common to use own-harvested seeds, and manure from own or 
nearby farms. Pesticides, herbicides or fungicides were not commonly applied. 
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be both sender and recipient of material inputs. Without question, the local 
arena, and especially the own residential settlements constituted the geograph-
ical centre of these links, but an interesting finding is the spatial extensiveness 
of support systems, which had a considerably more translocal scope than con-
ventional economic activities. 
     For about half of the supported household members, reliable locational data 
about the provider were missing29 and inferences should therefore be made 
with caution. Twenty-six percent of supported households received support 
from the translocal domain, of which a small proportion (4 percent) resided 
abroad (DRC, Tanzania and USA). Cash comprised the main type of support 
both from translocal and local sources.  Food support appeared to be just as 
widespread within the local as the translocal domain. It is especially important 
to emphasise the role of the intra-urban, and even intra-settlement scale for 
food support. 
     The slum dwellers’ also comprised sources of support flowing to other 
households, individuals and locations. Similarities between incoming and out-
going support flows were also very pronounced in terms of geographical 
scope, with 26 percent of remittances being directed to translocal destinations. 
It needs to be noted, however, that data regarding the nature of these interac-
tions was not collected. This means that it was not possible to determine 
whether support was sent through money transfers or couriers, or through di-
rect exchange in local or translocal domains. Hence, it cannot be established 
whether a household in, for example, Petauke, regularly receiving money from 
a household in Bauleni, obtained that income in Lusaka or Petauke, and the 
arrangements surrounding that transfer. 
     A particularly interesting phenomenon was the households and individuals 
with dual positions in the support network. These were characterised by being 
both providers and recipients of support. These positions were often – albeit 
not always – interconnected. A common variety was intergenerational support 
arrangements, where research participants took in grandchildren and assumed 
responsibility for their needs while their parents stayed and worked elsewhere, 
sending money regularly to cover their upkeep, but also to sustain the accom-
modating household. A similar arrangement consisted of orphans being sent 
to live with relatives in participant households, while other relatives contrib-
uted food and money to compensate the accommodating household for their 
trouble.  
     A different example is constituted by a Linda research participant cultivat-
ing maize in Kwampofu, near the settlement, for subsistence purposes. Some 
of the produce was distributed among her children, who in turn helped her 

                               
29 This was one of the main weaknesses in the data material. It was obvious that my instructions 
to the field assistants had not been properly conveyed. Locational references were sometimes 
presented in the form of “in the village”, “on her grandfather’s farm”, etc. Out of 119 supported 
research participants, only 54 questionnaires contained exact locational data in this regard. 
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with food in times of need. The woman underlined that the arrangement was 
not reciprocal – she would give her children maize regardless of their com-
mitment towards her, and she was certain that they thought similarly about 
their own involvement. Correspondingly, there were households situated in 
separate in- and outflows, such as one research participant describing how her 
more well-to-do sister often gave her some money, of which a part was trans-
ferred directly to her parents-in-law. In these cases, the households could be 
regarded as redistributive nodes in complex asset networks.                                                    

Other livelihoods 
Transport, construction and manufacturing were, albeit to a limited extent, 
livelihood categories with a translocal scope. Transport livelihoods held the 
greatest proportion of translocal destinations with 16 percent. A majority op-
erated on fixed routes and there were principally two types of occupations: 
truck drivers transporting cargo, and bus drivers connecting passengers with 
destinations all over the country. Construction workers, primarily bricklayers, 
constituted another group operating in the translocal domain. Just like agricul-
tural workers, their employment was often contract-based and required long-
term accommodation arrangements, with visits to the residential settlement in 
Lusaka occurring between contracts. Manufacturing livelihoods being exer-
cised outside of the local zone almost exclusively revolved around charcoal 
production in Mpande, thus accentuating the gender segmented nature of the 
charcoal trade, with men engaging in production and women in trade. 

The modes and mechanisms of (trans)local livelihood 
activities 
The focus of this chapter rests on livelihood translocality, but it is necessary 
first to reflect upon the exceedingly local nature of livelihood activities. From 
the perspective of the slum dwellers, the city emerges as a definite, material 
place providing anchoring to their spatial livelihood arrangements (see Pie-
terse, 2010). I would like to dwell a little longer on the nature of this materi-
ality. Urban materiality and its implications for social and economic life has 
been discussed, among many others, by McFarlane (2008) and Laitinen 
(2017). They regard materiality as the profoundly physical elements constitut-
ing the urban fabric, with McFarlane (2008) concentrating on infrastructure 
and Laitinen (2017) on objects such as fences and buildings. The materiality 
that I refer to is built on broader understanding of the concept, one which also 
includes more abstract features such as sounds and smells, and the presence 
of anonymous crowds of people. 
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     I have demonstrated how livelihood choice often emerged as an outcome 
of localised processes of matching and learning, emanating from the dense 
aggregations of people carrying out their everyday productive, reproductive 
and leisurely lives. The Linda trader of pre-packed chicken, for example, nar-
rated how she, over the course of some time, observed her neighbour carrying 
out a successful business venture, prompting her to replicate it. Although we 
did not go further into these occurrences during the interview, I can imagine 
how they consisted of a set of impressions that all contributed to forming a 
notion of the neighbour’s enterprise. Seeing chickens being slaughtered, 
drawn, cut and packed, and people coming and going to pick them up. Hearing 
cackling, water boiling, and voices engaged in negotiation. Smelling smoke 
and fresh entrails.30 The closeness of the houses, the foot path trafficked by 
the customers right outside her yard, enabled her to form these experiences.     
     The materiality of the settlement: the crowds, the market stalls, the baskets 
of sweet potatoes, the pots with sizzling fritters, the chitenge fabrics hanging 
from sticks attached onto open doors, provided stimuli of critical importance 
to the research participants’ livelihood decisions. The role of the immediate 
surroundings in framing livelihood choice can be connected to Gibson’s (2014 
[1979]) notion of affordances, roughly defined as “offerings of the environ-
ment” (p 59) and alluding to spatially context-specific phenomena such as re-
sources, threats and shelter. The key to affordances is that they are perceived 
directly by the observer in a manner which is not mediated by an actor, ena-
bling an “action possibility” (McGrenere & Ho, 2000:1). The link between 
taking in one’s environment and formulating a livelihood based on these stim-
uli thus corresponds to this conception. To these stimuli, it is however neces-
sary to add the existence of social interaction to fully understand localised 
livelihood decisions and practices. 
     So what were the mechanisms behind translocal livelihood activities, then? 
From an economic perspective, translocal livelihoods appeared to centre 
around two interrelated rationales: to capitalise on geographically uneven dis-
tributions of assets and supply and demand configurations, i.e.; markets (see 
Ellis, 2000; Lynch, 2004). It has been demonstrated that livelihood translocal-
ity often associated with livelihood multilocality, i.e.; executing a particular 
livelihood in more than one location (Elmhirst, 2012). The multilocality of 
Elisabeth’s and Rachel’s livelihoods was consequently based on the logic of 
differentially distributed assets, and the subsequent spatial arrangements that 
emerged constituted an effort to take advantage of this difference. It has been 
demonstrated in the previous chapter that multilocality constituted a ubiqui-
tous feature also of urban and peri-urban trade arrangements, relying on price 
differentials between particular locations. In terms of translocal trade, this in-
teraction between specialised supply locations and demand locations simply 

                               
30 This description of sights, smells and sounds is based on my own observation of the research 
participant in question performing her trade. 
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occurred on a larger scale. For Elisabeth, translocal trade included bringing 
her garments from the city, which served as the national salaula hub, therefore 
having excess supply, to the smaller, more peripheral Kabwe where demand 
was higher. Similarly, Rachel brought her agricultural produce to Lusaka ra-
ther than selling it locally because the aggregation of people and the associated 
inability of many urban residents to grow their own food increased demand 
and resulted in higher profits.  
     Slum dwellers consequently carried manufactured (but not necessarily Lu-
saka made) items to smaller Zambian cities and villages. At the same time 
unrefined food commodities from the countryside and cross-border destina-
tions, as well as charcoal from forest areas, flowed back into Lusaka in an 
almost overly clear confirmation of Lipton’s (1977) urban bias thesis. But 
streams of manufactured items also made their way into Lusaka and the slum 
settlements through the slum dwellers’ engagement with international desti-
nations, where certain commodities, such as chitenge and kitchenware, could 
be sourced more cheaply. This again underlines the heterogeneity of the slum 
population, in that a small proportion was positioned in a manner that allowed 
them to capitalise on international price differentials and undertake the long 
and often costly trips in order to do so.  
     Some of the translocal trade arrangements identified among the research 
participants resembled what Zoomers & van Westen (2011) label “corridors”; 
a concept alluding to “materialisation and institutionalisation of development 
along certain routes as the consequence of repeated (on a regular basis) mo-
bility of people, goods, capital or information” (p 381). What Zoomers & van 
Westen (2011) describe is a consolidation of movement between certain 
points, and if “development” is exchanged for “livelihood”, the concept can 
fittingly be applied to the trajectories of the charcoal trade in Mpande or cross-
border trade between Lusaka and Chipata, Chirundu and Nakonde. These 
cross-border corridors, as well as the charcoal corridor, thus represent fixed 
trajectories characterised by settled flows: traders brought money to the desti-
nations, which specialised in certain commodities, and transported these back 
to Lusaka. The degree of establishment and collective nature of these trajec-
tories is what transform them into livelihood corridors and simultaneously set 
them apart from individualised trajectories, such as Elisabeth’s Lusaka – 
Kabwe clothes trade circuit. 
     While the role of spatially uneven distributions of assets and markets in 
slum dwellers’ translocal livelihood arrangements constitutes an important ex-
planatory factor, an even more central finding is the way translocal flows of 
money and commodities were overlain by social capital; confirming the ob-
servation of Naumann & Greiner (2017). The spatial livelihood narratives of 
the research participants indicate that the special challenges connected to 
translocality were predominantly solved through social networks, either pre-
existing or emerging as a result of livelihood choice. Farmers needed caretak-
ers to look after their crops or animals during their absence; a role that was 
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typically filled by kin or acquaintances. Entrepreneurs required access to 
sleeping arrangements, means of transport and connections to suppliers and 
customers; structures that were often established by other traders (as in the 
case with the charcoal trader) and surrendered upon initiation into the group 
(see also Muzwidziva, 2015 on social networks in cross-border trade). Ab-
sences from the home; especially contentious for women, required a support 
system, either carried by family members, neighbours or close friends, to 
maintain household reproduction Security risks associated with long-distance 
travelling for women were mitigated by joining up with other women. This 
can be illustrated with the bush meat trader, who felt compelled to bring a 
friend as she carried out her illegal and risky business venture.  
     Similarly, social capital constituted a means to access land for farming 
among slum dwellers lacking the financial capacity to purchase land or nego-
tiate access through other channels. But social capital not only enabled liveli-
hood translocality; it was additionally regarded as an asset in its own right, 
providing locational fixity and generating translocality by own means. Slum 
dwellers established livelihood links with places as a result of the presence of 
social networks, like Elisabeth whose Kabwe bias in her livelihood operations 
emanated from the spatial proximity of her own and her husband’s families, 
who provided her with accommodation during visits, and were able to collect 
rent, receive delayed payments and look after the chickens during her absence.  
     In terms of economic activity, translocality nevertheless constituted a state 
of exception. Another important discovery was how the comparably diminu-
tive element of translocality in slum dwellers’ livelihood arrangements sud-
denly multiplied when adding subsidiary strategies such as support systems 
and subsistence agriculture. Overlooking these sources of provision would 
consequently result in an underestimation of the extent of translocal livelihood 
links forged by slum dwellers. In addition, support arrangements of the type 
drawn upon by the slum dwellers comprise an explicit manifestation of social 
capital, emphasising again its centrality in household sustenance. 
     In essence, the exposition of translocal livelihood arrangements serves to 
exemplify the entanglement of certain capitals with other assets, and the key 
role played by social capital (see Turner, 2007). Social capital thus condi-
tioned access to financial capital; an asset rarely obtained via formal means 
such as state grants or corporate credit systems, and natural capital, such as 
land, for commercial and subsistence farming. Furthermore, these findings as-
sociate closely with the theoretical basis of translocal geography in that mo-
bility and flows are conditioned31, i.e.; they do not occur in a vacuum but are 
contingent upon various factors such as relational affinities, contributing to 

                               
31 “Conditioned” in translocal literature does not only refer to the qualities of the places that 
serve as nodal points in these networks of flows, but also to the individual position of power 
and access to resources among actors that determine their ability to participate in movement in 
the first place (Kothari, 2003; Sheller & Urry, 2006).  
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their situatedness (Brickell & Datta, 2011). While translocal approaches have 
principally been concerned with migration, they have also demonstrated their 
worth in accounting for more the more temporary forms of mobility associated 
with translocal trade, through their emphasis of situated movements.  
     Findings also align with previous research on the spatially divided but so-
cially integrated household (Islam & Herbeck, 2013; Schöfberger, 2017; 
Ramamurthy, 2020), especially from the perspective of support systems which 
clearly indicated joint responsibility for reproduction across geographic space. 
As expected, these flows were not unidirectional (see Islam & Herbeck, 2013; 
Naumann & Greiner, 2016), nor did they express any obvious “city-to-village” 
or “destination-to-origin” bias, which has otherwise been a common research 
focus (see for example Islam & Herbeck, 2013; Ramamurthy, 2020). Remit-
tances flowed from other cities to Lusaka, such as money being sent from a 
mine working husband in Solwezi to this wife and children in Bauleni; from 
the rural village to Lusaka; and from Lusaka to towns and villages. In the sup-
port networks, the urban bias theorem was less explicit as cash, food and 
clothes were equally likely to flow to as well as from Lusaka. Similarly, there 
was ample evidence for the “mutual dependence and circulating exchange” (p 
882) described by Naumann & Greiner (2016), not least exemplified through 
the complex intergenerational care arrangements surrounding children in spa-
tially dispersed families.  
     Along the same vein, an interesting result relating to previous research on 
livelihood translocality, and especially the extensiveness of circular migration 
in sub-Saharan Africa (Potts, 2010) and Zambia in particular (Ferguson, 
1999), was the urban rootedness of farming households despite strong links 
with rural villages and farms. The fact that a majority of the members of this 
category expressed a stronger affiliation to their Lusaka home, in action as 
well as words, than to their agricultural location indicates a process of detach-
ment from their rural place of origin. Observations were too few to draw any 
far-reaching conclusion from this phenomenon, but they do imply that the im-
age of circular migrants as regarding their urban existence as predominantly 
transient (Potts, 2010) needs to be nuanced (see Nord & Byerley, 2020). At 
the same time, it needs to be acknowledged that the minor selection bias men-
tioned in the methods chapter (see Selection of research participants) may 
have resulted in households with alternative domestic affinities being slightly 
underrepresented in the material. Therefore, this particular conclusion should 
be treated with some caution. 
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Conclusion: Lusaka as a fixity of flows 
In understanding the scalar relationships between slum dwellers’ livelihoods, 
I would like to return to Simone, and especially his scholarship on the African 
city as a conjunction of movements and relations. As a point of departure, I 
refer to the following citation: 

 
Movement has long been a resource that has given shape to African cities 

and regions. It has been used as an instrument of capture and escape, manipu-
lation and autonomy. Movement is designed and deployed as methods of col-
lective action and individuation. It represents both the decline of places and the 
potentials of others, as it also makes possible the folding in of economies, lo-
cations, and identities that do not seem to be connectable. It sometimes entan-
gles vastly different trajectories, histories, needs and aspirations, and some-
times takes apart the coherence of places. Embodied with all of these dimen-
sions, movement is a critical instrument for urbanizing relations of all kinds. [-
--] Cities are mobile entities—oscillating relationalities that stretch and retract, 
include and exclude, filter and circulate (2011, p 390). 

 
Simone’s depiction of the African city as a living organism constituted by an 
amalgamation of shifting trajectories emphasises its fluidity, but also how 
therein lies its vulnerability. A place in flux, of uncertain affiliations, is also 
prone to losing its position, as is illustrated in the statement referring to the 
potential decline of places to the benefit of others. But while Lusaka clearly 
fits the description of a place of “oscillating relationalities” and a merging of 
mobilities, the trajectories of its slum dwellers tell a slightly different story. 
To further situate this story, I would like to call attention to another writing of 
Simone’s (2004): 
 

Africans are trying to forge productive connections with places and pro-
cesses beyond their immediate locations. They are migrating between and so-
journing in different cities; they are trading goods across a variety of bounda-
ries and in a range of markets (p 224). 

 
From the perspective of the research participants and their families, this de-
scription is absolutely accurate. They are forging productive connections with 
places and processes beyond their immediate locations. They are migrating 
between and sojourning in different cities; they are trading goods across a 
variety of boundaries and in a range of markets. But the key point is that while 
they do so, the city and their residential settlement remain a critical point of 
fixation. This is further underscored by the overwhelming proportion of slum 
dwellers that do not venture beyond the local in their livelihood endeavours. I 
do not dispute the conceptualisation of the African city as a mobile entity, or 
as Simone (2011) implies in the quote above, as the heart in grand circulatory 
system. But I do believe that notion needs a measure of deconstruction. To 
call on Massey’s (2018 [1993]) power-geometries, the slum dwellers as a 
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group did not appear to be advantageously positioned to initiate flows or 
movement. Movement and flows were clearly conditioned. Again, in their set-
tlements’ aggregated livelihoods portfolios, translocal activities comprised an 
exception.  
     The localness of livelihoods was reinforced through impressions based on 
the materiality of slum dwellers’ everyday environments, contributing to fix-
ing the them onto the city’s fabric. Equally significant were the proximal, so-
cial relationships overlaying it. An important point of these interactions is that 
they very clearly illustrate the element of “throwntogetherness” (Massey, 
2005) that purportedly comprises the urban condition (Amin; 2006), the coin-
cidental encounters that give rise to particular strategies of provision (Simone, 
2004). In chapter seven, I outlined how spatial proximity was important to the 
formation of social ties (see also Bjarnesen & Utas, 2018), and in this chapter, 
a dimension is added to this reality through the conclusion that those relations 
also were instrumental in generating livelihoods.  
     At the same time, social relationships were instrumental in unfixing slum 
dwellers from the urban territory and attaching them to locations beyond its 
territorial scope Social relationships were also the means through which re-
sources flowed in and out of the city.  Although the significance of the locality 
and local processes in slum dwellers’ livelihoods need to be highlighted, their 
translocal dimension should not be disregarded. It played an important role 
for individual households and actors, especially when also accounting for sup-
port networks and subsistence agriculture. For traders, it represented a path-
way to relative enrichment through higher-than-average earnings, and for 
farmers, it satisfied their direct food consumption needs, thereby making them 
less reliant on urban incomes, and provided avenues for commercialisation.  
     The slum dwellers’ strong affinity with Lusaka in combination with ele-
ments of livelihood translocality demonstrate the applicability of both rela-
tional and territorial conceptualisations of the city, as being “both in motion 
and simultaneously fixed” (McCann & Ward, 2011:xv). Again, however, I 
want to underline how being in motion is a highly relative concept. When 
framing the African city as a mobile entity (Simone, 2011), it necessary to ask: 
mobile for whom? 
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10.  Women negotiating livelihood spaces 

The trajectory of a tomato 
In the low-income settlement of Bauleni in Lusaka, Zambia, a single tomato 
may be traded up to five times (see figure 40). Each time a little value is added 
through selection, sorting, polishing and cooking, but equally important are 
the incremental steps through which it moves from the farmer’s market via 
local stands further into the heart of the settlement. Tomatoes are typically 
traded and purchased by women, and the short geographical intervals that 
characterise their progression are very much a reflection of the often rigid, 
spatiotemporal frameworks within which poor women, in Bauleni and else-
where in Zambia, carry out their lives and their livelihoods (Evans, 2015; 
Mpembamoto et al, 2017). In their everyday lives, women navigate between 
expectations of domestic responsibility and patriarchal norms controlling their 
access to public space, their mobility, and their ability to participate in com-
munity life (Anand & Tiwari, 2006; Kantor, 2004; Verrest & Post, 2007; Wan-
gui, 2014). These boundaries are what makes these vegetable businesses fea-
sible – women with oppressive schedules do not have the time to go to the 
main market just to save a few kwacha but prefer to buy their dinner ingredi-
ents locally. Conversely, these boundaries are also what restrict women from 
carrying out a more profitable trade that would, for example, involve buying 
directly from the producer. 
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Figure 40. The trajectory of a tomato. Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, Earthstar 
Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, 
IGP, swisstopo, and the GIS User Community 

Introduction 
This chapter is based on a study of spatial livelihood arrangements and loca-
tional decision-making among women living in low-income settlements in Lu-
saka. The study was guided by two main purposes: to map and describe these 
women’s livelihood locations, and to unveil the rationalities and motives in-
fluencing their locational decision-making processes.   
     The tomato trade example illustrates the multiple considerations that nec-
essarily frame female slum dwellers’ choice of livelihood locations: gendered 
constraints, economic cost-benefit analysis, time consumption – considera-
tions that we still know very little about. This is especially valid with reference 
to how these factors intersect with the slum context and its constitutive com-
ponents – poverty, informality, insufficient service delivery and high popula-
tion densities (Chant, 2014; Chant & McIlwaine, 2016; UN-Habitat, 2003).  
     Previous studies on livelihoods and space from the perspective of women 
in low-income settlements have focused on physical segmentation and narrow 
geographic job search ranges as a result of reproductive burdens (Mitra, 2005); 
the centrality of home-based enterprises (Mpembamoto et al, 2017; Verrest & 
Post, 2007); a limited labour market scope due to transport deprivation and 
domestic responsibility (Anand & Tiwari, 2006; Salon & Gulyani, 2010);  the 
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role of mobility for livelihood profitability (Mandel, 2006) and the interaction 
between the physical environment, reproductive responsibility and labour 
market participation (Chant, 2014; Sunikka-Blank, Bardhan & Haque, 2019). 
Nonetheless, detailed accounts of spatial livelihood arrangements remain rare, 
including the range of motivational deliberations that generate and reinforce 
them.   
     Beebeejaun (2017) argues that a “greater engagement with everyday spa-
tial practices provides critical insights into how claims to urban space [---] are 
inherently gendered”. By engaging with the spatial trajectories emerging from 
livelihood activities of women in slums, whether everyday or infrequent, and 
whether in urban space or beyond, this chapter sets out to unpack these pro-
cesses of spatial claim-making. 

Livelihood spatiality among female slum dwellers  

 
Figure 41. Research participants’ livelihood locations on different scales 

Figure 41 provides an overview of the research participants’ livelihood loca-
tions on the local, national and international scale. In this section, these live-
lihood arrangements are described and exemplified in great detail together 
with the motives making up locational decision-making. The narratives of the 
research participants indicated that the spatiality of their livelihood activities 
could be divided into the interlinked components of location and mobility. 
Locational decision-making thus encompassed the conception of suitable lo-
cations and the ability to move between them.  
    Livelihoods were divided into entrepreneurial activities, salary work and 
farming on the basis that they related to space in different ways, and conse-
quently generated different spatial arrangements. Business activities refer to 
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economic activities, such as the production of services or goods, for profit 
(ILO, undated). Only commodity-oriented businesses were encountered dur-
ing the survey. Business activities have been broken down into four different 
components: acquisition of inputs, refinement of inputs, storage, and trading. 
Each of these activities associate with place according to a distinct logic, such 
as demand and supply configurations; regulatory framework; and social 
norms. As a result, business activities demonstrated more complex, multilocal 
spatial arrangements than salary work and farming. 
     Salary work is in this chapter is regarded as producing goods or services 
for pay, i.e., in return for a salary (ILO, undated). With reference to farming, 
a line was drawn between agriculture supplementing the household’s diet, ag-
riculture making a significant contribution to the household’s economy 
through satisfying a part of its food needs (subsistence farming), and agricul-
ture functioning as a dominant, income-generating livelihood activity. Only 
the two latter strategies are considered in this chapter. 

Entrepreneurial activities 
Supplier locations 
Supplier locations refer to the places where the research participants obtained 
inputs. Examples of locations were, for example, the City Market for food 
commodities; the Kamwala shop cluster for non-food items, and local farms 
for fresh agricultural produce. There was considerable variation in the spatial 
arrangements framing supply. Most research participants reported a relatively 
limited spatial range in sourcing for inputs, but significant exceptions were 
also encountered.  
     Business women with only one livelihood location – generally a food stall, 
bar, grocery stand or shop – tended to organise inputs to be delivered directly 
to their vending site. This strategy of stationary supply could only be deployed 
by women whose businesses were of a scale that could support the associated 
extra cost. Bar owners selling branded alcohol received free deliveries from 
the brewery outlets, but other types of goods often required private agreements 
with relatives or reliable acquaintances who would perform the service for a 
nominal fee. The few women who made use of this design were often older 
and motivated their choice with poor health and vulnerability brought on by 
old age, making travelling risky and inconvenient. Others would remark that 
their time was precious and more efficiently utilised when trading. Leaving 
their vending site would mean temporary cessation of business which would 
have a larger impact on daily profits than the extra cost associated with direct 
delivery. A third group referred to their family situation, where disability or 
illness among family members prevented them from leaving their home for 
longer intervals. 
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     Research participants choosing to obtain their inputs from within the set-
tlement (intra-settlement supply) stated profitability as one of their main ra-
tionales. This group of women often referred to insurmountable transport costs 
as “eating the profit” and thus saw no reason to travel to acquire items which 
could just as easily be sourced internally. Also research participants selling 
refined food commodities, such as pastries and home-made beverages, typi-
cally preferred buying ingredients within the settlement. This was done to 
avoid having to carry or transport heavy, bulky sacks of flour or sugar across 
town, particularly in the light of small price differentials. It can also be at-
tributed to the fact that refined food commodities in general was perceived to 
generate higher profits than unrefined products, hence reducing the im-
portance of the marginal added value that sourcing inputs elsewhere would 
bring. 
     Extra-settlement supply entailed sourcing inputs outside the research par-
ticipant’s residential settlement. For research participants residing in Garden, 
the most centrally located settlement, acquiring supplies from the city market 
was nearly standard, but considerably less so for Linda and Bauleni residents. 
Exclusive availability of specialized food commodities, such as kapenta (dried 
juvenile fish) and beans at the city market, constituted an important incentive 
for livelihood related, extra-settlement mobility from these areas. Research 
participants sourcing food items from locations outside the settlements, 
whether from the city market or peri-urban farms, indicated better quality of 
produce and lower prices as their main motives. 
     Women with higher turnover were more likely to obtain their supply from 
specialized sources rather than locally. For example, one research participant 
in Bauleni running a thriving braai (barbecue) stand regularly travelled to 
other side of town with the sole purpose of purchasing cheap, high-quality 
pork, despite pork being readily available at the local market. Several of these 
research participants described certain locations as commodity-coded. This 
means that they specialised in the production and handling of particular com-
modities, and that nearly everyone involved in a specific type of enterprise 
would at least know about its existence and, if possible, endeavour to acquire 
their inputs from there.  
     Cross-border trade and transborder trade was exercised by a small num-
ber of research participants and largely encompassed travelling to border posts 
and urban centres in neighbouring countries (for a more extensive account of 
this type of international trade, see chapter 9). In most cases, the choice of 
supply location was solely based on economic returns, since a majority of the 
research participants had no particular connection to these sites. They had usu-
ally been introduced to the trade by friends or relatives and had therefore been 
able take advantage of the pre-existing social and spatial arrangements ena-
bling the business. This included tapping in on knowledge about border cross-
ing strategies, negotiation and price levels; as well as utilising transportation 
and accommodation networks.  
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     A majority of research participants appeared to have a relatively fixed re-
lationship to their supply location. This means that they had accepted the trav-
elling, the quality of the location and associated proceedings as an integral 
part of their livelihood execution and were not actively looking to change this 
situation. Some expressed a type of social embeddedness, in the sense that 
they had formed a mutual dependency relationship with a particular supplier. 
The raison d’être of these arrangements involved being able to negotiate better 
prices, buy on credit, and receive other forms of special treatment. These in-
cluded: being notified when a new batch of commodities had arrived; having 
the supplier reserve and put away popular items despite high demand; being 
offered to choose first among the merchandise; or having exclusive access to 
the commodities of highest quality. Nevertheless, there were also research 
participants who received no particular advantage from using the same sup-
plier, and those who saw clear benefits from having multiple sources. For ex-
ample, one research participant remarked that constantly seeking out new sup-
pliers lacking the routine and customer base of more established colleagues 
made it easier for her to secure better deals. 
     With regards to attitudes towards the travelling required for the acquisition 
of supplies, two very clear camps crystallised. First, there were those who 
thought of it favourably, and in particular as an opportunity to get out and 
experience something different from their everyday routine. One research par-
ticipant narrated how she would stroll leisurely around the marketplace, look-
ing at all the merchandise on display, chatting with the hawkers and having 
no rush whatsoever to fill her baskets. Others considered it an infringement on 
their time, which they would rather devote to more treasured – or pressing – 
pastimes.  

Trading locations  
The selling was principally carried out in the research participants’ own set-
tlements and in the majority of cases from or in very close proximity to the 
home. This was particularly relevant for women who traded on a daily basis. 
Vending sites were typically made up by a makeshift stall or stand by the 
roadside or in someone’s yard, or less frequently by a permanent structure 
such as a shop. It could also entail selling directly from the ground, or from a 
container while being on the move. 
     Homebased vending was by far the most popular locational strategy. Two 
particular incentives emerged: economic viability and the need to fulfil repro-
ductive duties. Most of the research participants described their choice of lo-
cation as a strategy to cut costs, since using their own premises meant saving 
on the fees associated with selling in the marketplace or rent from selling in a 
shop. Nevertheless, an even more fundamental rationale behind the decision 
to use the home arena, or locations in the absolute vicinity, was the fact that it 
allowed productive and reproductive activities to mix. Many women stated 
this to be crucial for the continued existence of their enterprises. The choice 
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of enterprise was therefore extensively a function of its locational properties. 
It opened up opportunities and spaces for cleaning, cooking and keeping an 
eye on the children, while simultaneously engaging in trade. This is depicted 
in the following quote: 
 

[I] will hear “hodi!32” and go and sell. And then just come back here and do 
the cleaning, the cooking. It’s different when [I am] going far. The children 
will starve, the place will look very dirty (Woman selling groceries from a 
small stand outside her yard in Bauleni) 

 
Unlike many other types of livelihoods, homebased trade combined well with 
caring for infants. Research participants stated that with this arrangement, 
pregnancy did not have to present an obstacle for income generation. In addi-
tion, it usually involved having family members nearby. This entailed greater 
flexibility: in case one needed to leave the vending site, there would often be 
someone at home to keep an eye on the goods. There would also be a people 
around to assist with chores, or to run errands if needed. Another significant 
asset associated with homebased business activities was the sense of security 
and relaxation associated with being on your own turf. This became evident 
during observations where I noticed my research participants laughing, joking 
and even dancing with family members while trading. One trader remarked: 
 

[A]t the market, I would spend my time just sitting there and I would have 
to do my house chores when I come back. And very tired. Even for children, I 
won’t have time! When the child comes from school and needs help with 
homework, I would not have that time. Because I’m tired! You want to rest! 
Now at home, you’d be working, relaxed, selling people, doing house chores… 
Much better! (Grocery shop owner, shop located in home premises, Bauleni). 

 
An increased sense of security could also emerge from not having to sell from 
locations with plenty of public exposure. The home with its walls, doors and 
private spaces generally invoked a feeling of being safe among most research 
participants. Nevertheless, this connection was not always clear-cut. A re-
search participant selling kitchen utensils from inside her home in Linda nar-
rated how a customer had seized the opportunity to take inventory of her val-
uables and report to a local gang, who burgled her home while she was away. 
Another research participant, however, running a night-time braai business, 
described how the location just outside her home enabled her to continue sell-
ing even during hours when it was generally regarded as unsafe for people to 
move around freely. It thus allowed her to target people returning home after 
the bars had closed, without significant risk for her own well-being.  
     Intra-settlement vending occurred on a continuum ranging from businesses 
being run just outside the dwelling, to those encountered up to a half an hour’s 

                               
32 Polite address to announce one’s presence. 
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walk from the home. In between these “extremes”, there were numerous mi-
cro-spatial arrangements based on unique sets of circumstances and rationales. 
Products could be sold in a corner shop attached to the home; placed at the 
roadside within or outside of looking range from the home; at a small, im-
promptu marketplace at the corner of one’s neighbourhood; at the main thor-
oughfare some distance from one’s home; at the central market place; or from 
the ground at the outskirts of the settlement where farmers off-loaded their 
trucks. Similar to the motives of homebased vendors, these designs were pre-
dominantly built around economic considerations unfolding within a more or 
less rigid gender framework stipulating women’s social roles. However, these 
reasonings were also intersected by a multitude of other conditions reflecting 
the exclusiveness of each research participant’s situation. The examples below 
serve to illustrate this point. 
     One vegetable vendor in Linda who was selling from a wooden bench by 
a foot path passing through her neighbourhood reported that she would much 
rather have run her business from her home but was forbidden to so by her 
landlord. She had settled for that road because it was relatively near her home, 
enabling her to leave her station for the preparation of meals. She mentioned 
that some of the other roadside locations in her neighbourhood were commod-
ity-coded, meaning that they only specialised in one or a few items. This sys-
tem was partly upheld by the traders who would look unfavourably upon com-
modity mixing. It was simultaneously perpetuated by the consumers who 
would only be seeking them out for the purpose of obtaining that particular 
commodity.  
     Another vegetable vendor, operating from Bauleni, explained how she 
would divide her trading between locations based on the perishability of her 
items. Most vegetables were sold from the stand at the entrance of her yard, 
except for avocadoes which she traded from a chitenge fabric on the ground 
at the farmer’s trucks landing site.  According to her experience, ripe avoca-
does easily became damaged during the walk from the farmer’s market to her 
home, thus depreciating significantly in value.  
     Another Bauleni research participant described how she, through the nature 
of her livelihood, had no room for manoeuvre whatsoever in her locational 
decision-making. In contrast to the traders who would purchase items directly 
from the farmers and then dispose with them in whatever way they saw fit, 
her only option was to sell vegetables on the behalf of the farmers themselves. 
This entailed receiving a box of vegetables which she agreed to sell for a par-
ticular amount, which would then be handed over to the farmer at the end of 
the day. In exchange, she was allowed to keep the extra profits that she man-
aged to acquire from the trade. Since this type of transaction was based on 
trust, she was unable to leave the off-loading site until the money had been 
handed over, or she would risk being accused of theft and lose her livelihood 
entirely.      
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     For non-food items, an alternative marketing strategy entailed the extra-
settlement vending of urban-sourced goods in smaller urban centres or villages 
and was usually exercised sporadically. Conspicuously, in none of these cases 
was the choice of vending locations primarily livelihood based. Basically, this 
means that trading had been taken up as a response to an already existing need 
to travel; either to visit close relatives or to cultivate one’s piece of land. In 
this regard, the decision to become involved in trading was based on the emer-
gence of an opportunity brought about by demand and supply imbalances be-
tween Lusaka and the rest of the country. As a result, making necessary ar-
rangements, such as finding a cheap and safe place to stay, was rarely an issue 
since these structures were already in place. The research participant’s social 
embeddedness with her destination also meant that the initial links of a cus-
tomer network was already established. In some cases, the enterprise remained 
a secondary activity, subordinate to the purpose of visiting family or seeing to 
the crops. In other cases, the enterprise took on a life of its own, producing 
new mobility needs and becoming more or equally important to the original 
rationale behind travelling. 
     Selling was predominantly stationary, but there were also examples of mo-
bile vending strategies. Among these was ambulant hawking, where the re-
search participant would move around in public areas, often in transport hubs 
and along major thoroughfares, offering snacks from bags or baskets carried 
on the head. Another approach consisted of door-to-door trading where poten-
tial customers were targeted directly in their homes. These are examples of 
opportunistic trading methods, in contrast to more strategic methods which 
involved making arrangements to deliver commodities to consumers. Their 
choice of location would commonly rely on two critical factors: good trans-
portation access and high demand. But also social factors had an impact. One 
research participant, who lived in a very crowded dwelling, would prepare her 
snacks at her mother’s more spacious home in a different part of town. Rather 
than having to transport her heavy basket to another part of town, and in the 
process compromising the freshness of her commodities, she had chosen her 
mother’s home as her trading departure point. 
     During the interviews, it became obvious that the research participants held 
clear and consistent views about the profitability of different business loca-
tions. They knew well which spatial arrangements would yield the highest 
profit and tried to make the best locational decision within their own unique 
framework of opportunity and constraint. There were those who were clearly 
dissatisfied with their choice of business venue but saw themselves lacking 
either the financial means or personal freedom to take their trading activities 
elsewhere. Their complaint was primarily economic, in the sense that the lo-
cation itself did not generate enough customers. This predominantly applied 
to research participants with businesses located deep inside the neighbour-
hoods some distance from major thoroughfares. They reported  business to 
fluctuate wildly over the month, with the peak just after salaries had been paid 
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at the month’s end. But an inferior location could also be offset by a strong 
social network. One research participant explained how she had taken over 
her trading location from her mother, who was well-known and respected in 
the community. She retained her consumer base and worked hard to make 
them feel welcome, resulting in customers seeking her out especially despite 
merchandise being more easily accessible and marketed at the same price else-
where. 
     Nonetheless, most research participants appeared content with their posi-
tion and considered it to be the best option under the circumstances. A major-
ity appeared to have a special attachment to their trading spot which had de-
veloped through regular use. It represented a personal territory, especially in 
public environments, from which one could watch the world go by while do-
ing something of importance to oneself and one’s family.  These sentiments 
were particularly tangible among vendors with some type of material structure 
from which they were selling.  
     Several of the research participants found the social aspects of trading en-
joyable. They appreciated watching other people’s everyday lives from a dis-
tance, as well as interacting with passers-by and regular customers. An im-
portant reason behind the development of a special bond to the vending site 
was the relationships that they formed with other trading women in the vicin-
ity. Especially among research participants selling in proximity to other trad-
ers, important social networks had been established that created a sense of 
community.     

Refinement and storage 
Enterprises requiring any kind of refinement or preparation of items also had 
particular locational requirements. While some were more easily combined 
with the vending location, especially if this was in association with the home, 
others necessitated visits to certain parts of town or the community. Brewing, 
baking, tailoring, knitting, and cooking were activities that rarely demanded 
additional mobility. This also pertained to slaughtering and cutting up chick-
ens, and sorting bulk commodities into smaller quantities, as well as packing 
them. These chores were typically carried out in the home, or in rare cases, at 
that of a relative or neighbour.  
     In contrast, agricultural produce such as peanuts or maize had to be brought 
to millers near the city market, or to local millers if produced in rural locations, 
in order to be turned into paste or flour. These locations were firmly integrated 
into the livelihood itself in the sense that its very existence depended on hav-
ing access to them. The research participant therefore did not have access to a 
palette of locations to consider and choose from but had to adapt or abandon 
her livelihood. 
     Non-perishable commodities were either stored in the home or in the shop. 
Perishable items were typically discarded at the end of the day and only in 
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exceptional cases resold at a lower price the next day. Convenience and secu-
rity were referred to as the most important reasons behind home storage. 

Salary work 
Employment was, with few exceptions, informal and low-skilled, with an em-
phasis on domestic services and seasonal agriculture. Very few of the em-
ployed research participants reported carrying out work in multiple locations. 
A significant exception was constituted by the Linda agricultural workers who 
generally engaged in two different types of labour. The surrounding large-
scale farms hired them seasonally on short-term contracts, which entailed 
working a few weeks for one corporation and switching to the next when the 
contract ran out. This was supplemented by irregular piecework, remunerated 
in cash or kind, on land cultivated by local, small-scale farmers.  
    In all settlements, piecework composed the major reason behind occupa-
tional multilocality. This is understandable, given the transient and sporadic 
nature of this kind of work. Generally, non-agricultural piecework consisted 
of laundry and cleaning services performed in a number of clients’ homes on 
a regular basis, most typically a half- or full day per week or every second 
week. The clients normally comprised slightly better-off households within 
the settlement, or households in adjacent middle- and high-income residential 
areas.  
     These middle- and high-income neighbourhoods also absorbed a signifi-
cant share of the female labour force into domestic service, most notably as 
maids. In rare cases, the research participants would rotate between two em-
ployers in two different locations, but for most of the time, domestic work 
involved one single workplace. An obvious spatial pattern could be discerned 
for domestic services: workplaces were clustered around the residential settle-
ment and never in parts of the city which required more than an hour’s walking 
time. According to the research participants, there was no use trying to find 
work in a location further away from the settlement, since salary levels were 
believed to be roughly the same all over the city. Consequently, women de-
ployed narrow search ranges, as expanding the radius would only result in 
higher transportation costs or longer travel time without a corresponding sal-
ary compensation. It also became evident that employment opportunities were 
principally announced through word of mouth from maids working in the 
same area. The employer might mention that a neighbour or acquaintance had 
decided to employ new maid and ask outright if their staff might know some-
one reliable. Information could also be passed on spontaneously between 
staffs of different households. As a result, information was transferred through 
very localised information loops, ensuring local matches of employers with 
employees. 
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     Women in formal employment tended to work as sale or service staff in 
malls, lodges and restaurants. Particularly the more skilled research partici-
pants usually had longer commutes but were also able to spend money on 
transport as a result of higher wages. They were therefore at greater liberty to 
choose livelihood according to preference rather than local availability. In 
contrast, a substantial share of the low-education and low-skill research par-
ticipants declared availability as being their primary factor behind their liveli-
hood choice. This notion cut through livelihoods, meaning that accessibility 
determined the adoption of a particular livelihood among farm workers and 
domestic workers alike. This should also be interpreted as location being par-
amount among many other factors in shaping livelihood strategies, aside from 
skill level and structural factors such as gender typing.    

Farming 
Commercial farming occupies a borderline niche in the sense that it includes 
elements of marketing extending into entrepreneurial activities. Agricultural 
produce was commonly marketed according to the spatial designs described 
in the business activities section. For commercial maize producers, however, 
the state-run Food Reserve Agency or private wholesalers would arrange pick-
ups directly to the production sites. 
     While large-scale urban agriculture did take place within the Lusaka ad-
ministrative border, typically on unused plots in the city’s peripheral settle-
ments, crop production would commonly occur in designated agricultural land 
in rural or peri-urban settings. A few farmers referred to the obsolete prohibi-
tion of maize cultivation in urban areas based on the disproved assumption 
that water pockets in the stem promoted the spread of malaria (see Simatele 
& Binns, 2007). Intra-settlement maize cultivation proliferated on vacant sur-
faces in all research locations, but a group of women still motivated their ac-
quisition of agricultural land outside Lusaka partly with the inability to culti-
vate on their home plot. Similar arguments were brought up with regards to 
rules against large livestock keeping. 
     Linda research participants had access to farmland in the vicinity of the 
settlement, often on government or private land made available for free. Re-
search participants cultivating farmland in relative proximity to Lusaka, such 
as in Chongwe, Kabwe, Monze, Mazabuka and Kafue, had often acquired the 
land as an investment and did not have any previous connection to the site. 
Conversely, farmland disposed of further away was commonly inherited 
and/or shared between family members in the ancestral village. In these cases, 
agricultural production entailed the maintenance and strengthening of social 
bonds.  
     In contrast to business locations, farming sites, especially on own land, 
were often the outcome of conjugal – whether equally balanced or not - deci-
sion-making. Or, as previously mentioned, they were passed on from relatives 
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through inheritance. In either case, their acquisition was not the result of in-
dependent reasoning among the research participants. This was instead – to a 
smaller or greater extent – transferred to decision-making surrounding its use. 
In a majority of the households, women took greater responsibility for agri-
cultural activities than male spouses. It was common for the research partici-
pants to spend extended periods of time at the production site (normally in a 
nearby village or settlement) away from Lusaka during critical agricultural 
phases, such as planting, weeding and harvesting.    
     The frequency of visits was not solely determined by seasonal needs. As 
was revealed in the section on entrepreneurship, rationales around visits to see 
to the crops often became intertwined with other business decisions, or famil-
ial priorities. These circumstances commonly intersected with other factors, 
such as poverty. One Bauleni research participant breeding chickens in Mi-
kango Barracks, located a two-hour drive from the settlement, stated that she 
was forced to visit her chickens several times a week as a result of not being 
able to afford to build proper coops. This made the chickens prone to wander-
ing off or being attacked by birds of prey, and therefore in need of constant 
attention.  
     Animal husbandry was exercised according to a slightly different spatial 
pattern compared to crop productions. Ruminants were typically kept in rural 
locations and were looked after by relatives or caretakers. Few research par-
ticipants reported ruminant ownership, but those who did rarely participated 
in the care or handling of the animals, but only showed up for the slaughtering 
and selling. Chickens and ducks, having small space requirements, were often 
kept within the settlement, in the research participant’s own home or that of a 
close relative. Also large scale chicken breeding was exercised at home, fre-
quently among research participants with large properties with access to a 
shed.  

Understanding locational decision-making 
The study indicates that the research participants exercised a variety of spatial 
arrangements in the execution of their livelihood strategies. This was partly a 
reflection of the heterogeneity among the populations in the settlements, as 
often emphasised in the literature (see for example UN-Habitat, 2003). As 
noted, livelihood spatiality was closely associated with livelihood type, with 
entrepreneurial activities requiring different arrangements than salary work 
and farming. Spatial decision-making typically incorporated two aspects: the 
actual location and its inherent qualities, and the mobility required to move 
between the location and the home. With reference to commercial crop pro-
duction, the location was rarely the outcome of active choice but predeter-
mined through generational ownership or availability through social connec-
tions, although exceptions did occur. For salary work, locational decision-
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making revolved around a predefined search space, with exact location being 
the result of actual availability (Mitra, 2005). Entrepreneurs, on the other 
hand, had more flexibility in terms of locational decision-making, although 
this flexibility was heavily conditioned by competing priorities. The material 
also demonstrate that locational decision-making often comprised a continu-
ous, rather than a singular, process, characterised by regular weighing of op-
tions intertwined with gradual habituation. Decision-making could be oppor-
tunistic (Brioch & Byron, 2004), as in selecting locations on the basis of eco-
nomic optimum within a personal framework of opportunity and constraint. It 
could be pragmatic (ibid), exemplified through the adoption of livelihoods 
aligned with already existing mobility and locational needs. It could precede 
the formulation of a livelihood strategy, as in adjusting livelihood activity in 
response to opportunity and access within a given area (Mitra, 2005). It could 
also emerge as an outcome of livelihood choice. 
     Despite the diversity in spatial livelihood arrangements, the research par-
ticipants’ locational decision-making predominantly encompassed two crucial 
dimensions: economic rationality and gender. In addition to these, factors re-
lated to regulatory framework, social networks and emotional attachment con-
tributed to influencing locational choices. 

Economic rationality 
As outlined in the theoretical overview, economic rationality constitutes a pil-
lar in approaches to locational decision-making (Gunnerud, 1997; Rahman & 
Kabir, 2019). The importance of this dimension was confirmed through the 
perceptions about affordability, profitability and economic returns that perme-
ated the research participants’ deliberations about the spatiality of livelihood 
operations. For low-skill salary workers, particularly in domestic employ-
ment, there was little to gain from expanding search ranges as salary levels 
was perceived to be similar across Lusaka. The situation was different for 
workers with a higher skill portfolio, whose longer commutes where compen-
sated by increased returns through higher salaries. The connection between 
returns and commuting distance has been described by Preston & McLafferty 
(1999) and applies also in this context. 
     Examples of entrepreneurs’ economic rationales included fidelity or non-
fidelity to suppliers to negotiate better deals and using the home as a livelihood 
location for reasons of cost-efficiency. It was clear that mobility, particularly 
long-distance but also within the greater Lusaka area, constituted a strategy to 
profit from differential supply and demand configurations. This finding reso-
nates with Mandel’s (2006) study from Benin, in which she argues that spatial 
mobility was a key factor in trade-based livelihood profitability. Taking ad-
vantage of locational price differentials was crucial to overcome competition, 
especially in overcrowded sectors. Nevertheless, these opportunities were out 
of reach for many of the research participants, who were unable to raise the 
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start-up capital required to access public transport, as noted by Anand & Ti-
wari (2006) in their study of women in low-income settlements in India. Pirie 
(2014) refers to this situation as mobility deprivation, understood as the ina-
bility to afford the transport required to access more lucrative livelihoods. An 
interesting observation is that some research participants, potentially able to 
afford local transport, perceived the associated costs to outweigh the profit 
they were able to command from obtaining their inputs from specialised 
sources. 
     Issues of affordability did not only affect mobility, but also access to prof-
itable locations in the research participants’ vicinity. A large segment of en-
trepreneurs thus found themselves in relatively unprofitable locations but 
claimed to be unable to afford the fees associated with locations with more 
commercial potential, such as the marketplace. This corresponded to a spatial 
poverty trap, where the lack of means prevented access to locations and mo-
bilities through which such means could be accumulated (see Jalan & Raval-
lion, 2002).      

Gender constraints 
Gender constrained the spatial execution of livelihoods through principally 
two mechanisms: directly through patriarchal control and indirectly through 
expectation of the fulfilment of reproductive duties, augmenting women’s 
time-burdens. Patriarchal control was typically executed by male, senior 
household members, most commonly the husband, and involved ascertaining 
that women remained within their socially assigned gender roles. In this study, 
it was noted that women living in conjugal relations often reported initial sus-
picion from their spouses towards their livelihood-related mobility. Liveli-
hoods that required longer absences from the home were particularly conten-
tious as they not only infringed on the “natural order” of operation in the 
household, but also on the spouse’s ability to oversee the activities of his part-
ner. As one remarked: 
 

When I was living with my husband, I would never have been able to [travel 
regularly to Tanzania]. He would have been too jealous. Where did you sleep? 
Who did you see? He would have taken his jealousy out on me. (Cross-border 
trader, Garden).  

 
The trader described a situation where her ex-husband’s urge to control her 
movements exposed her to the threat of domestic violence. This is an extreme 
display of patriarchal control and while not unique, most women subjected to 
masculine power based on the naturalised notion of men’s given status as the 
households’ primary authority (see Kantor, 2009).  
     With regards to intra-household power dynamics, the gender system appar-
ently varied in rigidity. There were women whose partners supported their 
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livelihood ventures wholeheartedly, including their full mobility needs. There 
were also cases were partners changed position and laxed their authority after 
realising the extent of the provisioning associated with their partner’s eco-
nomic activities. This can be interpreted as male heads of the household mak-
ing trade-offs between lack of control and increased standard of living, and/or 
increasing respect from regarding the partner as an equal (or superior) pro-
vider. More importantly, these developments indicate that norms circumscrib-
ing women’s mobility should be seen as fluid and prone to change in response 
to female agency, albeit within limits and subjected to individual variation. 
Studies on intra-household power relations demonstrate that economic activ-
ity, particularly through control over resources, may impact positively on 
women’s ability to make independent decisions and improves their position in 
the household (Agarwal, 2011; Doss, 2013; Kabeer, 1999). However, this con-
nection is complex and evidence from Bangladesh indicate that income gen-
eration is not always sufficient to address more coercive aspects of patriarchal 
power displays, including the ability of women to work outside the home (Ka-
beer, 2017). 
     Societal demands on women as the household’s primary caregivers consti-
tuted a greater challenge to livelihood-related mobility than patriarchal con-
trol. Limited search ranges for salary work, intra-settlement supply locations, 
and home-based and intra-settlement trading locations reflected to a great ex-
tent women’s spatial confinement as an outcome of significant reproductive 
workloads. Research continuously provides ample evidence for this link (see 
for example Blackden & Morris-Hughes, 1993; Chant & Mcilwaine, 2013; 
Semyonov & Lewin-Epstein, 1991; Hanson & Pratt, 1995; Spain, 2014; Ver-
rest & Post, 2007) 
     That women’s increased participation in the labour market is not met by a 
concomitant involvement of men in domestic work, thus augmenting 
women’s total workload, is not unique for this study, but has been documented 
widely (see for example Baxter et al, 2013; Bee & Vogel, 1997). In this study, 
maintaining household responsibility while pursuing a livelihood effectively 
increased women’s time poverty, as it reduced the time available for rest and 
leisure (Bardasi and Wodon, 2006). For women whose livelihood activities 
required them to be absent from the home, compensatory measures included 
waking up very early in the morning (between 3:30 and 5:00 am) in order to 
prepare breakfast, clean the house, sweep the ground in front of the house and 
wash the dishes. This strategy, involving the playing by the rules set by a heg-
emonic gender system in compensation for the ability to pursue one’s goals, 
corresponds well to the concept of ‘patriarchal bargain’ coined by Kandeyoti 
(1988). 
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Regulatory framework 
It was evident that women’s spatial livelihood arrangements, particularly 
those revolving around farming and trade, were alternately hampered and as-
sisted by formal rules and tacit understandings regulating the use of space. 
This included the prohibition against large livestock keeping in the residential 
settlements, and the notion of restrictions on maize cultivation. 
     As demonstrated, property relations and tenure status also impacted on 
women’s livelihood spatiality, with landlords prohibiting hawking in the area 
of residence, thus forcing the tenant to seek suitable locations elsewhere. The 
offloading site of lorries bringing agricultural produce to Bauleni was pri-
vately owned, with the owner imposing fees on hawkers and prohibiting the 
erection of permanent structures, which also prompted some research partici-
pants to conduct their trade in other locations. Marketplaces were generally 
governed by formal and informal rules depending on location. Access to the 
official marketplaces in the research locations was formalised, but exclusion 
appeared to be mainly connected to the fees rather than to barriers like lack of 
information and knowledge, or social ties. Impromptu marketplaces charac-
terised by clusters of traders along, for example, main access roads did not 
require fees or negotiation of entry but seemed to operate according to the 
logic of first-come-first-served. Anybody attempting to squeeze in a stall on 
an empty spot was generally tolerated, as long as the structure did not interfere 
with the flows of pedestrian and vehicle traffic. In a study from urban markets 
in Ghana, Sowatey et al (2018) described marketplaces as surrounded by rigid 
entry barriers, demanding high degrees of social ties and capital to negotiate 
access. A tentative explanation to the difference in results, contextual varia-
tion notwithstanding, could be that the markets in the research locations oper-
ated on a smaller scale, constituting centres of commerce for the residential 
settlement only, in relation to the more centrally located markets with more 
lucrative, and therefore more competitive, locations. 
     The practice of commodity-coding of certain locations constituted an in-
formal regulation upheld by both traders and consumers, encouraging the clus-
tering of vendors of specific commodities while excluding vendors of other 
commodities from the same spaces.  
     A factor never explicitly mentioned by the research participants but never-
theless having a major impact on their livelihood locations was the existence 
of unregulated spaces in their home settlements. They primarily consisted of 
roads and foot paths but also unused land in front of people’s dwellings. Some 
places were clearly off-bounds, like for example the spaces in direct associa-
tion with permanent shops and institutions like banks or the local police office. 
In general, however, once the geographical scope of livelihood operations had 
been established with regards to the research participant’s personal framework 
of opportunity and constraint, gaining access to the desired location was gen-
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erally a non-issue (unless interfering with previously mentioned property re-
lations and official spaces). Similar inferences have been made by Verrest & 
Post (2007), establishing a difference in formal status depending on main road 
versus back road locations. 
     The findings referring to locational decision-making in relation to space 
regulations fit well with a description by Lindell (2019) of urban spaces in 
low-income countries as regulated in a highly uneven manner. The research 
areas contained a patchwork of various formal and informal regulatory ar-
rangements that the research participants became familiar with through expe-
rience and exposure. An important conclusion is that the lack of regulation 
surrounding some spaces in the settlement actually enabled women to carry 
out livelihood activities adjusted to their everyday realities. As previously 
mentioned, however, these sites were often (although not always) less profit-
able than official marketplaces, thus providing a greater challenge to liveli-
hood sustainability. 
     Similarly, the livelihood narratives align with descriptions of “grey spaces” 
(see Förster & Ammann, 2018; McFarlane & Waiban, 2014) conceived as 
spaces outside formal regulations but nevertheless surrounded by their own 
rigid logics around entry, access and use. 

Social networks, social bonds and place attachment      
The importance of social networks for women’s livelihood spatialities (Han-
son & Pratt, 1988; Mitra, 2005) appeared to be valid also in this study. For 
some research participants in entrepreneurial livelihoods, locational decision-
making was inseparable from livelihood choice. Thus, the decision to adopt a 
certain livelihood strategy automatically conveyed a certain locational config-
uration. This was especially salient for cross-border traders, whose livelihoods 
were based around the interaction with specialised suppliers in locations re-
quiring significant mobility. Social networks were essential in introducing 
them to the trade, as a majority of these traders claimed to have been encour-
aged to take up the livelihood through a relative or friend.  
     Studies on place attachment and livelihood locations in the global South 
are not plentiful, but Sowatey et al (2018) provides an example of how Gha-
naian market women created a sense of belonging to their trade locations 
through childhood memories and feelings of pride emanating from the ability 
to provide. Similar orientations were found among the research participants 
and influenced their locational decision-making, although in a somewhat dif-
ferent way. The impact of social networks and feelings of belonging motivated 
the research participants to remain true to certain locations, not only based on 
the perception of economic benefits. Emotional affiliation to livelihood loca-
tions were in particular expressed by farmers and entrepreneurs. For farmers, 
own acquired land was often the locus of ambition, hope and future livelihood 
dreams. Land ownership constituted a source of pride and carried a sense of 
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potential. Research participants were very aware of their precarious economic 
situation but nurtured hopes that their continuous saving would eventually 
lead to the realisation of a more profitable and/or personally rewarding ven-
ture, such as a school, a house with rental units, a grocery shop or chicken 
farm. Others had already succeeded in scaling up operations into relatively 
profitable farms and connected their feelings of pride and success to the loca-
tion itself. For entrepreneurs, attachment was typically the outcome of contin-
uous interaction and relationship building. Socialisation with competitors, col-
leagues, suppliers and customers appeared to incrementally fuel processes of 
embeddedness and providing locational fixity.     
     According to Manzo (2005), places become imbued with meaning through 
iterative performances and a collection of experiences. Fenster (2005) labels 
these practices “ritualistic repetitions” (p. 249) and regards them as a means 
to make claims to territories. The research participants declaring their emo-
tional affiliation to their livelihood locations typically suggested that it had 
emerged through their livelihood activities, rather than preceding them. An 
exception was constituted by research participants running home-based enter-
prises on the basis of feeling of comfort. Place attachment, therefore, was not 
usually instrumental in the initial phases of locational choice, but seemed to 
promote the propensity to remain in a particular location, thus reflecting the 
continuous nature of locational decision-making.  

Conclusion: Everyday negotiations in the city 
African cities are often portrayed either as vibrant centres of inventiveness 
(see for example Koolhaas, 2000), or as loci for immiseration and social dis-
ruption (see for example Davis, 2006). Increasingly, scholars have empha-
sised their state of contingency, not least through the influential writings of 
Simone (2001, 2004, 2012), portraying the African city as being in a state of 
provisionality, flux and uncertainty. Simone (2012) regards urban life as “a 
disparate collection and disconnection of fragments” (p. 40), adding a layer of 
splintering to the common perception of complexity and diversity (Robinson, 
2011; Johnson-Schlee, 2019). Bjarnesen & Utas (2018) adopt a critical stance 
to this manner of conceptualising the African city, associating it to exoticism 
in a new guise. They suggest a perspective that takes into account the stable 
configurations of urban residents’ realities, exemplified through proximal and 
settled social relationships referred to as “urban kinships”.  
     In summarising the study on slum women’s livelihood spatialities, I would 
like to take this notion of stability further. Women’s livelihood strategies were 
vulnerable to shock, illustrated by the sheer number of research participants 
describing incidents of being “grounded”, that is, suffering business discon-
tinuation as a result of unsustainable investments or unanticipated events. 
Workers saw their employers move or run out of money, while farmers had 
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temporary leases on agricultural land withdrawn. Suppliers and customers dis-
appeared from one day to the next, impromptu marketplaces were dissolved 
to give way to development. However, as this chapter has demonstrated, live-
lihoods could also be characterised by permanence. They became embedded 
in various locations through social bonds and acts of meaning making, and 
reinforced existing ties, sometimes with people in distant locations. Trajecto-
ries solidified, transforming into regularities. Routinised mobilities and acts 
comprising livelihoods became the centre piece around which a large share of 
their life revolved. In addition, women’s livelihood trajectories contributed to 
imposing coherence on the seemingly unruly urban landscape, but also to ter-
ritories and pathways beyond its immediate scope. Mobilities and spatial prac-
tices made places, in all their materialities and social relations, legible and 
navigable. Livelihoods thus crystallised as a set of activities, practices and 
mobilities connecting the fragments making up the supposedly disjointed ur-
ban space. 
     From this perspective, it becomes painstakingly clear that the African city, 
while ostensibly chaotic from the outside, may be orderly and rational from 
the inside perspective of people enmeshed in its workings through their eve-
ryday practices. By carving out niches in order to survive, provide and some-
times prosper, women navigated the diverse territories of the slum, the city, 
and occasionally beyond; laying claim to them in the process through acts of 
habituation. In so doing, they simultaneously navigated the highly uneven 
landscapes of patriarchal relations, poverty, and informal and formal regula-
tions, displaying, as Bayat (2007) notes, “flexibility, pragmatism [and] nego-
tiation” in the context of “constant struggle for survival and self-development” 
(p. 579).  
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11.  Conclusion 

A livelihoodscape revealed 
The overarching aim of this thesis was to draw a livelihoodscape from the 
slum. Fundamentally, this involved outlining how livelihoods emerged from 
and interacted with the slum; and following how they detached themselves 
from it and unfolded further in urban space; and finally, how they transcended 
the urban territory and migrated onwards to peri-urban, rural and other urban 
spaces on different scales. This process generated an array of insights with 
implications for livelihood theory, but also for the workings of African cities. 
An overarching summary of these findings is presented in figure 42. 

 
Figure 42. Overview of main conclusions 

First, I wish to highlight the importance of the locality to the formulation and 
execution of the research participants’ livelihoods. Empirically, this was 
demonstrated through their relatively confined livelihood scope, emphasised 
through the massive importance of the residential settlement as a livelihood 
location. This was partly attributed to mobility constraints emanating from 
affordability issues, and, for women, the exercise of patriarchal control and 
expectations to fulfil reproductive chores. But these factors were not sufficient 
to explain the nodal function of the residential settlement. Its centrality was 
not only the outcome of constraint, but also of opportunity, which is a dimen-
sion which has seen little attention in research. In the slums, the residents built 
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their own economy, finely tuned to their needs and capabilities, concentrated 
around the circulations of low-cost services and commodities. To some extent, 
this economy was enabled by a patchy regulatory framework providing, 
among other things, for relatively generous access to spaces for productive 
activities. An important discovery was the role of localised processes of learn-
ing and socialisation occurring in people’s everyday lives, influencing their 
livelihood choices and embedding them into their local environment. This pro-
cess was sometimes enhanced through iterative practices of meaning making, 
fostering feelings of belonging and attachment to particular places. In essence, 
there was considerable overlap of social space with productive space (see 
Scott & Storper, 2014), sometimes literally, in the livelihood endeavours of 
the research participants. 
     Second, I want to draw attention to the role and distinctiveness of the wider 
urban arena in shaping – and being shaped by – the livelihood strategies of the 
research participants. On the city level, the slums interlocked with the city 
centre and high- and middle-income areas through people’s livelihoods. The 
connection with the city centre underlines the absolute predominance of trade-
based livelihoods, and how this fact interacted with the general status of the 
city as the national locus of commerce. But the city centre also provided inputs 
for service and manufacturing based livelihoods and thus exercised a magnetic 
pull on the majority people providing for themselves through entrepreneurial 
activities. People in salary work, however, followed a different set of spatial 
configurations. For them, the slums primarily adjoined with Lusaka’s middle- 
and high-income residential settlements, where they were absorbed into labour 
by private households. 
     The thesis was thus able to establish how the city integrated the slums, the 
city centre and the middle- and high-income areas in a complex livelihood 
system, reflecting and reinforcing their status as predominantly asset-poor. It 
was simultaneously revealed that this urban livelihood system was considera-
bly gendered, manifested through a tangibly segmented labour market pro-
duced by, and reproducing, norms dictating men’s and women’s socially pre-
scribed roles. As a result, men were heavily concentrated in sectors associated 
with traditionally male productive activities, such as transportation and con-
struction, while women exercised livelihoods largely replicating their repro-
ductive responsibilities.  
     It was demonstrated how this spatial system had emerged through a set of 
processes connecting to Lusaka’s colonial and post-colonial legacy, consisting 
of informalisation through macroeconomic fluctuations and neoliberal devel-
opment policies; planning practices and urban governance; and economic 
growth fuelled by positive macroeconomic change. These processes had also 
contributed to the gendering of livelihood spaces; such as channelling women 
into activities associated with the residential settlement by pushing them into 
the informal economy to a greater degree than men.  
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     Slum dwellers’ considerable affiliation with the locality through their live-
lihood activities explained through the mechanisms of opportunity and con-
straint outlined thus far, should also be seen in a context of a greater “urban 
condition”, if it can be typified as such. The city, and in particular its central 
areas, remained a crucial reference point; a set of material places that often 
required interaction as people pursued their strategies of provision. The city’s 
centripetal impact can so obviously be connected to its concentrations of peo-
ple, activities and goods; its multiplicity and diversity and the interdependen-
cies emerging from it. As such, it corresponds well to established conceptual-
isations of the urban as a “combinatorial force field” (Amin & Thrift, 
2016:15), attracting and fixing actors onto its fabric (Storper & Scott, 2014), 
producing particular sociomaterial configurations that actors engage with in 
different ways and according to their position of power (McFarlane, 2011).  
     Third, I wish to discuss the translocality of the research participants’ live-
lihood activities and its implication for urban theory. The thesis demonstrated 
that some economic activities stretched well beyond the urban territory in 
which the research participants resided, through long-distance or cross-border 
trade, commercial agriculture, or transportation livelihoods. These links with 
the outside typically emerged as a strategy to take advantage of capitals not 
readily available in the city, such as cheap, fertile land, or to capitalise on price 
differentials between distinct locations. The connections were not always in-
trinsic to livelihood choice but often built on kinship associations. 

Revisiting the African City 
The translocal nature of a part of the research participants’ livelihood activities 
renders support to southern urban theory propagating the formulation of new 
spatial imaginations in the study of social phenomena (see Robinson, 2011). 
Urban life in the global South has increasingly been studied from the vantage 
point of circulation, flows and translocality (see for example Gough, 2008; 
Simone, 2001; 2004); a development which has elucidated important aspects 
of people’s lives that would otherwise have remained obfuscated. This view 
aligns with Massey’s conceptualisation of place as an intersection of trajecto-
ries contributing to its inherent extraversion and unboundedness (2018 [1992; 
1993; 1994]). But conversely, a focus on flows sometimes overshadows the 
fact that the locality still remains a crucial reference point for urban dwellers, 
not least the poor (see Schindler, 2017). A contribution of this thesis is the 
affirmation that territorial perspectives and relational perspectives emphasis-
ing flows and mobilities, are not mutually exclusive. Massey’s (2018) power-
geometries comprises a helpful tool in understanding this dynamic, by de-
scribing how people are differentially positioned to initiate, participate in and 
execute flows. 
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     Inspired by Bjarnesen & Utas (2018), I simultaneously wish to nuance the 
picture of the African city as characterised by fleeting associations, mutability 
and flux (Schindler, 2017, Simone, 2004; 2012; 200, in which livelihoods are 
constantly subjected to uncertainty (Schindler, 2017; Simone, 2012). While 
this narrative was largely confirmed, a counter-narrative of settled configura-
tions also emerged, in which livelihoods had solidified into routinised trajec-
tories, spaces and relations, contributing to predictability and habituation of 
seemingly messy territories. Along the same vein, I think it is essential to 
highlight Bjarnesen & Utas’ (2018) concept of urban kinship, referring to re-
lationships that emanate through physical proximity rather than blood relation, 
and their immense importance for slum dwellers’ means of provision, but also 
for a sense of satisfaction and meaning. These urban kinships appeared as a 
reflection of what Massey (2005) refers to as the “throwntogetherness” of 
place; through coincidental meetings emerging from the constant movements 
and multiple interactions characterising the slum and the city (see also 
Simone, 2004). From this perspective, the slum proved a fertile ground for 
new affiliations, some which crystallised into stable relationships, providing 
anchor points in an environment of dense and shifting interplays between peo-
ple, and between people and objects. 
     A related point is the recognition of the usefulness of Simone’s (2004) con-
ceptualisation of people as infrastructure in understanding the role of social 
affinities in slum dwellers’ livelihoods and associated spatialities. The re-
search participants created structures of mutual support and services as a way 
to navigate and negotiate the hostile terrain of Lusaka. While “hostile” may 
seem a polemic description, it cannot be denied that the city remains a hostile 
place for those who are less endowed. As scholars (Tait, 1997; Tranberg Han-
sen, 1997; 2010) have demonstrated, this has been a consistent feature of Lu-
saka, not least through its various guises of urban governance and its vacilla-
tions between control and surveillance, and impotent laissez-faire. It is evident 
that from the vantage point of the slum dweller, the benign aspects of city life 
have little to do with its governance but are qualities that unfold beyond its 
circuits and through the actions of the poor themselves. 
     In a time when fears – justified or not – over the direction and impact of 
urbanisation in Africa are ventilated, I think it is particularly essential to un-
derline that the image of the slum dweller as a liability needs to be problema-
tised. A general growth of the urban population puts pressure on urban ser-
vices and infrastructure (Förster & Ammann, 2018) but in the context of Lu-
saka, a very limited amount of public funds has made its way into the slums 
or to measures specifically aimed facilitating life and livelihoods among them. 
The slum dwellers received little in the way of public support but sustained 
themselves and their communities through available means and to the limits 
of their capacity, and contributed to the reproduction of the upper classes 
through their labour. They constituted – and constitute – a necessary set of 
cogs in the city’s uneven clockwork economy.  
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     Finally, I would like elaborate on the notion stressed by some followers of 
Southern and subaltern urbanism that urban theory should be expanded 
through exploration from the margins (McFarlane, 2008). The slums of Lu-
saka have throughout the city’s history been pushed towards the periphery of 
policy and planning (Chitonge & Mfune, 2015; Mulenga, 2003; Resnick, 
2011), a status ingrained in their very conceptualisation as “peri-urban” (Tait, 
1997). However, it is evident that the lives and livelihoods of slum dwellers 
were by no means peripheral, nor taking place in the city’s shadows (McFar-
lane, 2008). Through their livelihoods, slum dwellers formed an essential and 
ubiquitous part of the everyday reality of Lusaka. They traversed the city in 
its entirety, negotiating access near and far, and to the spaces of the poor and 
the rich alike.  
     At the same time, life in the slum, and life in the city as a slum resident, is 
not an easy one. I do not want to create an illusion of people getting by no 
matter what, because not everybody does. People fall through the cracks every 
day, and sometimes it takes very little for them to do so. And when that hap-
pens, they do not always get back up again. It is in this sense that the existence 
of slum dweller is still peripheral, dwelling in the shadow of the modernising 
city were little consideration is paid to his or her well-being. Drawing a live-
lihoodscape from the slum entails embracing this richness of experience char-
acterising the ways people provide for themselves and their families – and the 
successes and failures accompanying them. 

Revisiting meta-theoretical points of departure 
I have previously indicated how I have been inspired by feminist and post-
colonial theory for this thesis’ meta-theoretical orientation. I have suggested 
how these approaches align with southern and subaltern conceptions of urban 
theory, and how they relate epistemologically to my main objects and subjects 
of study, i.e; the slums and their inhabitants. I have also outlined how partic-
ular features of this orientation have been more adhered to than others, such 
as their centrality in reflecting over the choice of research focus, methods and 
representation.  
     I have described how post-colonial and feminist theory have informed the 
decision to direct attention to the experiences and practices of people occupy-
ing a marginal position, both in the production of knowledge, and in society 
at large, namely the slum dwellers. I have departed from the understanding 
that their experience of marginalisation is not uniform but criss-crossed by 
power relations constituting axes of further social differentiation. Gender has 
comprised the primary vantage point from which this differentiation has been 
explored.  
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     Social differentiation has principally been examined through its manifes-
tations, such as gender segmentation of the labour market and associated var-
iation in livelihood spatialities between men and women. They are also repre-
sented by the spatial livelihood patterns of slum dwellers at large, and how 
these reflect their position as low-skilled and asset-poor. Following Racine 
(2003) stipulating a thorough contextualisation of social inequality, I have sit-
uated these realities within a framework of Lusaka’s historical, economic and 
political developments. Furthermore, I have examined in greater detail how 
gender structures interplay with regulatory regimes and socioeconomic strati-
fication in producing livelihood spatialities, but also how they are navigated 
in women’s everyday lives. 
     The findings related to livelihoods and gender predominantly aligns with 
previous research undertaken from the vantage point of urban Zambia (see 
Evans, 2015; Gordon, 1999; Gough, 2008, Mbembamoto et al, 2017; Tranberg 
Hansen, 1997, 2004, 2010). These studies have in common that they, to vari-
ous degrees, point to the gendered nature of Zambian society and how it spills 
over into the domains of productive work, generating distinct roles and out-
comes for men and women respectively. My research thus supplements these 
scholarships but also serves to elaborate certain points of mutual interest. 
     The systematic overview of men’s and women’s livelihoods that func-
tioned as a type of entry point to the substudies on livelihood spatialities pro-
vided quantitative insights on the character of gender-based labour segmenta-
tion, and revealed how men had access to a considerably richer palette of live-
lihoods than women, and that men’s penetration into women-dominated sec-
tors was noticeably more pronounced than the other way around. It was 
speculated that these findings connected to Lusaka’s colonial history, where 
restrictions on female urban residency contributed to men entering occupa-
tions and assuming chores typically associated with women. 
     In this thesis, I have endeavoured to follow Simone’s (2004, 2010) exam-
ple of providing description of the African city that reflects a genuine engage-
ment with its subjects, untainted by normative approaches imbued by notions 
of misery or ingenuity (a feat which should not be confused with a claim to 
neutrality). By following this ambition, I have been able to make visible the 
existence, but also to some degree the mechanisms behind social inequality, 
while at the same time recognising the manner in which the slum dwellers’ 
resist representations of vicitimisation. 
     I have been able to show how women’s livelihood endeavours were sur-
rounded by restrictions associated with the quality of being female, such as 
being forbidden from engaging in productive work as a deference to the house-
hold’s male authority. I have also demonstrated how the perception of these 
norms varied greatly between households, and how women found ways to get 
around barriers to economic activity by calling on social networks, adjusting 
their daily routines or simply ignoring them and facing the consequences. I 
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have simultaneously pointed out how their livelihood activities could contrib-
ute to cementing their belonging in the gendered sphere of reproduction, but 
also how they could be used to challenge this belonging through successful 
translocal enterprises. 
     I have also  described how slum dwellers resided in a context often char-
acterised by risk, insecurity and even adversity, and how this reality formed a 
constant companion in their everyday interactions with the city, but also how 
they drew on every asset available, devoting considerable time and energy, to 
patch together a living. In addition, I have presented how life in the slum can 
be about basic survival, but how it also can be about so much more. I have 
tried to reproduce the slum as I perceive it: as a place of struggle, hardship and 
alienation, but also of meaningfulness, agency and solidarity. And the slum 
dwellers as a diverse group, as agents of their own fate, but within structures 
that can only be described as oppressive, severely circumscribing their ability 
to escape their position of exclusion. 

Revisiting the Sustainable Livelihoods Framework 
To my knowledge, the type of concise, detailed, geographical mapping of 
slum dwellers’ locations of economic activity featuring in this thesis has not 
previously been carried out. Together with the multi-layered material contex-
tualising and clarifying those locations, this constitutes the thesis’ principal 
empirical contribution. Drawing a livelihoodscape has generated exclusive in-
sights in how slum dwellers organise their livelihood activities spatially, how 
they interact with space, how they are shaped by it and contribute to shaping 
space.  
     The original meaning of the suffix “-scape” is actually “to shape” (Olwig, 
2005). This thesis has established the mutual constitutive relationship between 
livelihoods and space, in that livelihoods shape spaces while simultaneously 
being shaped by them (see also Verrest & Post, 2007). Livelihoods congregate 
in places as a result of their inherent qualities, adding a(nother) sociomaterial 
layer which inevitably transforms these places. At the same time, the distinc-
tiveness of place contributes to the formulation of particular livelihoods and 
livelihood practices. The concept of livelihoodscape, devised to capture the 
existence of a spatially interconnected livelihood system from specific van-
tage points, thereby incorporates this dialectic. 
     In relation to livelihood studies in general, and the SLF in particular, this 
thesis has contributed to inserting the role of space into the framework’s sys-
temic understanding. I have exemplified how issues relating to space perme-
ates the entire model and, thereby, the critical need to recognise space as a 
fundamental factor in livelihood analysis. I have demonstrated how space can 
be regarded as an asset, a resource deployed to construct a sustainable liveli-
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hood, such as a profitable trading location or residency near areas with de-
mand for particular types of labour, such as household work. I have described 
how space simultaneously has structural qualities, sorting people into differ-
ent environments from which they learn and develop their livelihoods. Space 
is moreover a livelihood outcome, translated into changed access to particular 
places and mobilities, such as for women whose men allow them a greater 
spatial scope of operation upon realising the extent of their contribution. Space 
also constitutes a vulnerability context, characterised by shocks and trends that 
affect people disparately depending on sociospatial position. 
     With this thesis, I consequently join the group of scholars who over the 
years have argued in favour of the SLF’s merging with geographical perspec-
tives (see for example Blumberg, 2018, King, 2011, Verrest & Post, 2007). I 
have suggested that the spatial turn (see Warf & Arias, 2009) largely managed 
to skip over the field of livelihood studies, with the consequence that it now 
lags behind in term of spatial awareness. This thesis builds on the body of 
spatially oriented livelihoods research that nevertheless keeps growing and 
makes a stand for the necessity of continue exploring the imbrication of space 
with poor people’s livelihoods. 
     Aside from displaying the applicability of spatial approaches to the sys-
temic thinking of the SLF, one of this thesis’ main theoretical contribution lies 
in connecting livelihood research to various strands within urban studies, es-
pecially southern and subaltern urbanism. This has entailed demonstrating 
how livelihoods can be applied to investigate the functions and conceptions of 
an African city, but also how various debates unfolding within urban studies 
can enrich livelihood studies and enhance its analytical potency.  
     Through slum dwellers’ livelihood practices, Lusaka has been identified as 
a particular place, as an intersection of trajectories (see Massey, 2018 [1992a, 
1994]) contributing to its uniqueness. It has been revealed as a place of fluc-
tuating as well as settled relationships; of localised as well as territorially 
transcending processes; and as a place of stratified relations of power that 
nonetheless intersect continuously. On a general level, this description could 
apply to any city in the world, but this thesis has contributed to teasing out the 
various elements of this configuration, and their internal relationship, that 
makes Lusaka different – and simultaneously similar. These include, among 
many others, its colonial legacy with “kaffir farms” and gendered urbanisation 
policies; its single-commodity economy; and its administration’s oscillating 
approaches to informality. They also encompass the men who push the Lusaka 
boundaries outwards by building homes to the city’s privileged and the 
women who care for their children in the meantime while trading homegrown 
tomatoes from wooden stalls. They involve the women who band together to 
cross borders and search for the commodities that will fetch the best prices, 
and the men in the copper mines who send money to the wives and children 
once a month. These people, routines, practices, relations and objects are con-
stitutive elements of Lusaka, and convey certain understandings.  
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     While a livelihoods approach has furnished me with this vantage point of 
the city, urban theory has enabled me to make sense of what I am seeing, ar-
ticulate new understandings, and communicate them in an adequate language. 
Or in other words: a livelihoods perspective has allowed me to dismantle the 
African city, and southern and subaltern urban theory has enabled me to put it 
back together again and see it in a different light. To return to Simone (2004), 
it has made it possible for me to look at its “ruins” – represented both by its 
deconstructed components as well a metaphorical conception of the slum – 
and establish that “something else besides decay” (p 407) indeed has been 
happening. 
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12.  A note on policy 

From the perspective of the research participants, their livelihood activities 
were rarely optimal from a spatial point of view. This thesis has demonstrated 
that mobilities and access to spaces for livelihood execution were often per-
ceived as being constrained, resulting in pragmatic, sub-optimal arrangements 
with limited opportunities for growth. This particular reality did not preclude 
the existence of other, occasionally more or equally important benefits, such 
as the creation of social networks. Nonetheless, the ability to look for salary 
work in areas with better supply and higher salaries, and to purchase inputs 
from specialised sources and trade in locations with higher demand, create 
possibilities for increased livelihood robustness and sustainability. Eliminat-
ing the barriers towards optimal livelihood spatialities can therefore be seen 
as a step towards this aim. 
     However, slum dwellers’ livelihood spatialities comprise a mere symptom 
of broader processes of social exclusion that need to be addressed for funda-
mental, positive change to occur. As these processes occur on multiple scales, 
ranging from Zambia’s peripheral position in the world economy, to a political 
elite with little incentive and ability to implement genuine pro-poor policies; 
and to oppressive gender norms; they also require complex, multi-scalar solu-
tions. Strengthening people’s livelihoods through targeted support measures, 
such as micro-loans and courses on entrepreneurship, may certainly make a 
difference on the individual level, but they do little to address the underlying 
problems surrounding continuous socioeconomic marginalisation.  
     I think it is important to remember Tranberg Hansen’s (2010) analysis that 
“entrepreneurship and micro-enterprises in the informal economy are not 
grassroots solutions to unemployment. A focus on such activities implies that 
the informal economy can absorb ever-increasing numbers of newcomers” (p 
22), much in the vein of Roy’s (2005) rejection of the discourse of heroic en-
trepreneurship characterising developmentalist notions of informality. Lusaka 
corresponds well to the image of the African city as a nexus for informality, 
and it is clear that whereas its slum dweller drew almost entirely on the infor-
mal sector to get by, thereby underlining its importance to their existence, it 
rarely represented a pathway out of poverty.  
     I will not enter into a discussion about the various steps that are required 
to achieve positive social change as there are others much better equipped to 
do so. I will, however, dwell on a certain aspect of it which I consider to be of 
critical importance: collective organisation and political agency among the 
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poor. During my fieldwork, it has become clear to me the centrality of the 
material dimension to be able to pursue goals, whether collective or individ-
ual. It is difficult to devote time and effort to more abstract endeavours when 
the threat of eviction, starvation and illness looms above. Efforts directed to-
wards enabling collective action therefore need to take this dimension into 
account.  
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13.  Epilogue 

I would like to return to Myers (2011) and the question that he posed in the 
book “African Cities. Alternative Visions of Theory and Practice”: “Can we 
start from a city like Lusaka to offer themes that resonate in other cities in 
Africa, and potentially other cities in the world?” (p. 42).  
     Scholars who endorse the notion of turning theory on its head and reflect 
on how knowledge from southern contexts may enrich traditionally northern 
theoretical constructs often imply a promotion of “good” examples towards 
this aim. These examples typically revolve around perseverance and agency 
in contexts averse to those who are vulnerable (see for example Asher & 
Akoth, 2020).  I find this ambition truly deserving, not least when keeping in 
mind the dystopian narratives that tend to accompany accounts of conditions 
in the global South, and the way they downplay the richness of experience that 
characterise these vast spaces and populations. Often, however, these ambi-
tions appear to reach no further than promoting new ways of seeing, or possi-
bly seeing from the South towards the South, such as highlighting solutions 
from the global South to “southern” problems (see Asher & Akoth, 2020; 
Uteng & Lucas, 2018). This is commendable and necessary, but I would also 
wish for research directions centred around how experiences from the global 
South can be deployed to enrich theory as well as practice in Northern con-
texts. Such examples do exist (see for example Horner, 2020; Lewis, 2017), 
but they are still far and few between. 
     I would like wrap up this thesis by making a small contribution to this aim. 
This thesis is fundamentally about sociospatial marginalisation and exclusion. 
It is about the weakest in the city; their everyday struggles for survival; their 
strategies; their means of negotiation; and their ways of creating places, 
homes, and meanings. It is about how they, through these acts, alternately 
confirm and resist their very conceptualisation as weak and excluded.  
     All cities have people living on the margins, whether spatial, economic, 
political or theoretical. All cities are criss-crossed by power relations, regulat-
ing inclusion into particular places, flows and mobilities. In Lusaka, and from 
the slum dwellers’ perspectives, this reality is more extreme, visible and acute 
than from other vantage points, such as cities and towns in the global North. 
Their responses reflect the scale of exclusion that they are experiencing, in 
that they have been forced to create an extensive, almost self-contained, par-
allel system of relations and reliance to get by.  
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     But social exclusion is in no way confined to the global South, as implied 
by wide body of research and, by all means, our everyday encounters on the 
city’s streets. Its causes and expressions have been examined from a range of 
approaches, and I would like to add a livelihoods way of thinking to that 
toolbox. Livelihood studies almost exclusively concentrate on populations and 
environments in the global South (exceptions are constituted by, for example 
Blumberg, 2018), but I think that its ways of seeing from the viewpoint of the 
marginalised the patchwork of activities, relations and locations that make up 
a livelihood could be useful also in global North contexts. We - and in that 
“we” I principally include those of us who have directed our gaze towards 
southern contexts - tend to think of global North citizens as formal employers 
and employees, with social security networks standing by when falls through 
the gaps in the labour market. We often forget those who have lost their med-
ical coverage (or never had one in the first place), those who are unable to 
comply with the requirements of authorities to access conditioned social ben-
efits, and migrants who fail to gain a foothold in the new country’s economy 
and the welfare systems limited to its citizenry.  
     By returning to Myers, the theme I would like to offer consequently reso-
nates with another, more famous quote: “The measure of civilization is how it 
treats its weakest members”. The quote is popularly misattributed to Gandhi, 
but is believed to originate from American ex-president Humphrey in the 
1970s, although with considerable alteration to its original letter (Knight, 
2016). Notwithstanding, its fundamental meaning remains unmistakably 
clear. I would like to conclude by saying: The measure of urban governance 
should be how it treats those confined to the city’s margins, and the measure 
of urban theory should be how their perspectives are represented. The measure 
of social scientific inquiry should be how it manages to reveal how social ex-
clusion is caught up in wider processes co-existing on multiple scales simul-
taneously, and the measure of humanity should be how we care to deal with 
this knowledge. 
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Svensk sammanfattning 

Afrika står inför en stor omvälvning. Kontinenten urbaniseras i en takt som i 
det närmaste kommit att beskrivas som en revolution. Denna process får stora 
konsekvenser för dess invånare, av ett slag som ännu inte går att förutse. 
Forskning visar att städernas tillväxt kan utgöra en belastning för ekonomiskt 
och politiskt svaga länder, som saknar resurser att hantera den på ett långsik-
tigt och hållbart sätt. Följder som kunnat observeras är en kraftig ökning av 
den informella sektorn, med hänseende på boende såväl som försörjning; en 
omlokalisering av fattigdom från landsbygd till stad, samt en utbredning av 
slum. 
     Afrikas urbanisering utgör en ram till denna avhandling, som behandlar 
sluminvånares försörjningsstrategier i Zambias huvudstad Lusaka. Syftet med 
avhandlingen är att studera dels hur sluminvånare försörjer sig och dels vilka 
platser de besöker för detta ändamål. Med anledning av den befolkningstill-
växt som sker i slumområden är det angeläget att söka kunskap om hur dess 
invånare hanterar sin vardag och säkrar sin överlevnad. Slum associeras ofta 
med osäkra besittningsformer, undermålig levnadsstandard och avsaknad av 
grundläggande faciliteter såsom vatten, el och avlopp. Detta är kvaliteter som 
inverkar menligt på möjligheten att leva ett värdigt liv med tillfredsställande 
livskvalitet. För att hantera denna problematik krävs kunskap om sluminvåna-
res livsvillkor. Även om det skett ett uppsving i intresse för slumfrågor såväl 
inom som utanför akademin är kunskapsluckorna fortsatt omfattande. Detta 
rör speciellt frågor om försörjning, och i synnerhet försörjningsaktiviteters 
rumsliga dimension.  
     Ambitionen med avhandlingen är dock inte enbart att studera försörjnings-
strategier och vidhängande rumsliga arrangemang utifrån ett slumperspektiv, 
utan att också reflektera över hur denna kunskap förhåller sig till gängse re-
presentationer av den afrikanska staden. Anhängare av ”sydliga” approacher 
till studiet av det urbana har understrukit hur den afrikanska staden ofta fram-
ställts och hanterats som bristfällig och därmed underkänd i sin roll som kun-
skapsproducent. Det konstateras att afrikanska städer visserligen står inför 
många och svåra utmaningar, men att det också finns alternativa förståelser 
som förtjänar att framhävas och som har potential att utveckla synen på det 
urbana.  
     De utmaningar som afrikanska städer möter är till stor del kopplade till den 
pågående urbaniseringen, men också till deras koloniala arv. Dessa utgörs av 
svag tillväxt, en stor informell sektor och långtgående sociospatiala klyftor. 
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Samtidigt framställs den afrikanska staden som en flyktig och föränderlig plats 
med invånare som uppvisar stor anpassningsbarhet och bygger nätverk bortom 
formella kanaler för att säkerställa sin överlevnad. Sluminvånares försörj-
ningsstrategier utgör därigenom en lins genom vilken Lusaka, som represen-
tant för ”den afrikanska staden”, undersöks och analyseras.  
     Avhandlingen tar också utgångspunkt i att sluminvånare inte utgör en ho-
mogen grupp, utan att slummen - precis som samhället i stort - är socioekono-
miskt skiktad och genomskuren av maktrelationer kopplade till genus, ålder 
och etnicitet. Just genus har tilldelats en framträdande roll i avhandlingen, sär-
skilt med hänseende på skillnader mellan mäns och kvinnors rumsliga försörj-
ningsarrangemang. 
     Insamling av material till avhandlingen ägde rum i tre slumområden: Gar-
den, Bauleni och Linda. Totalt 459 forskningsdeltagare från 442 hushåll del-
tog i en enkätundersökning som syftade till att skapa en övergripande bild av 
försörjningsaktiviteter hos var och en av hushållens medlemmar. Femtiotre av 
dessa valdes ut för semistrukturerade intervjuer, och ytterligare sjutton för ob-
servationsstudier. Fältstudierna genomfördes mellan 2014 - 2017 med bistånd 
av gatekeepers och fältassistenter. Materialet analyserades med hjälp av geo-
grafiska informationssystem (GIS), deskriptiv statistik och kvalitativ inne-
hållsanalys. 
     Avhandlingens fokus utgörs av tre aspekter av försörjningsrumslighet: det 
urbana respektive peri-urbana; det lokala respektive det translokala, samt 
platsspecifikt beslutsfattande. Dessa aspekter har givit upphov till tre sam-
mannhängande delstudier.  
     Den första studien undersöker hur sluminvånare organiserar sina försörj-
ningsaktiviteter inom och i områden i anslutning till Lusaka. En kartläggning 
av sluminvånares försörjningsrelaterade lokaler visar att deras aktiviteter i 
första hand koncentrerades till den egna bosättningen. Detta gällde speciellt 
för kvinnors ekonomiska aktiviteter. Studien avslöjade vidare hur försörj-
ningsaktiviteter, särskilt relaterade till detaljhandel, var starkt länkade till 
Lusakas centrum, som också utgör stadens kommersiella nav. Centrum utkris-
talliserade sig som en viktig plats för införskaffandet av livsmedel, men även 
för andra typer av varor, såsom kläder, företrädesvis second-hand, och pro-
dukter att använda i jordbruket. 
     Vidare framstod intilliggande hög- och medelklassområden som avgö-
rande för sluminvånares lönearbete. Framför allt dominerade anställningar 
inom privata hushåll, men även byggarbete, handel och jordbruk förekom i 
dessa områden. Arbetsmarknaden framträdde därutöver som avsevärt köns-
segregerad, med män primärt anställda inom bygg- och transportsektorn, och 
kvinnor inom detaljhandel. Även inom sektorerna förekom segregering, som 
exempelvis vid anställning för privata hushåll, där kvinnors aktiviteter före-
trädesvis ägde rum inne i hemmet, medan män ansvarade för trädgårdsarbete 
och säkerhet. 
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     I analysen konstateras det att dessa rumsliga arrangemang, inklusive deras 
könsuppdelning, i mångt och mycket kan kopplas till processer som ägt rum 
genom flera olika epoker och på olika skalnivåer. Lusakas koloniala planering 
– och avsaknad därav – har resulterat i att forskningsdeltagarnas bostadsom-
råden är rumsligt integrerade med hög- och medelklassområden, vilket skapar 
närhet till arbetsmarknader präglade av anställningar inom privata hushåll. 
Lusakas pågående expansion, som till stor del lokaliseras till medelklassom-
råden belägna i periferin – absorberade en del av de manliga sluminvånarna 
som arbetskraft. Den avgörande roll som den egna bosättningen spelade för 
framför allt kvinnor associeras till en historia av intolerans gentemot infor-
mella aktiviteter samt ett kolonialt förbud mot kvinnors näringsverksamhet, 
vilket resulterat i att dessa behövt äga rum utom synhåll för myndigheter. 
Detta har sedan förstärkts av en fluktuerande ekonomi och nyliberala refor-
mer, vilket resulterat i en ökad informalisering av ekonomin. Studien konklu-
derar att sluminvånares försörjning i mångt och mycket kretsar kring att till-
handahålla tjänster och produkter som efterfrågas av de egna inkomstsegmen-
tet, ofta i det egna bostadsområdet, och som ställer låga krav på utbildning och 
startkapital. 
     Den andra studien inriktar sig primärt på sluminvånares translokala för-
sörjningsstrategier i relation till lokala dito. Den undersöker de incitament som 
existerar för att bedriva ekonomiska aktiviteter bortom den lokala domänen, 
samt tillvägagångssätt. Studien börjar dock med att fastslå att sluminvånares 
aktiviteter hade en överväldigande lokal omfattning, och att enbart sex procent 
av alla försörjningsaktiviteter bedrevs på en translokal skala. Till viss del kan 
detta förklaras med att forskningsdeltagarna i mångt och mycket valde för-
sörjning utifrån de intryck exponerades för från sitt närområde, samt genom 
sociala nätverk som ofta var väldigt lokalt förankrade.  
     Translokal försörjning utgjordes till största delen av handel, jordbruk och 
transport, men även i viss mån av byggarbete. Eftersom forskningsdeltagarna 
endast bestod av kvinnor har studien koncentrerat sig på handel och jordbruk, 
då övrig translokal försörjning nästan uteslutande inkluderade män. Enbart en 
liten del av handelsaktiviteter visade sig vara translokala, men dessa spelade 
en viktig roll, inte minst eftersom de generellt sett genererade högre inkomster 
än lokala diton. Tre typer av aktiviteter kunde urskiljas: i) handel inom landet 
som ofta byggde på försäljning av manufakturvaror från Lusaka till mindre 
byar och städer, samt inflöde av råvaror som livsmedel och träkol; ii) handel 
koncentrerad till gränsområden, samt iii) internationell handel. Translokal 
handel motiverades i stor utsträckning av möjligheten att dra fördel av geo-
grafiska obalanser i utbud och efterfrågan. 
     I jordbruk har både kommersiella aktiviteter och självhushållning inklude-
rats. Detta utgjorde den största translokala sektorn, med 19 % respektive 16 
% translokala aktiviteter. Ofta bedrevs jordbruk på egna farmer eller i anslut-
ning till byar med familjeägd mark. Sociala nätverk var essentiella i upprätt-
hållandet av ett translokalt jordbruk, särskilt eftersom forskningsdeltagarna 
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räknade Lusaka som sin primära hemvist och saknade möjlighet att vistas på 
lantbruket i den utsträckning som krävdes. 
     Remitteringar var också viktiga för sluminvånares försörjning. Även här 
var det translokala inslaget litet, men mer utbrett än för övriga försörjnings-
källor. Det var vanligt att sluminvånare var situerade i multipla försörjnings-
nätverk och innehade rollen som både sändare och mottagare av remitteringar. 
Dessa kunde bestå av pengar, kläder eller mat. Det var också vanligt med mul-
tilokala hushåll där framför allt barn skickades till äldre släktingar i staden 
medan föräldrarna arbetade på annan ort. 
     De främsta slutsatserna av studien innefattar i) det sociala kapitalets avgö-
rande roll för lokala såväl som translokala försörjningsstrategier och ii) en 
problematisering av bilden av den afrikanska staden som ett omkopplingscen-
trum för diverse flöden. Studien visar på att dessa flöden framstår som villko-
rade, där sluminvånares möjligheter att delta är begränsade 
     Den tredje studien fokuserar specifikt på kvinnors försörjningsaktiviteter 
på olika geografiska nivåer och försöker utröna vilka motiv som givit upphov 
till olika typer av rumsliga arrangemang. Jordbruk, företagande och lönearbete 
genererade olika typer av rumsliga konfigurationer. Företagande och jordbruk 
krävde ofta multilokala lösningar, medan lönearbete ofta begränsades till en 
specifik plats. Det fanns en stor spännvidd i arrangemang som rörde inköp och 
försäljning, men generellt sett, och i enlighet med tidigare resultat i avhand-
lingen, var kvinnor i stor omfattning knutna till den egna bosättningen, och då 
särskilt hemmet. Forskningsdeltagarna motiverade sina platsbeslut med i) un-
dermålig tillgång till kapital, vilket begränsade deras mobilitet och tillgång till 
mer lukrativa försäljningslokaler, ii) patriarkala strukturer i form av manlig 
kontroll av mobilitet samt omfattande hushållsansvar, iii) sociala nätverk som 
tjänade som introduktion till vissa typer av försörjning med en ”färdig” upp-
sättning platser, men som också gav upphov till en känslomässig bundenhet 
till vissa platser. Slutligen visade sig också formell och informell reglering av 
det offentliga rummet ha en inverkan på forskningsdeltagarnas lokaliserings-
beslut, såsom förbud mot djurhållning, ”varukodning” av vissa platser, men 
också en avsaknad av reglering av platser bortom centrala stråk. 
     Kvinnors lokaliseringsbeslut genomkorsades alltså av dessa hänsynstagan-
den. En viktig slutsats var dock hur kvinnor ständigt förhandlade dessa be-
gränsningar genom olika strategier och att det fanns en stor variation i hur 
tvingande dessa strukturer upplevdes vara. Resultaten bidrar också till att ny-
ansera den vedertagna synen på den afrikanska staden som stadd i ständig för-
ändring. Forskningsdeltagarnas försörjning och vidhängande rumsliga ar-
rangemang bekräftade visserligen delvis denna bild, men de gav också upphov 
till en alternativ bild präglad av kontinuitet och stabilitet. Exempelsvis upp-
rättade forskningsdeltagarna ofta varaktiga relationer med kunder, leverantö-
rer och arbetsgivare, samt navigerade i staden enligt rutiniserade rörelsemöns-
ter. 
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     Sammantaget gör avhandlingen gällande att sluminvånares rumsliga för-
sörjningsarrangemang i hög grad präglas av deras status som rumsligt och so-
cioekonomiskt marginaliserade, men att det också existerar påtagliga skillna-
der inom gruppen som kan kopplas till förekomsten av genusstrukturer. Av-
handlingen beskriver hur dessa i hög grad samverkar med processer på olika 
skalnivåer som sammanstrålar i Lusaka och därigenom skapar unika förutsätt-
ningar för försörjning.  
     Avhandlingen tjänar också som en illustration av vikten av att inkorporera 
ett rumsligt tankesätt inom försörjningslitteraturen. Det existerar en dialektik 
mellan rummet och försörjning, i det att försörjningsstrategier i stor utsträck-
ning formas av rummet, samtidigt som de också lämnar sitt avtryck på det.     
     Slutligen bidrar avhandlingen till att nyansera bilden av den afrikanska sta-
den som ständigt i rörelse och stadd i förändring, och menar istället att slum-
invånare genom sina försörjningsaktiviteter kan medverka till att skapa struk-
turer av kontinuitet och förutsägbarhet, såväl som fixering och lokal förank-
ring av stadens pågående flöden. 
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Appendix 

Questionnaire (altered to fit book format) 
 
 
AREA:__________________Date:___________________________ 
 
General information 
 
Name:________________________________________________________ 
Age: ____   Education level:_________________  Tribe/mother tongue:___ 
Marital status:______________  Living with spouse: Yes (  )  No (  )  
Duration of residence:____________ Tenure status (tenant/owner):_______ 
Place of birth:__________________  Other places of residence:__________ 
 
Number of people in household:_______  Under 18:_______ In school 
(boys/girls):___________________________________________________ 
 
Do you share house with other people apart from your partner/children? If 
yes, specify: 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Notes:________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Livelihoods 
 
Do you do any kind of work? If yes, specify: 
 
Type of work              Location Income (monthly) 
______________        ___________ ________________________ 
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______________        ___________ ________________________ 
______________        ___________ ________________________ 
______________        ___________ ________________________ 
______________        ___________ ________________________ 
 
Why have you chosen to work?____________________________________ 
Why this type of work?__________________________________________ 
How do you travel to work?_______________________________________ 
 
Are you involved in any type of business? If yes, specify: 
 
Type Sales location          Input location       Income (monthly)    
__________    ______________    _____________    _______________ 
__________    ______________    _____________    _______________ 
__________    ______________    _____________    _______________ 
__________    ______________    _____________    _______________ 
 
Other locations and means of travelling:_____________________________ 
 
Why did you decide to have a business?_____________________________ 
Why this type of business?________________________________________ 
How do you travel to the places were you buy/sell products?_____________ 
 
Is anyone in your home working or involved in business? If yes, specify: 
 
Person      Type of work/business       Locations             Income (monthly) 
_______   __________________       ___________       _________________ 
_______   __________________       ___________       _________________ 
_______   __________________       ___________       _________________ 
_______   __________________       ___________       _________________ 
 
 
Do you or someone in you home receive money/food/commodities from 
other sources? Yes (  )  No (  )  
If yes, from whom and from where?________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you support anyone not living with you? If yes, please specify: 
Who?___________   How?_______________   Where?_________________ 
 
Have you been working with something else or had any other type of busi-
ness before? If yes: 
What did you do?_______________________________________________ 
Why did you quit/change job/business?______________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Have you ever dreamed about working with something else or doing another 
type of business? If yes, 
     What?______________________________________________________ 
     Why that job/business?________________________________________ 
     What prevents you from pursuing this dream?______________________ 
     ___________________________________________________________ 
 
Agricultural activities 
 
Do you have any garden/plot where you grow crops? 
     If no, why not?______________________________________________ 
     If yes, please specify: 
 
What do you grow?______________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Where do you cultivate?__________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
If your garden/plot is not close to your home, how often do you go there and 
which means of transportation do you use?___________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you use any inputs (extra soil, fertilizers, pesticides, etc)? If yes, which 
ones and where do you get them?__________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Who does the work in the garden/plot? Please specify what work is carried 
out by whom:_________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you grow for: own consumption ( )    trading ( )      (check one or both as 
applicable). 
     If you sell, what do you sell?__________________________________ 
     Where do you sell it?_________________________________________ 
 
Do you keep animals other than pets? 
     If no, why not?_______________________________________________ 
     If yes, please specify: 
 
What animals do you have?_______________________________________ 
Where do you keep them?________________________________________ 
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If you do not keep them near your home, is someone else taking care of 
them? If yes, who?__________________________________________ 
 
How often to you go to the place where they are kept and which means of 
transportation do you use?________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you use any inputs (fodder, sawdust, etc)? If yes, please specify: 
     What do you use?____________________________________________ 
     Where do you get your inputs?__________________________________ 
 
Do you keep the animals for your own consumption or do you sell some of 
the produce?___________________________________________________ 
     If you sell, what do you sell?____________________________________ 
     Where do you sell it? 
 
Notes:________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Gender 
 
Have you participated in gender training?   Yes ( )    No ( ) 
 
Economy 
 
What do you do with the money that you earn?________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Who decides how your income should be spent?_______________________ 
Who decides how the income of other family members should be spent?____ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Does anyone in your home own asset like the following: Land/car/house? If 
yes, please specify what and which person who owns it:_______________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Who decides if any of these assets should be sold? ____________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Social and cultural: 
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Can you go wherever you want without asking someone’s permission? If no, 
whom do you ask?______________________________________________ 
 
Can you make your own decisions about: 
 Going to the market Yes ( ) No( )________________ 
 Going to the clinic Yes ( ) No( )________________ 
 Meeting friends Yes ( ) No( )________________ 
 Buying clothes Yes ( ) No( )________________ 
 What to eat/cook Yes ( ) No( )________________ 
 When to do your chores Yes ( ) No( )________________ 
 Children’s schooling Yes ( ) No( )________________ 
 Using family planning Yes ( ) No( )________________ 
 
Have you ever been beaten by anyone in your family? If yes, by whom? 
______________ _______________________________________________ 
Do you feel that that person was right/wrong to beat you? _______________ 
 
Please specify who does what at home (housework): ___________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
     
Politics 
 
Are you a member of: 
     An association, organization or club? If yes, which?_________________ 
     Church/mosque/other religious unit? If yes, which?__________________ 
     If member, do you have any specific position/responsibility? If yes, 
please specify what: _____________________________________________ 
 
Did you vote in any of the elections? Yes ( ) No ( ) If no, why not?________ 
Will you vote in the coming elections?  Yes ( ) No ( ) If no, why not?______ 
If yes, how will you decide which candidate to vote for? ________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Psychology 
 
Do you feel proud of yourself? Yes ( ) No ( ) Why?___________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
Do you feel that you are respected by: 
     Your family:  Yes ( ) No ( ) 
     Your neighbours: Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Why?_________________________________________________________ 
 
Do feel that you are good at the work/chores that you do? Yes ( ) No ( ) 
Why? ________________________________________________________ 
Do you feel that you have the same value as anyone else in the family? 
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    Yes ( ) No ( )  Why? __________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Notes: 
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